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SUM1VIARY

The thesis is in two partso In the first part,

various str.ategies open to the physicalÍst to reconcile

the use of mental predicates, partÍcularly afterimage

predicates e.g. "x hag a red square afterimage", with

physicalism are investigated. It is argued that all the

strategies open to the physicalist must leave open the

possibility that what we know¡ or can come to know,

about our minds, are facts which cannot be accommodated

within a physicalist framework. In the second part, an

investigation of what we can know about tJre state we are

in when we allegedly have a red afterimage is undertaken.

It is argued that we know too much for the physical.ist

to accommodate.

lWhat follows is a chapter-by-chapter summary.

Part One. The Logic of Fhysicalism.

Chapter One.

A definition of physicalism using tJre idea of

ttre set P of physicalistically acceptable predicates iE

given. Some properties of P are investlgated.

Chapter Two.

Definitions of reduction by bicondÍtionals and

elimination by biconditionals are given. The notion of

topia neutralíty is explored, and two types are distÍnguished.

It is argued tÀat the topÍc neutral arralysis was an attempt

to show that mental predicates are members of P' Smartrs

original version of the topic neutral analysis is examined

and -rejected in favour of a more hotist approach to the

analysis. Two interpretations of Smartrs defence to
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Bradleyts objections are indicated.

Chapter Three.

Lewisandsmart'slaterversionofthetopic
neutral analysis, using the device of Ramsey Sentences'

is examined. It is argued that this approa'ch avoids

the problem of giving an analysis of afterimage predicates

which ties them too closely to a particular sort of

stimulus and response. It is argued that a phyoicalism

using this approach must still rety on Ockhamrs Razor

and similar Frinciples of Method for rationality of belief

in physÍcalism. An attempt, due to Brandt and Kim'

to show that Ockhamrs Razor in the service of the

Identity Theory is not a very strong principle is examined

and rejected.

Chapter F'our.

The device of adverbialisation of mental

predicates in the defence of physicalism is examined'

Itisarguedthatadverbialisationv¡ithoutprovidinga
semantico for the adverbialised preclicates is inadequateo

Aparallelproblemarisingoutofarecentdebatebetween
DavidsonandChisholmontheonto}ogicalstatusof
events is examined. It is argued tjrat recent work by

R.ennie on the semantics of adverbial contexts can

provide the physicalist with what he or she needs in the

way of semaritics. It is then argued that it is not

enough for the physicalist to give a semantics for mental

predicates: the semantics must also be argued for as

a true account of the world' A recent argument due to

tr'rank Jackson against adverbial accounts of mental

predicates is examined and criticised. fr simiLar argument

is tentativelY suggested.
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Chapter F-ive.

More general definitions of reduction and

elimination are given. The second interpretation of

Smartts defence to Bradleyts objections is given:

mental predicates are eliminable" Eliminative materíaI-

ism is defined, and Rortyrs version of it examined.

It is argued that Rortyrs position suitably modified can

resist certain objection which have been made to it.
It is argued that Rortyts position, like that of Smart

a¡rd Lewis jn Chapter Three, must face tJre test of

introspective knowledge"

Chapter Six.

Another kind of eliminative materialism

depending on tJre notion of the contingent identity of

properties is defined" It is argued that there can be

true contingent property identity sentences, and that

there can be pairs of nonsynonJ¡fnous predicates which

express the same properties, It is argued that, like

L,ewisr and Rortyrs positions, this view must also allow

üre possibility that too much is known about our minds

to allow the identification of mental properties l,vith

physical properties.

Chapter Seven.

Functionalism is definedo Fodorron Futnamrs

and Lycarrrs versions of it are examined and rejected.

Chapter Eight.

The possibility tJlat the nnental might be

irreducible a¡rd yet physicalism be true is canvassed

and rejected,



Part Two. Introspection and Perception'

Chapter lJine.

Introspective awareness is defined' It is

argued that we know quite a lot about our mental states

and propertieso \Me know about their similarities'

differeûcesr causal relations and causal tendencies'

It is argued that we know, or at least can come to

know, more about them even thao this' A class of

names is invented for a class of properties of ourselves

which we can know.

Chapter Ten.

Four versions of Direct Realism (as a tÀeory

ofperception)aredefined.orrlytwoaretakenseriously.
It is argued that one version is false and another is

true, but that this latter version is better described

as a type of Representative Realism' In the course of

Chapters Nine and Ten, it is argued that those speciaJ'

properties isolated in Chapter Nine as properties which

we can know ourselves to have, are not identical with

beliefs or suppressed tendencies to believe (i.e. belief-

like items), contrary to what Direct Realism seems to

be committed to.

Chapter Eleven.

A last, a¡rd formidable' argument for physicalism

is investigated: that mental properties are simply

identical with physical properties ancl science in the

course of time can be expected to reveal this' Certain

of our mental properties are shown to have a quasi-

topological ordering. It is argued ttrat iJ mental properties

are identical with physical proÞerties' tJren entities
t so la*aóþ

displaying that ordering ought to be iseleå+e i¡t' or as

properties of, ttre brain' Some recent research in
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neurophysiology is reviewed, and ít is concluded that

while there are Ítems in the brain which to some extent

display the same sort of topology, these items cannot

be identified wit} tjre items revealed in introspection.

It is concluded that physicalism is rnost likely false.

Ðualism is conceived of not as a finished doctrine, but

as a research programme.
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PART ONE. TTIE LOGIC OT' PETYSICALISM

CHAPTER ONE. PHYSICALTSI\I

1. Introduction.

In this essay we will be inquiring whether the

phenomenaofvisualperceptionrafterimagingandvisual
hallucination can be accorn<¡datefl within a physicalist

world view. In Part One, we will be looking at various

defences of physicalism with ttre aim of determining their

strengttrs and weaknesses. In Part Two' we will

investigate some of tlre phenomena of introspection, to

see if they can be reconciled with physicalism by means

of one or more of tt¡e defences of it'

The essay proceeds in tlhe context of a fairly

liberal ontology of objects, events, statesn processes'

and, especially, properties. As little as possible is

assumed in the course of the argument about tJre nahrre

of such entities; all that Ís supposed about properties'

for example, is ürat they (1) exist, (2) are universals,

and (3) are v¡hatever makes predication possible. some

such wcrking assumptions are necessary in arry work

whichiscloselyconcernedv¡ithclassesofpredicates
and their relation to the world. lrÏaturall¡ in anotJrer

context I should be prepared to argue for my view of

predication. someone who rejects the above assumption

can,It}rirrk,fairlybeaskedfort}reiraccountofthe
nature of predication. It is my view, here unargued for'

that many of the arguments in this thesis can be adapted

to be used within a broadly nominalist ontology'
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lvith this prearrrble, let us ask: what is physicalisrr, ?

2. The ldeal of a Physicalist Language,

If sorriething is physical, it iras only physical

properties. If aII the properties of a thing are

physical, then the ttring is physical. Physical things are

capable of causal relationships with other physical

tirings. These ideas are aII part of what seerlr,s to me

an intuitively very plausible idea of what it is to be

physical.

If everything is physical and the orùy instant-

iated properties are physical, it ought to be possible

(in principle, an¡vay) to have a language, the predicates

of which denote physical properties and the constants of

which refer to physical things (ínctudingrif neeessary,

objects, events, states and even perhaps physical

propertiesh and to be able, using thÍs language, to state

any fact about which things exist and which properties

and relations they have. We rrright term tlre belief in

such a possibility, the ldea1 of a Physicalist Language.

Imagine we have a suitable store of predicates,

to be thought of as predicates the instantiation of which

is not o"bjectionable to physicalists. TVe will not say

just yet what determines the make-up of such a set of

predicates; v/e will just refer to the set P, as tjre 6et

of physicalistically acceptable predicates' We will say

that a physical theory is a theory (of some order, not

necessarily first, but we will generally nrake the

simplifying assumption tlrat we are working wit,h first-
order theories) all of whose predicates are ¡¡rembers

of P. Then 'we can say that physicalÍsm is tJre doctrine

that ttre true and complete theory of the universe. ttre
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true tfteory that leaves nothing out, io a physical tkreory.

!3e will also call tJris theory the final theory.

There is an apparent difficulty about speaking

of the final theory of the universe. In fact there are

two difficulties. The first is that tJrere io no reason

to believe t¡at there is such a theory. The second is

that there is no reason to believe t}at anyone will ever

discover it.

In support of the fÍrst point, an analogy with

Peano arithmetic might be drawn. Following the work

of Gödel and Rossern it is known that there is no

recursive set of axioms for arithmetic which will capture

all of arithmetic. F.or any such recursive set of axiorrrs,

there is a sentence of arithmetic called tåe Gö¿et

sentence which, if the axioms are consistent, is both

true and unprovable from those axioms. so not every

fact about arithmetic can be captured by arithmetical

tk¡eories (of a certain sort). tr'urther, it can be shown

tJ¡at if the set of axioms is strengthened by adding the

Gö¿et sentence (so tl-at it now becomes provable from a

recursive set of- axioms), another sentence can be

generated which is unprovable but true if the axioms

are consistent. So there is a sense in which arithmetic

could never be completed, at least by the process of

trying to give it a recursive basis. And physics for

examille might be incomplete like this, Indeed the fact

ttrat present day (and presumably future) physics

requires the mathematics of the continuum, which is

stronger ttran tÌre mathematics of natural numbers,

would seerl to make this possibility even likely'

In support of the second point, it might be

said tl¡at human abilities for storing and dealing witlt
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inform.ation are relatively lisrited. and it is a very big

universe. It might be for all we know that the problem

of üre final ttreory is too hard for humans or for that

matter for any other sentient race which evolves. This

point bears on tihe first point too, because if the final

theory is never discovered, we will have to say that it

somehow exists an)nñ¡ay; but then, if a theory is a set of

Sentences, the final theory will be identical with the null

set. But tJeen tihere will be no way of distinguishing a

physical final theory from one which is not wholly

physicalistically accePtable.

There are tJrree ways (at least) of dealing with

these problerrrs concerning the definition of physicalism.

The first involves the notion of limits. we mÍght say

that if we cannot hope to discover the final tÀeory, we

ca¡r at least hope to approach it. If we believe that

science rrrakes plogress in descrÍbing an objective nrind-

and tanguage- independent reality, then we zlight believe

that successive atterrrpts at the truth, in tttg IonA run'

more nearly approximate it. So in the long run you

would errpect tthe non-physical bits to be removed from

our ttreories if the world is physical and if our theories

descrlbe it more ar¡d more the way lt really is. The

situation is rather like the theory of lirnits in classical

analysis. To approach a limit continuously is to be such

that given any distance from the lirnitr ho matter how

small, ttrere comes a stage after which the distance from

the limit is always less than the given distance. so we

might define physicalism âs the doctrÍne that the lirnít of

theories about the universe is a physical tfreory. However,

this attempt turns on ttrere being a suitable measure of

distance from ttre truth, for tkreories. A candidate for

ttris ¡rreasure might be, for examplen Popperts notion cf
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verisimilitude. Reccnt work by iVliltetrt no*"t'u", has

put ttris notion under a cloud. The a¡rrended definition

of physicalism, therefore, awaits a clarified notion of

distance from t]re truth, and there is reason to doubt

that such a clarification might ever be forthcoming.

The second way of dealing with these problems

about the final tJreory and physicalism Ís to suppose that

cur final ttreory is a set of prgpositions, not sentenceÉi,

wiÛr identity conditions which enable such sets to be

distinguished even though the propositions are never

exemplified by sentences. This alternative has the

problems that go with the notion of propositions and

üneir identity conditions. The third alternative, and

tlhe one we will take, is to make the sirnplifying

aszumption that t}e final theory will one day exist. (Vúe

will use this device of making slmplifying assumptions at

other points ín thls trhesis, too. ) lve do not, I suggestn

know for sure that ttre final theory is unobtainable. It

seems a faÍr betn therefore, ttrat ttre problems of tltis

essay will be unaffected by the alternative possible

conclusions that it is, or that it is not. So we might

as well assume that it is obt¿inable, if it makes

stating the problem any easier, Even if we knew tåat

it was not, Ít does not mea¡r that we could not assume

for the purposes of our argument that it is, if the

problems we want to deal with stay tlhe same.

So we have on the one ha¡rd the Ideal of a

Fhysicalist Language and our definition of physicalism,

a¡¡d on the other hand the intuitive idea of physicalis¡rr -

the Ídea that everything is physical, with physical

1S*u €.8. lVfiller 19?4-5.
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properties and physical rslations. 'I.hese two notions ar-e

evidenily closely related. Ferhaps the best way to see

the relationship is as that holding between a tJreory or

definition, and a kind of loose pre-theoretical conception

or Ínsight. We might (here) call the latter a "paradigm".

The definition is intended to "fit", that is, be more or

less equivalent to, the paradigm in tf,re area where the

paradigrn is reasonably clear. V/here it Ís not, perhaps

there are alternative non-equivalent definitions, and the

considerations relevant to accepting one as against -;tirers

are in addition to tlre fit with the paradigm; perhaps fit

with another paradigm, unification of variguo paradigms,

simplicit¡ or other theoretical considerations.

Nothing has been presupposed so far about w'hat

precisely physicalisrn is. The above could be a

descripti>n of idealism, and the ldeat of an Idealist

Language. \Jtlhat distinguishes physicalism from idealism,

is the membership of the set P (and the coFeoponding

ideatist set). lAIe wiJ.l now look at the question of the

membership of P,

3. The class of Physicalistically Acceptable Predlcates.

Early in his careerz, Carnap held that scientific

terr¡rs were to be analysable into an observation language,

conceived of as a sense datum language' Along with

this belief went the view that terms whích were not so

analysable were ureaningl€Sg - positivisnr in other words.

Under pressure from Neurattr and others, Carnap

abandoned the details of tþe first Part of ttris position,

2_-For an exPosition of some of the matters in
this section, see the entry "Carnap" in ttre Encyclop-
aedia of, Philgscphvi¡ (See bibliography: Edwards 196?)
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but not the spirit. Scientific terrns had to be

analysable into an c¡bservatÍon language of mind-

independent objects in spâ,c€-tinr g.

The whole view was called physicalisrn. (Jne

reason for this change was tl¡e recognition that science

is essentialJy intersubjective; tbat many of the matters it
deals with are matters independent of huma¡r mirids.

But if theoretÍcal terms are to be analysed into obser-

vation language ¿ ot even if theories are merely to be

based on observation sentences, in some (weaker) É¡ense

of "based on", then ttre observation language ought to be

a language of intersubjective objects a¡rd events; and a

sense-datum language is a language of private, subjective.

mind-dependent events. In our terms, Carnaprs

physicalism amounts to a propoeal to allow in P only

predicates which apply to macroscopic spatio-terrporâl

objects and events.

If aff terms which are meaningful can be analysed

ín terms of this sort of P, and if psychological predicates

are truly a¡rd hence meaninduffy applicable to human

beings, then psychological terms are analysable into the

pgblic observation langtrage. Now behavÍourism does not

forrow frc¡r¡r ttrisS, but carnap thought it did. He thought

that t'x is a pain" or t'x has a ¡raintt were analysable

3ff ,tr" observation language ccntaÍns "Cxy" for
"x is the Cause of y", and a 

"ioru 
uf predicates "81x",

ttBo*t', )... for t'ri6 behaviou" Blt' etc., then ttx is a

puír" Ær "* = (iy)(EzXBrz & Cyz)" is an analysis of

"x is ä'pain" into the observation language, without any

of ttre usual features of behaviourist analyses e. g.

identiflcation of pains with behaviour or tendencies' or
reduction of pains tc behaviour "withcut remainder't.
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into some couiplex of predicates akrout 'whatever is

intersubjectively observable when x has a pain, that

what is intersubjectively observable is xrs

behaviour, and so whatever is named in the sentence
t'a hag a pairir", is a, and ars behavÍour.

V/e will not be discussüig this sort of

behaviourism i:r any detaiL. Carnap ultirnately cameto

reject it for rvhat seem to me to be the correct reasons:

that "x has a pain", along witb such otfier well-lslown-

to-be-prol¡lematic predicates as "x is an electron", are

not analysable into any observation language in tJre way

that Carnap envisaged, that strong versions of t}re
Verification Frinciple of meaning are untenable, and

that realism about the unobservable is not such a bad

thing.

Once you get rid of t}re notion that theoretical

entities -ee{ €a are a problemn it is easier to see that

the real problerri for physicalists lies in giving an

account of which theoretical entities are acceptableS

Fredicates like "x is a Cartesian lvrind" and ";r is a

vital entelechy" are central examples of predicates

which would not ordinarily be thought to be members

of P. To say this, however, is not to deny that the

relationship a predicate in a theory bears to (relatively)

observable entities is irnporta¡¡t for physicalists. One

fairly obvious condition, for exarrrple, is the condition

that the theory in which the predicate occurs be gglgggl
to the observations that we make of ttre world; that if

L-And which observational entities are acceptable,
for tJlat matter. It is not intended in this essay that we
be able to make a sharp distinction between the
theoretical and the observatíonal.
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a theoretical entity r¡,âk€ no conceivable difference to

what we could observe with our senses and instruments,

then it be unacceptable. This sort of consideration, in

effect a much weakened condition of the same sort as

Carnapts earlier insistence on the analysability of

ttreoretical terrrrs into the obserr¡ation language, appears

in Carnapts later work, and also in F'eiglrs, which is

close to it. ll/hat Carnap and F eigl term "The First

Thesis of Physicalism", is the proposal to regard

statements as "scientifically meaningful" if they are

"intersubjectively confirmable or disconfirmable".' As

Feigt hastens to point out, "intersubjectivety confirmable

or disconfirmable" 'rshould be understood in the most

Iiberal manner. The sort of indirect testing of assertions

here a]lowed for includes of course the testing of only

partially interpreted postulate systems. It countena¡Ìces

as scientifically meaningful, statenrents about the most

remote, the most intricately concealed or diffict¡lt to

disentangle states of affairs. It includes statements

about unique and unrepeatable occurrences, if only they

are of a type tJrat places therr¡ within the spatio-

temporal-nornological net which itself has an intersubjective

confirrrration base. "6 Catrrtp, it is true, sometimes

seems to make a stronger claim; that what has just been

called "scientificatly ¡r:eaningfut" (F eigl clsewhere calls

it "physicari 
7 ) extrausts "factual meaningfulness"S, or

5S"" Feigl 1963 p.247; Carnap 1963 p.883,
in Schilpp 1963.

6r"igt 1969 p.zqz.
?r"igt 19GB p.zuz.
8C"trr"p 1963 p.882.
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is "sufficient for expreseing ever¡rthing tJrat is

meaningful to rne. "9 But tJris stronger clain¡ is not

entailed by the earlier one, a¡rd is unnecessary and

undesirable (for it irnplies positivism) for our purposes.

Feigl elsewhere formulates it thus:

... "physicali' which is practÍcally s)¡nonymous
with rrscientific", i, e, witÌ¡ being an essential part
of the coherent and adequate descriptive and
explanatory accor¡nt of the spatio-temporal-causal
*åra. 10

It would be rash to take this as providÍng any

more than a necesgary condition for membership of F.

Otherwise, if we were to take it as sufficient as well,

we should rule out by fiat the possibility that tåere

might be intetligibly dualist items which interact in a

quite lawlike way with brains, thereby constituting "an

essential part of t}re coherent and adequate descriptive

and exptanatory accot¡¡rt of the spatio-tempcral-causal

world,tt rvroreover, tl¡e existence and properties of such

entities might be supposed to be subject to tàe sort of
t'indirect" testing which includes tàe testing of only

partiatly interpreted postrrlate oystems, tÌ¡e sort which

places them within the spatio-temporal-nomological net

which itself has ar¡ intersukrjective confirmation baseo

At the very least, we should not n¡le out by logic the

possibility that there be sonoe such entities and that they

be non-physical. All that is needed is that their

interaction with the physical world be lawlike for them

to be acceptable according to the First Thesis.

gcu,"rr"p 
1963 p,883.

lonuigt 196? p.10. Elsewhere (p,5?) he gives
a deffnition of "physicall " essentially the same as the
above definition of "physlical"",
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So lve need stronger conditions on the

rlembership of P, a¡rd a natural one to think of ie that

things are physical, and predicates true of tJrem are

members of F, if they have something to do with physics,

Íf they fall within the subject matter of physicu. tt

oppenheim and Putnam advocate what they catl the ttresis

of the Unity of Science, by which they mean ttre thesis

that atl science is reducible to microphysics, at least
t2m pnncrpre. F eigl Puts a similar thesis ttrus: "ttte

facts a¡rd laws of the natr¡ral and the social sciences can

all be derived - at least in principle - from ttre
tÌ¡eoretical assurnptions of physic". "13 Feigl elsewhere

defines "physical2" to be:

the kinds of theoretÍcal concepts (and etatements)
whÍch are sufficient for the explanationn i. ê*¡ the
deductive or probabilistic derivation, of tl¡e observation
statementsr¡egarding the inorganic (Iifetess) domaín
of nature.'

rv¡any other philosophers, C""n.p15 and J.J'C.Smartl6

among ttrem, have given simi-lar definitions.

Two separate theses deserve distinguishing here:

tÀe tùesis that the laws of all sciences ca¡r be

11-'-A complication, arising from ttre fact that a
physicat item (e. g. a table) might have dualist predicates
ê.g. "being seen by mett true of it, ca¡r be answered
by saying that our approach here Ís "holistic" ' i. e.
attempting to define what it is fo" gÉ!i3g to be
physical.

lzOpp*t eim a¡¡d Putnam 1958.
13_t"Feigl 1963 pp.227-8.
l4r"igt 19G? p. s?.
15^--Carnap 1963 P.883.
16S*."t 1963 PP' 651-2.
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derived from the laws governing inorganic processes,

a¡rd the thesis that tåe laws of all sciences are derivable

frorrr the laws of gicrop[Eigs. The second thesÍs

clearly iniplies the first, but the first does not irnply

the second. To see this, 'let us suPPose tl¡at dualisnr

is true a¡rd ttrat mental processes arise in biological

structures in such a way that ttre behaviour of these

structures is not wholly determined by the behaviour of

ttreir coÍrponent parts on, sâJ¡r the molecular level.

Biology is not reducible to microphysics. Ilut neither,

v/e ca¡ irnagine, are the laws of ttre inorganic wholly

reduclble to those of microphysics. It might be that

consciousneÉ¡s arises in gg¿ structure, organic or

inorganÍc. of sufficient complexity; and when it arises,

the laws governing t,lle behaviour of the structure are

not reducible to those governing the behaviour of the

microparts of the structure. so tlle behaviour of the

organic is no different in principle frorn ttrat of the

inorganic, and we might suppose that a general theory

of the behaviour of the inorganic is developed which

allows ttre behaviour of the organic to be deduced from

it, so tJre first thesis is satisfied. But in this possible

world both the organic and the inorganic escape the

nricrophysical, so that the second tt¡esis Ís false.

One way of highlighting the difference is to

employ tt¡e concept of emergence. \¡Ve wiII say that a

Iaw L is enrergent with respect to soure set of lavuo s,

if the subject matter of s includes the parts of tÀe

subject sratter of i-ll and L cannot be deduced from

t?",n" parts" is a littte misleading, since t}ere
are levels of parts to a thing. The parts of eur object

might be its cells or Íts molecules. So strictly' erlergence

or.,gfrt to be re) ¿livised to sclrrre level of parts' though in
prictice S detèrmincs the level. Tt¡e will ignore tJeis

ðomplication. See Meehl and Sellars l-956, Nagel 1960 Ch. 11.
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S together with a description of how the subject matter

of L is urade up of those things which are the subject

matter of S, Tnen the first thesis is the thesis that no

laws, in particular not the laws of the biological and

social sciences ârê êr^r€rgent wittr respect to the laws

governing inorganic processes, and tne second thesis is

the thesis that no laws âr€ €tr¡êrgent with respect to the

laws of n,icrophysics, at least for all those laws which

appear in ttre final complete tJreory. Our example

involved supposing that the inorganic wae emergent with

respect to microphysicu. 
18

In terms of the set F, then, these amount to

two proposals: that the membership of P be restricted

either to the predicates occuming in microphysics, or

to the predicates of physics and inorganic chemistry.

Both of these definitions of P have problems, however.

Take, for insta¡¡ce, mathematical entities. It

is inconceivable tÌ¡at future phyoics should be able to

avoid ttre use of matherrratics, in particular real and

complex analysis. A fully developed physical theory,

then, ought to contain a development of tt¡e theory of the

n-rather¡ratical syrrrbolism being used in it, and it is

notable that atterrrpts to develop the theory of real

^ir¡mbers all require quantification over sets, or Some

equivalent. 
19 So the final complete theory will

presumably contain sentences asserting that predicates

like "x has cardinality g " are insta¡rtiated; but this

18Thr" is not such an unusual idea. In atomic
physics, the Pauli Exclusion Principle was at one

time emergent w.r.t. tlre laws governing tJre free
rrrotion of protons and electrons. See Feig1 1963.

19--e. Ef. functorg.
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predicate|sbeingapürysicalpred'icatecertainlycor¡flicts
witÌ¡ some intuitions about t}re physical'

That sho¿ld' be'

' -- 

n"* has cardinality c " Þeing a physical predicate

rnightnotworryagradualistlikeQuine,butitconflicts
with the idea that physicat things are in space and time;

and at leaet are capable of causal interaction. l'l[/e

might try to separate characteristically mathematical

predicates of microphysics from characteristically physical

predicatesbysomesuchdeviceasrequiringthatmembers
of P be true, if at all, only of objects in some region

ofspace-time.Buttlresesortsofmovesconfl'ictwitlt
anotherfeatureofphysicalisticallyacceptablepredicates
a¡¡d ttreorles: the open endedness of F' There is

nottring esFenlial$ sacrosanct about the epatial as far as

physics goes. Vte might supPose physicists postulat'ing

and investigating partictes which are not in space but

which interact wittr particles in space. Indeed rl ¡ttirrk l'l'at

üris goes for any atterrrpt to delineate F strarply. It is

not tlrat there are sorrre predicates acceptable to

physicalists, a¡rd some not. There are degrees of

acceptability, some t}ings are srore acceptable than

others¡ and so whatever conclusion we come to about

membershipofF,itoughttobedeliberatelyintendedto
have unstrarP edges'

This does not deal with sets, though' The

arrsweris,Ittrink,totakeaphilosopùricattitudeto
being sttrck with them. If we have to say that the

predicates of set theory are members of P' tlten' if

thatisallwehavetodealwith'thingsarenottoobad.
This is one place where we go beyond our Preanalyiic

paradigm, Taking thetfnguistÍc approach to capturing

the physlcat has lec{ us (if it does} beyond our vague
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intuitions about what the world would be lÍke if every-

thing were physical. Of course, nothing is sacred about

this paradigirr, any ¡:ìore than any other preanalytic

intuitions or linguistic forms are sacred.

RestrictÍng nrembership of F to microphysics

and mathematics is !g restrictive, ho'ø€vcr. Not all

emergence need be dualist emergcnce. It just might be

that the final tJreory requires emergent principles to deal

witJr structures more complex than the microphysical, just

as for example, Paulirs Exclusion Principle was needed

within microphysics without this irnplying that there were

nonphysical principles in operation ln atomic structure.
Before its reduction to the Orbitol Theor¡ the classical

theory of valence \Ã/as a theory whÍch imported principles

into the theory of molecul.ar construction and interaction,

which were emergent with respect to tJre laws governing

the free motion of atoms which made up the r¡rolecules.

In factn of course, rnodern physics is in a very incor:rplete

state in that tJrere are a large nurnber of reductions to

be done which have not yet been done, and which mighto

therefore, conceivably not be done because they cannot

be done, It wor¡ld be a niistake for a phyoicaliot to rely

too heavily on ttre possiblc futnre reduction of everything

to microphysics. Let physicalism, then, be determined

by the condition that P contains only the predicates of

physics and inorganic chemistry.

4, The lVreanings of Predicates,

A final point remains to be cleared up before

we proceed to the main task of this essay: the task of

enquiring whether certaín psycholoæcaf predicates are

members of P. The point concerns what sort of thing is
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a nienìber of P. 'vile have been speaking of P as being

a set of predicâ.tes. t\{ow under one corrrhloo interpret-

ation of the word, "predicate" is an entirely s¡rntactic

rotion.20 Predicates are physical inscriptions or

utterances, or (eguivalence) classes of these things

determined by the relation of sarne shape. But which of

such things are members of F is not particularly

interesting. V/hen we speak about certain objects being

members of F, u/e are thinking of the objects as having

one meaning rather tha¡r a¡¡other" The fact that Ín this

discussion we have been speaking English rrright mask

the fact that when we use quotation rnarks to name the

members of P we are not ttrinking of P as containing

inscriptions, but words of a language; and the fact that

ttrey are in a given language uniquely identifies ttreir

rneaning up to ambiguity and vagueness. So one

convenÍent way of thinkíng of the members of F is
ordered pairs of an inscription a¡rd a meaning.

wreanings need not be particularly mysterious

for our purposes. Theoretical terrrrs typically derÍve

meaning from the theory in which they occur, and its

intended interpretation. So the second member of each

of our ordered pairs might be thought of as itself an

ordered set of a theory and a set of functions giving the

sema¡rtics of the ttreory. It might well become necessary

tc give a sema¡rtics for varying possible worlds (in tine

with the idea tJlat the meaning of a predicate is its
extension in every possible world). Any sort of general

decision as to the nahrre of t}re second member, however'

20Atbuit perhaps nonextensional. \Me will not
pursue the qtrestion of dietinguishing predicates which
have never been inscribed,
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we hope to avoid. lïe employ the conveniently vague

\lrord "meafting". Naturally, decisions about which

meanings accompany a grven ínscription wiJ.l sometimes

exercise our attention.

Itmightbethoughtt}ratwecoulddispensewith
ttre s¡mtactic items altogettrcr and merely inq¿ire whether

certain meanings are members of P ttrought of as a set

of mea¡ings. This is based on the prevíous insight that

it is meanings, not words, ttrat are irnportant to us.

But that would be inconvenient because we should have

to invent a set of words to refer to meaningsn because

words with quotation marks around ttrerrr do not in

English. And it would be unnecessary because given art

understood sema"ntics for a given predicate, using t}e

predicate uniquety deternrines the meaning (up to

ambiguity and vagueness): in a se'öc, tSat ie what

communication by means of conventional signs is all

about. If wethinh of an interpretation of a language a6

a function which takes õJrntactic objects to mea¡ringB €tÈ

s€m,êãties, then the mathematics of functionE as6ure6 us

that we can use our s¡ætactical objects to index our

meanings. Reference to the index, $iven that tlre fi'mction

is determined, can be regarded as implicit reference to

the meaning,

Tosumuptllren,wewillbeinqrriringwhetJrer
certaÍn predicates with certain meanings are acceptable

to physicalists; perhaps by virtue of being sJrnonymous

with some first-order fi¡¡rction of the predicates used by

physicists, perhaps by virtue of being sorrrehow

eliminable Ín favour of some such function without tÀere

being any previously stateable fact left unstateable. we

will now turn to this question.
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CIIAPTER T\trt/O. ANALY$S

1. The Froblem of Menta1 Predicates.

Mental predicates present a prima facie problem

for physicalism. The problem is as follows. Firstn

predicates like, "x has a red afterimage" are not, on

the face of it, sJmonJ¡mous with any physicalistically

acceptable predicate. They are not, apparently, members

of P. Second. guch predicates are sometimes tnre of

things that exist, specifically people. Some people

sometimes have red afterimages. But from these two

premises we may conclude that iJ the final theory is to

state every fact about which things exi¡t and which

properties tJrey have, then it will need to contain

sentences tnre only when certain norr-IllêûIbers of P are

instantiated. Thuo, physicalism as we have defined it

is false. To put it slÍghtly differently, some things that

exist have some nonphysical properties.

In this and the ottrer chapters of Part One, we

will examine r¡arious lvays ln whlch a physicalist might

try to avoid this problem. In tt¡is chapter, we wlll look

at tåe attempt to avoÍd the problem by producing an

analysis of the troublesome predicates in terms of

members of P. We wil.l conclude that it is unsuccessfi¡l.

In tl¡e next chaPter, y¡s $/il'l look at a more sophisticated

attempt which can also be seen as an attempt at analysis.

It will be useful for the discussion to inf¡oduce 60me

terminology, and we will do tJrat now.
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2, fleduction a¡rd Elimination.

Let us consider hvo extensional first order

ttreories, T1 and T2. The languages of T1 and T2,

written L(TrL L(Tz), are sets containing predicate

constants, *tid ariy fredicate or sentence which can be

made up from them using the usual trut¡ functional

operators and qnantification over individuals. T1 and T2

themselves are sets of such sentences (i. e. with no free

variables) closed under the relation of iogical consequence¡

often in iear tife the membership of a theory is

determined by a eet of axioms, but we will not make

that assumption here. litle will assume ttrat T1 and T2

are consistent.

Suppose that we have two n-adic predicates

o ÊL(TZ), ß e L(T1). The free varia,bles of a afid B can be

supposed without loss of generality to be the same.

Let t¡-em be t'*1", ...r "*rrt'. A sih¡ation we wirl be

discussing will be called "reduction of c (in l(T'Z)) to ß

(in L(Tf)) by means of biconditionals". This occurs

when for any sentence h TZ containing a , (1) that

sentence also belongs to tJre closure of T1U {"(x1}(x2) " '
(*rr)( o 

= 
p)" ) under logical conseqiltence, and (2) "(x1)" '

(xnx o =ß)" 
is tnre. T2 wiII be said to be reduced to

if by meáns of biconditionals, when for every pred:icate

o .L(T2), there is a predicate ß e.L(T1) zuctr that o is

reduèed to g by means of biconclitioiralê. 'We wi1l also

say ttrat a predicate a e L(T2) is eliminated (in Tt by

means of biconditionals), if Tf reduces to T2 by means

of biconditÍonals, and no sJ¡nonJ¡m of cr e'L(Tt)'

Thepointofthesecondclauseinthedefinition
ofreductionbymeansofbiconditiqna}sistoensure
tl¡at the reducing theory hac something to do with the
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reduced ttreory. If we did not have any such condition

as (21, t}¡en it would be sufficient for T1 to reduce T2,

if Tt had the same "structtre" wittr respect to the

reducing predicate as T2 had, no matter what the subject

matter of T1 wâsr 
1 Au an example, two quite dis-

similar species of plant might have a similar veÍnous

structure, and this veinous structure be due to the

presence of quite clifferent molecules in t].¡e two plants.

If the two theories about veins are genuinely reduced by

the two rnolecular ttreories, so that in each of the

molecular ttreories there exist predicates which behave

in ttrose theories in a similar way over t}re restricted

range of application of the predicates to be reduced in

tJre veinous theor¡ then without the restriction of

condition (z) we should be in the anomalous situation of

having to say that the molecular theory of the first

species reduces to the theory of ttre veins in the second

species. ottrer examples are not difficult to find.

There is a reason, too, for saying that Tt

lAlte"r,.tives to condition (2) might be eigrer
to augment it with, or replace it by, one or both of the

conditions that the biconditional be "lawlike", or that it
be "well-established". Apart from the desirability of

avoiding the concept of lawtikeness if possible, it turns
out tt¡at there are advant¿ges connected with the notion

of property identity in not insisting on the lawlikeness
ol itre biconditionals. See below, Ch. Six. Viell-
establishedness is to do with the epistemological success

ofatheory,notitstruth,arrditisthelatterthatwe
are more concerned with in this essay. In particulart
we are concerned with whether in cerïain'cases tlhere

is a reduction rather ttran whetJrer anyone has

realized it. These are difficult points admittedly' and

itistobehopedthatthedifficultcasesforanytheory
of reduction will not arise to trouble us in ttre sorts

of cases we will be discusoing. See Kemeny & Oppenheim

1956, Nagel l-960.
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reduces T2 , rather than saying that Tt U {bicondition-
als ) reduces Tr. The latter would have the consequence

that if A reduces T Z, then all tJre predicates of T,
belong to L(A). 'fhis restriction would have the dis-

advantage that we couLd not consÍstently say both that

A reduceu T2 and tt¡at a given predicate is eli¡ninated

in A. As we shall see, there are advantages in being

able to say that the final theory both reduces a given

theory and also eliminates a given predicate within it.

These definitions are intended to be an

approximation to one type of what is more ordinarily

called "reduction'r. It is intended ttrat the formally

defined sitr¡ations above share sorne of the features of

real life, and where they do not coincide, tJrose places

where they do not will not be interesting for our

purposes and our ignoring them will not matter. For

example, it fol.lows from our definitions that any theory

reduces all its subtheoriesz, and ttrat every predicate

of a üreory reduces itself. our cases of reductions

will usually be chosen to fit, however, more common

situations. One reason for not restricting tÌ¡e definition

so as to rule out tJre above cases is that we are not

interested in a precise characterisation of what tj¡e

restriction will be.

Anottrer part of our simplification is ttrat our

theories are extensional and hence Iack opaque conte:r:tsn

€,g. belief predicates; a fact which might be thought

to be troublesome if we wish to use our formalism on

the problem of the stah¡s of mental predicates. Now it

25 i" a subthe'ory of T iff T is a theor¡
S ç T a¡¡d S is closed under consequences.
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might 'oe troublesome, but that remains to be seen'

v,/e wiJ.l have more to say about þelief and knowledge

laterrbutinpointoffactwewillnotprincipallybe
concerned with whether predicates like "x believes ttlat... "

are membere of E}; we will be almost exclusively

concerned with whether visual mental predicates âfê¡

Inanycase,evengrantingttrearguablepointttratfirst
order tlreories cannot properly deal wittr opacity by

quantifying over suitabiy intentional objects, 'more

complicateddefinitionscanalwaysbeintroducedif
necessaryó

V/ithtJresedefinitionqwecanrestatetlreprirna
facie argument against physicalism given earlier. suppose

that the troublesome ment¿'l predicate is "Mx"' Now

granted that we could show t¡at there was a necessarily

true biconditional finking "Mx" to some member, Eay

,,8*,', of p, there would be reason to tÀink ttrat "Mxil

cor¡Ld be eliminated frorrr ttre final tlheory, for it is a

plausible sufficient condition for "Bx" and "Mx" to expresa

the same property, t¡at ttre biconditional "(x)(Mx ; Bx)"

be necessarily trueo É]ut even if we corrld 
-tiñ¿ 

such a

rrBxrr in I> to which "Mx" might be reduced by bicondition-

als, if it is merely continAently true, then "Mx" cannot

be eliminated from the final ttreory. lf "(xXMx = 
Bx)" is

contingent, then "Mxt' iS not s)mon)¡moUs with "Bxtt. If
,,Mx" is not sJ¡nonymous with ttB*", then the property of

being IVI is not the Eame as tJre property of being B¡

Therefore, even if "(Ex)Mx" is materially equivalent to

"(Ex)Bx", what makes them true are different facts,

different properties are insta¡rtiated' Therefore' if

"(Ex)Mx" is true, a language which does not contain

"Mx" or any sJmonymous expression cannot hope to be

ttre language of the final theory'
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IfnrentalpredicatesarenotsynonJrnlouswit,tt

any predicates from neurophysiology or behavioufal

psychology, ttre physicalist would seem to need to

elíminate them from tùe final theory. A prima facie

way of doing ttris is to reduce trhem with biconditionals

and tþe obvious candidates for reducing predicates are

neurophysiological ones. One reason, perhaps the

princípal one, for neurophysiology being the candidate, Ís

that mental predicates play an importa¡rt role in causal

erçtanations of huma¡ behaviour, and it is neurophysio-

logy which appears to be ttre most hopeful candidate for

a unified causal erçIanation of human behaviour af¡d bodÍly

movement. It must be granted, of course, that neuro-

physiology is a far cry from physics a¡rd inorganic

chemistry. However, it is not such an ufireasonable

erçectation that neurophysiotogical predicates are reducible

to strictly physical ones. There is some doubt about this

question, to be sure, as wi-Il be indicat"Uo* connection

wittr recent work by Putnam and Davidson'. But even if

we allow ttris doubt to be a reality, we must still surely

agree tl¡at strictly neurophysiol;gical predicates e. g', rrx

is a cell" are acceptable to physicalists, and from now on

we will be taking it that such predicates are acceptable.

Theredoseemtobeca6esofcontingentlytrue
biconditionals where the properties associated with the

predicates on either side of tJre biconditionale are not

the same¡ ê.g. "(*)(x is a creat*re with a heart = x is

a creatr¡re with lungs)". On the ottrer hand, many

philosophers have claimecl that there can be contingent

3See Chapter Eight.
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identity of prope"tiuu4. rn fact, ri/e wirl be arguing ttrat

this is the case. If it is the case, ttren tJre move in the

prir*a facie argumént against physicalism from3 'rMxn is

not s¡monJ¡mous with "8x", to: the property of being M is

not identical with the property of beíng ts, is dubious'

At t}re moment, however, we are concerned ä¡t so much

with whether there can be contingent identity of properties

in reduction by biconditionals, but wlth what can be done

for physicalism by way of analysis.

3. Analysis of Mental Fredicates.

Now at first sight it looks as if well knov¡n

examples which seem to fit our account of Sgl$ngent-

reduction reasonably well, such as temperature a¡rd

mean kinetic energy, genes a¡rd DNA' are also cases

where the reducod predicate is eliminated or could be

eliminated with no loss of a,bility to state which things

exist and which properties are insta¡¡tiated' Closer

examination, however, makes it look more as if those'

cases where expressive power has not been lost are cases

where in fact no elimination has taken place'

Consider for instarrce tJee still-to.be-achieved,

but hoped for, reduction of classical genetics to molecular

genetics. Now certainly "(x)(x is a gene 
= 

x is a DNA

molecule)" is (pad of) a contingent reduction of geneo

to DNA molecules. But surely, also, the predicate

4A- *. have set it up, our immediate problem

is not about the identity of properties, but tJre elimin-
.uitity of predicates, This is an important independent

consiäeration because with quantification over properties
(essential for stating their identities) it might turn out

it ut ttt" properties iu.t" inetiminable and unacceptable
predicates true of @.
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"x is a gene" is as much a part of tjre reducing tJreory

as the reduced one. Genes v/ere initiaffy supposed to be

tJrose entitiee, whatever tJrey were, that were responeible

for t¡e tra¡rsmission of hereditary characteristics. The

word "gene" meant "entity of the sort causatly responsible

for herediw,', a¡rd the concept of an hereditary character-

istic remains in molecular genetlcs.' so then, far from

being eliminated from ttre reducÍng theor¡ some

s)monJrm of t'x is a genet' occurs in it'

Thisisanoversimplifiedaccountoft,tremeaning
of the aþove term, as we will see when we deal with

Ramsey sentences. tr'or the mea¡rtime it will do as a

working assum¡rtion. Certainly, if it is correct then

what follows is amply illustrated by it'

The example just cited provides a device which

mightbeusedbysomeonewantingtoehowttratacertain
predicate is acceptable to the physicalist' The device is

tofindadefinitionofthepredícateinthetarrguageof
the reducing ttreory, presupposed to be acceptable to tåe

physicalist. \r/hich reducing tJreory? Is it not tJre case

trrat tlre physicalist is faced witJr ttre situation lvhere for

allheorsheknowsoneofseveralreducingtheorles,
including dualist theories, might be tnre ? ThÍs might

indeed be so, so the definition should be in terms

commontotJreenvisagedaveilablereducingttreories.

It was Smart who first used this device in

connection with the problem of deciding whether the

predicate ''x has a yellow afterimage', was acceptable to

ttre physicalistS. He offered an account of its meaning

5Sma¡t 1959.
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as follows¡ l'something is going on in x like what goes

on in x when xts eyes are open, tåe light is good, xrs

eyes are good, .. o, and there is a ripe lemon in front

of xrs eyes. "

Smart wished to identify the havings of after-

images with brain states. Another \¡/ay of saying ttris'

is to say that he wanted to reduce the havings of after-

images to brain states.6 But as Smart saw' that

reductlon would have to be contingent. so to avoid tlre

problem of contingent reductions raised at ttre beginning

of thls chapter, he proposed a¡r analysis to show t't¡at the

troublesomepredicatewasalreadyapredicatewhichcould
with reasonable charity be said to be in the expected

reducing tlheory, neurophysiology' but in any case was

physicalisticall Y accePtable.

smart described his analysis as "topic neutral".

Tosayttratapredicateist.lpicneutralwastosaythat
it reflected the contingency of the proposed reduction'

The troublesome predicate must bu tæ!ü4 reduction

to the hoped-for predicate of neurophysiology' but as well

it must not 9.g!gþ t.Le issue in favour of some nêuro-

physioloryasthereducingttreory..Consisterrtwitfrtheir

Every þiconditional whose Predicates are instant-

iated irrrPliec an identity statement, fór "(x)( lVl,t ; B,x)" is

IcgicallY equivalent to "(x)(Mx +(EY)(BY & t = Y)) &

(:x)(e,x * (Ey)( ltY & :r r v ))",
and for every identitY statement "a = btt, there is a

biconditional "(xXx =a=x= b)" logicallY equivalent to

it. So we will often oPeak ratiher indiscrlm inately of

reductions and identificatlons. In general, thoughn our

problem is about reductions rather than ldentifications
becausen as indicated earlier, an identification of Ms

with Bs leaves open t}te PossibilitY ttrat there might be

unreduced Predicate s true of things referred to bY

terms on either side of ttre identitY.
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having the meanings they do, accordin$ to Smart, the

troublesome predicates might be reduced to neurophysio-

logical predicates, or to duallst predicates. In terms of

identit¡ entities like the havings of afterimages might

consistently be identical with states of the cortex, or

states of some dualist entÍty or stuff¡ To say that the

predicate is topic neutral is to say that as a matter of

logical consistency either of these identifications is

¡rcssible.

This can be made somewhat more precise.

The discussion might be helped by introducing tJre notion

of a set of candidate reducing theories. suppose that T2

is t}e theory to be reduced, perhaps because it contains

troublesome predicates, a¡rd we suPpose that it ig true.

It has not yet been reduced to any theory of a certain

sortn but thene are a number of candidates around.

obviously, no ttreory known to be false at a given tj¡ne

counts as a candidate, Equally obviously any ca¡tdidate

augmented by the appropriate biconditionals must entail

T Z, otherwise there is no reduction. There may be

other considerations determining mernbership of a

particular set of candidates e. g' that t}e theories have

ae their subject matter objects on a certain "level", say

the cellqlar level as opposed to the microphysical level;

but this might be complicated by the fact that some

members of a given candidate set involve emergence,

and perhaps irreducible entities a¡rd laws on a number

of levels. vle will leave t¡e question of what gives

people ttre idea t}at a certain theory is a candidate oPen.

clearly there might be no candidates lsrown at a given

time (ttre set might be empty), a¡rd clearly alson

membership of such a set wilt change over time as

science makes progress in squaring its theories with
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evldence outside the reach of T2'

The situation with neurophysiology and its rivals

for explanation of human and animal behaviour and

psychology, is tJrat research is not far enough advanced

for people to know exactly what 4L of the candidates

are. The task of identifying the functional characteristics

of neural structures is in its infancy; the "logic design"

of the brain a¡rd its outputs is still pretty much unknown'

Allthatcanbesaidaboutt.lreca¡rdidates,then,ist}re
sortoftkreoriestheywillbe;neurophysiologicalwith
roughly these characteristics, or emergent' or whatever'

Correspondingl¡ aII that can be expected in respect of

neutrality, is neutrality with respect to theories of

certain sorts. One of these, for Smart' is the ldentity

'þeory, (hereafter - sorrl'etirnes - referred to by t'IT'")'

whichisnotreallyacandidatetheoryfortJrereduction
of psychology as \¿\re have been using tìe termn but a

restrictionontJrosetheoriesSmartwilladmit.Itisa
type of tJreory, if you like. One imagines that Smart

worrldnotcareift.trechoicecamedowntoanldentity
tJreory witJl this logic design for the brain as against

that design. It is important to see' however' that

whereas physicalism can be satisfied by identifying the

bearers of mental predicates with just some entities

having only physical properties, the identity theory

wishes to identify bertain of ) the bearers of mental

predicates with only certain entities' specifically the

bearers of a range of predicates from neurophysiology

true only of items (states, events, processes, properties)

in ttre central nervous syst"m?. Thus a crude anaryticar

?Needless to say, Identity tJreorists do not wish

to identify every bearer-år . mental predicate witJr states

of tJre central ,i"t.'ol,u system' €' $' ttre values of t't¡e
;;'; in "x has a red afterimage"'
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behaviourism identifying the bearers of mental predicates

with behaviour ("a pain is a groan") is physicalist but

not an IdentitY ttreorY.

We shoutd distinguish between h'¡vo sorts of

topic neutrality. The first is where the predicate could

occur eit¡er in a physicalist reducing theory, or in a

non-physicalist reducing ttreory, The second is where

the predicate could occur either in the ldentity ?reor¡

or in E¡ome of its dualist rivals, i. ê. tl1e predicate could

consistently be reduced to one from a range of predicates

avaiJ.able for it in (various) Identity theories, ánC consistently

be red.uc<jd tr¡ some cluali'st predico'te' Îüeitlier ireutrality

implies the other, since physicalisrn does not imply the

Identity Treory, and vice vêrsâr As far as I can

deterrnine, smart does not make this distínctío';..alr]ü,where;

he runs tJre two together. Here is a typicaf frrote:

This makes our reports of immediate elçerience
quite open or "topic neutral" to use a phrase of
Rylets- They do not commit us eittrer to materialism
o" to dualism, but they are quite compatible with
the hypottresis I wish to assert: ttrat the inf,ernal
goinge on in question are brain processes' "

smart is both an Identity theorist and a physical-

ist.Anldentityt}reoristneednotbeaphysicalist.
There are at least four ways in wtrich a person might

hold IT and deny physicalism. F irst, one might believe

that tJre identity ttreory is true but that tJrere exist some

non-physical particulars elsewhere in the univeree than

in human minds e. g. gods or poltergeists' Second' one

cor¡Id hold that both terms of the identit¡ along witÌt

ever¡rttring else tJrat exists, âfê ron-physical. Ideelismr

for instance, might be true. Thir{ one might hold

ISmart 1963b p656.
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thatmoreuniversalsexistthanonecouldplausiblycal}
physical. \Me pointed out in Grapter Ùlre that i'f certain

mathematical predicates were needed for physics'

physicalistshadlitttechoicebuttocountthemacceptable.
¡Jut a Person mignt believe in tJ¡e existence of rrrathemat-

ical entities unnecessary for physics. An exampre of

mattrematical entities tne need for which it is hard to

'oelievephysicswilleverhave'areverylargecardinals''
e. g. inaccessible numbers' F'ourth' one might be a

"property dualist". Nothing formally prevents tJre

biconditional reduction of one member of F to another'

whilesomenon.memberofPremainstrueoftheobjects
satisfying t}re predicates' Mental states might be physical

brain states, but those brain states which are mental

haveSomeirreduciblypsychicproperties.

BecauseSmartisbothaphysicalistandan
Identity theorist' and because neittrer physicalism nor

the ldentity 'Iheory are true as a matter of logical

necessity, Smart must want his analysis to be neutral in

both the above wayst We can now see why it is that t'he

topicneutralanalysisinfactshowsthatthepredicatein
question is a member of P' This is because if the

predicateistobeabletooccurinbothaphysicatist
theory and a non-physicalist theory' i'G' to be topic

neutralinthefirstÏvay,thenitcanoccurinaphysicalist
theoryr Eiut a physicalist theory is one atl of whose

predicates are members of F' Fut slightly differentl¡

nopredicatecot¡ldbetopicneutralbetweenallt.treories
in the candiclate set if some of those theories were

physicalist and some purely idealist; and the only way

the predicate can occur in aII the members of a canödate

set containing both physicalist and dualist (or more

generally pluralist) theorÍes' is if the predicate is
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physicalisticallY accePtable'

So, for a predicate to be topic neutral in both

u/ays, it must be open to a two-stage reduction' 'fhe

first stage is tJre above topic neutral (in respect of

physicalism vs non-physicalism) analysis' It is a

reduction of the predicate to some member of F' and

it Ís an anal¡rtic reduction, for the reduction in fact

extribits the meaning of the predicate' Fut slightly

differently, an analysis topic neutral in our first sense

is a demonstration tfrat the predicate is a member of P'

and can occur in various physieal theories' If it doee

occur in those theories, it is reducible to some predicate

in those theories, namely itself (or' rather' some

synonym' ). This is covered by our definition of

reductionnsinceifatheoryisclosedunderdeducability'
it includes all insta¡rces of "(xXd x = l x)" in which what

replaces "ó " belongs to the language of the theory'

The second stage reduction is the contingent

reduction of gre predicates to neurophysiological predicates,

and it is the second sort of topic neutralit¡r tåat makes

this logically possible. It is clear t'hat tJ¡is second

reductionisanessentialpartoflT,butnotessential
for physicalism. If physicalism is true' then the

bearers of the predicates will be identicàI with something

physical, (for instance, dispositions to behave) but not

necessarify anything in, or a state of' the brain'

I\ow neutrality in either sense does not

truarantee physicatism or IT. showing t'trat tlle predicates

-

canoccurinphysicaltheoriesdoesnotshowtlratthey
dooccurinanyoltlreavailablecandidates.Furthermore,
even if the predicates do occur in tÀe available

candidates,thisdoesnotmeanthatats¡omefuturetime
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the candidate set might not have changeci so that the

available physicalist tÀeories are inconsistent, sâY, with

theassumptionthatthementalpredicatesareinstantiated,
Similarly' even if it is reasonable to include at the

presenttimesomeldentitytJreoriesinourcandidateset'
the passage of time might change tt¡at set so that any

ldentity theory has consequenceB ínconsistent with the

reduction of mental predicates to t'hose to which they

would have to be reducible if IT were to be true'

Forexamplensmart'sarralysisimpliesthatifpeopledo
have afterimages, tJren something must be going on in

them like what goes on in certain other circumstances!

Anditmightjustturnout(foritisconsistentwithwhat
wenowknowofthebrain)thatnothinginterestingly
similar occurs when we afterimage to what goes on in

those other circumstârcês¡

3.ort}ratreason'pLrysicalistsandldentityt}reori¡;ts
have typicalty relied on Ockhamts i:lazor or some similar

principle. The fact is t'trat we do not knorv for sure

today what any of tkre reducing ttreories are' whether

there are any physicalist ones that are sufficient to do

the job, and whet}er, if tùere are' a'ny are true' On

the ottrer ha'd, 1t seems a fair bet (though one which will

be questioned in this thesis) that some physicalist theory

ofthebrain'sworkingslstrueandsufficienttoaccount
fortJreoperationsofmind.Thereasonablenessoftttis
bet is something which is guaranteed by principles of

scientific metlr<¡d like simplicity of laws' simplícity of

entities, explanatory power' and so on' \lt/e can for

conveniencegroupt}reseundertheheadingofPrinciples
c¡f Method.

Later we will be looking at some discussions

whichchallengetlreaboveusespecificallyofockham,g
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Razor aÉ¡ a Frinciple of Method. one of tjrem attempts

to deny tJrat Ückhamrs Razor is necessary to make belief

in IT reasonable. Ar¡other attempts to deny that Octrùramrs

Razor makes belief in IT reasonable' At the moment'

though, we wiII look at whetJrer a first stage analysis of

Smartrs sort ca¡r in fact be made' Cne quick point

beforewebegin:ourprincipalconcernistoattemptto
reconcilementalpredicateswit}rphysicalism,rathertharr
IT. It is not so damaging for a scientific world view

if IT is false provided that ptrysicalism is true' So the

sort of neutrallty mainly interesting to us is the. first

sort: showing that mental predicates are members of P'

Ilenceforthurrlessotherwisespecífieditwi]'lbethatsort
that will be meant bY tJre term'

Itmightbethoughtthatitwouldbesufficientfor
the physicalistrs purPoses iJ all mental predicates could

be shown to be topic neutral in t'tre first sense' For

then no menta] predicate could Pose tlre threat to

physica}ismoutlinedatthebeginrringofthischapter.
Thatistrue,butitisimportarrttoseetlrattìresuccess
of such a Program of analysis would not establish

physicalismbyitselfrbecauseitcor¡ld'notsho$rthattJle

finat reducing theory must be physicalist' That further

aim could only be achieved if the analysis showed that

thepredicatescouldonlyoccurinaphysicalisttiheory,
a¡rdt}ratisnotwhattopicneutralityestablishes.Itis
thePrinciplesofMethodwhichmakeitreasonableto
believethatthesetofcandidateswilleventuallynarrow
down to just one physicalist theory' The physicalist

could rest reasonably content if the analytical program

were successful, but not without the aid of tùose

Principles.
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4. Smartrs AnalYsis.

Smart'sanalysishasreceivedconsiderab}e
9

criticism e.go by Shaffer, Cornman, and M'C'Bradley '
I wish to discuss Bradleyts criticism, I will do so for

two reasons, First, because I believe it is successful'

second, because the criticism of physicalism given in this

thesis draws on it to some extent, and comprehension

should therefore be aided.

smart gives two different vereions of tlle analysis

in "Sensations a¡rd Brain Processes" and Fhilosoohv and

Scientific Realism 10' 11 The first is exemplified by the

analysis of "x has a yellow afterimage" as "sometJring is

going on in x like what goes on in x when xrs eyes are

oper\ ..., and there is a ripe lemon in front of xrs eye'. rr

The second is exemplified by the analysis of the same

predicate as "Somettring is going on in x li.ke what goes on

in x when xrs eyes are open, . r., and ttrere is a yellow

object in front of xrs eyes. r' The difference is easy to

see, but not so easy to characterise, oince in bottr casea

t¡e characteristic stimuli are identjjied by some predicaters

being true of them. Perhaps the best we can do is to

say ttrat difference lies in the degree to which it is

obvicus that the analysans is not in fact syrlonymous with

the analysandum. It is clear tjrat tJ}e first analysis does

not work. There need never have been ripe lemons'

fro-ofiê nec.d have seen one, a¡td moreover. even if there

had been ripe lemons, they need not have been yellor''.

9sh"ff", 1963, cornman Lg62. Bradley 1963, 1964"

10In f".t I can find no place in his writings where

he explicitty dÍstinguishes tttem.
llsrn""t 1959, 1963 a.
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AII these things could have been the case and yet people

have had yellow afterimages, and used and understood

"x has a yellow afterimage". The point might be put by

saying that a defect of ttre anatysis is that it ties having

yellow afterimages to a particular sort of stimr¡Ius. and

any such stimulus is such that it only contingently has t}tat

property necessary to produce experiences of tJre right sort.

The defect is remedied in the second analysis by

replacing "rlpe lemon" by "yellow object". In doing so,

however, we obtain an analysans which is not so

obviously topic neutral, for how are we to analyse

"yellow"? It is this problem which Frradleyrs argument

exploits.

Smart offered an account, in "sensations and

¡rain Proce6ses", of what it is to be yellow which he

hoped would preserve ttre topic neutral character of his

analysis. The account turned on ttre fact that one basis

on which v/e sort objects into groups of "same" arrd

"different", is tþeir colour. This might be put anottrer

way around by saying tt¡at, among other of their properties,

it is their colours that enable us to discriminate objects

from one another; that i6, it is tlhe colours of objects

that are causally responsible for our acçßliring the

abilities to perform Jert+n discriminatory behaviour

towards lùrose objects. smart, then, defines tf,¡e colour

yellovr as t¡atpropertyof -bjects respooeible for the

acqtrisition of a certain claso of diecriminatory abilitiesl2'

t2ŝmart uE es ttpower" where we have said
"property". While the two concepts are different, nothing
that I can see hangs on the difference for our purposest

"property" is slightly preferable in my opinion so as

to avoid having real powers as well as Properties in oners

ontology. we ignore, aloo, a refinement i¡l smartrs
accoqnt emptoyiãg the notion of a "normal obsæverrr.
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The abilities are a.bilities to perform certain pieces of

behaviour, in this case sorting behaviour i. e. placing

objects into classeo of "same" and "different" according

to colour.

This version of tJre analysis is, wittrin reasonable

charity, indeed topic neutral: all we have is similaritiesn

causes, objects and sorting behaviour. But Bradley

argues that the accowrt of colour is inadeqtrate. His

argument is that our abilities to sort objects into same

colour and different colour could remain undiminished

through certain changes in the colour of ;bjects. He

gives two cases. 'lfle could i.:rnagine t,hat instead of being

coloured, everJrthing was various shades of gre¡ but

objects wtrich are now tJre same colour would in th^e new world

be üre saïne shade of grey, and objects which are now

different colours would in ttre alternative world be

different shades of grey. Now we can discriminate

shades of grey, some people ca¡r do it very well. So

our abilities to sort objects as "same" and "different"

can easily be imagined to remain undiminiohed. But in

this poosible world not}íng would be tåe colour yellow'

Being yellow, t¡erefore, cannot consÍst merely in having

the power to cause discriminatory abilities. The second

case is tJrat we could tmagine a universal colour chartge,

with everything now red being orange, ever¡rthing orange

being yellow, etc. In this circumstance we wot¡]d sort

the same objects into exactly tlre same groups according

to similarity and differencer Colours, thereforer are not

ertrausted by tlreir abilities to cause discriminations in

huma¡ts.

Since tlris "topic neutral" account of colour is

unsuccessfirl, -tiradley argues, we must look for another

account of colour is we are to be convinced that tJre word
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"yellow" in the analysans is topic neutral. However, the

obvious account - being yellow consists not in having the

poïver is cause discriminatory abititíes but in having t}te

power to cause e es €.8. sensations of yellow

is no help to the materialist. This is because when this

definition of "yellow" is put into t¡1e RHS of the analysis,

we have the phrase "sensations of yellow" occurring on

tlre RIIS' and ttris is far from obviously topic neutral'

In fact the ana.lysis of a similar predicate is circular,

because presumably we wor¡ld not just analyse "x has a

yellow afterimage" in this way, but aloo "x has a

sensation of yellow" (provided we allow Lret "like" be

constmed so ttrat a thing ca¡t be like itself). But ttren

the analysis of "x has a sensation of yellow" would have

that phrase itself in the analysans. This is not an

objection that analyses cannot be circular; it is an

objection tt¡at a circular analysis fails as a demonstrat'ion

of topic neutralitY,

Smartrs defcnces against these objections are at

first glance very weak. In Philosopürv and Scientific

Realism he concedes that Bradleyts argpments show that

one cannot give an account of colour concepts in the way

he thought (althougtr he also claims that inner experiences

are of "very littte" importance to colour concepts, and

that their "inner core" is analysable in terms of

discriminatory response"),13 He says, however, ttrat he

will later in the book solve this problem by showing "that

I do not need to ascribe to tJrem (i. e. irurer experienCes -

C.M.) any qualia or properties wtiictr cannot be dealt wit¡

in a physicalist way. " (p,83) When he later comes to this

13Smart 1963a PP.82-3.
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issue (Chap. 5) he merely gives varia¡rts of botJ. the kinds

of analysis we distinguished before, and says notJring to

clearhirnse]foftj¡echargeofcircularityexcepttodeny
that the topic neutral formula is a "translation". "It iS

rathermeanttogiveirraninfc¡rma}waywhatasensation
report purports to be about." (p'96) Later' on the other

hand, he continues to speak in ways which suggest that he

thi¡rks he has provided an analysis e' g' "Ilut the

specificallyneurophysiologicalpropertiesarenotmentioned

in the sensation rep.rt, which is 'open' or 'topic neutralr "

(p.9?) "... our reports of inner experiences aretopÍc

neutral in a certain way: that they report inner exper-

iences essentially astlike what goes on in mê vrhêrl "*rri
(p.103).

IftÌretopicneutralformulaisnotatranslation'
itcannotconstih¡teademonstrationthatthetroublesome
predicates are topic neutral and hence members of P'

I propose to claimr neverttreless' tJlat ttrere are in what

Smartsaystheseedsoftwoapproachesthati:.,.ightbe
taken to avoid t}ris crititis*' 14

IvrÍIlmentionthefirstapproach,butdefer
discussion of it until' Iater. The words "give in an

irrformal way what a sensation report purports to be about"

might be understood to 'be oaying that the analysans gives

lvhat we are introspectively aware of'

Itmightbethatthetopicneutral''arralyois''isnotso
muchananalyeisasmerelyasubstantiatclaimaboutwhat
is introspected. (I say "merelyt'' because of course if the

14I do not mean to say that these are approaches

which smart was clear about at the time' only ttrat they

are approaches which lglgþl be adopted to avoid this

criticism,
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"analysis" ig an analysis, then we shalt be committed tc¡

this substantial claim too, if we wa¡it to hold that people

do have afterimages. ) 'fhis sort of interpretation would

make Smart closer to Rorty (whom we wiII discuss later)

than we have hitherto al.Iowed. The claim would be tjeat

all that happens when we have yellow afterimages is that

sometJring goes on like what goes on when ¡.. ! âJìd ¡ wê

might add, if "x has a yellow afterimage" cannot be

analysed in these terms, we can always deny that anyone

ever afterimages,

The trouble with interpreting Smart this way is

that it is clearly his view that mental predicates are true

of people. He seems therefore to be in ttre difficult

position of producing a convincingly topic neutral analysis

which avoids Bradleyrs argurrento

Another way of interpreting the inten..led

looseness of tJxe relation between analysans and analysandum,

is to say tJrat ttre ltHS is not right, but t].at something

of tÌ¡at sgrt is right; sornething of that sort in ttrat it has

only similaritieo, causal relations, and (as later, p.103)

things like waxing and waning in it.

Nowifthissomething.Wereashortformulalike
the original, with just some variation in ttre stimulus cited,

and perhaps tÀe addition of some typical responses

(follor,ving A.rmstrong)r Smart ought to have produced it if

we are to be convinced that it is what is right.l5 It

might berthougþ that producing ttre short formula is sofflê-

how impossible (though not Ín a v/ay that is bad for the

15tt *tgnt be that Smart had various short
formulae in minã at ttre time, thinking perhaps that the
short formulae might vary from person to person. ry
will not help, of course, because Bradleyrs problem will
arise separately for each individual.
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formula, as for example in the way that the impossibility

of producing analyses of physical object sentences into

sense-data terminology counts against anal¡rtical

phenomenalism, ).

.{fter a}I, the original topic neutral analysis

suggests tJrat when we learn mental concepts we somehov¡

have a characteristic stimulus-response sitr¡ation in which

the mental state is produced, and we are taught to apply

the mental predicate to whatever mental state is produced

in that siüration. This is evidently an overoimplification

of ttre learning situation. Vy'e learn to recognise our

mental states and learn our mental concepts together, and

we learn both as much by their relations (causal,

similarity and other relations) to ottrer mental states, as

by their relations to external causee and effects. Thus,

mental vocabul.aries are typically acqqired as a whole, and

acquiring mental concepts is simultaneously learning a

series of (loose) taws and generalisations about mental

states, bottr in ourselves and ottrers. If, then, we wish

to tie the concept of a mental state to the learning

situation, ïvs 1¡/itt have to say ttrat the meaning of a

mental term is given by the position it occupies in a

tJreory, and the ttreory in question wj.Ll be t'he sort of

loose set of beliefs that we all have about our mental

states. $/e might call it "common sense psychology".

This, then, is tJre second way out for Smart.

It is of course the view of the function of mental language

expressed in the LewÍs-Smart R.amsey sentence approach

which we will discuss soon.

It gives backing to the idea tJrat the old analysans

and analysandum are connected, but loosely. The

connection was loose because any particular stimulus, if
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connected to the mental state at îìlr is connected by

loose, probabilistic lav¡s (ar¡d not necessarily straight-

forward statements of probability, but statements of

likelihood, t3!gggy, etc. ). The connection, though, is
à#

in that the analysans is t}re right sort of thÍng' \lVe will

see in ttle next chapter that smartts version of Lewisr

Ramsey sentence for common sense psychology is

intended to have just thcse sorts of relations i¡r it that

the old analysis has in it.

ThesamepointscanbemadeaboutArmstrong-
stylc analyses. A.rmstrong proposes to analyse mental

predicates in term"þtt*"tu. The schema

for ar¡alysie is "x has M " ãf "x is in that state which

typically causes behaviouf B ". But it is clear that many

such states typicatty cause only other mental states, and

manydonothaveanytypicaleffectsatall.Ananalytical
reduction, therefore, mu6t if it is to be successful at all,

Iink mental predicates to a whole theor¡ and it is the

whole tJreory tt¡at must be reduced "in one go" as it urerer

Wehaveseen,ttren,thattheoriginalversionof
thetopicneutralanalysiofai]sinitsattempttogivea
predicate-by-predicate analysis which shows each one

individually to have analytical links with topic neutral

predicates, The defence to physicalism by a,nalysis must

take a more holistic approach if it is to succeed, and in

tlre next chapter we will look at this.
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CTIAFTER I['I{REE. RAMSEY SENTENCES AND

OCKIIA,M'S RAZOR

1. Lewis and Ramsey Sentences.

Smartts original version of tJre ldentity Treory

rested on two platforms: the topic neutral analysis and

Ockhamrs Razor. It has recently been suggested by
1t

Smart^, fottowing work by Lewis', tJrat Ockhamrs Razor

might be unnecessary for rational belief in IT. In this

and tlre following sections, we will diseuss tÀis claim.

The central devÍce employed by Lewis is tlre
Ramoey Sentence. S Rarr.sey treats tJreorÍes a little
differently from the way we have been. Theories are

thought of as conjunctions of all the sentences in ttrerrr.

The conjunction might be infinite, although if tJ¡e theory

is conveniently finitely axiomatisable, it can be replaced

by tJre conjunction of some finite set of **i"*s.4 Let

T be a first order theory all of whose constants are

individual constants, and let tåem bd'tll' ..., 'trii 'bi',..., '6

1-Smart 1970-71 pr 351.
2_-Lewis 1970a, also 1966, 1970b.
o
'After its inventor, Fra¡rk Flumpton Ramsey.
*̂In my view the approach we have been adopting

is superior in t}rat it avoids dealing with the theory of
languages with sentences of infinite lengttt, in favour of
infinite sets of sentences, which are standardly treated
in the model theory of first order theories. IJtIe will
remain with the Ramsey-Lewis formtrlation, however, if
only to avoid the problems of conversion.

'Conversion of theories with only predicate
constants to theorÍes witJr only individual constants, and
vice versa, is straightforward. As previously indicated,
formulation Ín terms of predicates has some advarrtages.

"5m'
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The constants are thought of as being in two classes:

theT-terms {'til ...r'ti'} a¡rdtheO-terms i'orl '..,
,,o=r" ). T-terms and O-terms are not intended by Lewis

to be "tlreoretical" and "observationalt terms respectively.

Rather, O-terms are thought of as terms the meaning of

wtrich has been fíxed independently of the tJrerrry T, and

T-terms are terms that are hit¡erto undefined. T is
thought of as Íntroducing 't1, ..., 't¡i' t¡rat is, T d,efines

"til ...r't¡l.f as standing for those entities whatever they

are which behave in the way T says they behave. To

make ttre special position of 't1l ...r't;' itt T clear, T

will sometimes be written T(t1, ..., tn).

'ti: ..., 't¡"are constants a¡id so occupy unbound

places in T. l,et (Ext, ..., :crr) T (x1, ...t xn) be the

result of replacing each ti wheróver it occurs in T by

"*r", and binding "xr" by an existential quantifier with

the whole of T as its scope. Túe say tfrat (8x1, ..., *r)

T(x1r .r., xn) is tJr_e Ramsey$ent.elce for T, and write

it (Ex)Tx for short.6

TheRamseySentenceforTca¡rbettroughtofas
a way of eliminating the use of T-terms and yet retaining

all the other consequences of T. To say this is not

however to say that the use of the Ramsey sentence

somehow supports Ínstrumentalism. ElimÍnating T-terms

6thi" requires ttrat "xi" not occur elsewhere in
T. It wiII not occur free, beCause only t¡e constants
occupy free placesn and if bound ca¡t be changed' The

order of the quantifiers in (

course irrelevant. Unless
to be read as (the ordered
and "(nx)" as "(t1x1X'x2) .
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like this does not show that what those T-terms hitherto

allegedly referred to are in a¡ry senn¡e unreal. On the

contrary, the Ramsey Sentence qua¡tiffes over what the

T-terms of the unramsified theory referred to¡ a class

of entities in general quite distinct from those which the

O-terms stand for. Taking the quantifier seriously

commits us to the values of the variables in t}e scope of

tJre quantifiers.

of elirninating T - terms, so conversely it provideo

us with a mettrod for introducing, or defining T'terms,

insofar as a theory can be thought of as introducing or

defining its tlxeoretical terms. Lewis points out that

when a scientÍst introduces theoretical terms along the

lines described by ttre account of T-terms, he normally

has in mind ttrat his terms refer to some unique class

of obJects, and indeed we might ttìink of ttre theory as

containing implicitly or even explicitly the claim that it
is uniq'ery realised. ? So, given the Ramsey Sentence, we

might offer, as defÍnitions; for each i, 1 i i { n

"tÍ" d=f "(iyiXEyl, ..., Yi-1, Yi+l, .o.r Yr,Xx1, o'.¿ *rr)
(t(xrr .o.r xrr) 

=.ï1 = *1 & rco & y' = *i & ."& )rr, = 5)"
or more simply, and in the object language L = (i5)Tx.

l'here are two important points to note here. The

first is that, for Lewis, the consta¡rts ti and oi âre

thought of as names for things of a¡y sort, G.g. events,

stateo, properties, sets, t¡at the theory needs. They

7Ar, ,r-t.pte (a' o.., a-) is said to be a realis-
ation of r(x1n r.., "¡)', uf r(a1i .lo, an): T is uniquery(mutti-

ply) realised in ôase it has exactly õne (more than one)

realieation.
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are not restricted to being names for objects' Thus'

for instance, where ti names a property, t¡e above

definitions give us a definition of a property name'

Thesecondpointisthatwhilesometheories
entail that they have a unique realisation, and some

theories do not, if we are to think of the scientist using

histheorytogg¡lgitsT-terrns,thenwemusttakeit
that the theory at least implicitly asserts its own

unique realisation. That is a necessary condition of

t, being a namer a¡rd a necessary condition of t' being

well-defined in the above. There is a formal device for

makingttrisimplicitassumptionexplicit.Lewiscallsit
the Modified Ramsey sentence - but we will not go into

this complication. \ñIe will simply take it that in the

above, the theoretical terms can indeed be well-defined

by the theory.

Thedefinitionofthetermsbyusingt.lrer,vhole
theory is t¡e "holist" approach to analysis which was

indicated at the end of the previous chapter. It seems

reasonable to thirù( ttrat it is the best chance for any such

anal¡rtical program, for the reasons indicated earlier.

ThecoreofLewis'suggestionist]ratoften
enough it is a straightforv¿ard discoverY (perhaps a

scientific discovery) that a certain n-tuPle of objects is

a realisation of T. Take a simple theory about a triple

of people (x, y, z) Ínvolved in a rnurder' T contains as

one of its the sentence "x saw Y give z t};e

candl.estick while tJre three of tkrem were alone in t"k¡e

billiard room at 9.1? pm. " It is easy to imagine that

we just rnight come to discover tJÞt the triple (P1um,

peacock, Mustard) is a realisation of our theo"y.8

8Thi" is an example of a tJreory which expliciily
implies (i. eo entaiLs) that it is uniquely realised.
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In the case where vve have made the discovery that

L = (r1, ..., rr.) is a realisation of T(x1r "o' x,,)' vüe

should have no choice but to identify r with t ' That I = L

follov¡s directly from v¿hat we have discovered (t]lat ry t

together with our definition of ! : L = (i¡ft5 ' by the

transitivity of identity. I,{otice ttrat "rl'r . . ., ""rr" need

not be "theoretical" terms, or T-terrns in any t¡eory"

'Ihey might be names for objects we are already well

acquainted with. Thus, in our example' we might in

ttre course of the final evening in the drawing room have

proposed as definitions

Black = (ixXElyXEl zlç.. & x saw y give z etc' & 

- 

)

White = (iy)(Elx)(Elzl(... &xsawygive z etc. &-)

Green = (izX6lxXply)(... & x gaw y give z etc. & 

- 

)

Now when we find that our old school friends Flum'

F'eacock and Mustard are such that " ' & Plum saw

Feacock give Mustard etc' & 

- 
' wê have no opion

buttoconcludethatFlune=Black¡Peacock=V/hite,and
Mustard = Green. Of course, ""rtt, .r., "rrr" might be

t]reoretical terms s¡ T-terrns in some reducing theory

which has"Çx)þ"as a consequenceo In such a case we

wouldbecompelledtomakeareductionofsomeofthe
subjectmatterofonet'heorytosomeofthesubjectmatter
of the ot}er; a¡r id'entification of L witlt !'

An Ímportant point to emphasise here is t'trat tJte

identification of g with t might be somet'Lring that t'he

tJreory itseU entailsr wit'hout t'here being any "further"

discovery of tJre eort Tþ). lile allowed for t'kris possibility

inthepreviouschapterwhenwesaidthatatopicneutral
analysiswasananalysisofapredicate(here'term)into
ttre language of a candidate reducing theory' For if' for

example, the candidate ttreory was a neurophysiological

one, and tJre analysis of t't" was "the cause of Btt. then
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the neurophysiological t}eory could normally be expected

to include the identific¿ition of the cause of B with a

suitable r from neuroPhYsiologY.

And ttrat is how, someday, w€ will i¡rfer that the
mental states M1r M2, .... are the neural states N1r

l{^, ooo
' Thi¡tk of cornmon sense psychology as a term -

introducing scientific theory, tJrough one invented long
before there was any such institution as professional
science. Collect a1I the platittrdes you can ttrink of
regarding the causal relations of mental states,
sensory stimuti and motor responses. ...Add also
alt the platitudes to the effect that one mental state
falls under another - "tootttache is a kind of pain"
a¡rd the like. Include only platitudes that are common
knowledge among us - everyone knows them, everyone
knows that everyone else knows them, and so on.
For the meanings of our words are common knowledge,
and I am going to claim that names of mental states
derive their meaning from these platiùrdes.

Form the conjunction of these platihrdes; or better,
form a cluster of them - a disjunction of all
conjunctions of mog! of them' (That way it will not
matter if a fewã,v\¡rongo ) This is the postulate of
our term - introducing theory. The names of mental
states are the T-terms. The O-terms used to
introduce them must be sufficient for speaking of
stimuli and responses, and for speaking of causal
relations among these and states of unspecified
natureo

From ttre postulate, form the definition of the
T-terms; it defines the mental states by reference to
tJreir causal roles, their causal relations to stimuli,
responses and each other. When we learn what sort
of states occupy tjeese causal roles definitive of the
mental states, we wi.Ll learn r'¡lrat states the mental
states âf€ - exactly as we found out who x was when

we found out that Plum occupied a certain role, and

exactly how we found out what tight was when lue

found that electromagnetic- ra$iation was the phenomenon

ttrat occupied a certain role.'

ILewis 1970a pp.1?-19
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2. Topic NeutralitY.

lrlow what has happened to the topic neutral

analysis in all this ? If mental predicates fail to be

topic neutral, can Lev¡is reasonably expect it to be

discovered that merrtal states are physical ? To be sure,

Lewis leaves open the possibility that common sense

psychology has no realisation at all, but ttrat some "near

realisation" of it is identical with some n-tuple of brain

states. But suppose for instance, that common sense

psychology were hopelessly dual-istic. Suppose the

Ramsey Sentence contained conjunctl like "Pain is

nowhere in physical space and is not a state of things in

physical space", or "Neither afterimages nor their

constituents have mass", and so on¡ and not just

contained (a few of) them, but was positively infested

with tjrem. In this circumstance, should not we be forced

to conclude that if the R.amsey sentence were true, no

realisation of it was identical wittr any n-tuple of neural

entities ? Lewis and smart do not deny anywhere that we

would be forceci to this conclusion in tjris circumstance.

Lewis and smart give different accounts of what

is in the liamsey sentence for cor:rmon sense psychology.

Lewisr sentence is largely gggg! p âs should be clear

from the above passêge. It says that the referents of the

T-terms bear causal relations to one another, although

Lewis allows as well that there wilJ. be "platitudes to the

effect that one mental state falts under a¡rother", andn in

the case of intentional states, propositional attitudes, etc'o

relations between rnental objects or persons' a¡d

propositiorru. 
to He does not say t¡at such a sentence will

1oA.rrd so it will lack some sort of topic neutrality
in that it is committed to a metaphysics of propositions.
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be topic neutral, but he does claim that it displays' or

exhibits, or provides an account of the meanùlg of mental

ter¡is. Common sense psychology functions as i-f we had

introduced mental terms as T-terms into a theory the

o_terms of which were rerativery gross descriptions of

stimuli and responsest as is described by Wilfred Sellarsl

Myth of our Rylean A"t"uto"u' 
11 t\o-one of course ever

did introduce mental terms in tt¡is wâfr so sellarsr "mJrth"

is a myth; but it is a "good" m¡rth - "our names of mental

statesdoinfactmeanjustwhattJreyviou}dmeanifthe
myth v{ere ttrr". " 

12

SmartalsoappealstoSe}lars|[/iyth','toillurninate
the way in which reports of inner experience eame into our

use of ranguage".13 Smart arso treats the Ramsey

Sentenceasa''definition'',butheexplicitlyincludesmore
predicates and relations into it than Lewis does:

simiLarities between mental states (p' 350' 354)' "certain

topic neutral words, such as rwaxesr' rwanesr' rgets Íiore

intenser, rcomes intermittentlyt" (p' 350)' and classifications

("to say that something is an ache is to classify it (in

terms of unspeciJied likenesses) as a sort of pain" (p" 351)),

as well as causal relations'

Of any alleged topic neutral analysis' we can ask:

is it topic neutral ? is it a correct analysis ? Now Lewis

doesnotarguetjrathisF,amseySentenceistopicneutral.
ËutlthinkthatanytheoryofLewis|sortwhichasserted
only causal relations between' and classifications of its

ttsurru", 1963.
12Lu*i" 19?oa P.20.
13S*u."t 19?o-?1 P.352'
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flreoretical entities would pretty obviously be topic neutral

if a¡ry theory would be. The debate between Identity

theorists and dualists has traditionally taken place against

a background assumption that some form of psychophysical

interactionism - and so E ome form of psychophysical

interaction - is possible. Furthermore, Lewis clearly

believes that it is not a contradiction to say that the

theory is realised by some set of pnysical entities' or

by some other set of entities. Nor does Lewis actually

argue that the El,amsey Sentence is a correct .,',"1y"iu.14

He quotes Sellars' Myth wit,tr approval and leaves it at

that, but he clearly intends it that the Ramsey Sentence

give an account of the meaning of the terms in question'

So,theqastowhetherLewis'RamseySentenceisa
topic neutral analysis, it seems thd (1) it is topic neutral

and Lewis believes it consistent with the Identity Theory

and dualism, (2) Lev¡is intends ttrat it be a correct analysic.

Smart|sversionisalittledifferent.Smart
intends it to be topic neutral. He refers for instance to

"general (topic neutral) truisms of common sense

psychology" (p.354). FurtJrer, he is careful to mention

explicitlyorrlythosepredicatesarrdrelationswhichappear
tohaveagoodcaseforbeingcalledtopicneutral
(similarities, waxings and wanings, classifications, and

causes and effects). But whereas Lewis speaks as if his

Ramsey Sentence includes o,rùy those parts of common

Sensepsychologywhichsuithim'smartseemgtobelieve
that his Ramoey Sentence is more or less 4 of common

L4 ïru does offer "one item of evidence" (p'20):

that many philosophers have found anal¡rtical behaviourisrn
plausible, tft"t tf¡åre is a "strong odout" of anal5rticity

aboutcommonsensepsychology,andthatSellars'Myth
explains both these.
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sense psychology. 'Witness ttre previous quote, and also:

',Let us imagine common s,-.nse psychology Ramsified in

the manner suggested by Lewis. " (p.354) Lewis is the

more cautious as regards the topic neutral status of tlle

Ramsey Sentence here: it is not so obvious that "common

sense psychology" manages to avoid dualist cornmitment5.

Nevertjreless when smart lists the bits of common sense

psychology he wants to includer they hrn out to be the

sort of bits he has relied on i¡ nll his pre-R'amsey

sentence work for the topic neutral analysis, and bits

which are prima facie topic neutral.

A.stotirefurtherqtrestionofwhet'herSmartrs
theory is really an analysis, the matter is obscured by

the previously mentioned lack of caution. Granted that

common sense psychology provides us with an account of

the n:eaning of mental pre<ücates along FÙamsey línes, it

is not so obvious that conlmofr sense psychologr is topic

neutral, on the ottrer hand, if you stick to just ttrose

pieces of common sense psychology listed by Smart or

Lewis, you have a Ramsey Sentence which might weII

betopicneutral,butitwillneedÊomeargumentto
establish tJeat you have captured fully the meanings of

mental predicates'

Urrlike i.ewis, Smart sketches the argument.

It turns out to be the argument which was implÍcit in

his work in many places previously.lS We learn mental

terms primarily with respect to external stimuli and

responses,andmentalconceptsarelinkedtcsuchpara-
digmatic learning situations. secondarily we introspectively

15s*u"t L959, 1963a, 1963b.
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recognise mental states as being similar or dissimilar

to one another, and as being more or less intense, etc',

without knovuing tJee respects in which they are sirnilar,

or intense, etco Since these are all the features of

mental states tftat we are aware of, it is only terms for

these features that can be analytically linked to mental

terms (and this is presumably true no matter what the

ordinary person believes), Terms standing for physical-

istically objectionable features do not enter into the

analysisrforwehavenoreasontobelievettrereare
such features.

\Mewitlnotdiscussthisaccounthere.Vúewi]l
giveargumentsbearingonitlater.lVhatisimportant
to note is tl¡at Smart does propose his Ramsey Sentence

as an analysis. so smart intends his account to involve
16

a topic neutral analysis, as he has usually done'

3. Is Ocl<hamts R.azor Avoidable?

ForapersonwhothinksthatttreldentityTheory
ne.eds a topic neutral analysis , what are tJrey committed

to in respect of some version of Ockhamts Razor ? À

person who thinks that a topic neutral analysis is

necessarypresumablythirrksthatitsfailureresultsin
the falsity of the Identity Theory' That is' the falsity

of the ldentitY TheorY come what may in the waY of

futurescientificdiscoveriesconcerningtheworkingof
the brain, Notice that this does not mea¡r that the

failureoft'kretopicneutralanalysisimpliesthe]ogi94
falsity of the Identity Theory. As we have already seen,

168*."pt for the brief "middle period"'
exemplified by ftis p"per in Presley 196?'
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common sense psychology need not by itself imply dualism

in order for us to be forced to accept dualism' The

claimthatacer.tainmentalstateexistsmight,togetlrer
with other premisses known or subsequently discovered

to be true, imply the falsity of physicalism'

A.rrivÍng at the conclusion tJrat common sense

psychology is trtre but inconsistent with ca¡rdidate

materialismsshorrtdgiveussomeexpectationsaboutthe
future course of science. If mental states were known

to have certain properties causally relevant to human

behaviourwhichbrainstateswereknownnottohave,then
whatever else we find about tJ¡e brainrs operations, it is

afairbetthatwewillnotfindt.Ìrattheysufficiently
explain behaviou*.l? lvith a certain amount of optimism

we cor¡ld expect to find that they are positiveiy insufficient'

The success of the topic neutral analysis' however' does

notguaranteethatfuturescierrcewi].lnotgoalongsuch
a course. Just that course of science described just now

asaconsequenceofacertainkindofdualistargument,
couldoccurindependentlyofthetrut}rofitspremisses.
Thatistosay,ttrereareimaginablecircumstanceswhich
would make it reasonable to say that we had discovered

that dualism is true. If we found a person with a head

full of sawdust' we shor'rld need to look elsewhere for

mechanismsofsufficientcausalcomplexityforbehaviour.
The head does not have sawdust in it' so much is known'

But it is also true that science at present does not explain

allhumanbehaviour:theheadmightsti'llbemadeof
sawdust of a more subtle sort' So tjre state of affairs

that Lewis describes, where lre come to discover that

l7 The dualist alternative would be a plurality

of causes, singly sufficient to explain behaviour' See

below, this section.
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neural mechaÌlicms play a certain causal role, is at the

present time a !æ, A reasonable hope, if you like.
One made reasonable by the present successes in psycho-

biology, undoubtedly. But Ít could still at this late hour

turn out to fail. A.nd furthermore, Lewis concedes as

much when he says that we will "one day find" that the

brain is tåus and so, rather tJran saying that we ggl
know it.

What makes the frope reasonable? Induction from

past successes perhaps, but induction in the absence of

background theory and methodology is a risky business.

The classical version of Ockhamrs Razor is a crude

device for describing all ttre metJrodological moves

scientists might make. Parsimony of entities Ís one sort

of goodness a theory can have, anottrer is simplicity of

laws. Explanations should as far as possible appeal to

known laws and mechanisms to ttre exclusion of others.

This is not the classical Ockhamrs &azor, but like

Ockhamrs Razor it is a methodologicat principle rather

tha¡l a fact of nature. Like Ockhamrs Razor it does not

take us from truth to truth with the force of logic, but

eståblishes the rationality of accepting conclusions

arrived at using it. It is quite a powerful principle.

Charitably interpreted, it can be used to establish the

reasonableness of Lewisr hope and with it, other things

being equal, the reasonableness of belief in ttre Identity

Theory: psychobiology has achieved successes with neural
otd,

mechanismsrf,we ought to believe that those mechanisms

will -oe entirely sufficient.

Furtirermore it is hard to see how Lewis could

establish the reasonableness of his hope without appeal to

some such principle as the above. If there isg premium

on explaining future discoveries by todayrs mechanism.s, or
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if t}ere is !g requirement to avoid supposing rnechanisms

of an ontologically objectionable sort, then it can hardly

be especially rational to do so.

Lewis' language somewirat obscures ttre point.

This is how we wiJl make the identi-fication "one day", he

says. Certainly. i3arring a later qualification, perhaps then it

will not need Ockhamrs Razor. But does not your present

belief in the Identity Theory require Ûcldramrs Razor or

some other Principtes of Method to be rational? A

preliminary conclusion, tJren, is tJrat some ttrings like

ockhamrs Razor in that they are Principles of }iIetÌ¡od

cannot be disPensed with.

There is a place where something very like

ockhamrs Razor itself intrudes, which is rather lTrol.@

obscured by Lewis! forrnulation of tJae reduction sih¡ation'

If our Ramsified theory turns out to have no realisation,

or multiple realisation, then, according to Lewis, v/e are

to count it false.l8 lvhat 'would the world be like if
cornmon sense psychology had a multipre rearisation?19

vr/ell, if v¡c restrict ourselves to the Lewis version of

common sense psychology, it would be ttrat tlhere are at

least two sets, at least partly distinct, of causes and

effects - Câüses of responses and effects of stimuli.

One way in which this could corne about is if

t,trere are two types of entities, one neural and one

l8err¿ so víe must arrange for some formal
treatment of sentencee with 'rttr in them. €.8. the identity

"å = L". Lewis uses a theory of descriptions due to
Dar¡a Scott 1967.

19tvu wilr not discuss the possibitÍty of Trs not

being realised because of the complication arlsing from
tne Löwentreim SkSIem theorem that a consistent denumerable

theory will have a realisation in the nah¡ral numbers.
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ghostly, each of which would be sufficient by Ítself to

bring about tJ:e effects in question. However, when and

only when an entity which is one of the neural realisations

of the theory is produced, a corresponoing psychic entity

is produced. Ti/hen neural entities produce one another,

so do corresponding psychic entÍties. At the end point in

tJre process whenever a neural entity produces a piece of

behaviour, so does some psychic entity produce the same

behaviour. In such circurnstances' it is easy to imagine

tftat we would not be able to detect tJre psychic entities¡

and, so far as neurophysiolory is concerned, things

would seem to be the way Lewis and Smart hope they

will someday turn out to be.

This cries out for Ockhamrs Razor. The entities

are undetectable, there is no reason to suppose they are

there, so do not postulate them. Now why is not Lewis

supposed to need Ockhamts Razor to deal with this

possibility? Simply because his Ramsified ttreory camies

witl. it the implication of unique realisation. v/e could

not get a definition of "L" "u "iI 
Tå" going, unless T

had a unique realisation, lVhen scientists treat tJreories

as frames within wtrich to formuLate definitions of

theoretical terms, ttrey must presuppose ttrat ttreir t¡eories

have unique realisatione" And our example is a¡ instance

of rnultiple realisation.

Presuppooing that a t}eory has a uniqtre

realisation does not make it that it has one, however.

No doubt we are sometimes in a position to know tl.at

such a presuPposition is true. as Lewis points out' But

it is not plausible to think that in the present state of

science or even in smartts and Lewist supposed future

we would be in a position to know that the presupposÍtion
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of unique realisation of common sense psycholo$y is true

indepenlently, of something Ìike ockhamrs Razor. This

appeat to ontological simplicity is different from the

previous one, i¡ that it is an appeal which must be made

even in Lewisr utopia. our previous point v¡as that

belief ttrat science wiII tgrn out like that depends today on

some Frinciplesof Mettrod. But even in t}e futr¡re when

we argue

t = (ix) Tx
r(l)

"'I=Lthe appeal to the tegftimacy of the definition of ttre first

premise require Ockhamrs Razor.

ThesetvropointsaboutFrinciplesofMethodcarr
be put ratlher more succinctly witjr our idea of the

candidate set. set up the R,amsified cornmon sense

psychologyn ',(Ex)Tx". The presupposition that T has a

unique realisation, a¡rd the possibility that mental terms

be well-defined by To require Frinciples of Method for

rational belief., Now look for candidate reducing ttreories

for "(Ex)Tx". At üre present moment several t¡pes,

including some dualisms' are consistent witJ: the evidence'

So the belief that the set will one day narrow down to one

which wÍfl then imply the identiJication a¡d which will be

physicalist,isabeliefwhichatthepresenttimeneeds
Frinciples of Method to support it.

lïe have not yet asked whether common sense

psychology is consistent with physicalism' Later in tJris

book we will be arguing ttrat in a sense it does not matter

because we can find qut some facts about psychological
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states v,¡hich seem to be inconsistent with what physicalisms

there are aroundn It will errerge that it is not clear

whether these facts are to be included in common sense

psychology as we now conceive it, because it is not clear

whether up to now anybody knows (or believes) these facts.

I¡or this sort of reason, I think that deciding whether

common sense psychology is topic neutral is not so easy,

but also that the question can be circumvented.

Anyhovr, in the remainder of this chapter we will

pursue the other topic discussed so far, ockhamrs Razor.

R. M. Brandt and Jaegwon Kim have suggested that the

only reason for preferring tl.e ldentity Theory over one

of its alternatives is ockhamrs Razor, and that this Ís

not a very strong ""tuorr.'o 
In each of their three

articles discussed here, -t3randt and Kim contend that t'lre

identity claim that the Identity l-heory makes can be

replaced by a vreaker claim which has the same

"empirical" consequences" The weaher clairri they have

in mind is the claÍ¡n that a phenornenal event of a

certain sort occurs iff a brain c'vent of a certain sort

occurs.TheonlyadvantagetlratlThasoverthisv¡eaker
principle, they argue, is ockhamrs Razor, anrl this is not

very much of an advantage. In their earlier articles, in

fact, they hotd that it is a positive disadvantage" In the

later article this is mortified, and it is the later article

that we v¡ill concentrate on.

20S"" Brandt and Kim Lg67' also Brandt 1960'

Kim 1966. trVe will mostly discuss the former as it is
the most recent of the three, and refereflces will be to
it urùess ott¡erwise specified, Kirn has more recently
modified his views. See Kim 1968, t972,
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.4. Brandtn Kim and Ockharnrs F[azoro

An event, for Erandt and Kim, is specified

entirely by a triple (Ui, t., Li) , where Ut is a property,

t, a time, and L,, a location. "location" is taken conven-

iently broadly; in sorne instances it could be taken to be

sufficiently determined by specifying the object which has

the property. Two events (Ui, ti, Li), (tj, ,j, L¡) are

identical iff Ur=Ur, ti=t¡r Li=Lj. A phenomenal event is

an event ilre first member of vi¡hich is a phenomenal

property. A. phenomenal property is a property

designated by a trùrenomenal predicate, whÍch is "one

which the. person in whose experience tk¡e phenornenal

event occurc might define for hirr'self ostensively, to refer

to the features of wtrich he is directly aware.. c the

instance of the property must be one of lvhich exactly one

person is directly .*"r". "21 A. mental. predicate is one

"that can be futly explained only by a clause which makes

some reference to phenomenal events of the person to

whom the preclicate is ascrib ur7,"22 The ldentity Theory

is the theory that every phenomenal event is identical wit'h

6ome physical evert.

The weaker claim to be cornparecl with IT is what

they call the Frinciple of sirnultaneous Isomorphism (I}SI)'

which is

tr'or every phenomenal property M, there is a

physical property P, such that it is lawlike a¡rd true
ttrat for u,r""y x and every t an l,/T-event (i. e. an

event inrr6lvittU the instancing of M) occurs to x at t
if and only if a P-event occurs in t}re body of x at t;
further, distinct phenomerial properties have distinct
physical correlates.

2L

22

?3

pp.518-9.
',.519"

p,52L.
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According to them, tÀis is entailed by IT, and

the statements of IT have "no more empirically

verifiable content tJlan their associated correlations".24

T'here is no gain in the "lhardr factual explanatory and

predictive power of the theory for its total factual

content remains unchanged".25 The sole reason for

preferring the Identity Theory to the weaker FSI is

Ockhamts Razoro which is admittedly some reason, but

"less than overpowering", "not compelling", "not a very

strong 
"uaaot".26

Brandt and Kim warn us to be wary of the

phitosophical commitments of onets theories. In thÍs

instance, ttrey might be invited to take their advice

seriously, for their views seem to commit them to a

Humean view of cauges. I will take it ttrat a ttreory is

ìTumean if it does not contain arry prirnitive predicate

"c*y" for "x is a causal antecedent of Y".27 Now if

a tLreory T, does contain such a relation, and it holds

between things and Ms, or L{s and things, and a

candidate theory 'I, toget¡rer with "(x)(Mx 
= 

Bx)" entails

TZr tJrere Ís no guarantee that T, together with FSI will

also entaiL T Z. F or a non-Humeanr that an }f invariably

a¡rd in a lawlike fashion occur together with a B which

causes as R does not amount to the M causin$ the R.28

24p.530.

25--P.531.
26--P" 532.
2?v¿u ignore the complication arising from the

possibitity that "C*y" is not primitive but definable by
uo*" ot¡er prirnitive which is non-Fíumeafl e.g. "x is
a causal power to Produce Yt'.

28_--Even for a Humean, but tJrere might be sorne

way of obtaining suitable Íiumear¡ causal relations out of
the laws of the "Cxy" -Iess theory.
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trlor example, let T, be: (Ey)(ExXx=(UrrtirLi)& Ry & Cxy)'

and let T, be: (Eyi(Exxx=(u'ti,Li) & Ry & cxv)' where

(uir tir Lr) is a phenomenar event, "ttd 
(Ui"r'tj' its

physical correlate. Then T1 * (x)(x=(U1'ti'Li) E x =

(Ujrtj,L¡)) entails Trr but 'f 1 + PSI does not'

.Thispointisanadhominemobutitdoesillustrate

sometJring: ttrat IT and PSI differ as to consequenceso

There is no general guarantee tJrat Íf T1+IT entails T2' 'then

TI+PSI doestoo. Let us be clear, though' what the ad

hominem is' Brandt and l{'im might try to reply that

they have no need to consider a T, containing â Tlorì-

Ilumeancausalrelationrbecausetheirclaimistl:atIT
and PSI have identical observational consequences, and

only the "F-Iumean component" of the causal relation can be

observed. But if this is how IT and tsr are supposec to

be equivalent, tlren it might not be that tJre sole reason

forpreferringlTtoPslisock]ram|sRazor.Theremight
be an argument for non-Humea¡r causest and if there ist

t}renthisargumentwiJ.lconstituteafurtherreasonfor
preferring IT to trSI" It is not simply thc claim that IT

and FSI have identical observational consequences that

forces Humeanism on us, but this crairn together wittr the

insistence that the 9Ð. reason for preferring IT to FSI

is Ockhamrs Ïi.azoro

A Humea¡r about causes might v¡elt' be unmoved by

this ad hominerzr. I proposed in the rest of this section

to argue two things which perhaps wiII move hirn or hero

First,itishardtoseeagoodreasonforthinking
Ockhamrs Razor as here used to be "less than over-

powering". Certainly ontologÍca} simplicity is g reason'

other things being equal, for preferring one tJreory to

another. Bra¡rdt and Kim do not aTÆg that Ockhamrs
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Razor is less than compelling' ¡¡ut the language they

use -gjlgggg! 
a reason they raight have for believing it'

Reasons for preferring the Identity Theory are contrasted

with ,'ordinary seientific explanation"; the Identity Theory

is "philosophical and speculative", and has a "false air

of scientific respectability"' Ocklramrs Razor used in

support of the ldentity Theory is "parsimony of a rather

metaphysical sort"-29 The picture that emerges from

thesequotesisthatofthedistinctnessofphilosophy
and metaphysico from science' Science is good and

metaphysÍcs is less goocl' Ontological simplicity in the

service of science is acceptable, but less so in t¡e

service of metaPhYsics'

I do not think the picture has much t<¡ recommend

it. Even íf we could separate out some Íssues which

would clearly count ae philosophical a¡ld not scientific'

(perhapsaconcernwithconceptualquestions?)otjrere
willremainalargemiddlegroundbetweent,lretwopoles.
Identity theorists in particular have spent a great cleal

of philosophical tirne emphasising the strong continuity

betr¡¡een scientific questions and philosophical ones'

T&,eareaofttreldentity'I'heoryÐparticularly'would
seem to be one falling within ttris middle ground' Of

courser philosoph'ers have concerned themselves vrith

conceptual questions when discussing ttre mind-body

problero, tirough not only conceptual questions; but then

to suggest that science is not or ought not to be partly

a conceptual activity flies in the face of the facts'

Reject, then, the idea that Ockhamts Razor in

theserviceoflTissomehownctqrriteagstrongasit

29eu these quotes are from P' 534'
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can be. Ockhamts Razor is not however the sole reason

for preferrÍng IT to its PSl-based alternative' contrary

to v¡hat l3randt a¡rd Kim claim. PSI together with t}te

denial of psychs-physical identity is committed to

emergent 1aws, and on at least two different accounto

of it, t,l.e ldentity Theory is not. A'nd that is a reason

for opting for IT.

smart claimed as nruch in "sensations and Erain

processes" when ire said that the difference between the

IdentityTheoryandEpiphenomenalismwasthatthelatter
required "a large number of irreclucible psychophysical

Iaws . . r of a queer sort, that have to be tai<en on trust"

or in otSer words, t'nomological danglers". iìrandt and

Kirn concede that lDpiphenomenalism and the PSI without

IT are committed to such (emergent) lav'rs, and also

concede that if tjais is a difference fror:-r. I'f, fJren there

is "no question whetirer a rational Person must accept it"' 30

TheyseemtothinkthatlTis].ikewisecommittecito
emergence. The passage that rirost clearly seems to

give their reason for thinking this (it gives their reason

forrejectingtJreabovepointofSmart's)isasfollows:

there is no diminution of laws on IT; each

particular psychophysical identity' in our view'

logically entails a correlation law' and in this
sense the identit¿is at least as queer as the

correlation law' or

This contains several rnistakes' One is to think that

the problern about emergence has something to cio with

the number of lanvs rather thên, a5 we have explained

it,thededucibilityoflav¡saboutthingsfromlawsabout

30

31
p.533.

p.533.
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their parts ( or in Smart¡s words, their "irreducibility").

.å.nother is to think that if p is queer to a certain degree'

andqentailop,thenqisqueertoatleastthatdegree.
one cannot imagine what calculus of queerness srandt

andKimhaveinmind.Itisjustnottruethatif
something io queer, and we subsequently discover that

something elsers being true is responsible for the first

thingts beÍng true, then the first thing remains queer

and the second takes on its queerness as well. It is

one way that we recluce our wonder about the world' to

find thÍngs like the second that are not so queer and

then revise our ideas about the first. Perhaps the rnain

mistake, however, is one that they make in their previous

articles as ïi/ell. That is to compare IT with PSI. I)sI

by itself is incomplete. Providing ttrat it does not

eliminate lvIs, tkre final theory to be complete should tell

us v¡hether IV.Ls are identical with lts, or noto PSI is

neutral on this fact. so the theories to be coln;oared

are I'f and PSI + - IT. In their earlier articles they

ttrought that there were some advantages in remainÍng

neutral about the trutJr or falsity of IT. Eut a theory ¿oht|l"ìs

neutral on this point cannot hope to be the final theory.

Itisclear,Ithink,thattheorieslikeEpiphenoffien-

alism ancl Parallelism arê comrnitted to emergent laws'

The question is whether the Identity Theory is' One

wouldcertainlythinkprirnafaciethatitisnot.Ëlere
isaplacewherethemaehineryweintroducedinthe
earlier chaPters can help us.

Suppose that a tcpic neutral analysis has þeen

successful. (Brandt and Kim do not consider the strategy

of the topic neutral analysis. ) Mental predicates are

predicatesofanumberofcandidatereducingtheories.
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"vïhether or not the Identity Theory requires emergent

Iavrs, tlten, is a matter of whether any of tjre candidate s

whicharealsoldentitytheories,donotlraveemergent
lanvs. It is easy to imagine that they do not' As things

stand at the moment, there appears to be no evidcnce

from neurophysiology that the t¡rain needs emergent lar'vs

as part of its description (although, c'f' Part T1¡¡o)' Far

fromitsbeinganecessaryconsequenceoftheldentity
Theory, then, that there are emergent psychophysical

Iawsisunlikely.Erandt|sandtríim'spositiononly
appears plausible if you think of the mental predicates

as not being analysable into neurophysiological terrris;

for then the biconditionals looh rnore as if they have

come out of the air, car¡not be dc'rived from neuro-

physiology and so must be erirergent' Eut it is ttre

strategy of the tcpic neutral analysis to show that rrrental

predicates are predicates which can belong to neuro-

physiological U:eories, so that the laws' adrriittedly

contingent, relating mental states and brain states ca¡r

be derived from it.

Evenifatopicneutralanalysisisunsuccessful'
still all is not lost. For the topic neutral analysÍs is

the only avenue for avoiding the prima facie problem of

mental predicates that we have explored so far' and

there are other avenues. A'n avenue we have not explored

is whether .we might not contingently iclentify the properties

exPressedbyg-ientalpredicateov¡ithphyoicalproperties.
Ifthiswerepossible,thentherev¡ouldbeonthefaceof
itagoodreasonforholdingmentalpredicatestobe
eliminablefrornttrefinaltheory,namelythatallthefacts
about what exists and what properties they have can be

expressed without those predicates' Let us suppose

that this elimination can be made' and let us suppose
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further what seems reasonabre, that such erir¡rinabiLity is

consistent with IT. (The furtJrer assumptiono in this

context, woulcl seem to be consistent with what is

expressect bY IT. )

rirrhat is important for our purposes is elimin-

ability.Thefurtherassumptionthateliminabilityis
consistentwithlTismadesot,trattheargumentcanbe
6een to bear directly on Brandt a¡rd Kim' But if the

fina]theorycontainsnomentalpredicates,then,other
things being equal, there is no reason to suppose that

there are any emergent laws in nature I The grounds

vre might have for supposing ttrat there are' would be

t}reexistenceinourtheoriesoftroublesomemental
predicates. þut if t,tle predicates are elirrrinable' tjrere

are no laws concernin$ them in the fÍnal theory to

trouble us.

IconcludettrcntiratBrandt|sandz(jJn'sattempt

to weaken the value of Ockhamrs Razor is unsuccessful'

oclcham|sRazorissomet}ingwhichísnecessarytcrnake
beliefinphysicalismancllTreasonable'butitisnoweak
principle. Correctly applied, and in conjutrction with

other Frinciples of Method like the above (namely' that

we strould avoid emergence), it does make belief in IT

reasonable.

Thediscussionhasbroughtoutacoupleof
poosiblealternativestrategiesforthephysicalist'namely
to eliminate mental predicates, or somehownidentify

mentalpropertiescontingently'i.€.wit,houtanalysis,v¡ith
physicalistically acceptable ones' V'/e will be returning

todiscussthosestrategieslaterinPartOne.Int}renext
chapter, however, we digress in order to explore a

strategy ttrat many physicalists seern to have ttrought
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would solve their problems for them, adverbialisation.

lVe now turn to this.
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CI',,APTEIÈ FOUR. A'DVERBS

1. IntroductorY.

So far, we have done several things" In

Ctrapter Üne, we set up a definition of physicalism using

the idea of the set P of physiealisticatly acceptable

predicatesrandweinquiredaboutthemerrrbershipofF"
In Chapter 'l\.nro, we gave definitions of reduction and

elimination by means of biconditionals and looked at

onestrategyfordealingwitlrproblematicmentalpredicates,
the topic neutral analysis. we examinecl atternpts at ttris

sort of analysis in the style of Smartro original version'

and rejected themo In Chapter 'frrree' v¡e looked at an

improved version of ttris sort of analysis which uses the

idea of Ïìamsey Sentences' V'Ie concluded that it was

not so easy to see whether common sense psychology

wasconsistentwÍthphysicalism'butindicatedthatthere
might be a dualist argument which circumvented

answering ttris question' It was also suggested that

there might be other ways for the physicalist to avoid

dualismobutdiscussionoft}rosevfayswasdeferredunti]
Iaterchapters.Irltherestof'ihapterT:hree'acouple
of problems connected with Octdramrs R'azor were

discussedranditwasconcludedttratatthepresenttime
physicalisnl is unable to dispense wittr Ûcldramist

arguments, but tJaat, correctly applied' arguments

relying on theoe and similar Frinciples of Method are

powerful oneso

Now someone might wonder why Smart and otJrers

SeefiItohavet,troughtttretopicneirtralanalysisnecessary.
Take a predicate like "x has a green afterimage"'

Surely, it might be saicl, ttre trouble for materialism
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arises frorn the alleged facts that this predicate is

sometimes true of some things, that it appears to commit

one to the existence of some green things, afterimages'

and that there are no green things in the brain" Srnart

has empJ.oyed the topic neutral analysis in an attempt to

show that the second alleged fact is only alleged' and not

a fact. ijut we could, it might be suggested, achieve

the same result as Smart just by denying that the

predicate has tlre structure Ít seemo to have in virtue

of which its use commits us to the existence of green

things,

ilow would one go about denying tlrat "x has a

green afterimage" commits us to the existence of after-

images which are green' without performing sorne sort

of analysis of the predicate ? In this chapter' vre will

be looking at a claim that a number of philosophers have

made,thatonecanachievet}risresultbyemployingthe
device of adverbialisation"

One place to start is a passage from an article

byBrianMedtin.MecllinintJrispassagewasspeaking
about the predicate "x has a sense impressiont' rather

than the predicate "x has an afterimâg€"' but there is

nocloubtthathisstrategyifsuccessfulwoulclbesufficient
todisposenotorùyofsenseÍmpressionsa¡¡dafterimages,
butalsoofpains.tingles'itchesandttreirtroublesorne
properties. .[{e wrote

It is true that if I say ürat there are sensje impr-

egsjiorrsarrdtnatSenseimpressioflsmaybeb}ueand
continuous, then I am in trouble' 3:ut it is one thing

to say that I have sense impresoions: that can 'be

regardedasaptrilosopher|scolloquialism.Itisquite
another thing tã say that there are sense impressions

which I have. VJhen I say ttrat I have a sense

impression of my tobacco packet' the expression "have

a sense expression of a totacco packet" may be taken
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as a non-relational predicate, âs though all the words
in it were hypenated together. 'fhere is no need to
construe my remark as of the form

(Ex)(x is a sense impression of a tobacco packet
and I have x)

If v,¡e do not suppose that there are any sense
impressions then there is nothing to possess the
phenomenological properties of blueness and

Icontullllty.

It is not absolutely clear what l\¡iedlin was trying

to say in tùris passage. one very reasonable interpret-

ation of the words "non-relational" ana "nyftnated" is

that the predicate in question is to be regarded as

semanticallv unstructured. That is to say, according to

this interpretatíon Medlin is claiming that the meaning

of the predicate is not (even partly) determined by the

meanings of any parts of it. To put it another v/ay' he

is claiming ttie predicate is primitive or unanalysable.

on ttre other hand, Iater in the same article he proposes

that a personrs using the predicate "means amongst

other things, that he is in a condition which (typicafly)

arises when he is looking at something blue and

'continuousr and which (typically) gives rise to ttre belief

that ttrere is before him something blue and continuouË. "2

Nothing prevents a person from contradicting

themselves. r\n application of t]-e principle of charity

however might lead us to think that perhaps I'vÍedlin was

using "means" in the sense in which 'ire say ttThe

presence of clouds means rain'r; that he intended not that

the predicate means whatever" but (perhaps) thtt ;!gþ
personts usinE it we can reasonaþI

a,

v conclucie that . ..

1Medlin 1967 P.107.

.:. 108. q
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.1./lrateverwenrakeofthis'tirefirstsuggestion

is certainry interesting in its own rignt""å3 I wirl suppose

that tkrat is what Medlin meant'

t:i'rlt-"""ting, but a very little reflection shows it

to be inadequate as a $/ay of avoiding quantification over

mental objects. The suggestion thatrsâf "green" in 
g

,,x has a green afterimagett, or (Frank Jacksonts example)

"in his leg" in "x has an ache in his leg" contribute

nothing to ttre meanings of the respective predicates' is

unbelievable' There is clearly a meaning relation

between "u has an ache in his leg" and ttx hag an itch

in his lug"n and it is clear also that part of what is

responsible for that meaning relation is ttre occurrence

of "in his reg" in bot]r. It follows from this that the

occurrence of "in his I"g", (with the meaning that it

has, of course) in "x has an ache in his leg" is relevant

to the meaning of "x has an ache in his leg"n and that

thereforearradequatesemanticarralysisofthepredicate
would bring this out. This, needless to 5êY' would be

impossib}e iJ ',x hag an aclre in his leg'' were unanalysable

i.ê. lvere semantically structureless' The same

evidently goes for "x has a green afterimage"'

!-/hite Medlinrs suggestion is too crude as it

standsrtkrerearebetterproposalowhichderiveotJrough

notalwaysbyintentiononthepartoft]reirauthors,from
asattempttogiveasemanticstruchrretothepredicates
inquestionv¡ittroutincurringtroublesomeontological
commitmentso In order to undcrstand themn let us digress

briefly into some recent vsork by Dona1d Davidson on the

nature of action sentences'

- 3 ¡".t oon 19?4 P.9"
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2, Davidson on Actions"

Aninterestingmetjrodforinvestigatingwhether

the use of our language commits us to the existence of

entities of a certain sort has recently been developed by

Donald Ð,avidsono In "The Logical Form of Action

Sentences,'4, he argued that actions exist, on the grounds

that the entailmqn! relations that hold between sentences

assertingthatcertainactionsvr/ereperformed,canbe
accountecl for only by regarding those sentences as

quantifying over actions. consider the sentence "Hamlet

killed Polonius v,¡ith a knifer'. If v¡e treat this as

involving üre three place predicate "Kxyz" for "x ki-lled

y with 2", and so translate it as "(Ex)(Nx & I{hpx)", then

it beco;..:: entirely mysterious why "Hamlet killed

Polonius with a knife" should entail "Ffamlet killeC

Polonius". As a solution, Davidson proposed to treat

',kiued" in "Harnlet killed F'olonius" not as a two place

predicate, but a three place predicate, vrhere the

variaþ1e in the extra places takes as its values $1]!i!!9'

"rlarrilet killed Polonius" translates as "(ilxX-iUed(h, P, x))"'

and "Hamlet killed Folonius with a kniJet' becornes

"(nx)(nyXi{illed(h, p, x) e r;nife(y) & vlith(x, y))"5, from

4Davidson 196?

SD"rriduonrs originar transration gives rise to
certain di.ffÍculties which can be avoided v'¡hile remaining

within Íts spirit. trT/hen a sentence has a place that can

beboundbyaquantifier,weareabletoreplacesingular
terms occumini in trr.t place by "somethin-g"' Thus

"FIamIet kill.ed Þolonius with a knite" entails "Something

killed Polonius with a knife", "Hamlet killed something

with a knife", anJ "¡lamtet lled Folonius wit;r something"'

Equally, however, it.entails
Potoniús v¿ith a knife", and

" (Bx) (By)(Iülred(h, p, x)ow(y.)
to (indeed tj¡e construal of) e

l\ vray out is to translate it as "(nx)(nyXKilling(x)@y(h' x)
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which it is obvious that the expected entailvnent holds'

If r,ve do treat action sentences tlris wâY, then we

commitourselvestotheexistenceofactions;Ðdsince
thereseemsnootherwaytodealwiththeentailments
save by ad hoc fiat, it seems reasonable to conclude

that actions exist.

IJartoftlreinterestofDavidson|smethodlies
in its broad applicability. By this I do not mean that

the style of argument is always or even ever concluoive'

Clear1y, though, if we are looking for the ontological

commitments of a class of sentences we should be

Iookingatthemearringofmembersofttreclass'and
entaiLment relations will be a good place to start to get

a clue as to meaning. So let us see what v/e can

extract from tl.e entailment relations that afterimage

sentences bear to one another'

There are two types of enbailment I wish to

f,:,cus on. Type I entailments are exemplified by such

arguments as

x has a green square afterimage

.'. x has a green afterimage

or in general, the entailments from "x has an F1 "'Frt
afterimage", to "x has t Gl

in place of the "Frtt, ""r",

"square", and

F1, ..., F1

. ., r G* afterimage", where

etc.n go words like t'greent',

the G, .. ', Gr¡1 all occur in the list

and in the same order' 6 TYPe U

& Of (*,p) & V/ith (*,y))"r This also give-s an account

of the entailment to ñÞofottittu was killed"n and various

ottrer conÉ¡equenceo in the passive voice"
6___

V/ e also include the case where { Gl' ' ' ' ¡ G1¡ I
= Âi.e. entailments like the one from "x has a green

"ft;;;;gå" 
to "x has an afterirriagerro
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entailments are exemplified by the argument

x has a green square afterimage

.' . x has a square green afterirnage

i,e., where üfe cafr re-arrange the "F1", ''', 
t'Frt" to

get the conclusion. 
?

Davidson|smethodappearstobringusinlmediate
success with Type I and II entailments. If we translate

"x has a green square afterimage" in such a way as to

quantify over afterimages, arguments of Type I and II

areeasilyvalidatedbystandardrulesinfirstorder
functionai calculus. Our first example becomes

(EvXAviGY&SYeHxY)

,'. (EV)(AY & GY & FïxY)

and our second examPle becomes

(EYXAy&GY&SY&HxY)

.'. (EyXAv a SY & GY & T{tqY)

on the other hand, construing (as l4edlin seemË to do)

"x has a green afterimage", "x has a green square after-

image", and t'x has a square green afterimage"

respectively as "F*", "G*", "H"", with no internal

structure,makestheabovetwoentailrnentsmysterioug.

When I say that it makes Types I and II

mysterious,Idonotwishtoimplythatdeductionsand
entailments always need an erplanation' Nonetheless'

merely ,stípulatinq that "x has a green square afterimage"

?We wiu' speak ratircr indiscriminately of valid

argurnents and entailments. \"[e presuppose that the

argument g is valid Íff P entails c'
a^aau
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entails "x has a green afterimage", has a very ad hoc

ring to it. Jackson began to put his finger on this

feelingofad-hocnesswhenhepointedoutthatmeaning
relations between solTrê of the sentences in question seem

to be due to a semantic component associated wittr certain

of üre words, a¡rd not others, in tjre sentence. Here we

have cases where the meaning relations in question are

rather rnore well-known than those of Jacksonrs example,

namely entailment relaticns. There is, for enample' a

large class of entailments (type I entailments) which

seem to be entaiLments for the same àort of reason as

the actual example we gave is e. $' "x has a red square

afterimage" entails "x has a red afterintage"' But

treating "x has a green square afterimage" as

semantically stnrctureless, anC' so also on parity "x

has a red square afterimêgê", means that we cannot give

any account of this sameness of structure between the

two entailments¡ we shcn'rld have to be stipulating

inÍlependenÈy that the latter was an entailment' Another

way of matring this point is to notice that "x has a red

square afterimage" differs from "x has a green square

afterimage" in replacing "red" for ttgreentt. But this

replacerrient has certain effects on the entailment

relations and not otl¡ers: when tJre replacement is made'

t¡e new sentence does not entail "x has a green after-

image" and the old one did. on the otåer hand, the new

sentence does entail "x has a square afterimage", while

the old one did. It seems ttren that this systematic

variation in semantic properties of the predicates is at

leastpartlyduetoasema¡rticcomponentassociatedwit}¡
the place in tJre predicate that "green" and "red"'

respectivelY, fill.
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Unless, then, rrve can find some acco-ult of the

structure of the predicates which is different frorn an

account which quantifies over afterirrrages, we appear to

be comrnitted to the existence of such entities. And that,

as we have pointed out, constitues a prima facie danger

to materialism, trve will be returning to consider this

point, and with it a further point about treating the

predicates as structureless, later. Now, however, we

wi-ll turn to the attempt to give the predicates a structure

different from the one suggested above.

3" Adverbial Constructions a¡rd Mental States'

Quite a few authors writing on epistemology and

the mind-body problem seern to have thought that

objectionable mental objects like afterimages can be

avoided by some kind of adverbial construction. Two

things lñ/ere usually common to the accounts' First'

instead of saying e. g. that in perception a person

sometinres sensed a red sense-datum, they would say

that a person sensed redly (tfrat is, tJre accounts w<¡uld

employ a word wittr tJre syntactic apPearance of an

adverb). seconcl, the accounts typicalty claimed that

the language being analysed did not involve the

commitment to any objectionable entities, for example

sense data.

The fotlowing philosophers, among ottrers' have

proposed accounts which t¡.ey have called "adverbial"

accounts, in order to facilitate the denial of mental

entities of some sort: C.J. Ducasse, R'J' Hirst'

F,oderick Chísho1m, James -vî. Co"t*at'8

8D'r.""""u 1951' Hirst 1959' Chisholm 1966,

cornman 19?1. Hirstts theory is complicated by tlre fact
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'l-hese accounts differ in one key reepect from

the view that we attributed to Medlin. l-hey diJfer in

that they (implicitly at least) recognise that the predicates

in question have a semantic structure'

They recognise that the predicates have a

stnucture, because they employ syntactic forms which

are adverb-like, "x iS sensing redly" is different in

meaning from "x is sensing greenly", and it ie clear

from the form of words that t,tris is intended to be due

to some semantic difference between t'redly" and

"greenly". lthis is evidently an improvement on Medlinrs

suggestion"

Ilowevero â6 we will see when we look at

chisholmts reply to Davidsonrs argument, thê recognition

that such predicates have a structure goes no way at

all to showing lvh¿rt that structure is. IVrof@oVêf, the

bare syntactic forms "x Ís sensing redlyt' or "x is

afterimaging redly" give no clue as to why tkrere should

be systematic entailment relations between the predicates,

and what theY should be.

T'here is another way of showing that an account

of the semantic structure of the predicates is necesE¡ary'

For let us observe that locutions like rrx is sensing

green1y", "= is afterirnagÍng greenly and squarely" are

technical. They did not occur in ttre Englioh language

before they were introduced by the philooophers who

wished to use them. Being technicala wê cannot be

expectedtocomprehendtJremstraightoff:weshouldlike

thatheholdsthatmentalstateshaveaninnera¡tdouteriioopu"t", and it is only in their outer aspect that
mental states are adveibial" \Te will not discuss this'
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an account of their meaning. And an account oÍ ;leir

meaning is ultimately an account of their semantic

structure.

These points can be briefly summarised as

followso Predicates U-ke "x has a green afterimage"

have meaning relations to one alrother, particularly

entailment relations. The entailment relations do not

appear to be "brute force" entailments, but hold in

virtue of a semantic structure of the predicates. Authors

who have employed an adverbial construction of the

predicates have to a man failed to give an account of

the sema¡rtic structure, tJrereby rendering the entailments

mysterious. This failure is even more serious' for we

c¿¡nnot easÍIy understand someone who recommends that

we utter the form of words "x is afterimaging greenly"

in order to solve a philosophical problem' Ti/e should

like to know the meaning of what he is "ryirg.g

Not every philosopher who has employed

adverbial constructions for gg purpooe has failed to

seethattypicallysuchconstructiongrequireattentionto
their meaning. Chisholm, i¡r â reply to tJre Davidson

argument about events, attempts to use adverbial

constructions and has something to say about their

*"orriog.lo we will iook briefly at what chisholm saysr

it might turn out that "x is
s offiother form of words for
e&Yisgreen&xhasY)"'
ctic form is uselegs.

104" far as I can determine, Chishotm has not

made tÌre connection between what he saw was necessary

for adverbial accounts of action sentences' and his own

well-known adverbial account of sentences apparently
describing perceptual sensations'
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account of the semantic function of adverbs' That

account, in trrrn, witl enable us to put the adverbialist|s

position more stronglY.

4. The Semantics of A'dverbs.

In "states of Affairs A'gain

Br)

,, 11
t Chisholm argues

agatnst Davidson that an alternative account of action

sentencescanbegivenwhichpreservest}¡eirentailment
relationsrdoesnotinvolvequantificationovereventsor
actions, and hence has the advantage of being ontologically

neutral, Chisholm admits that we do use sentences

whÍch apPear to quantify over events, but he dismisses

this more or ress as a co¡oquialis*.l2 The problem,

which Davidson sought to solve by quantification over

events, was to account for the entailment from

(2): "Seloastian strolls in Bologna at 2am" to each of

(3): "sebastia' strolls in Bologna'r, (a); "sebastian

strolls at Zarn", and (5)¡ "sebastian strolls". Chisholm

asks: "In virtue of what principles may we say that (2)

above, ent¡ils (3) and (a), and that (3) and (4) entail (5)?

Chisholrn anÊwers his own question by distinguishing

between "genuine adverbial expressionstt and "pseudo

adverbial expressions". The distinction is made by

examples - of tJre former, "Swift1y", "io Bolognat', "tt

Zarn"i of tlre latter, "potentiallytt, "apparentlyt'' "in his

dreamstt, t'it the imaginationt''

,,13

llchruhorm 19?1' See also Chisholm 19?0'

l2chi"holm 19?1 p.181¡ 3rd' para'| Davidson

was not, of ."ot"ã, "tgt'ittg 
for events on the basis that

r¡ue can say "There ãccors that event which is t'he

utroUirrg tlf SuU""tian Ín Bologna at Zam' "
l3rbid.r 

P.181.
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Genuine adverbial expressiotul4 are said to

have the following effects on sentences:

Consider any predicative or relational expression

E (e.g. ""tro1"i', "i" red", ttis larger thantth ttren cons-

ideranywe}I-formedsentencesobtainedjustbyadd-
ing to any such E eitt¡er terms, or qtrantifiers and

variables,ofbotJr.Then(i)theresultofprefixing]1
to any adverbial e:rpressÍon, or to any conjunction of

any number of advprbial e5Prcssions' w-ill be a -weII-

rormed ".,ir.îåî{ ö sr-*iri i*p-ry s, (iii) sr wil}
imply tlhe result of prefixingrs to.any adverbial
expression that aPpears iJr Sr or to any coniunction
of adverbial expressions that appear in Sr' (iv) the

result of prefixing S to any disjunctio-n of any number

t**:tËå,"îií"Jiïî,îHå}"r,"å"J¡iiíä?d,"",,n
of pfefixing S to any adverbial expression tl¡at appears

il -S2-"" t"" any disjlnction of Srdverbial expressions

that aPPear in Sz will imPIY S" ¡''

tlavingclaimedthatgenuineadverbialexpressions

havetlreseeffectsonentailmentrelations,andt,hatthere
are some genuine adverbial expressions' Chisholm then

says that

. .. (3) entails (5) in virtue o¡- (ii[ and that (4)

entails (s) in virtue of.E- And, assuming that in
(zl a.ot¡.ffiffiTs left tacit between the two

adverbial expressioãs tin tsolognat and tat' Z.arnt n we

;;y-;"y trrai (z) entails (s)-i+-Yiî,ty1*of, (iiiL and

that (2) entails (+) in virtueffirõTmy emphasis)

14ln tt " 
quote, Chisholm calls them "adverbial

expressiorr"Ii. r ttrinr< this is significant in that it suggests

that chishorm thir¡ks ürat pseuclo adverbial expressions are

not really adverbial expressions at all' And ttris in ü¡rn

suggests that chisholm thinks that the entailment of (11)

above is somehow natural and so does not need any

further analYsis.
l5rbtd., p. 182.
16lbid. . p. 182.
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This is intended by chisholm to be an alternative

to Ðavidsonrs explanation of the entailrrrents. one could

imagine someone similarly holding that our TyPe I and

Type II entaitments between mental predicates are

explicable by the same sort of device: Chisholm is

speakingaboutadverbialconstructionsalreadyexisting
inEnglishrbutthereisnoreaEonwhysomethingwhich
is in fact adverbial should not have its adverbial nature

made more manifest by employing a syntactically

adverbial construction whose semantic properties are

the same as (i ¡ - (vi) above. To put it another way:

following Chisholm, someone might ctaim that "greenly"

and "squarely" in "x is afterimagng greenly and squarely"

aregenuineadverbialexpressionsrandthatttrerefore
"x is afterimaging greenly and squarely" has alì its

correct Type I and Type L[ entai]ments, with no

problem a,bout quantification over unwanted afterimages.

This would be an improvement over the earlier

accounts, but it is stilL not yet good enough' The first

thing to see is ttrat this way could be taken with any

alleged entailment, even if it were not an entailment.

Forexample'itisimportarrttonoticetlratadverbial
expressions (and by that I mean expresoions witJr tÀe

syntactic form or grammatical poeitioning that lve loosely

call adverbial) do not always have the property of

makingp-adverbia]].yvalid.Chisholm|sexamplesof.Þ
"pseudo-ååier¡ilf expressions" suffice to make thÍs point:

"potentially"r "apparently"r 
ttin his dreamst', t'auegedly"'

even "possibly". Chishotm seems to have thcught that

this makes them not gsggy adverbia}, instead of drawing

tJre correct conclusion that adverbial expressions have

a variety of entailment properties' (Even if we agreed

with Chisholm on ttris Poht, we should not find any
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comfort in believing that "greenly" in "x afterimages

greenly" has tÀe right entailrnents' because we would

have to gglgÞ]igþ tJ:e further point that "green1y" is a

genuine adverb, its syntactic appearance being no

guarantee. )

But once we reach this conclusion' we can also

see that it does no good to say that the entailment holds

,,in virtue of (ii)". AU (ii) says is that the entailments

from a certain class hold' lVe could equatly 93¿ that

theentai]'mentsfromasuitab}eclasshe}devenifone
ofitsmemberswasnotanentailmentatall.Vúecould
cook up a rule tike (ii) to "explain" any alleged

entailment, but it would not be an explanation without

some reason to ttrink it true' The only reason

Chisholmseemstohavefort]rir¡king(ii)trueoftlre
adverbial expressions he is interested in' is that it

holds of genuine adverbial expressions by logical

necessity. So, then, of any one of these problematic

expressions we should like to know what reason tkrere

is to think it genuine and not pseudo ' Vf e could not

say "because the relevant entaiJ'ments holdrr because

t'hat would be going around i¡r a circle' Similarly with

theadverbialremovalofafterimages.Itwouldbeno
good telling us that tåe adverb "greenly" faUs in a

certain class of adverbs determined by their entaílment

properties in order to juetify the entailments that the

adverb has. \ife need some way of breaking into tltis

circle,ortheentailmentrelationsinquestionarejust
asmysteriousastheywouldbeunderl\{edlin'ssuggestion.

I do not insist that alt entailments will need

justification or explanatio"' 
1? However' the entailments

One waY in which tJre Problem about synthetic
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we are discussíng seem to arise from semantic structures

and an account of semantic structures is what will

justify entailment relations insofar as they need justific-

ation. For an account of semantic structures will be

at least an account of the truth conditiggs of those

sentences. It will be an account of how the truth of

complex sentences arises from the semantic properties

(truth, satisfiability' etc' ) of their parts' 1/ith an

account of tjre truth conditions of sentences like

"sebastian strolled in Bologna at Za;m" we will be able

to explain its entailment properties' for entailment

relationsarethoserelationswhichinvariaì¡Iyleadfrom
truths to truths.

Thereisthusacrucialdifferencebetweenwhat
Davidsonclaimsaboutthestructrrreofactionsentenceg

and what Chisholm claims' Davidson offers an account

ofthetrutJeconditionsofactionsentences.(ÍIedoes
this by translating tJrem Ínto first order functional

calculus,thetruthconditionsforsentencesofwhichare
well-known. ) Chishotm contends that quantification over

objectionable entities is unnecessary to preserve the

entailment properties in question' Because he does

not provide a¡r account of the truth conditions of

Ðavidsonrs

is emptY.

entailment

having t}re

have.

problematic sentences, however' his claim

It amounts to the mere assertion that the

relations could hold without the sentences

semantic structure that Ðavidson says they

The same point holds for any adverbial account

a priori propositions arises is that some entaiJ'ments

seem to need a,t e*planation but none of a certain sort

seems available' €.8' the entailment from t'x is red"

to "x is coloured".
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of mental talk which seeks to do away with afterimages

and the like. Afterimage sentences have entailment

relations. It is useless to just assert that these

rerations courd hord without quantification over after-

images. trVe should like to know how this could be and

what part semantically relevant words like "red"'

,,square" play in contributing to these relations'

AII is not lost for tÌ¡e adverbialist' however'

In fact, not much is }ost at all' A great deal of

discussion of the semantic properties of adverbs has

taken place in the last few y""tu' 18 The most recent

and the most t'trorough-going investigation has been made

ur*iu.19 'v/e will now look very briefly

at it, in order to see how it might be used to help the

adverbialist about srental objects'

Adverbial expresoions modify riore verbs than

just action verbs. ff, with Davidson' we are going to

take the entailment relations between sentences with

action verbs in them as sufficient reason for having

actions in an ontologyt then we should presumably also

have to include things like states' on the grounds that

the inference

Hamlet was iII frorn melancholY

.' . Ilamlet was ill

can be justified using the machinery of first order logic

only by quarrtification over the state' illness' But 
'11":, ,O

as ll.omane Clark puts it' "the finger is out of the dlre '

18S"u u.g" the bibliography to Rerurie t974'

19R"r*i. !g74.
2oclttk 1'9?o P,311'
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We do not merely talk about what Jones does, but also

what he is and has, "the states, offices and natures of

things".21 There is strong motivation, therefore, for

looking for some sort of extension of predicate calculus

which will make adverbial inferences come out valid and

yet give an account of the semantic structure of adverbial

sentences which avoids the pntÍc avaLanche.

It is easy enough to provide a forrrralisrri v,¡hich

syntacticatly distinguishes adverbial constructions frorrr

ordinary predicates. V/e could lay dolvn a stock of

n-adic adverbial expresriort"zz, a typical one might be

"ti ( Xxt, . . ., *i)" (tfre superscript for tJre adicity,

the subscript for the jth. expression of ttrat adicity).

Then if we take the expressions of the first order

functional calculus and call them wffs, we can specify

that if oc is a wff, tl { "e X*r, ..., xi) is a wff.

Syntactically adverbial constructions would consist in

nestings around a central "core" expression of ordinary

predicate logic. This is a simplification of Iienníers

system, which employs t¡pe-theoretic indexing of

expressions, but we neglect this complication as un-

necessary for our Purposes.

I/hat about the semantics of such expressÍons?

Adverbs modify things, and semantÍcally we take the

word "modify" literally i. e. to mean "change", A,dverbs

take expressions with certain truth conditions or

satisfiability conditions and change ttrose conditions. Take

for example the class of adverbs which we can call

' 
tcrr"u , rbid. , p. 311 .

22rí,t u shor¡ld need adverbs of adicity greater
than 0 so as to treat the entailrnent relations of pre-
positional phrases e. g. "with a knife" in "Hamlet slew
Polonius witJl a knife".
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predicatemodifiersbecausetheyserÂanticallychange
predicate "." 

Nolv a predicate n;odifier can modiJy a

variety of predicates, even of varying adicity' without

changing its rneaning. One can run' iump' stand still'

and kiII Folonius, dl slowly' In standard first order

ser:rantics,predicategareassociatedwit.htheirextensiong.
Soadverbsforllennieareascociatedwithfunctions'
which take extensions to extensions e. g. "slowly" wilr

be associated wit.}. a function which takes' anìong others'

the extension of "x runs" (a class of individUals) to

another extension (the class of individuals that run

slowly), and which takes the extensíon of "x jumps"

to tJ:e extension of "x jumps slowlytt' Eecause adverbs

areassociatedwithfunctionslikethis'theyareableto
be seen as single semantic units which can operate on

varieties of semantic materiar to produce varieties of

results (ehanges, modifications)' Truth of a sentence

withnofreevariablesisthendefinedintermssimilar
to the way it is defined in ordinary predicate logic'

Forexample'amodifiedpredicateistreatedsemantically
as anotler predicate i'e' something with an extension

which is the resurt of modifying the original extension

of the unrrtodified Predicate'

This regretably øketchy and oversimplified

account wilI perhaps be aided by sorne exarnples'

23of speciar rerevance to us because we are

Iooking at how l'-Ul"."ifi .u.r, modify "x afterimagesrr'

24^-OnewaytJratitissirrrplifiedisbyignoring
the fact that B,ennie has intensionalised Lris semantics

by introducing possibte worlds' evidently necessary if

only to be able to treat "possibly" as an adverb'
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Example 1: To validate "M(/x) * $x
,, 25

Let us be clear what we mean by "validate"

here. F or Êome adverbs, the inferenCe cr ^
adverbially

is valid (as we have been using tJre termr, ï"t i*ut"
not. The validity of tkre inference, therefore, depends

on the semantic properties of the particular adverb.

(It witt also depend on the semantic features of o , if

only because o might itself contain adverbso but we will

not concern ourselves with tJ:is complication, ) This

being so, the semantic properties of adverbs canr¡ot be

investigaterl by treating adverbs;the wayr,predieates are

treated in first order ISi9, as schema or as allowing

uniform substitution. If we did this, then a semantic

condition necessary to validate the above would make the

inference valÍd for all "d*retbs,26 
lrirst order logic is

intended to investigate ttre properties of terms gg
predicates or relations, and tJ:at is why substitutÍon is

permitted in theoremso lVhen it comes to the particular

properties (logicat or otherwise) of particular predÍcates,

they must either be treated like ttre connectiveso as

something like logical "otst.ntsz?" 
or in a.þg& ioeo

something not a logic at all. A useful example of tJre

Iatter is the "Iogic" of relations. The argument

schema -&X- is not valid in first order logÍc, but

" ' -i*42r<5x

ttrere are relations of which it is a matter of their

23*---For the examples we Ígnore sub- and super-
scripts.

26Thiu point was apparently missed in Rer¡nie

and Malinao 19?0, and Rennie 1971, in which a variety
of systems are proposed for validating all inferences¡
even unwanted ones, of a certain form.

27 An example where the first is done for a class
of adverb-Iike words, is modal logic"
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meaning that such arguments are valid e.g.

x is tJre same thing as y . lVhat is often done is
o 
o. X is ttre same thing as x

that a t}eory is constructed, witl¡ a la¡guage containing

onty relational constants eo g. t'Iityt', and axioms are

laid down for thenr e"g' "(xry)(i-"xy + lìyx)rr, and what

can be proved from these axioms using as "background"

first order logic and what semantical structures are

generated, is looked at. !./ithin this approach, no

distinction carÌ be made between axioms which have the

status of logical truths about the predicates being

investigated, and axiorns whÍch are just being proposed

as trueo The theory of partial orderings does not look

any different in principle from axiomatised Mendelian

genetics. Nevertheless, we can regard our investigation

as an investigation of the logical properties of symmetric

relations just because we dc¡ have in mind that the

semantic properties $re uncover will be regarded as an

account of tJre truttr conditÍons of sentences v'¡ith the

relation in them as a matter of tÀe meaning of the

re

It is similar with adverbial modifier theory'

Iuodifiers are treated as constants whose logical proper-

ties are to be looked at by apptyÍng serrrarrtic procedures

which are not the same for alt modifiersrbut the

semantics are to be regarded as part of the meaning of

the modifier. In example 1, "fx" is intended to be a

parameter: "M" is required to operate on any extension

to give the desired entaiLment, In the semantics then'

this amounts to requiring that the function associated with

"vI" operate on 4¿ extension we might choose for "ln" "

If, for convenience, we let our universe of

discourse be the set N of natural numbersn extensions
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for "/x" will þe subsets of I'{' so the function f

associated with M wiLl be a function which takes subsets

of IrT to subsets of l\, 1.e. members of the power ""tri{r,
N to members of tJre power set of N' Thus f e II N o

Now it can be uho**28 that the theory of t]}e modifier

,,M" with just the one axiom "(xXwtUxl * ó*lt' is complete

with respect to the appropriate class of structures in

which "Vf" is associated with an f that obeys the

condition f(X) g K for all X e II I{' So tùen' an .@
of a modifier for which "(xxnn(lx) *dxl" is trtre no

matter which "fx" we choose, is provided by any function

f e IIN 
(II N ) whicrr satisfies f(x) c- ¡' one such is

f(X) = ty;yeX & y is even I i'e' tJ:e function which

picks out just tfie even members of X'

ExampLe 2: To find examples of modifiers "Rt'' rrsrr

a

which obeY the arcioms

(1) (xXn(dx) * óxl
(21 (xXs(dx) * úxl
(3) (xXn(s(lx)) 

= 
s(n(lx)))

(4) (xxn(rt(lx)) 
= 

u(lx))

(¡l (xXs(s(dx)) = 
s(dr))

and for wirich -(6i '(xx(n(dx) ¿. s(dx)) + Ïì(s(lx))) does

not hold.
(n N)

V{e must find functions f1r tZ e I N

(1)' fl(x)Ç x
(2)' fz(x) G X
(3)' f1f2(x) = frfr(X)
(4)' flfl(X) = fr(x)
(5)'fzf,z(xl =fr(X)

but NOT (6)' fl(x) fì tr{x) €f1f2(x)

obeying

28R"*ri" 19?1.
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Let fl(X) = fr(X) = X urùess X = {L,2,3r4 } or X =

{1, 3, 4 } or X = { 1, 2t 4L in which case,

fl({!n2,gr4}) = 11,2141 f2({.1'2.3'4} ) ={1'3,4}

fl( { 1,s,4} ) = t +} !z( {t,2,4} ) = 1a I

ff( $,2'4\ )={1,2,4} fz( {1,314} )= {L,3,ù

It is not difficult to show tfrat (1)t- (5)rhold.

Therefore, if we assign f, to "R" and I, to "S", (1) - (5)

are true no matter which "fx" we pick. As to (6)r, we

have f1( {!,2r3r4i ) = {!r2r4| fz( t !.2.gr4} ) = { 11 3'4} n

sofr( 1L,2n3n4I llìfz({Lr2,3,4})= {1,4} . But

f1f2( {Ln203,4} ) = ft( {1,3,4} ) = {4 }, eo f, n trSt¡r,
If, tJren, we let "fx" be true just in case x e { t'2r3r4l
(i,€. if we set {Ln2r3r4} to be the extension of "d*"1

and we assign 1 to the variable "x", we have that

"k.(11) & S(dl)" is true, but "R(s(dl))" false, thereby

falsifyÍng (6).

How can this be used to help the adverbialist

about actions or afterimages? The first thing to note

is that i-Ler¡¡riets theory gives a framework for the truth

conditions of sentences with adverbs in ttrem. U "IVI"

is associated semantically witJl a function taking sets of

numbers to sets of numberso and tt¡r*rt associated v¡it}

a set of numbers, then "M(Fa)" is true just in case rrarr

names somettring which belongs to the extension of

"M(Fx)", and "(nx)m(Fx)" is true just in case something

belongs to t;he extension of "M(F'x)". This being so, the

crltictsm that the adverbialist cannot account for tåe

entailment relations between afterimage sentences no

longer works. The adverbialistrs claim will be that

adverbs like "greenly" function semantically like functionst

taking extensions like those of "x afterÍmages" and "x

afterimages squarely" to other extensions, and the

modified predicates wiII be true of objects when those
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objects belong to the modrfied extension' 5'urt*rermore'

the adverbialist ca¡r claim ttrat it is a matter of t}te

meaningof''greenly''tlratittakesextensionstosubsets
of those extensions, as in enample 1 above' I¡rom this

it fgllo*s that t'x afterimages greenly[ entails "x after-

images".

Since tJre adverbÍalist can give this sort of

accountn it follows that a Davidson-style argument for

theexistenceofafterimagesdoesnotwork.(Italso
followsthataDavidson-styleargumenttottreexistence
of actÍons does not work. ) For, let ue reca\ Ðavidson-

style arguments rely on a demand for an account of the

truthconditionsofsentences|ar¡dentailmentrelations
betweensentencesnot.hert}ra¡ra¡raccountwhichimplies
thatsuchsentencesentailtheexistenceoft,lreentities
in question.

It might now be thought that ilenniers ttreory

carriesttredayforadverbialistsaboutactionsandafter-
images'Wearefacedwitjralternativesemanticframe-
worksforactionsentencesandforafterimagesentences.
Should we not choose that which is ontologically more

parsimonious, tJre adverbial theory ? In the next section

we will look at this argument in the tight cf the strategy

thatanadverbialistmightbeabletoadopt.

5. Methodological Considerations'

Let us try to eay clearly what someone r"night

intend to uee adverbial

mental Predicates Ig

constructions for classes of

(1) A person might be PrimarilY

interested, as Chisholm was in t

29ctiuholm 1966.

The Theory of Know Iedpe29
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in making a point about perçePtio{r; in trying to produce

an adverbíal construction as an alternative to having to

accept the existence in perception of sense data. Ql

Alternatively, a person might be intending to use adverbs

notintheserviceofatheoryofperceptionrbutinthe
service of They might feel that the

existence of mental objects of a certain sort would

trhreaten materialism, and so wish to dispose of them'

closely related to this aim, but distinct from it, is (3)

tJre intention merely to dispose of various sorts of

ngentalentities.Itisdistinctbecausewhetlrerornot
t}rerearegreenafterimagesislogica}Iyindependentof
dualism, Dualism can be property dualisrn wittrout the

existenceofdualistobjects.Conversely,theexistence
of green afterimages in a wholly grey brain does not

entail dualism, for "green" as a-predicate of 4lerimages

might have an analysis which makes such "greenncsG"

compatible with the greyness of the brain' "green"

appliecl to afterimages might not mean what it looke

like it meanso

tr'or each of tJrese three airns, for each of

these three i<inds of adverbialiet, there are two different

uses to which adverbs migtrt be intended to be put' A

personmightbeproposingtheiradverbialconstructions
to be bearers of the truth. They might be proposing

ttreir theory as the truth. They might think (1.1) that

thecorrectaccountofperceptionisanadverbialone,
theymightthinkwithCornman(2.L|thatanadverbial
rrraterialism is true, or (3.1) ttrey might think that there

are no mental entities, only "adverbiaÌ" mental properties

of persons. On the other hand, a person might have

something weaker in mind, namely((1.2), (2,21, (3.2));

toshowthatthereisanalternativewayofconstruing
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mental predicates lvhich shows that their use does not

commit one to objectionable entities'

\îearedeferringquestionsaboutperceptionfor
a later chapter, though much of what ìÃ/e say here is

relevant to them, so we will not discuss (1.1) and (1.2).

Letuslookfirstatthepersonwhoseaimistodeny
mental objects, as in (3. 1). 1¿7e have already seen that

an adverbial account is useless without a semantics, an

account of the meaning of the adverbialised predicates.

It is also true, however, that such an adverbialist is

doubly cornmitted to giving a sernantics' This is

because if they Propose their theory as $$$.r it is

useless to offer opponents adverbialised sentences

without some indication of what they are claiming about

tJre world. They must say what tJre world would be like

if ttreir sentences v/ere true.

Even then the job is not done. It is no use at

all to offer your theory complete with semantics, and

think that is an end to it. If we are to believe it, l¡re

will need some reason for thinking that it is true. In

adclition to presenting your theory, that is, you must

argue for Ít.

onesuchargumentmightcomefromocklram|s
Razor. It is an argument which one feels has some

strength when we are measuring an adverbial tleeory of

actions againot Davidsonrs theory. But even ttrough an

adverbialised account of afterirnage sentences carries lese

ontological commitments than one witJr real afterirnages

in it. this does not mean that we should imrnediately cpt

for adverbialisation, simplicity is one consideration

among ottrers, nottring more. If we could find a kn<¡ck-

downargumentforafterimages,simplicitywouldhaveto
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be set aside. If we could discover real afterimages in

our congciousness, for example, then Ockhamrs Razor

should have no power to move us in the opposite

directíon

Theremightofcourge,beotherargumentsfor
an adverbial theory. one such might be this. After-

images are dependent entities. Logicallyr âo afterimage

carurot exist without someone to have it. But if an

afterimage were distinct from ttre person who has it,

even if it were a part of the Person, t}en it cor¡Ld exist

when no-one has it. Therefore, afterimages are not

entities over and above people. Tberefore, afterimages

are not entities at all. The answer to this argument is

twofold. FÍrst, where does the clairrr that afterimages

Iogically cannot exist without owners come from ? I,

for one, feel inclined to deny it. Even if it were true,

however, it would stil.l not show that afterimages were

not entities distinct from their owners. It is well

knownbynowtlratsonslogicallycannotexistwithoutat
sometimehavinghadaparent,andthatthisfactdoes
not show that sons are not fit entities to take one place

of a genuine relation, the "parent-$on'r relation.

The above remarks apply not only to adverbial-

isation to deny mental entities (i. €. (3' 1)), but also

adverbialisation with ttre aim of supporting materialism

(i. e, as in (2.1)L As we said before, the two aims

((2. 1) and (3.1)) are distinct but connected' At least one

wayinwhichtheyarecorrnectedistt¡atsomeonewho
succeeds in the attempt to justify denying afterimages

arrdpainsndoesnothavetoworryabouttheirproperties.
If there are no green afterimages, we need not womy

about trying to fínd the green ttrings in the head or

analysing away ,'green". If there are no pains to be in
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legs, then that my leg was amputated yesterday and still

hurts today does not require ghostty pains or ghostly legs

of us.

There is, howevero one point which it is

important to bring out. Ilven if you succeed in giving

your adverbial semantics and showing your theory true,

you have still not yet saved materialisni. The reason,

in a nutshell, is ttrat showing that a predicates does not

quantify over entities of a certain sort, does not show

that the predicate is a member of F. 'fhe point can

perhaps best be made in relation to lwedlinrs suggestion

that we considered earlier, If "x has a green afterimage"

has no semantic structure, if it is - as one might say -

unanalysable, then for it to be in P it would have to be

one of Prs primitives. A consequence of Medlinrs

suggestion, ttren, is that mental predicates are not

members of F and so are not physicalistically acceptable.

This point seems to have been missed by James

cotr*".3o. He correctry sees t¡at it is not enough to

give his adverbial theory, and that he has to argue for it.
(His argument consists in refuting arguments in favour

of contrary views which do claim that there are mental

objects. such a strategy would seem to be adequate

v¡hen conjoined with ockhamrs Razor" ) But then he seems

to think that Ín getting rid of mental objects he has done

enough for adverbial malerialismn apparently not noticing

that the predicates he is left vvitJr are very strange indeed.

ùf tÌre six aims an adverbialist might have that

we outlined at tfte beginning of tl.is sectionn only two are

Ieft (since, to repeat, we are ignoring specifically

30Cornman 19?1.
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perceptual questions i.e. (1.1) and (1.2)) They are,

briefly, either (3.2) to oay that the existence of a¡t

adequate semantics for an adverbial theory shows that

we need not accept Davidsonian arguments to tJre

existence of materialistically unacceptable objectsn or

(2.2, to say t¡at ttre existence of ttre adverbial theory

shows that even if "x has a g'.een afterimage" is true

of someone, this does not obviously commit us to the

existence of afterimages. I think that the point against

Davidsonianargumentsiswell-takenralthough'aswe
said before, thÍs does not ffIean ttrat there migtrt not be

independent arguments for Davidson-type conclusions.

There might even be arguments which turned on

examiningthealternativegemanticsandfindingit
wantingsomehow,eventhoughnotwantinginrespectof
entailment relatíons. (2.2, is also correct, though it

seems to me ttrat tt¡e treck through adverbial eemantícs

wasahardvlaytofinditout.Isitnotjustt.trepoint
that you cannot conclude from the fact t't¡at a word

occupiesanounpositioninantrnglishgentence,that
there is a¡r entity or entities which the word denotes ?

our conclusions about t¡e usefulness of adverbial

analyses in defence of physicalism' thenn are ttrese'

If we wish to use them to show that arguments from the

entail.ment relations of mental predicates to dualism are

inadequaten or tJrat argumerts from the existence of

certaintermsapparentlystarrdingformentalobjectsto
dualism are inadequate, tjren we will be successful. on

tlreotherhandrifwewishtousett¡emtoshowthat
physicalism is truen ttren we will need to couple them

wit¡ otJrer considerations, opecifically metaphysical ones'

NowinafortJrcomingarticlenFrar¡kJacksongivesan
ingenious argument for a stronger conclusion about
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adverbial a-naryscs thtt, tlt"ut3l. Jacksi;n argues

positively against adverbial analyses of e. g. afterimagc

sentences, a¡rd for t}e existence of mental objects like

afterimages and pains. In tJre next sections. we will look

at his argument. I will try to ars¡e t]rat when fixed up,

it is a plausible argument for mental objects.

6. Jackson on Adverbial Theories of tjxe Mental'

Jacksondiscussestwot¡pesofttreories,which

he catts "adverbial" ttreories a¡rd "state" ttreories. lVe

will cor¡fine our attention to tJreories of t}e first sort,

although our remarks wilt apply to tjreories of the

second sort insofar as they can be seen as being atterr-'pts

at giving ontological stiffening to an adverbial theory.

Jackson poses a problem against adverbial theories:

how are we to analyge "x has a red square afterimage"

in an adverbial v/ay so as to avoid commitment to

afterimages? He gives three alternatives (1) "x after-

images redly and squarely", (2) "x afterimages redly

squarely", (3) "x afterimages red-squarely"' Let us

take them in turn.

Eecause Jackson does not operate in a frame-

work of well-defined semantics for adverbs, it is not

absolutely clear what he mea¡ts by "x afterimages redly

and squarely". He does however give a clue. fle says

that ttris aru"Iysis "has the adva¡rtage of explaining t¡1e

entailment frorn ''I have a red, Sqt¡are afterigiage' to

'I have a red afterirnage' : for it will corresPond to

the entailment from 'l sense redly and squarely' to 'I

sense redly' .rr (Pp. 16-1?). This latter ellsgsd

31
Jackson t974"
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entailmenthoweverisnotatallobviouslyanentailment.
AswassaidbeforertJreaciverbiallocutiontrereis
technical, and needs its semantics explained before we

can agree to ttre entailment'

It would be a¡r entailment if we understood

"x afterimages redly and squarely" as a straight

conjunction, "x afterlmages redly and x afterimages

squarely", for no matter what we make of tlre conjuncts'

atleasttJrebehaviourof'.and'.isuncontentioushere.
It ts fairly clear that t'his is what Jackson has in mind'

forhegoesontoarguet}ratthisinterpretationobliterates
the distinction between "x ha6 a red sqt¡are afteríma$e

and x has a green round afterimage"' and "x has a red

round afterimage and x has a green square afterimage":

bot,r come out as "x afterimages redly and roundly and

squarely and greetly"' (This would not follow unless you

were allowed to rearrange "redly and squarely and

greenly and roundly" to get "redly and roundly and

squarely arrd greenly", which of course would be allowed

ontheconjunctiveinterpretation.)Aslightrysimpler
way of rrraking the point is to say tJrat it obliterates tJre

distinctionbetweenhavingaredafterimageandasquare
afterimagen a¡rd having a red square afterimage' The

pointisofcoursethatontheconjunctiveinterpretation,
Jacksonrs argument is soundn so this interpretation is

inadequate for ttre adverbialistrs purposesr

7. Jacksonrs Second Interpretation oi "x has a red

square afterimage'

Jackson explains what he has in mind for the

second interpretation (i'e' (2) above) with ttre example

"He spoke impressivery quickly"' Here' according to
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Jackson, "impressively" does not modify tJre verb but

the adverb "quickly". Simitarly¡ wê might interpret

the "squarely" in "¡le afterimages red'ly squarely" as

modifying "redly" and not the verb'

Ht.t}isweret.lreadverbialist|sinterpretation,

Jackson argues, we should have ttre problem of deciding

whether tthis was the correct order of modification of

the adverbs, or whether it should be that "squarely"

modifies t¡e verb arrd "redly" modifies "squarely".

And even if we cotrld decide tåis in â oon-â'fbitrary wâT,

we should have to admit tlat "redly" means differently

in "x afterimages redly", where it modifies the verb'

from "x afterimages squarely redly'r, where lt rnodifies

the adverb,

Itmightbettratthisinterpretationiswhat
Jacksonhasinmindrbutjustwritingtwoadverbsone
after ttre other does not force ttris interpretation on usr

ÜtherexamplessuggestËomethingfiìorelikeaileru¡ie-
type interpretationn in which the first adverb is

regarded as modifying the predicateo and the second ¿is

rrrodifying the whole moclified predicate e,g, "x paints

quictrly bad"Iy". On this interpretation, it is false that

"redly" means differently in the two different contexts'

The vuhole point of treating "redly" semantically a5 a

fr¡¡ction is so as to allov¡ it to be a single semantic

unitwhichhasdifferenteffectsondifferentpredicates.
If we identify its meaning with t,l.at single semantic unit"

then the same meaning (unit) will be associated with

"redly" in the various contexts' Nor do we have to

decide what modifies what. "redly" modifies something

different in "x afterimages red1y" from "x afterimages

squarely redly", and likewise "squarely"' It Ís not as
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though if "redly" were to modify "squarely" in some

context, it .would have to do so wherever tJrey occur'

Tùhat modifies what depends on the semantic structure of

the sentences in question, and there is no reason why

"redly" should not modify "x afterimages squarely" in

"x afterimages squarely redly" and also "squarely"

modify "x afterimages red1y" in "x afterimages redly

squarelyr'.

Jackson does not say that one would have trouble

explaining the various entaiLments on his second interpret-

ation. but he does omit, as he does not for his first

interpretation, to say that one would not. on our Rennie-

type interpretation, however, one would not have this

trouble, at least insofar as explaÍning entailments comes

to what we said of it in previous sections. Example (2)

in sectÍon 4 was an exalnple constructed to show tl.at such

entailments as (1) it(dx) t úx

(2) s(lx) -> úx

(s) R(s(lx)) 
= 

s(H(dx))

(4) i'r(il(dx)) 
= 

Ii(dx)

(5) s(s(/x)) 
= 

s(d")

can be made to hold' äead "x is afterimaging" for "óo"'

'bedly" for "R" and "squarely" for "S", (and in (1) and (2)

also read "x afterimages squarely" and "x afterinrages

redly" for "ó*"1. Then we have some of the entailment

relations between afterimage predicateË. It is also worth

noting tåat these entaílments can be made to come out

without (as in interpretation (1)) incurring the penalty of

being unable to distinguish between "x has an R and S

afterimage" and "x has an R afterimage and x has afl S

afterimage", If they were indistinguishable, tJren on the

adverbial tJreory the tatter would entail t¡e former, but

example 2 is an example where "n(/x) & s(lx)" does not
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entair "R(S(dx))".

Thisobjectioncanalsobemadeagainstalater
argumentthatJacksongivesagainstvariousadverbial
theories, the "complement objection". According to this

argument, if we say "x afterimages F-1y and x afterimages

non-F-Iy" we will have to conclude that x afterimages

tr.lyandnon-F-ly;whereaswhileitmightbepossiblefor
x to have a square afterimage and a non-SgUere afterimage,

it is impossible for x to have a squarê rlorl-square

afterimage.Example2,however,showsthatitisnot
generally legitimate to move from "M1(Fx) tt Mr(Fx)"

to "Iúr(Mr(Fx))"n and so presumably not arways

tegitimate to move from "nnr(nx) & F''4nx)" to

"Ml(q(Fx))" (always supposing \Me have a clear sense

for "f'q(Fx)" ottrer ttra¡r " - Ml(Fx)"). At least' Jackson

does not provide a t".uoÏn,t;,1, tfrurtcrne ttra] tne i¡¡ference

holds in the special cas.]ã.rourable for his objectÍon.

Bn Jacksonrs Third Interpretation of "x has a red

square afterimage.

LetuenowcongiderJackson'sthirdinterpret-
ation (i. e. (3) above), namely 'rx afterimages red-Squarely"'

The terminology derives from Suu"tu32 (who does not

explain it) but it is, as Jackson notes, suggestive' It

suggests not a fusing of the vholc predicate "x has a red

square afterimage" as with Medlin, but a fusing of t.tte

modifiers. rrred-squarely" is intended, we might think'

to be semantically structureless' This will have the

effect of making the entailment from "x afterimages red-

squarely" to t'x afterimages red1y" mysterious' as with

Medlints tJreory. Jackeon argues agai st it differently'

32 SeIIars 1968.
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He says tÌ¡at afterimaging red-squarely is a "special case"

(p.20) of afterimagÍng redly, that the former has the

latter as a "component" (p.20). Ànother way of putting

the same point is to say that what in the world (i' e' a

property) corresponds to "x afterÍmages red-squarely" has

distinctanddistinguishabru@,wlrichareassociated
with the "red" and the "square". But if this is son those

elementsoughttobereflectedinthesemanticstructure
ofthepredicatebysplittinguptùresemarrticcontribution
of "red" and "Êquâfêrr'

Thisargumenthascongiderablepersuasiveforce,

although I am not sure how to go about explaining

,'components" and "elements". T'he reason for my

uncertainty is that the sort of ttring which (intuitively)

corresponds to predicates, Ís properties; and the idea

that the property afterimaging redsquarely shor¡ld have

as a component the property of afterimaging redly is a

hard one to make clear.

Let us PreÊs on with Jacksonfs argument' V/e

willreturntothÍspointlaterandtrytomakeitclearer.
The language I'red-squarely" suggests to Jackson t'hat

afterimaging red-squarely is being tJrought of as a

,,fundamental modett or ttbaSic modet' of afterimaging'

(p.22n 23)' These seem to me to be alternative ways of

saying "structureless" but there is a problem here' It

was not so bad to talk about a P595|iggþ]Ê being semantic-

ally structr¡red or structureless, but what is it for a

prggerll-tobestructureless?AnanswertJratintuitively
recorrunends itself is "simple", or "witihout components

or elements" and ttrat of course brings us back to

components and elements" Let us try to make do with

that for a while.
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Jackson has three arguments agÞinst sayÍng that

afterimaging red-sguarely is a basic mode of afterimaging'

His first argument is very similar to the one just given'

It is: if afterimaging red-squârely is a basic mode'

then afterimagingredly would not be a component' which

itintuitivelyis.(Thatheshouldarguethusreinforces
the interpretation of ttbasic mode" as "without components"')

ÏIis second argument is that if afterimaging red-squafelY

is simple, and if, on parity, afterimaging red-roundly is

simple, tJren we have no account of the fact that someone

whoafterimagesred.gquarelytÀerebyhasoomethingin
common with someone who afterimages red-roundlY'

They just have different, simple properties' that is all'

Jacksonrs third argument is that for no n)¡ L can after-

imaging I.1r.n.r Frr-Iy (ttre property corresponding to

"x has an Fl,...rtr'r, afterimaget') be a fundamental

modebecauseoftheindefinitenumberofthingst,tratcan
be said of a¡r afterimage' \'Ve must admit that an

indefinite number of things can be said about an aften -

image (red, square' fuzzy, superÍmposed on the book-

case, to the left of a green round afterimage' having

patches of crimson and patches of ochre " ' )' But now

if we say tJrat afterimaging Fr, "orF'rr-ly is simple' what

can we possibly say about afterimaging Fr""'Fn' F'n+l-

fy? V/ould we not have to analyse iL as in interpretat-

ion (1), as afterimaging Ii'1,""oFrr-ly a¡rd afterimaging

F.,,+l-Iy, wittr the congequent troubles of (1)?

Notice this: t'krat Jacksonrs arguments are

directed agaÍnst a certaÍn linguistic theory - âo adverbial

arralysisofcertainpredicates-butmuchofhisdiscussÍon
isaboutpropertiesraboutwhatintheworldisassociated
wittrthepredicates.Thattlrediscussionmightwellbe
likettrisfollowsfromwhatwesaidearlieraboutthe
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strategy open to any adverbial theorist' !-'/e were able '
inexampLe2,toconstructadverbialmodifierswhichhad
properties very similar to those desired for an adverbial

acco¿at, ÏÌut adverbial theoristsn if they propose their

theory as true, must say not just what the appropriate

entailment relations are, but also what the world is like'

anditisonthispointtJratJacksonisattackingttrem"

As we said before, at least some of Jackson's

arguments have a PerÊuasive force' I do not think that

they can be relied on too heavily, however' for they

exploit notions tike that of a simple property' t'trat of a

component to a property etc. It might be possible to get

ttrese notions going, but even if we do so it is by no

means certain that they will be any more congenlal to

someonewhobelievesinmentalobjectsthantosomeone
v¡hobelievesinmentalproperties,particularlythenotion
of a slmpte property. If tJ:e one must answer questions

about whether some of their properties are simplen so

must the other.

This is not to say that if someone holds that

afterimaging red-squarely is simple' he or she is not

open to objections utilising simplicity of properties' It

is to say that we must tread warily if we want to wield

these objections against any old adverbialist. It goes

wit}routsayingt}¡atJacksondoesnotintendhisobjections
to be so general.

9. An Argument Similar to Jacksonrs'

/¡.fterttrisnoteofcautlon,wewi]ltlrrowcaution
to the winds and try to use objections like Jacksonrs

against adverbialists in general' lVe found' in our

discussion of Jackscnts interpretation (2)' tl¡at within
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Rennie-style semantics it was possible to construct

modifiers withrnanyof the logical properties we should

want for adverbialism about r:'rêr¡tâl predicates. Now a

Rennie+tyle semantics is in a sense a frarnework for

various rnetaphysics, much the way first order logic is'

It gives us sets, individuals anò if we want them,

possible worlds. And, just as with first order ì.ogic,

there is no compulsion to have only particulars a5 our

índividuals. (Vfe might wish to give the familiar account

of properties as extensions in all possible worlds, but

I do not want to decide that question here. ) Let us ask,

then, what sort of metaphysics would an adverbial

ÛreorÍst, and in particular a R.ennie-type adverbial

theorist, about afterimages propose ?

It seems clear that they should be proposing

that afterimaging redly, afterimaging squarely, after-

imaging redly and squarely etc., are properties of

puoplu33. Any such proposar shourd also intend that

the properties be non-relational, at least to the extent

that ttre possession of any one of them woutd not involve

the existence of afterimages. such an account would

have the previouoly noted advantage of not requiring us

to worry about the properties of afterirrlages'

Ifouradverbialistbelievesjustthismuch,then
it seems to me that he is vulnerable to an argument

similar to Jacksonts. To see this, let us introduce the

ordering bein made u of in the class of aI[
34properties I can orùy introduce it by examples and to

a

SStrriu is meant to include statee as properties,
but to be more general.

34thi" ordering is at least a partial ordering'
since it will not be the case tJrat for any pair of properties,
they are identical or one is partly made up of the other. It
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that exbent the argurnent, like Jacksonrs' is weak' tiut

itseerr:.stomet,tratthereisanintuitive,albeitcloudy,
sense in which some propertieo, Iike e' g' the property

of being red and oquaret are made up from others' in

thisinstancetJ:epropertiesofbeingredandbeingsguare.
We need not suppose that the properties that do the

making up are simple, but in this sort of case we will

say that the one is partly made up of each of the others'

and further that the others are cornponents of ttte one'

Now the property of afterimaging redly and

squarely does seem to be partially made up of the

property of afterimaging redly, and also of the property

of afterimaging squarely' First' this seems intuitively

the case. Second, afte rirnaging redty seems to be a

component because afterimaging redly and squarely has

something in comrrron with afterimaging redly and

roundly and sometJaing gryt in common with after-

inraging greenly and squarely' Further' the two different

things in common when taken together seem to make up'

and exhaust, afterimaging redly and squarely' \ilhat is in

common in the one cac¡e is afterimaging redly' in tJre

other afterimaging squarely' By a parallel argument'

any property of afterimaging F 1' c o " F'n-ly has as

components afterimaging Fr-ly¡ " " afterirnaging trt -1y'

The propertÍes afterimaging redly and afterimaging

squarely are distinct properties' and so we would }ike to

knowhowtomakesenseofthedifferencebetweenaperson
who is afterimaging redly and afterimaging squarely when it

istwoafterimages,oneredandonesquare'thattheperson
has, and a person who is afterimaging redly and after-

other
er.is not intended that for any property there is some

property such ttrat one is partly made up of the oth
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imaging squarely when it is one afterimage, a red square

cne, that the person has. I cannot think of any way of

mari<ing this distinction that has the faintest shred of

plausibility, unless it is a way that allows that in the

first case there are different bearer of a property

associated with "redly" from a property associated with

"squarely", and Ín th" gg5! case, the Eæ bearer.

Ex hypotJresi, the difference cannot be marked by a

difference in which of the properties of afterimaging

redly, afterimaging squarely and afterimaging redly and

squarely that the person has, for in both cases the

person has all three. Irlor ca¡r the difference be markeci

by a difference in the bearer of the properties of after-

irrraging redly and afterirriaging squarely, for there is

but one person in both cases and it is precisely where

there is but one person tJaat tJre trouble arises. (If we

want to distinguish between hvo people, one afterimaging

redly the ottrer afterimaging squarely, and two people

with only one of tJrem afterimaging redly and afterimaging

squarely, w@ can do so easily. Significantly, we do it

by distinguishing between t¡re bearers of the properties. )

I suggest, then, that the only solution Ís mental

objects to bear properties associated v¡ith "redly" and

"square1y". rJ-r/e even, I suggest, have names for these

entities. 17e call them "afterimag€6", and the property

of them that is associated with the adverbial l0cution

"redly", is given by the predicate "x is red" which we

apply to them. The first case above is a case of one

person having two of tÀese objects, one red, the other

sguare. The second is a case of just one, both red and

square. This solution has enormous advantages in

explaining various facts about afterimages. It explains

why when a person has a red square afterimage, tJrey have
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a red afterimage, and, for that matte4 why they have

asquareredafterimage.Itexplainsthevariousthings
thatarethesameanddifferentbetweenthreepeople,one
with a red square afterimage, one with a red round

afterimage, one with a green square afterimage' It has

the advantage of being the beginnings of an account for

tlreimpossibi}ityofafterimagingbothsquarelyandroundly
when there is only one afterimage: the account is in

termsoftheimpossibilityofanythingbeingbctJrsquare
and round. (A1though, or this point' cf Chapter Ðleven' )

It is arnazíng, in fact, just hovr well the picture of real

afterimages fÍts the facts about afterimages (or, to put

itint}remetalanguage,justhowwellitfitst}reentail-
ments between afterimage sentences' )

10. In Conclusion.

The argument I have just presented suffers from

the defect that some of its crucial notions need clarifying'

i.or that reason I do not propose to rely on its conclusion

in the rest of this thesis. This argument'for mental

objects (the conclusion was in terms of afterimages, but

it is of course intended to have a more general applic-

ation e" g. t'l pains) can be regarded as a side-issue in

thisessay.V/hatlhavetosaylateronwillbeintended
to be neutral (as far as possible' anryay) between

adverbialandact.objecttheoriesofvariousmentalstates.
In passing, it should not be thought that the previous

argument is intended to work for all mental t'entities" for

which tJtere exists a substantive' Some mental entities

might well be properties, and presumably for them we

will not be able to get one or more of its premisses

going.
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The lesson to be learned from adverbs is clear'

I think. It is that linguistic solutions to rrretaphysical

difficutties can be too facile. It has been known at

least since "On V'/hat There Is" that tinguistic items'

once their meaning is fixed, carry ontological commit-

ments lvith their use. It is for tJris reason tJrat we shor¡ld

be suspicious of locutions introduced "for convenience",

intheinterestsofhavingsometheory-neutrallvayof
describing well-known facts, or for some otJrer meta-

physical end - for example "It is as if I see a white

horse", t'I am illuding a white horse", t'It "pputts 
to t4e

t}rat there is a white horse", as various ways of talking

about hallucinating a white horse. 'v,/e should imrnediately

want to know what semantic job ouch locutione are doing

(and rve should not be fobbed off by pleas that ordinary

language is transparently clear). This question of

course will plunge us straight into metaphyøics' This

isnotsomethingtobesurprisedat.Linguisticarguments
andmetaphysical.argumentÊarenottwoactivitiesthat
can be carried on separately, contrary to what seems

to have been a widespread belief tÀis century'

So far in this ecisayr much of the argurnent has

been about linguistic forrns, although just insofar as it

has been relevant to the mind-body problei'i, it has had

metaphysicalimplications.Inlaterchaptero,specifically
inFartTwo,theemphasiswillshiftsomewhat,a¡¡d
argurnentswil].takeontheappearanceofhavingmoreto
do with extralinguistic fact. Briefly, there are two

reasons for this. One is tJrc one we just gave¡ that

lingrrlstic arguments involve us in speculations about tJre

world.Theotherissomet}ringthatwitlemergefrorr
our discussion of Richard Rortyts position' It is' t,lrat

even if we decide that mental predicates cannot be rriembers
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of P, it might be that none are ever true of people' To

determine whether they are wiII involve us in looking at

the nature of just what it is about peopì.e in virtue 9f
which mental predicates are, or are thought to be,

applicable to t}em. We will now turn to Rortyrs arguments.
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CI_TAPTER FIVEì, ELIMINATION

1. More General Reduction ancl More Generel Elimination.

'Jur account of the reduction situation so far has

been specific to reduction by biconditionals. It nright be

though that the final theory does not reduce a given

tireory by nieans of biconditionals and yet the given theory

be true. If trre given tf,reory is true, it will' have to be

deatt with somehow by the final theory (perhape, for

instance, by property identification). This gives a

r¡rotive for generalising the account of reduction. lVe

introduce a more general reducing formula wlrich

expresses the fact that entities of one sort are related

ín a certain way to entities of another sort' Only the

monadic case of this formula is given, for predicates

"Mx" in L(Tr), Tz being the reduced theory, and "Bx"

in L(T1). The general fOrmula for n-adic predicates is

more complicated, but it should be clear that it can be

exhibited.

The more general formula is

"(x)((Mx & dr") + (Ey)(By & qry e plxy)) & (xX(Bx t* $rxl +

(EyXMy & Qz y & P2 xy))". "úr", "01", " p1", t'úrt',

" þr", " or" are parameters, which in particular cases

have predicates for particular properties and relations

standing in their places. suppose that we have a stock

of such forrnulae ( we Ínclude here the possibility that

the rnore general formulae for n-adic predicates also be

in the set) i *, : ie I ) , such that (1) each X. is true

and (2) T, is a subset of the closure of TrU { i(i : i.'el1

under'deducibility. Then we say that T, is reduced to

ti a¡rd if in addition a predicate c ¿¡,(TZ) is also such

C.f. Nagel 1960 Ch. 11.
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ttrat cr I' L(Tl), we say that o. is eliminated by

reduction from Tr.

Some examples will make it clear that this new

ciefinition of reduction is a generalisation of reduction

by biconditionals.

(1) Taking only the left conjunct, if "x=x"

repraces "lrx" and "y=y" replaces " 0fl", the left

conjunct implies "(x)(Mx * (Ey)i-iy)", and we might not

wish such a strong relation betv¿een Ms and Bs. i{owever,

if, for example, "-b" replaces " r¡r" "ttd "F" replaces

"ór", then the left conjunct Ímplles orùy that if there are

Ms which are also Fs, then there are Bs, The function

of "d1" "rrd " úr", that is, is to reduce the scope of

the things we are talking about to subsets of { x : Mx }

and { x: Bx }. There is also a way of making the

formula equivalent to one of its conjuncts. If we let

"ór*" be "*l*", then the right conjunct is valid, and so

the whole formula is equivalent to its left conjunct.

(2) An important case is where "P, xy" is

replaced by "o causes y". The possibility that the final

theory "reducet' a theory TZ by grving an account of a

causal chain that exists between IÂs and Bs, or between

two sorts of entities dealt v¿ith ay T z but for whom T,

does not exhibit the whole of ttre causal chain connecting

them, ought to be allowed for. This last possibility ie

important since the restriction of reduction to reductíon

by biconditionals would srean that we could only describe

it as reduction if we could mal<e a predicate-by-predicate

biconditional reduction of the predicates in Tr, and this

seems an unnecessary restriction, This ie evidently an

argument for describing our generalised conditions as a

type of "reduction".
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In the rest of the examples, we concern ourselves

only with tJre case where "dr" atd "ór" ^*u 
replaced by

"x=x", and " 0, " and "02 " are replaced by "y=y", i.e,

where ttór", "*, ", "ór", "+r " effectively do not appear.

(3)p f = I2 tJre universal relation (holding between

every pair of thinge). In this case, the formula is

equivalent to "(Ex)I'v[x = 
(Ex)]:x". Given the previous

restriction of concern, this is the weakest relation

between Ms and Bs that our formula is capable of

expressing, since the left conjunct always implies

"(Ex)Mx * (Bx)Bx", and tJre right vice versa. The same

effect is obtained by replacing " or"r" by "Mx * By"

and "0, *r" by "Bx * Myt', which determine stronger

relations than the unÍversal relationn but behave

equivalently in our formula.

(a) In real life, theories are often tensed, and

with the extra machinery of time variables, we might

wish to consider relations between things existing or

occurring at different times, the causal relation for

instance. our reducing formula allows for this sort of

comparison. There are a variety of ways of interpreting

quantifiers to allow for time variability. Cne is to

interpret them to mean "there exists at some time" and

"for aII x at all timesrro V/ith tiris interpretation,

"(Ex)Mx = (Ex)¡ix" means that an M exists somewhen iff

a 13 exists somewhen, which is a very weak relation

between Ms and Bs, The only weaker is tùe null relation,

which holds between members of 1 x : Mx 1 and 1x : Bx 1

only when at least one of tJrese sets is nuII.

(b) pf = 92 = identity. In this case, ttre formula

is equivalent to "(xXVlx = Bx)", our original biconditional.

This shows ttrat reduction by means of biconditionals is a
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particular case of the more general reduction. Tensing

does not of course effect the fact that reduction by means

of biconditionals is a particr¡Iar case. \7ith the above

interpretation of quantifiers, "(x)(Mx = 
Bx)" means that

Ms are at all times identical witJr Bs. If we wanted to

make the weaker claim that at the present tinie Ms are

identical with Bs, we cor¡Id either use quantification over

times, machinery for which would exist in tJre theory, or

use a ttreory witJrout time variables and interpret tlle

existential quantifier to mean the present tense "there

exists". There is a useful discussion of ttrese moves in

Nicholas lÌ,escherts "Topics in Philosophical Logic".1

There is another interesting generalisation that

.ln¡e can make which will lead to a discussion of what hao

been called "eliminative materialism".

In Chapte¡ T\ror we gave a prima facie argument

against physicalism. It had two premisses (1) that

mental predicates are not members of I), and (2) that

mental predicates are sometimes true of some things.

smart and Lewis attempt to deal with this argument by

denying the first premise. some philosophers have seen

that another strategy for defending physicalism is to deny
,(2').o tr Tz is the theory of cornmon sense psychology

to be dealt witrh, then we can simply salr with these

auttrors, that T'r, a¡ld sentences in it true only when there

are Ms (where "lvfx" is a suitairle mental predicate) are

false,

trTzisfalse,weshouldhopethatinthefu]lness

lH.u".hur 1968, Ch. L2.
2_'Ireyerabend 1963; Rorty 1965, 19?0a; Smart on

occagion e. g. smart 196?. Quine says something quite

close to it in Quine 1960. See also Quine 1953'
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of tirt,e it would be superseded by the final theory. If

T, is that theory, tiren T, wili not of course entail Tr,

but the relationships between 'f I attd T', might be quite

interesting. T, rriight entail sorr¡€ subset of Tr, for

example, or even none of 'Í, at all. It has been argued

by F'eyerbend that there are many important cases where

Tt supersedes T, and there is not even any overlap in

the languages of '¡.-, and -fr. I do not wish to try to

decide these issues here, so I will try to make the

discussion sufficiently general to allow that any of thece

approaches may be correct. The main point I want to

make is that \¡ve can think of T I h " very general way

as being the theory whÍch is intended to be the right

one, and T, as having something vrrong with it- It

might be wrong because it does not cover enough ground,

even ttrough it is true as far as it goes, as in normal

cases of reduction. Or T irright just be false, and

If any of these things occurs,
2

supersed.id gg$gyL bY Tt.
we will say ttrat T, replaces T Replacement is

2'
intended to be a vague notion, corresponding to the

vagueness in tJre yet-to-be-precisely characterised idea

of supercession, We wiII further say that, ü Tt replaces

TZ, and a predicate cr e L(TZ), and no synon¡rmn of 0'

e L(T 1), then o is eliminatej! bY T1. If ct is

elin:.inated by the final theory, tJren we will say that ct

is elirnina'ble.

A plausible suffieiçnt condition for "Mx" in

L(T 
z't 

to be eliminable by ttre final theory, is if "(Ex)Mx"

is false, for, as lve pointed out earlier, we think of the

final theory as only needing to describe existing things

and their properties and relations. S The position of the

3Tuno comments are needed. The first is that
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above philosophers who deny that troublesome mental

preclicates are ever true of anything, can be (partly)

characterised by saying that they hotd that mental

^predicates are eliminable. 
* ltr/e will caII this latter view

' 
reliminative materialism".

The version of eliminative materialism we will

consider in this chapter, is eliminative materialism

coupled with the thesis that sentences of the form "(Ex)Mx"

where "Mx" is a (troublesome) mental predicate' are never

this is not a rlecessary condition for' as we ohall see'

contingent property identification gives- 
". YlY of saying

Uãtt-d"t "i'*ifVf*fi is truen and also that rrMxrr is elimin-
able. The second comment is that tl.e above is not-ggtlg

a sufficient condition. Laws in the final theory mjght 
-

contain machinery for dealing with variables certain values

of which "r" 
,rurrãr realised êo g. very high temperatures'

It seems to me that the case in hand' the eliminability or

otherwise of mental predieates, is not like this' and we

will proceed to ignore this complication' certainly it
lvould þe unreasonable to expect the final theory to contain
g,achineryfordenyingtJreexistenceofwhatever,nomatter
hov,¡ fantastic, ¿oes nõt exist. Notice, by tjre way' t,hat

eliminability does not imply nieaninglessness. we can

quite reasolably use an eliminated predicate to deny

existence"
4rt iu characteristic of the philosophers mentioned

thattheyareinclinedtodenyttreanal¡rtic-synthetic
distinetion and with it s)monyrny. Our definition of

eliniination ought to be acceptable to tJrem' however'

becausefromttrutuu,tmptionttratapredicatehasno
synon)¡rns, it follows that it has no synonyms in L(Tl).
Itisdifficulttosee,moreover,u;hatforceca¡tbegiven
to Guinefs recommendation that mental terms be "dropped"

without some such notiono Quine can hardly be too

concerned to drop mental predicates considered as syntactic

iterns, or even .L itu*a with a certain extension. In

rrry 
"â"un 

this is a problem about whether the views of

"utt"it ffnosoptrers can be made to fit our definition'
not a problem äUout tl.e def nition itself, though it might

have its Problems.
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true. This theory evidently has considerable advantages,

in particular it avoids tt¡e necessity for showing that

mental predicates or theories are topic neutral. Rorty,

and on occasion Smart, have expressed the opinion that

mental langUage is most likely loaded in favour of dualism. 
S

Also, it can avoid the knotty problems involved in the

questions of property identification, and whether

biconditional reduction can ever be sufficient for

elimination.

The main drawback of this version of eliminative

materialism is without doubt that it has to deny that

predicates like "x has a yellow afterimage" and "x has

a stabbing pain" are ever true of anyone. That is a

hard thi¡g to accept. As Smart and Place botJ: pointed

out quite early on in the debate as it has been conducted

recently, "I have a yellow afterimage" does seem to

function as a genuine report about some state of peoplen

a state which people sometimes do have. Itichard Rorty 6

has noticed that tJris sort of elimination, denial that any

troublesome mental predicate is ever true of a person,

must at least be accompa;iicci iry an explanation of how

the (allegedly) false sentence "I have a yellow afterimage"

can apparently be used to report something about the

speaker. ff "I have a yellow afterimage" is always

fal_se , it is nevertheless sometimes 3¡,EgIiS!g]X, used.

There is something rigþt about its use.

2, Rorty On Elimination.

In what followo, we will be concentrating mainly

on Rortyrs version of eliminative materialism. Rorty

5Rorty 1965. Smart 1967,

Rorty 1965.6
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points out that there are perfectly respectable senseg of

the verbs "to CalI", "to report", t'tO deSCribe", Ín WhiCh

we can 6ay e. g. that what used to be called "a certain

quantity of caloric fluid" is now called "a certain mean

kinetic energy of a certain group of molecules", or that

what used to be descrÍbed as "ZetJst t¡underbolts" are

discharges of static electrícity, or that when people used

to report possession by demons, they were really

reporting their hallucinations.

Rortydescribeshistheoryagavariantofthe
Identity Theor¡ but he makes it clear that the sense in

which mental states are identical with brain processes is

not strict ictentity¿ but rather "roughly the sort of relation

that holds between existent entities and norr-existent entities

when reference to the latter once served (some of) t}¡e

purposes presently served by reference to ttre former. "?

Iiortyrs "mistalce" hetre is easily explica'ble by the fact

that innovators are often not aware of ttre full signÍficance

of their discoveries. Rortyrs basic formula for the

relation does not use tlhe verb ttto refertt, but the verb

t'to cal-Ltt. (He does use these other verbs sometimes, as

variants. ) The sense in which x is identical to Y is that

expressed bY the ParaPhrase "what used to call

or in some cases now call rxr is Y" Anothera

example is the sometime use of the predicate "x is a

unicorn horn". In the early daye of whaling, numbers of

narwhal horns used to be found, and it was thought that

they were unicorn horns. There are nc unicorns, so any

sentence which entails that there are unicorn horns is

false. However, someone could have Said "I waS preSent

at the discovery of the biggest unicorn horn ever found",

7 llorty 1965 P.175.
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or t'Have you seen Captain Ahabrs new ornamerú? äets

painted that unicorn horn he found tangerine", and there

have been a real object which was being (mistakenly)

called a unicorn horn. And so Ít is with mental predicates,

according to Rorty. Mental language contains a false

theory, but we can and sometimes do, use mental

language to talk about genuine goings-on, neurological

ones.

Rortyrs examples seem pretty clearly correct.
Donellan has recently drawn attention to the fact tÀat

successful reference can be achieved even though the

description intended to identify the thing in question is
not true of it.8 Furthermore, I do not think that we

need to restrict ourselves to the "call" formula. In one

central sense of "report", one reports events by asserting

their occurrence. But witJlr an ontology of events and

machinery for reference to them, one can just as much

call a particular event the wrong thing as one can an

object: Captain Ahabrs painting of his unicorn horn

occurred at t. Now such sentences have an equivalent

form which does not contain a singular term for an event;

"Captain Ahab painted his unicorn horn at t". So Íf the

first reports a¡r event, it is easy enough to say that the

second does too, even though there is no explicit reference

BDonellan L972. One of Donellanrs examples is
of meeting at a party a man whom I mistakenly take to
be J. L. A.ston-Martin, the lvelJ.-known auttror of "Otlrer
Bodies". I might falsely report to my friends later that
I met Aston-Martin at tJre party, but later on in the
conversation successfully refer to the pepson I did meet¡
"A.nd then Aston-Martin punched Robinson ,. . ". This is
a¡ example of reference using a proper name, but I do
not thir¡k much hangs on the difference between proper
names and descriptions here.
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to events in it, Thus ltre can say that what the second

reports or what a person reports by using it is identical

with a certain event (the paintÍng of a unícorn horn) even

though the sentence is strictly false.

ltrhat lve can conclude from these points, I think,
is that the flat denial that e. g. anyone ever has afterimages
has some of the sting taken out of it. If "I have a yellow

afterimage" is sometimes comectly used to report sorne

state of myself (which is in fact a neurological state), then

while I might have been mistaken as to its nature, iìortyts

theory is not so counterintuitive as to imply tJrat I was

wrong in thinking that I was ir ggg" special state, on

ttrose occasions when I uttered the sentence.

One point I would like to stress is that we have

already introduced some re-interpretation of Rortyro

position here. Rorty denies that there are sensations,

and this is not çrite the same as denying that anybody

ever has sensations. An adverbialist, for example, might

be happy to deny the existence of sensations, afterirnages,

pains, but not want to deny that anybody ever has them,

because he or she thinks that ttre semantics of "x has a

sensation" does not include quantification over mental

objects. I do not know whetJrer this distinction ever

occurued to Rorty; there is no evidence that I can find

in his writings that it did. ilov*¡ever, what Rorty says

applies at least as well to tJre denial of the having of

sensations as it does to the denial of sensations, and

furthermore interpreting Rorty in the former way makes

his position an interesting oner So I will proceed to

interpret Rorty as denying that ¿uryone ever has sensatione,

and, more generally¡ âs denying that troublesome mental

predicates are ever true of an¡rthing.
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Rortyrs position has received considerable

criticism, I will argue that with certain further plausible

re-interpretations it can resist those criticisms.

3. In Ðefence of lìorty.

In addition to holding that mental predicates are

not true of an¡rthing, and that they are used to report

events which are neurological events, Iiorty als<¡ seems

to want to hold that human beings do not hold any false

beliefs about their mental states. In one place (p.182),

he says that he "does not wish to say tÀat people who

have reported sensations in the past have (necessarily)

any ernpirically disconfirmed beliefs". Not much hangs

on the "empirically disconfirmed", I believe: on p.181-2,

for instance, he suggests that his view is similar in this

respect to a víew about the relation betrveen "x is a

tablet' and "x is a cloud of molecules"o the use of the

former of which "does not suggest or require as a

ground that people who say rThis is a tabler hold false

beliefs".9

Now t}is is inconsistent with the view that we

have been attributing to Rorty. There are two ways of

resolving tkris inconsistency. The first way is to

interpret Rorty as saying tÀat the properties expressed

by the predicates ttx has a sensation", "x has a yellow

afterimage" and "x is a tableil are (contingently) identical

witJr certain physical propertÍes. If we hold this, ttren

we can, plausibly, hold two furtkrer propositÍons: (1) that

"x has a yellow afterirriage" is eliminableo since iñ ttre
finaf ttreory the same facts about what exists ar¡d what

gRorty 
1965 p.182.
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its properties are cafr be expressed by sentences of the

form "a has F " where "Fx" is a predicate which

expresses the same property as "x has a yellow after-

image", (21 "a has a yellow afterimage" is sometimes

trtre (not false), since the property which ttre predicate

expresses is sometimes possessed by some things. This

sort of interpretation certairùy fits with Rortyrs above

statements about false beliefs, but it does not square

with ttre denial that mental predicates are true of

anything. \¡tle will be discussing this version of

eliminative materialism in the next chapter, and we will

not pursue it here.

A way of resolving the inconsistency which is

closer to the spirit of Rorty, I thir¡k, is to say trhat he

is just l¡rrong in saying that humans do not have false

beliefs when they say tlrat they have afterimages. If

"(Ex)(x has a yellovu afterimage)" is alvrays false, and

if humans do sometirnes believe ttrat they and others

sometimes are having yellow afterimages, tJren those

beliefs are false, and moreover the predicate in question

is eliminable. In what follows, we re-interpret Rorty

(for a second time) so a6 to make his position consistent

in this way.

A word about betiefs is necessary. In admitting

belÍefs, Rorty might seem to be contradicting eliminative

materialism, for surely "* believes that x has a yellow

afterimage" is a troublesome mental predicate. But tltis

remains to be seen. Beliefs might look prima facÍe to

be a trouble for physicalists, but some physicalists, €o $r

place 10, have ttrought that they are no problem in tt¡at

10 Place 1956.
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tJrey have a straightforward dispositional anaþlsis. In -

sofar as our principal concern in this book is vritÌ¡

predicates like "x has a yellow afterimage", rather than

belief predicates, I see no reason not to tolerate belief

predicates. There is certaifily no inconsÍstency in being

eliminationist about afterimage predicates and dealing witlt

betief predicates in a dÍfferent ïyayo If someone even

denies that v¡e have any beliefs about our mental states,

indeed that we have any beliefu 3ü_41, then I do not know

hov¡ to deal witJr them, for they seem to be denyÍng

something that is obviouelY true.

4. Lycan and PaPPasr Criticism'

lvith ttre above modification of Rortyrs view, the

principal criticism that Lycan and Pappas 11 *tk. of it
becomes ireleva¡rt. In order to understand their

criticism, it is necessary to reproduce their schema for

classification of various materialisms. (See Fig.1. )

RM is Reductive Materialisrri, Lycan and Pappasl

version of tt¡e Identity Theory. WEM, lÃIeak Eliminative

Materialism, according to t¡em, is Rortyrs position.

SEM' Strong Eliminative Materialism, a stronger

eliminative position than Rortyrs. cR is the thesis

subscribed to by R.orty in Rorty L972, t¡at "at no greater

cost t}an an inconvenient linguistic reform we could drop

(mentalistic) terms". OR is tJre stronger thesis tÌ¡at we

"ought to drop mentalistic terms". In addition, according

to Lycan and Fappas, all materialisme subscribe to a

thesis M: "if x is a sensation, x is a brain processrr.

l'1 Lycan and Pappas !g72.
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Lycan and PappaÊ present a dilemma designed

to show that 'WEM collapses either into RM or intc SEM.

Eittrer "x is a sensationil entails "x is not a brain

processt'r or it does not. Suppose it does" Then, since

IÃ/EM is a materialism, from M we can conclude that

there are no sensations. It foltows from this t¡at we

have certain false beliefs, which contradicts !vEM, and

which is the "earmark of SEM" (p.155).

This argument points to ttre difficulty about

false beliefs that we have just raised. But it is

doubtful whether having no false beliefs about certain of

our mental states is the "earmark" of Rortyrs position.

Rorty defines his position with respect to tÀe claim that

mental terms do have a referring/denoting function. The

earmark is very much a fteabite - in fact I wiII lèter

argue ttrat Rorty elsewhere commits himself to denying

it - and one which we have urged should be dispensed

witjr. The dilemma fails, then, because the first hofn

fails.

It is worth noting that Lycan and Pappas

attribute to the ldentity Theory the thesis that mental

terms could be dispensed with (i. e. CR above). Buto

as we have seen, Identity theorists who ernploy tÌre

device of topic neutral analysis are committed to saying

that mental predicates are members of P, and, far from

being eliminable, are a necessary part of our causal

description of the world. Indeed, it is precisely the

thesis of elÍminability that distinguishes Rortyrs position

from Smartrs version of IT.

5. Cornmants a¡rd Eiernsteinre t3bjection.

There is a more interesting objection to Rorty'
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due to Cornmanl2 "rd 
Bern"teinl3, which will cause us

to modify what Rorty says even further'

cornman and Bernstein both make a distinction

between observationar terrns and theoretical t""*".14

of theoretical terms, they both say that tJrey can always

be discovered to be dÍspensable because we will never

be in a position to i<now that a given ttreory is ttre correct

on€. We can never elimÍnate observational terms, on the

other hand, for tl.ey sta¡rd for what u¡e are aware of, or

experience. An attempt to eliminate them by replacing

them (in the case of mental talk) wit]r neurological

predicates would only have tJre effect of the neurological

predicates changing their meaning so that they entailed

what they do not entaiL now: tlat there are sensations.

Cornman argues tt¡at mental predicates are not synonJËnous
15

with any neurophysiological predicatês¡ and that

therefore they perform a descriptive function over and

above that of neurophysiological predicates: there are

things ttrat they describe - better, there are properties

that they express - ttrat are not expressed by anf fieufo-

physiological predicates. So we cannot say that u/e can

dispense with mental predicates wit¡out replacing them

with something which does entail that ttrey are satisfied.

A.s Rorty sums it up, 'What Íe are aware of is not

postulated, and only tJre postulated is eliminablu. "16

l2co"rr*an 1968 a , 19681 19?i'
1 3__--Bernstein 1968.
l4trri" needs to be slightly qualifiedl Cornrriants

distinction is more complex than thisr but the complexity
does not matter forthis argument.

luco"rr"rran 1968-9.
loRotty 19?oa P.227,
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Rorty chooses to defend his position by attacking

the distinction between theoretical and observational terms,
and with it the idea that there is a class of "observational'l
predicates which are ineli*inable.17 His reason for
thinking that the distinction is illegitimate. is that he

holds ttrat there Ís no such thing as something that

"appears to us, or what we experience, or what we are

aware of" 1u *o"oendent of the langr¡aAe u/e use. If we

spoke a different language, then our experiences woulci be

different. "lf we got in tJre habit of using neurological

terms in place of rintenser, rsharpr, and rthrobbingr, then

our experience would be of tùings having tJrose neuro-

togical properties and not of an¡rthÍng (eg) intense. " (p.22S)

"E it were the case that we experienced tJre same thing

when we used the new vocabulary as when we used tJre

old, then their point would be sound. But there is
nottring to be tt¡is same tJring. " (p.2281 "... there is
nothing in common between the two experiences save that

they are had under the same conditions. " (p.228)

\Mhat can liorty mean by ttr-is ? He seems to be

saying quite literally t}tat if we talked brain process talk,
vre would be aware, in introspection, of brain processes,

and if we talked sensation talk (as now), tkren we would
'þe aware c¡f sensations (which ex hypothesi are not

identical with brain procesees). This is a very strange

suggestion. If anything, it would have as a consequence

that we ought not to eliminate our sensation vocabulary,

lest we lose our minds.

Something else he mÍght mean is tt¡at in intro-

1?Ro"ty 
19?oa.

l8Ro"ty 19?oa pp.22'l-8.
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spection we are aware of brain processes aË@

there is nothing dualist about tt-e things we are intro-

spectively aï\¡are ¡ ßut when \¡ve come to talk brain

processtalk,wecometobeconsciousthatourirrner
states are PhYsical states.

h'l'^t is

Rortydoesnotgiveareagonforthinkingnt}tisn

true. In anotrhe" pl"""ln n. endorses the positions

(attríbuted to Feyerabend, Sellars a¡¡d Kr¡trn) that one

cannot separate any theoretical component of sentence

veri-fied fnofê-of-less directly by observation from an

,'experiential" component. He also says that the reason

why this is so is that one cannot separate any concephral

component of the mental state we are in from a "pure

sensory" component, and that furthermore, one cannot

separateanyobservationalcomponentfromacomponent
which is a consequence of our background ttreory'

Perhaps this is a reason for thinking that our experiences

would be different if we talked brain process language'

Itisnotareasonforthinkingtlratasthingsstandat
present, we are aware of or experience only neural items'

This is a crucial point about tiortyrs view. Another way

of puttingit is to say that Rorty might be right in thinking

that using the brain procesc vocabulary would change our

inner life, but it will not follow from this that our nev¡

set of beliefs about our inner states were not as wrong

asourpresentonesmustbeifRortyistobecorregt.
Thenewvocabr¡].arymightbeimpoverishedandwenot

knowit'UnlessR,ortygivesarrindependentreasonfor
supposing that we are at present only aware of physical

itemswhenweintrospect,thereisnoreasontobelÍeve

19 Rorty L9'12.
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vühat he says.

\fle are a little atread of ourselves here, and we

lvill return to this point }ater. What I want to make clear

is how Rorty can answer at least part of Cornmants

objection. He tried to answer it by attacking tne

theoretical-observational distinction. An easier \¡/ay, and
lþ

one nwhich Rorty elsewhere commits himself, is to deny

that mental states are incorrigible. I say "easier", and

readers might find it much harder. For that reason, I

will presently digress to argue for the corrigibility of

mental states. Let us note, though, that Cornmanrs

point dependo on the claim that we are aware of having

mental items, say sensations, Now certainly Rorty

denies that we have sensations. It is also undeniably true

that rnost of us believe that we have tktem. Let us then

just say that those beliefs are false. It is a conclusion

which we arrived at previously by another route anJrw¿ly.

Let us digress and look at incoruigibility. A.n

argument for the corrigibility of our beliefs about our

minds witl evidently give backing to Hortyrs position.

6. Incorrigibility.

There are ttrree separate "incorrigibility'r theses

which I believe to be false.

(1) Necessarily,

M, then x is M.

(2) Necessarily,

he or she is IVI.

(3) Necessarily,

that he or she is not M.

if x believes that he or she is

x believes

if x is M, then x believes that

if ìs not lhecaø +tv't

if x is lM, then

(3) is somewhat harder to argue against than (1) or (Zlt

though I believe it to be false. I will concentrate on (1)

* r,vhere"M is a rnental predicate.
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and (2).

Iilow there are some cases of "M" where few

people would dispute a corrigibility thesis, for example,

emotional states such as jealousy. The hard cases for

a corrigÍbitity theorist are cases like pains, afterimages,

hallucinatíons, seeing red and so on. I wiII concentrate

on the hard cases.

Why shoulcl we believe (1) true? A common

answer, and one which tr'rank Jackson gives in a recent

article, is that (1) is anal¡ic.2o Immediately we have

an impasse, for it is notoriously difficult to resolve

disputes cver t]le anal¡ûicÍty of a claim. Counterexamples

to an anal¡rticity claim are typi cally rrret by redescribing

the example so that it fits the analyticity claim. I wish,

howevero to try to give some sorts of reasons for

thinking that (1) is false. I wj-ll say straight away that

I do not think that I can pge (1) (or (2) or (3)) false

against a determined defender of it, for just the above

reason, sometimes a dispute about analyticity comes

down to one side whiteanting the resolve of the other to

use words in just his or her waY.

Let us ask: who wor¡ld the onus be on to prove

their case, tJre affirmer or (1) or the denier of (1)? I

must say that I think that the onus is on the affirmer. I

do not know how to prove this, however, so I will not

rely on it. A position which does seem to mo more

clearly defensible, is that the onus is on both ttre affirmers

and deniers of (1) to prove their respective casesr in the

absence of which proofs vue should be agnostic about (1).

This follows from the general principle that we should

20 Jackson 1973.
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suspend judgement in flre absence of reason to believe.

Sometimes the onus in a situation can be moved by some

such argument as that one of the alternativeo is simpler

(as in arguments about the rationaliw of belief in God).

It is my suspicion that positions with less analyticities

Ín them are gen€raIly conceptually more economical.

That is why I believe that the onus is on the defender

of (1) and not on t¡e denier of (1). I do not know how

to show that this suspicion is true, so my belief about

where the onus lies is a weakly held one. Anyone who

feels that tÌre suspicion is justified will have an additional

reason (over anci above the ones I will try to give here)

for accepting mY conclusions.

Letusstart,then,fromttreagnostÍc|sposition.
Jaclçson thinks t}rat the failure of arguments for denying

(1) is enough to swing the onus away frorn the affirrner

of (1) and onto the denier of (1). If he is right, then

our starting point ie an incorrect one. ¡ut iris being

right dependø on there being no good arguments for

denying (1), and that is what is disputed here'

Thefirstargumentlwillgiveisaversionof
tÌ¡e welt known "distinct existences" argum..t.21 Let us

suppose that the rnental state $Ie are dealing with is pain.

The argument is intended to go through for a variety of

states e. g. afterimaging. The first step in the argument

is to establish tÀat in any case where a person both

has a pain and believes that they have a pain, the belief

and tJre Pain are distinct.

2L Cf . Smart 1963 a, A'rmstrong 1968' AnotJrer

interesting argument for corrigibility rvhich -we will not

discuss here is given by John Chandler 1970, and F'
Verges 19?4.
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Ey "distinct" I meatr "numerically distinct". I

claim that the pain I have at t and the belief at t tbat I

am currently having a pain, are not the same thing.

The belíef that I have a pain is distinct from my

pah, because the former does not exhaust the latter.

There is more to having a pain than believing that you

have it. Pains or their havings have qualities over and

above the beliefs about ttrem, we might say. If this were

not so, üren there would be no way of distinguishing two

different sorts of pains, a burn a¡rd a stab say, frorrr one

another. A-LL the differences behryeen tJ¡e two would also

be there in ttre difference between þelieving that you have

a burning pain a¡rd betieving that you have a stabbing Pain.

But if we cannot distinguish these by distinguiehing

between the (betieved) gg4glsE of what is had, we cannot

distinguish them at all. Thus to distinguish between the

natures of ttre pains is to distinguish betvueen qualities

beyond those of the beliefs.

The next step in the argument as A'rmstrong and

Smart give it is to show that if pain I belief about Pah,

then one can exist without the other. They invoke Humers

dictum that if x is distinct from y, we can always conceive

of the one existing Ín the absence of tJre other. It is easy

to show that ttris is false, as Jackson points out. Husbands

are distinet from wives, but "I am a husband" entails

"I have a wiferr. A. husband carurot exist in the absence

of a wife (i. e" when his wife does not exist), for then he

would not be a husba¡rd. It is similar with pains a¡d

beliefs. It might be ttre case ttrat they are distinct but

nevertheless, Iike husbands and wives, one cannot exist

without ttre other.

iIere, holvever, we can find something strong
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enough for my purposes. If a wife ceases to exist, so

does a husband. But not, of course, in the sense that the

husband dies too, If Johnrs wife dies, John does not

necessarily go out of existence. Barring polygârny, all

that necessarily happens is that John ceases to tre a

husband, Fiusbands and wives are logicall.y linked, but

only by virtue of bearing those descriptions. Nothing

logically prevento something tike John from existing'

exactly like him in every respect save that he is not a

husband. similarly, even if 1t were ttre case that as a

matter of togical necessity pains and beliefs about pains

went together, this could not prevent somettring existing

exactly like a pain save ttr¿rt it was not accompanied by

a belief, and something existing exactly like a belief about

a pain save that it was not accomPanied by a pain'

This is a standard enough point to make in

disputes about whether sometfting is analytic. someone

denying e. g. the analytícity of "AU swans are white" can

sometirnes get their opponent to admit ttre possibility that

somethi.ng exists exactly like a swan in alt essentiaL

respects save that it is black'

Thereisonetwistint,t¡isinstance.Itmightbe
replied tbat as far as the matter of pains and pain-beliefs

is concerned, the above formal point does not show that

if you took tJ-e belief away there wor¡Ld be an¡rttring left

to be "exactly like a pain save that it was not accomparried

by a belief".

That is why I have prepared the way by arguing

that there Ís something to pains over and above the belief'

tr'or if that is true, then if the belief did not exist, then

there could still be something existing exactly like the

pain except that it was not accompanied by a belief'
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similarty, because tjrere is somettring to beliefs about

pains other ttran tl.e pains t'herlselves, we can say that

something exactly like a belief that we have a pain can

exist even when the pain does not, exactly lÍke tlre belief

except that it is not accompanied by the pain'

Having established this much, I want to say t'hat

I apparently use "pain" differently from Jackson' I use

"pain" to denote those features of tj.e pain/Uetief situation

that are present when the belief is present gg absent'

Anrl I use "belief about pain" to denote those features

corûmon to the situation in question when the pain is

presentn and when it is absent. Do not confuse ttris with

saying that I use "belief that I have a pain" to denote

irrelevancies like my heartbeat, which are present when

I have a pain and when I have not. I arn not offering

a definition of "pain" and "belief" here. It is Pre-

supposedinthisdiscussionthatvüecantellourpains
a¡rd beliefs from our heartbeats.

IcannotthinkofagoodreasonforJacksonls
usage being the correct one. (Remernber tkrat our

starting point was the agnosticts pooition. ) I can tklink

of a ryg why Jackson might use words the 'n'ay he

does. He might be unable to irnagine what it would be

like for he himself to believe that he had a pain and not

have one, a¡rd vice versa. Eviderrtly ttris would not be

a good reasoÍl. We might be unable to imagine what it

would be like for ourselves to be five-dimensional

creatures in a five-dimensional space, but tlris does not

mean that space could not be five dimensional. Never-

theless, such an inability could lead to an unv¡illÍngness

to accept ttre conclusions being urged' A case would

clearly be rnore satisfactory in this respect' The trouble
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with giving cases, holvever, is tJrat, as we have noted

before, cases can always be redescribed so as to preserve

anal¡rticities. We might add that this procedure is not

always illegitimate.

Cases can, however, sornetimes serve to incline

wittrout necessitating. So the second argument against

incorrigibility consists ín giving cases. I think the best

cases of having a sensation and failing to believe that we

have are those surrounding the phenomenon of attention.

Making automatic avoidance behaviour of obstacles on tJre

road without being aware of doing it or of the obstacles

and later without being able to remember an¡rthing at aII

about the situation. Ðxhibiting pain behaviour (wincing'

shifting the weight, etc. ) without being conscious of a
pain because the attention is on something else (or been

because we are asleep). Being affected by subliminal

advertising. There is no doubt that in such cases sorrre

unconscious state of ours occurs which plays the sarne

sort of causal role in our behaviour as do pains and visual

experiences ür more normal situation r." V/hy should we

call those unconscious states pains and visual experiences?

The similarity in ttreir causal roles is one reasoni Another

etrongly suggestive reason is that we can come to Æ39
to be a\Ãrare of sensatiors in such subliminal cases; and

that what we come to be aware of is what it is that plays

the causal role that these unconscious states hitherto

played. Redescribing this state of affairs so as to

preserve the analyticity would seem to require us to say

that while learning the sensation gradually takes over

the causal role of an entirely different unconsci¡us state -
different Ín that it is not a sensation - instead of saying

22_.--It needs to be established that tJrere are such
things as visual experiences in normal cases of perception.
This is argued for in Ch. Nine, Ten.
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that it is the sanre sort of thing that we gradually acquire

the ability to become aware of, a¡rd ttrat we are sometimes

conscious of, and at otJrer times have no beliefs about.

In this connection, it is appropriate to mention

Jacksonrs treatment of the speckled hen example. We

will treat the speckled hen example in greater detail

Irterz3, for it is particularly important in connection

with the phílosophy of perception.

If I look at a speckled hen, no doubt it will
appear to have more than ten speckles; but
there witl be a number, depending of course on the
particular hen, which will be such that I hesitate'
indeed am unable, to say whether tJ:e hen appears
to have more or less than this number of speckles.
The obvious explanation of this is not ttrat the hen
looks to have a definite number of speckles which I
am unable to specify, but that the hen does no-t.Iook
to have a definite number of speckles at all. 24

Jackson might just be making a point about the

Iogic of t¡1e word "looks". If so, he has sold the example

very short, as we wilJ. see. Imagine not looking at a

speckled hen, lout hallucinating one. and not knowing the

number of speckles. 1Ã/e make the following assumptions,

aII of which will be argued for when we treat the example

more fully: hallucinating a speckled hen is having a

complex of visual sensations, which are not just beliefs

or suppressed inclinations to believe (as for Armstrong

and l}itcher)n and its speckles are feaü¡res of those

sensations . The example is not exactly the same as

Jacksonrs, but close enough to make lt reasonable to

think that his reply to it will be the same. His reply,

then, will be tl¡at the (haLlucinated) hen does not have a

23 tog"ttter with a more fulL discussion of
attention.

24 Jackson 19?3 P' 60'
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definite number of specldes. That, I claim, is

implausible. It is implausible because we can imagine

counting the speckles on ttre halLucinated hen and getting

a definite answer¡ sây fifty. But it is unreasonable to

think that the hen neceqs@ during the

countingprocess,fromhavinganindeterminatenumber
of speckles, to having fifty. Surely we can "keep an

eye on" the whole collection of speckles while countingo

to ensure ttrat t¡ey do not changel t}ere was the same

number before the counting as after, and that was fifty.

There was not a¡¡ indeterminate number before counting'

but fifty, and we had no beliefs about tt.at fact. Thus,

our sensations can have some feat¡rres which lve do not

believe them to have.

Reversecagesarehardertofindi'e.casesof
beliefs that we have sensations in the absence of tl.e

sensations, A quick case is where we make a mistake

in counting the number of speckles on the hallucinatory

hen,andgocometobelievefalselythatthehenhas
fifty-one speckles. A more detailed case is as follows.

trr/e go to the dentist wittr a sore tooth' He

anaesthetises the tooth and it stops hurting' He tests

the gum to see that the a¡raestt¡etic has taken effect' and

it has, Our attention is somehow distracted and we do

not see him test the gum; \Me are very nervous and if

we had seen that we would have been very frightened.

Hebringstjledrilldowntowithinlmm.ofthetoothand
suddenly we see it. It does not reach t]le tooth but our

nervous anticipation is such that we suddenly believe that

it has reached the tooth and that it hurts very much' IVe

Ieapupfromthechairandsprintacrosstheroornto
the door, wit}r the dentist in hot pursuit, tJre dedication

of a true healer in his eyes'
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At this point tJre case splits into two subcases.

In one, he fails to catch us. In the other, he catches

us. In t}re first ure escape down tJre street, convinced

that he is a butcher, and proceed to tell our friends so.

In the second, he leads us back to t}e chair. /rfter some

remonstration, we become calm enough to remember back

that it did not really hurt, but that we only thought it
did.

Jacksonfs reply to a similar case given by Don

Locku25 is to point out that the description of the case

does not entail that we are mistaken in believing that we

have a pain. lVhat happens might be ttrat we really do

have a pain, caused by t}e sight of the drill in our mouttls'

The description ttrat Jackson favours is that we believe

propositions (e.g. that we are touc¡ed by a drill, etc.)

which entait that we have a pain, but do not believe that

we have a Pain.

A.t the risk of borÍng the reader, lve repeat that

it is a matter of refuting an alteged analyticity and that

is always difficult. lThat will we say of the case? There

is no doubt that immediately afterwards we believe that we

had a pain. Perhaps this belief starts instantaneously

the drill comes out of the mouth, and until then we

believe only that we have a sensation of shock, It seems

strange to fix a time to the beginning of the pairr belief

like this. I cannot ttrink of any reason for describing it

Jacksonts way save adherence to t¡e analyticity. It

certainly seems reasonable to say that we did not have

a pain if we can i¡r calmer moments remember back that

this was so.

25 Locke 1967.
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\'/hat would it feel like to be Ín thís state? ¡¡.'/e11,

in your agitation and confusion you have momentarily the

feeling of cert¿Ínty that it is hurting, but at the same

time all tthere is is t]le feeting of shock, which causes

you to have this belief. You confuse your shock for pain.

I am convinced that I can imagine this, and that it is a

genuine case of mistaking shock for Pâh.

Ifbeliefcanoccurwitñoutpain,whyshouldit
be so hard to imagine ? -vvhy should not cases occur more

often? I suspect that tJre difficulty is only a philosopherrs

difficulty. once we begin to think that there are cases

of belief wittrout pain, it becomes easier to believe that

much more common cases are also cases of belief witltout

pain; for example the hypochondriac who characteristically

ruristakes a feeling of pressure in the bowels for pain.

Ithinkthatthehvoargumentgofferedherefor
corrigibility lend support to one anottrer. Accepting the

Distinct Exiotences argument should incline us to be more

favourably disposed to the cases, and the cases make it

more reasonable to believe the premisses of the Distinct

Existences argument that belief does not extraust pain,

aJ.Id that words can properly be used differently from the

wayJackgonseemstousethem.Iconcludethatthe
arguments given make it reasonable to believe ttrat both

the incorrigibitity theses (1) and (2) above, are false"

7. Florty c¡n IncorrigibilitY.

Thiscompletesourdigressionintothequestion

of ttre incorrigibility of our mental beliefs. The conclusion

backsupaneliminationistwhowantstodenythatmental
predicates are ever true of anyone. FIe or she can say

ürat our beliefs that we do have mental states are false.
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It backs up Rorty against Cornma¡rts objection' äorty

cansaythatnothingisinprincipleinelinrinable,andhe
can certainly say that the grounds that Cornma¡r gives

fcr the ineliminability of sensation predicates - ttrat we

know we have sensatic¡ns - are simply false'

'Ihis defence to Cornman is one Rorty does not

c.¡ffer, Perhaps Rorty did not see it because in another

place he defends what he describes as an incorrigibility

thesis.26 llowever, the incorrigibility thesis he wished

todefendwasthethesisthatmentalstatesareincorrigible
only in the sense that there are no accepted criteria for

overruling first person reports" l{ow "acceptedtt is a

time relative word. something can become accepted at

a time later than when it was not accepted' Vy'e could'

consistent with this claim, ccme to rciscover vrays of

determiningt}ratourintrospectivebeliefswerefalse.A's
Rorty himself notes, t'hat mental states are incorrigible

inthissenseisconsistentwiththeideathatrnentalstates
are corrigible in another sense' namely the sense that

oners beliefs about oners mentar states can just be wrong'

tr'urtlrerrrioreo Rorty spends section 5 of ltorty

19?0b arguing just this latter claim' It is difficult to see'

then, why he ciid not use it as a defence against Cornman'

In passing, it seems odd that Rorty should want to defend

incomigibility in even the weak sense that he does' For

ift,lrerearenoacceptedcriteriaforoverrrrlingintro.
spective reports, a¡rC some of them are reports of having

sensations,whichnot-acceptedcriteriadoesRortyemploy
in cleciding that no-one has sensations ?

Denying incorrigibility io an answer to this

26 Rorty 19?0b.
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objection of Cornmanrs then. It has as a consequence

that human beings have been systeryltica4J' making a

mistake in thinking tÀey have sensations. A ne\lr

problem tl¡en arises: what explains the g¿glglpgliges.g

of the mistake ?

Notice tJrat it is not such a good answer to

tatk abo ut the languag e we speak determining the

experiences u¡e have. That, as \Ãre said beforen is

consistent with our having experiences not of brain

events but of dualist events, It must be supplemented

with the claim that we have always been wrong in

believÍng that we have sensations, and then we wiII want

to know why "lygJ"?
Asking "*hy always?" is not a knockdow n

refutation of H.ortyrs position: If a mistalce about our

mental states is ev er po ssible, I supp ose it is poss ibl e

ul*"yu.2? A sking "why always ? " doe s however point

up one danger in the lìorty position: ïve should be

extremely wary of a prodigal use of the corrigibitity
thesis,

After aII, if dualism gSIg true, and we did

experience items ae having properties which were not

the properties of anytJring physical, a cavalier uÊe of

the corrigibility ttresis wor¡]d prevent us from ever

advancing this fact as an argument against materialism.

That is to sâI, a cav ali er us e of tJre co rrigibility thesis

could be used against any introspective evidence against

materialism. One could just not countenance any

re fut ati ons. T hat is sure ly not resp ectable. \I/e wo uld

wonder, if tJris rnove were allowableo what all the fuss

27 tnis must not be cor¡fused with saying that
al1 our belief s abo ut e'¡erv thi np might be wrong.
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has been about. surely one of the principal problems

with materialism has been to account for introspection.

If we are just un ïÌpved b-y it, niaterialism is a very

easy tJresis indeed.

I Conclusion.

Rortyrs position has been considerably modi"fied

Ín this discussion, Vúe have niodified it in three ways.

Yúe have modified it so as to make it a more rigorous

eliminationist position, rather than one which merely

denies sensations, \Me have modífied it to cater for the

problem of false beliefs, by taking tJre position to be tjrat

human beliefs about having mental states are false. We

have modified it by denying the incorrigibility of mental

states to back up the second rnodifi cation' So modified,

I believe that it is a strong position.

In Chapter Two, it was remarked that this sort

of position n:ight be one way of interpreting Smartrs

words Ín and Scientific Realism that the

topic neutral analysis, while not strictly an an4IEig,

purports to give in a general way what sensation reports

are about. Smart might have said that while there is no

analysis, and so mental predicates, literally anJ¡way, are

eliminabler( because being loaded with dualism they are

not true of anyone ) stilJ rnental terr:ns have a reporting

function. @ that we are introspectively

aware of, he uiight have said, are tJre occurrences of

sirriilarities between mental states, causal relations

between states, and between states and tIæ world. Mental

terms, while not strictly true of the items of which we

are introspectively aware, can be used to report, denote,

refer to them.
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So interpreted, in fact' Srnartrs position has an

advantage which Rortyts lacks' For Rorty does not give

any more of a¡r account of what we are introspectively

aware' than to say that we believe that we have

sensationsandthatthosearefalsebe}iefs.liedoesnot,
for exarnple, show why it is that mental terms do denote

þrainprocessesratlrerthannothingatall.Thisconnects
with the question: why have human beings made such a

systernatic mistake about their minds if Rorty is right?

V/e might expect that human beings can discover something

about their states on certain occasions' €r $' when they

Iook at a coloured square in a pøychology text and then

look at a blank page' And surely it is reasonable to

think that those features that they do discern are what

mental terms denote. A dualist, for examplen lvill

characteristÍcally say that human beings discern noo-

physical features on ttrose occasionso If humans do not

discern ürose features, surery we are owed an account

of what they do discern' if only for tl-e reason that it

might turn out that the dualist is right' After all' it

isunlikely(tosaytheleastl)thatlrurrransareaware
of their Paius as brain states'

In fact, this is where aII the trouble comes from

about the physicalist status of mental predicates' tlumans

areawareofsomethingonthoseoecasions'andtheyuse
mental predicates to report what t'hey are avrare of' lf

we just say that humans are aware of nothing' the

systematicness of the mistake becomes overwhelming'

\ñ/e should want to know why we feel ínctined to use those

mental predicates at alln and wiry we should rvant to use

thpm tc rePòrt anything at all'
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If ri.ortyrs view is deficient in this respect,

Smartts reinterpreted is not. At least it has sorrretlring

to say about what we are aware: we know about the

similarities and causal relations of our states, and we

use mental predicates to report these features. It even

contains the beginnings of an explanation of the system-

aticness of the alleged mistake" Introspection makes

us alüvare only of very general and topic neutral features

of otrr states, and these features could be the features

of physical things or nonphysical things" Introspection

does not reveal our mind to be physical'

I do not want to pursue the possibility of making

this explanation satisfactory. The discussion does,

however. point up one important thÍng. Smart might be

right in claiming that thÍs is aII we know about our

mental states, but that remains to be seen. It might

be possible to show ttrat what we know about our mínds

are facts which are inconsistent with physicalÍsm. In

fact, we will be arguing for just t,l.is conclusion in Part

T$/o. Indeed" surely just tJ:io sort of investigation is

forced on us by the consideration that the reascn that

mental predicateÉ¡ are troublesome has something to do

with t,he phenomena revealed by introspection. T'he

introspection situation is precisely from where many

mental predicates derive one of tñeir principal uses.

\Me ought, therefore, to look at what we know and can

come to know about our mental states. If Smart and

Rorty are right, then we should not be able to find out

t].at what we know are propositions inconsístent with

physicalism. contrapositively, if we g find out such

facts, then smartts account of what we introspectively

know is an incorrect one, and furthermore, Rorty cannot

be right in claiming that mental terms denote only brain
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processes.

Discussion of tJrese points will be defened for

some timen however, as we have not yet explored aI[

the avenues of defence open to the physicqlist. In the

next chapter, we wíII look at a different attempt to show

tJrat mental predicates are elimlnable' \Me will now turn

to tJriso

l, '
I

l
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C;.'APTER SIx. ELIMINATIoN \ryITHoI]T IMPOVERISHMENT:

CONTINGEI\TPROPERTYIDEI\TIFICATION

1. Another Kind of Eliminative 1\(aterialism'

A predicate is eliminable when it does not appear

inthefinaltheory'Intlrepreviouschapter,wediscussed
a type of eliminative materialism vrhich depended on

accepting a certain sufficient condition for the eliminability

of various mental predicates (say "IVIx")" l.he conditÍon

was that "(Ex)Ntx" be false, for i¡r such a case "Mx"

wouldnotbeneededtodescribewhichthingsexistand
which properties a¡rd relations tJeey have'

Inthischapterrwewil.ldiscussanotherversion
of eliminative materialism" Accordi¡g to this version'

the sentence "(Ex)lVIx" might be true in tk¡e sense that

the proper.ty expressed by "Mx" is possessed by somethÍngn

and yet "Mx'r still be eliminable' Now from the

definition of eliminability, this could occur only if no

synonJrrn of "Mx" occurs in the final theory' But if

"(Ex)IVix" is true" w€ shorrld need some way of saying

the same thing that "(Ex)lVIx" says, if ttre final theory

is going to omit nottringo lWe should need another way

of expressing the fact that the property which "Mx"

expresses is instarrtiated, and we should need to be a'ole

to do it without using a predicate synonJ[nous with "Mx"'

For this f,,r b€ possible, we will need it to be possible

that nonsynonymous predicates express the same property'

Conversely, if ''Mx'' and .'Bx'' express the same property,

thenitseemsclearthatoneoftjremwi]'lbeuÍrnecessary
in tÌ¡e finar theory, and so can be dropped (providing that

it does not have a sJ¡non)ffn remaining in the theory' of

course).
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so this version of elimi¡rative materialism claims

that mental properties are in fact identical with physical

properties, even though terrns that express' or nafüe'

those rcental properties are not in any sense analysable

into physicalist predicates or property names. Eecause

mental predicates express properties which can be

perfectly well dealt with by using physicalist terms, they

can be <lropped. tlowever, unlike with lìortyrs t}eory as

we interpreted it in the last chapter, tJ. e theory <ioes not

have to deny that there is at least a sense in which it

is true that e. g. people have afterimages. That is an

obvious advantage over Rortyrs view.

It must be said that this sort of theory mÍgþ!

have been what Rorty had in mÍnd r,vhen he denied that

peoplers beliefs about their mental states were false.

If we construe Iîorty this way, then it certainly makes

sense cf that clenial. On the other hand, it would be

difficult to reconcile this interpretation witJr Rortyrs denial

of sensations (or, as r¡/e have modified it" with Rortyrs

deniat of the instantiation of mental predicates).

It might be wondened why one should bother

eliminating the predicate "Mx" if it expreqses tJle same

property as a predicate "-j3x" in the finat theory. Surely

to retain it could do no harrrr to physicalism. Recall that

our definition of "eliminabilityr' 'was that the predicate in

question does not occur in the tanguage of the final theory.

l.'Tow wh¡ goes the question, holcl that "Mx" is eliminable

at aII in the circunrstance where it expresses a proPerty

expressed by a predicate in the final theory?

The answ"r'*li"s in the fact that the class F of

physicaj.isticalty acceptable predicates was supposed to

have a structt¡re. We supposed that P contained predicates

ilr I now believe that this answer is inadequate. In t}te
A.ppendix of this book, a better answer is given'
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from physics and inorganic chemistry and predicates

which could be construced from ttrese using first order

operations. Physicalism was then defined as the doctrine

that ttre larrguage of the final theory contained only

predicates from F. If we allowed in the final theory

predicates other than ttrese, we would defeat t'ttis

"Iinguistic" version of phyoicalisrrr: v¡e would have to

admit predicates not definable in tern,s of P. It rrright

be that such predicates could be counted as physicalist-

icalty acceptable, but we would need.to change our ground

to some otjrer as yet undefined notion of "physicalistically

acceptable". F'or example, it might be that we should

have to fall back on some primitive notion of "physical-

istically acceptable propcty", and define "physicalisticatly

acceptable predicate" in terms of that. These alternatives

seem to me to be full of difficulties, and it would be

better to avoid them.

This is all very well, but can there be non-

sJmonymous predicates which express the same property?

IVIany philosophers have thought so, and in my view they

are right.

consider first the question of whether there can

be contingently true property identity statements. It is

not difficult to show that if ttrere cAn be true property

identities, there can be contingently true oneso tr'or there

to be property identity staternents, we need to have

singular terrns referring to properties. Let "4" be such

a term. Then ttr=¿rr is a true property identity statement,

and 'i¿=(lx)(x=a & p)" is true just when "p" i" true.

Examples of property identities such as "R.ed is

ttre Colour of pillar boxes" can easily be seen not to be

mysterious also. If we allow that "a'l rcfer to a property,
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thcn we allow ttrat formulae of the form "Fa" can be true.

(We allow that properties carl have properties, if you like. )

Some of these "second degree" properties rrright be

relational properties of tJre original properties €. S. the

relation between t}e property and those things which have

the property. A. property of properties such as the

relation of having can presumably be had contÍngently by

the properties which have it. So rtFarr may be contingent.

Thus 'r¿=(lx)F'x" might well be contingently true. "Red is

the colour of pillar boxes" is evidently of this form.

Againn we might larow that a certain property,

a, is that property the possession of which by a given

object is causally responsible for a certaÍn eventrs

occurring. If any such identity ís true, then tkrere are

corresponding identities which are contingently true.

A.gain, if "Fa" is ever true, where "a" refers to a
property, ttren "n((ix)(x=a & p))" for some suitable "p",

is contÍngently true, and so, as above, riet=(ix)(F((iyXx=y &

p))" is contingent.

These exarnples give some reason for thinking

that nonsynonJEnous predicates can exPress the same

property. Suppose that "a=b" is a contingently tr:ue

propert¡r identity statement' Then "a" is not synonJ¡rTlous

(in the language in which "a" and "b" are referrÍng

expressions) with "b". It seems reasonable to conclude

from this tkrat the predicates "x has a" and "x has b"

are nonsynonJ¡rnous. Now there might be oorne doubt

about whettrer "x has a" and " x has btt express the

properties a and b respectively. It seems to me that

they do. (If "x is red" and "x is pillar-box-coloured"

express the same property, then it seems reasonable to

say that "x has the colour red" and ttx has the colour of

pillar boxes" express ttrat sarne property. ) But even if
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they do not, at least they express what might i¡e called

particular instances of the having relation þhich holds

between things and the properties they have)' tsut if a

and b are the same property' then "x has at' aftd' "x has

b" would seemg to express tJre same instance (which is

a property) of tJre having relation' and thus the non-

synon)rrnous predicates "x ha'q a" and "x has b" express

the same ProPertY,

It might be objected to this last point that if a

predicate r saY "F*", expresses the property a' then the

predicate"xhasa"carueotexPressthesameproperty'
for ,,Fx,, and ,,x has a" have different ontological

commitments: from thq latter' but not the former' we

can deduce "(Ex)(x has y)". Even if this is rightn it does

not defeat the argument that there is some common

property which "x has at' ar¡d "x has b" express' But

if a property - theory of predication is true' so tÀat

necessarily, if "Fb" io true' tJren there is some property

y such that y is expreesecl by "Fx" and þ has y' then

"Fb" camies a commitment to properties' even if that

commitment is not manifest in a language in which there

are predicates but no quantification over properties. In

alarrguageinwhichthereisquantificationoverproperties'
and in which tt¡e commitment of predicates to universals is

explicit, we might easily have' as a t'heorem'

"(x)(Fx * x has a)", from which we can deduce the

ontologicar commitment of "Fx" to "(nyXx has y)"'

These are complex matters' and I wiII not pursue

them further. Gary Malinasl contrasts examples like the

abovepropertyidentitystatements'withexampleslikethe

I M*lin"u "Physical Froperties"' See bibliography'
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wellknownallegedidentityoftemperaturesandl<inetic
energies, which he calls "non-trivial"r "non-contrived".

I/lalinasn following Hilary Putnam' 
2 offers a set of

sufficient conditions for nons)mon)nnous predicates to

express the same properties' In the next section' I wÍll

cligress from the main argument' and try to give a better

account than Malinasr.

2. Conditions for the Contingent ldenti"fication of

Properties Via the Reduction of Predicates by

BÍconditionals.

Theorieswhichdonotcorrtainnamesforproperties
present us with a problem' Under some circumstances'

it seems right to say that a reduction by biconditionals

gives grounds for holcling tJeat the reduced predicates are

eliminable. Under other cÍrcumstarìces' it does not seem
q

right to say tJris. " Thu problem is to say which

circumsta¡rces are which' It is an important problern

fortheeliminativematerialistwhowouldwishtoclaÍm
that because physiorogy will some day reduce psychology

(by means of biconditionals), psychotogical predicates are

eliminable,suchaneliminationistwouldhavetodiscover
justwhichconditionsareattenda¡rtonthereduction'and
showthatthoseconditiongaresufficientforeliminationo

The eliminationistrs problem connects with

another. The conditions under which a predicate will be

etiminableonreductionbybiconditionalswillbeconditions
under which the properties expressed by the eliminable

predicateandbythepredicateitisreducedtoareidentical.
The whole problem might therefore be expressed as a

2 Frrtr"* 19?0.
3Fo" an example, see Causey L972 p'4L4'
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problemabouttåeidentificationofproperties:under
whatconditionsdothepredicatesofatheorywhichreduces
another theory by biconditionals express the same

properties as those expressed by the predicates of the

reduced theorY?

Solvingthisproblemwil}notsolvetherrrore.
generaL problern of when an .arbitrary pair of (non-

sJmonJnnous) coextensive predicates express the same

property. I do not i<now how to solve this problem' and

I wi].l not attempt it in this book. In fact, I suspect that

it will not have a very interesting solution' if only

becausepredicateshaveavastvarietyofdifferentuses
in different conte:rts. It seems to me that ttre best that

can be done is to give necessary and/or sufficient

conditions in particular contexts, for example, the

context of reduction. Certairrly, the context of reduction

is particularly important for our purposes'

A.n ent co for nons ous

to ess tJre Eame

ThefollowingaccountofMalinas|viewsmodifies
them slightly but not significanily, I believe' Malinas

thinks of the terms (predicates and individual constants)

of a theory as divided into two classes' as others have'

buthisclassesarerespectivelytheclassoftermswhich
describe anteceden{ty agreed on phenornena' and t't¡e class

of terms used fo" 9*IÈgþigg. ttre phenomena' which' for a

theoryT,hecallsVoc(T).Theconditionforcontingent
identification works onl¡i for predicates fronr Voc(T)' Say

ttrat T, reduce"l T2, if T1 reduces TZ by means of

biconditionals, Voc(Tt) C Voc(TrL and the biconditionals

for a1l members of Voc(Tr) are welt esta'blished'4

of

4Ku*uny and Oppenheirrtrs term' See Kemeny and
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d evoc(Tr) and0 eVoc(Trlnwhered,0 contain

just one free variable "x", are nomologlg?¡ly eqrivalent'

if S ¿ y6c(Tr) 
' 1, reduc""l T2 , and "(x)( Ô =Û )"

is lawlike and true. Finaly, a sufficient condltion for

two precücates d . 0 to denote tJae same property, is

tJlat they be nomologically equivalent, or both be

nornologicalty equivalent to a tJrird.

Somebriefcomments:t'treconditionthatthe

biconditionals be weII established seems ulrnecesÊary'

It is an epistemological condition, and it is surely not

essential tf,rat we be in a position to !ørow or rationally

believe that tr¡ro predicates express the same property

in order for them to do so. The lack of a condition

thatTrandTrbetnrealsoseemstobeadefect'
Voc(T) is also problematic, in that it relies on a

distinction betr¡¡een explanatron and description. Malinas

also describes the descriptive terms as t' roldr terms

relative to the development of the ttreory", and Voc(T)

as the " Inewr terrns Íntroduced by a theory to explain

what is describedt'.5 He says ttrat this is ttt'e "kind of

distinction" made by Lewis. and t'o|dt' and "new" certairùy

zuggest ttlis. But as 14¡e have interpreted Lewie, ttre

"new" terms are ttrose that get tlreir meaning from the

place they occupy in tl¡e theory. It may, of course, be

grat the two notions are coextensive, (perhaps via t¡¡e

idea of newness). on tlre other handr 
-t¡ere does not

seem to be any ieason v/hy a term should qot be ar¡ O-

term in Lewisr 6ense, and yet not function in explanations

of phenomenar

Opperùreim 1956.
5M.lirr"" ibid. p.6.
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Malinaet theory is included only as an example.

I will proceed to offer a set of sufficient conditions for
property identity whícir avoid tJre diffict¡lties raentioned

in corurection wÍth Malinasr view.

Yy'e consÍder tJre case wtrere T, and T, are

extensional a¡rd fÍrst order, and T

of just one bicondítional, "(x)(Frx

reduces TZ by meana

Fz*)" , where
1

"ur*" e L(Tr), "ur*" e L(îr). 'rhe only other require-

ment we make is tÀat T1 ib true. That the biconditional

is tnre follows from trhe assumption of reduction Modify

T, and T, as follows: wherever "tr" occurs in Trr

replace it by "f, ins" , where "fr" ís a¡r individual

constant, artd "x irr" y" a binary relation. "fr" is

intended to be a name for the property expressed by

"tr*", and "x ins y" the instantiation (or having) relation.

Call ttre reeurting theory t'trt". Simitarly, replac. "Fz"

everywhere in Te by "f, ins", and call the result "td".
Now, on tJre assumptions that fre f,, ate properties

instarrtiated in things just in case "tr*", "tr*"
respectively are trtre of those thingo, we have that Trr ,

Trt are trtre, and that Trt reduces Tzt by means of the

true biconditional "(xXfl ins x 
= 

f, ins x)". Let "Trt(x)",

"Trr1x¡" , be the results of zubstituting "*" for "frt' and

'lr" respectively ttrroughout Trt and Trr respectively.

Then \r/e can substittlte singUtar terms for "xt' ttlroughout

Trt(x) and Trr(x). Thus, for example, Tlt(fl) = Tlt.
By âr obvious è¡iteneion of usager w€ can speal< of

tr'(x) , TZt(x) being.t¡ue of-tlrings.

Now we cannot conclude, even in the conditions

envisaged by Malinas, that Trt(x) is true of exactly one

tJ¡ing , fZ. Because T, ie exteneional, more ttra¡r one

predicate can sta¡rd in tJle place of "Frx" t t, n while
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T, remains true. Any predicate coextensive with "u'r""

*it oo, €.g. "r'r* v x is a unicorn"' simirarly' -l''rr(x)

is (generally) true of more tha¡r one property if it is

true of fr. If disjunctive properties are perrrrissible¡ as

will be argued in Chapters Seven and Eight' and if

disjunctivepredicatescanexpressdisjunctiveproperties'

then if ""r*" is replaceable salva veritate in T, by the

disjunct "ir* v Fx", and if "tr* v Fx" expresses the

disjunctive ProPerty f, where f' I f2' then Trt(f) and

T zt$Zl 
are tru.e. A.lternatively, if coniunctive properties

are permissible, then if ''Fx'' is coextensive wit,tr ..',*.',

and ,,Frx & Fx" expresEes the conjunctive property, thê

property of being f, and fr where the property of being

f, and f is not taentic¿ with fr' then Tr'(f) and Tzt(f,)

are true. More importantly' ü ft and f, are distinct

properties' then since both Trt(fr) and T2'(f2) (=t&')

are true, Trt(x) is true of two distinct properties'

Sowecannotrr¡akeLewis|assumptionthatthe
Ramsey Sentence for Trr will' have a unique realisation'

If we can find conditions in which Trr has a unique

realisatior¡tJrenwewillhavesolvedourproblern,however,
for Trr has a unique rearisation only ü ft = f2' (It is

not unreasonable to make the assumption that T, hae a

unique realisation, however' for the sorto of reasons

that Lewis gives. )

6 thiu folLows from the metatheorem' easily

oroved. that if T' reduces
Licon¿itional "(x)(F* = 

Gx)"

G ...tt by ttFtt.
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VÛe can, it seêms to rrie, make tJre assumption

that Trt hae a unique realisation. of a ccrtain 6ort. If

we suppose that Trr has a unique realisation, then the

problem of finding a suitable unique realisation for Trr

reduces to the problem of finding a single property of

a certain sort for trt(x) to be true of. Now consider-

atlons similar to tåose given by Lewis suggest that it
is a metJtodological PresuPPosition of scientific t}eorising

that scier$ists are attempting to caphrre tJrose properties

the possession of which i" @ to the

behaviour of objects in the domain of their theories,

classical thermod¡mamics, for example, waÉ¡ an attempt

to describe the causal function of temperature properties

and Ig! properties like the disjunctive property of being

2?3 degrees Absolute or a unicorn, even though

terrrperature predicates are true of things only if those

predicates disjoined wittr "x i8 a unicorn" are.

"Causal relevancet' is not an easy notion to spell

out. and I wiJ.l avoid doing so here' There is an

excellent discussion of the notion in Peter Achinsteinrs

paper "The ldentity of Properties".T For my purPoses,

two considerations are relevant. The first is that

"causal relevance" rather than "cAuget' waS used, becauge

there míght be more than one property described by the

theory-and operating on a given occasion to cause tJre

behaviour of objects which possess them. The second

consideration io that it seems to me ttrat it is part of

the intuitive notÍon of causal relevance in the context of

scientific theories that not any artificial construction of

properties by conjunctions and disjunctions counts as

7 Achinstein 1974.
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causally relevant to the behaviour of objects which possess

it, even if one or more of the "atomË" of the construction

are causally operative on those objects. The propertyOf

being ZTgo A. or a unicorn, is not causally operative in

thermodynamic systerrrs obeying the laws of tÌ¡ermo-

d¡mamics; only the property being 2?3oA is.

If ttris is right, then we can say tJrat it is a

methodological Presupposition of science ttrat a theory

tike T, above is such that the reduced predicate ""r*"
expresses just one ProPerty (we have called it "fr"),
sJgþ-tþgt f, is the unique property x such that Trt(x) a¡rd

tJre possession of x by objects in the domain of T, is

causally relevant to those objects which possess it
obeying the laws of Tr. ("Laws", as usual in this eÉ¡say,

means "sentences',1) In symbols

(1) f, = (i:()(T.,r(x) & ttre possession of x by objects in¿ the dónain of T^ is causally relevant to ttrose
objects which ¡-ou"""u it obeying tt¡e laws of Tr)

Now turn to fr. ff Tt reduces TZ by mea¡ls of

the single biconditíonal, and the biconditionaÌ is true, then

fris at least coextensive with f, (which Ís, of æurse, a

necessary condition for property ider¡tification). Under

tfiese conditions, tþere are a number of alternative

possibilities, only one of which is sr¡fficient for the

identification of f, with fr. The first possibility is that

an objectrs possessing f, is causally relevant for the

objectts possessing Ir. It seems clear that an objectrs

possessing a property on a given occasion cannot be

causally relevant for ttre objectts possessing that property

on tJrat occasion. That is, f, cannot be identical with fr.
However, f " causally releva¡rt to " is transitive, then

tJlre two properties, f, and frr will be such that Trr(x)

is true of them a¡rd tJre possession of them is causally
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relevant to . .. etc. That is, in those circumstances,

(1) is falee. If (1) is true, then, we must n¡Ie out this

possibility.

The second possibility is tt¡at while f, and f,
are coextensive, f, is not causally operative in the

behaviour of the objects in the domain of Tr. In this

circumstance, if (1) is true, then f, I fZ. However,

notice tJlat if f, is not causally relevant to ttrose objects

which possess it a¡rd which are in the domain of' T,

behaving in ttre waY that T, says they do. then nor is f,
causally relevant to ttrose objects which posBess it and

which are in the domaín of T, behaving in tjre way that

the closure of ttre r¡¡rion of T, and the biconditional says

they do, This is because, sÍnce t]re biconditional is true,

the domain of T, is a subset of the domaÍn of T, , and

the behaviour which T, describes is included in the

behaviour which the theory determined by the r¡nion of

T, and the biconditional describe" (Tz is a subset of tÀe

closure of the union of T a¡rd the biconditional). This
1

is not to say tåat the possession of f, might not be

causally relevant to tùe behaviour described by T, above.

f, might be causally operative over the range of

phenomena desciibed by Trr but have nottring to do witl.

the possession oî. r., by those same objects in the domain

of Tr: f, and f, are coextensive, perhaps even linked

in a lawlike way, but the possession of f, is not causally

relevant to the possession of fr, and hence f, is not

causally operative in that behaviour of objects described

by Tr.

It is ttrese two sorts of circumstances, I suggest,

wtrich typically obtain when we have a case of reduction

by biconditionals without ProPerty identification. Either

the possession of tl.e reduced property is caused by tl¡e
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possession of ttre reducing property, or the reducing

property does not causally operate in tÌ¡e behaviour of

the objects which t}e reduced tJreory describes, a¡td the

reduced property does so causalLy operate. I do not

claim that these circumstances constitute necessary

conditions for the non-identity of properties involved in

r'eduction by biconditionals. A reason why it is difficult

to give jointly necessary and sufficient conditlons in these

circumstances will be given below.

The tåird a¡rd last possibifity before us, is tÀat

(1) be true and that the possession of f, be causally

responsible for the behaviour of t¡ose objects which

possess it described not merely by T1 r but by the

closure of tJ.e unlon of T, and the biconditional. For

*ren, since T, is a strbset of tJ:at theory, tJre possessÍon

of f, is causally responsible for those objects which

possess lt behaving in the way T, says they do' In

s¡rmbols

(21 T^t(f.) & the possession of f., by objects 1n the
ó*åin of T^ is causally relevant to trhose objects
which posseÉs it obeying tJre laws of Tr.

But from (1) and (2), we can conclude

(3) f,, = fr.

(1) and (2). therefore, are sufficient conditions

for the identification of tlre properties exPresc¡ed by

"tr*" arid "tr'rx" in the original theories T, and Tr.

Notice this: we argued that it was a method-

ological assumption that such theories attempted to

capture just one property expressed by the predicate

which was causally operative in the releva¡rt way discussed

above. The assumption guaranteed (1). When the assump-

tion is faloe. then pt Least two coextensive properticrs are

causally operative in tlle production of the behaviour of
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ttre relevant objects. The assumptron did not guarantee

(2) however. The methodological assurnption only

guarantees of f, that it is tlre unique property tlre

possession of which by objects in the domain of Tt is

causally relevant to the objects possessing it behaving in

ttre way that T, describes; and ttrat need not be the way

tJrat T, describes. It is WhPn the biconditional expresses

a property identification tJrat $'e can take this further

step. To put it slightty differently¡ we can make the

property identÍfication when we can say that the property

f, is responsible for tJre behaviour of objects that T,

describes.

SometÀing slightty stronger is true. Suppose

tJrat T, reduces TZ by means of "(xXFl* = 
FZ*)" . that

T is true, a¡rd that (1) is tme. Then if (2) is true,
1

f, = fr. But also, f fl = !2, it seems reasonable to

conclude that (2) is true. (This might be questioned.

Achinstein argues for a referentially transparent sense of

"causal relevance" in whÍch it is tttu c""". B) Thus, if
(1) is true, then a necessary and sufficient condition for

f, = frr is (2).

Let me summarise the sufficient conditions given.

lÃ/e suppose that T, reduces T, by means of the single

biconditionat "(xXtr"rx = Fz*)", vlhere ""ro" e L(Tl),

"Frx" e L(T2) , and ttrat T, and the biconditional (a¡rd

hence Tr) are true. Then a sufficient condition for tlle

property expressed by ""r*", fZ , to be identical with the

property expressed by "tr*", fl , is that f, is the uniqre

property the possession of which by objects in the domain

of. T, is causally relevarrt to tJrose objects behavÍng in the

B Achinstein 1974.
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way that T, describesn and f, is a property tJre possession

of which by objecte in the domain of T, is causally

relevant to those objects betraving in ttre way that T,

describes.

An obvious advantage of theee conditions is that

tJrey avoid any mention of the idea that the biconditional

be lawlike, unlike Malinasr conditions. There are

several bonuses in this. One is t,hat tJre notion of law-

Iikeness is notoriously difficult to capture. Another is

Ûrat it has been convincingly argued by both causey and

Achinstein that. a lawlike a¡rd true correlation between

predicates is not sufficient for propety identification. I

Another advantage is that t¡e sufficient conditions

make no requirement that ttre predicates be members of

Malinasr Voc(Tr), Voc(Tr). This seems right' I can

think of no reason for suppobing that only explanatory

or theoretical terms can figure in property identifications'

ThereisaproblemaboutmakingtJreconditions
necessary as well as sufficient. The problem is that (1)

might fail. a¡rd yet f , = ! ,. 
rl'his circu¡rrstance could

arise i! T z, while true, was j@31P19!9 in t'hat another

property, coextensive with frr was also causally

responsible for the relevant behaviour of the objects

which had ttrem, but T2 dÍd not capture that property.

In this circumstance, we might well have that T, also

was incomplete in tftat it did not capture both properties,

but it did capture the one which was identical with fr.
The sort of case I have in mind is where there is a

9 Curtu"y tÐ72' {chinstei,n 19?4.
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,,hidden" property coextensive with f, and such that both

co.oPerâteinproducingthebehaviourofobjectsthathave
them, but as far as it looks from the standpoint of T2 '

just f, does tlre work' I am unsure as to how to obtain

necessary conditions. and I wiII not pursue the queotion

here.

The case considered has been a particularly

simple one, namely reductirin by means of iust one

(monadic) biconditional' In the more general case where

there are many biconditionals' I think that the problem

can be solved too.

The following is a sketch of how I believe the

solution goes. Suppose tJrat tlere are n predicates and

relations to be reduced in Trr "Frkl *r' ..' a1"' 'o'

"F rrh xr, . . , \rr" ' and 
.theY 

are reduced bY

biconditionals to tt'e n predicates and relations of T 1 '
;"r*;;, ... *o1,, , ..., " orrot *1, ... *krr"'

The superscript in each case denotes the adicity of the

relation' Substittrt . for each "F*ki " wherever it occurs

in T, *u u*n"iä-itr-i *""' Thu"t "'ro:" is a name

for the property or reration expressed by "F¡t xrr r r 
- 
\i"'

and"ins"expressesthehavingrelation'lTeobtainthe
theory Trr. Trt(V1.r "" Yrr)' analogously with before'

is what is obtaine I by replacing each "1*i'' 5' """'

assuming, as we may do' that the "Yrt' do ":' ï::
elsewhere in Trr' Similarly' replace each tt ç^'-" bf

,,*rut ins,, to gile trr. Then Trr reduces Trr by means

of n biconditionals, of which a typical member is

satisfies Tr(V1, .. ', Jrr)' a¡d
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satisfies Trt(V1r..., f,rr). The more general stdficient

conditions are (1) tha;' ( ,rntr...,fnkn ) is the unique

n-tuple of properties ( Y1r...eYr, ) such that

Trt(Y1, '.or]rr) anrl the possession of one or more of

Y1r...rXs by those objects whích possess them is

causally relevant to those objects obeying the laws of' T r;
and (2) that Trt(glk,1r....r8rrut), and the possession of

one or more of ärot, ' . ., ärrut by those objects which

possess them is causally relevant to those objects obeying

the lau¡s of Tr.

This completes the account of sr¡fficient conditions

for property identification that I will give. It is clear

from t}e discussion that not}ing that has been said prevents

tJre biconditionals by which T, reduces T, from being

contingent. Furttrerrnore, it is clear that nothing that

has been said requires that if "Fxt' is reduced by

biconditionals (so ttrat "Fx" e L(Tr))' "Fx" rr¡ust also

e L(Tr). If t}re biconditionat by which t'Fx" is

contingent and rtgr*rr e L(Tl), t,l.en if trhe reduction

satisfies the conditions for property identification, we

have conditions sufficient for the elimination of 'þx" from

theories which deal adequately with tJ'e areas covered

by Tt and T,. If the reducing theory is tfle final theory,

then "Fx" is subject to the sort of eliminability which the

version of eliminative materialism discussed in tJlis

chapter needs.

3. An Argument For PhYsicalism.

Ifthecontingentiderrtificationofpropertiesof
the sort described in the previous section is possible' then

it wor¡ld seem that we have a quick argument for

physicalism. vy'e can ignore trre problem of analysing

mental predicates to show tJrat they are members of P'
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a¡rd we can ignore ttre difficulties of denying tJlat the

mentalpredicatesareevertrueofan¡rthing.Logicallows
that mental properties can be contingently identified wittt

physical properties, and the Iikely future course of science

rnakesitreasonabletobelievethattheidentiJicationcan
be made.

Thisargurnenthasconsiderablepersuasiveforcef
but it suffers from a defect which has also emerged in

earlier discussions of otJner physicalist positions' The

defect is that the reason for t,tre belief that the likely

futurecourseof,sciencewi].lbefavourabletophysicalism
is only tfrat proi+ded no good argument can be given to

ttre contrarYr we ought to believe in physicalisrtr' But

there might be such an argument' and I will claim that

there is one' The place to look for such an argument

isinthenatureofmentalpropertiesrandtheplaceto
lookforir¡formationaboutthenatrrreofrnenta}properties
is in what, if anything we introspectively know about

them. It might tr¡rn out tJrat we know too much about

mentalpropertiesforthemtobeidentífiedwithPhYsical
properties. It might turn out that we know too much

about our minds to be able to deny witJl Rorty' that

mental predicates are true of things' might turn out

thatweknowtoomuchaboutourmindstobeabletogive
an adverbial semantics for mental predicates. It might

ü¡rnoutt]ratsomeofthefactswelgtowaboutourselves
carrnotbegivenaphysicalistortopicneutralanalysis.

This supplÍes the motive for t'he investigation

inPartTwo'butwearenotyetinapositiontoundertalre
it. In tJre next chapter, we will discuss a version of

physicalismdueprincipatlytoHilaryPutnamwhichclaims
tobealbetoavoidtheldentit¡rTheory.Thetheoretical
tools which have been developed so far will help us to

see its strengths and weakneÉ¡oes'
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CLIAFTER SEVEN. FI'INCTIONALISM

1, Various Functionalist Theories'

In this chapter we will examine a version of

physicalism which denies tJ:e ldentity Theory' It has

been called "functionalism", ancl its principal proponents
Je ffg

have been Hilary Putnam and Jeæemry Fodor' The

discussionderivespartlyfromanexcellentartic}eby
Lycann 

1 who himself advocates a form of functionalism'

Itwiltbearguedt}ratfunctionalistsdonotsucceedin
establishing their case against IT'

S.unctionalismisttreconjunctionoftwoclaims:

first, that pain ie a functional state'' and second' that

functional states are not neurophysiorogical states. The

conjunction of the trvo claimo is apparently inconsistent

with the ldentity Theory, though, as we will see' this

is sometlhing of a moot point' depending on how "neuro-

physiological state" is construed. Certainty fr¡nctionalismrs

proponentsintendbothttratitbeinconsistentwitlrthe
IdentityTheorya¡¡dthatitbeconsistentwithmaterialism.
We distinguish ttrree main accounts of what a functional

state is.

E95þI. "To say tÀat tJ¡e psychologist is seeking

fi¡rctional characterisatlons of psychorogical constructs is

at least to say ttrat ... ttre criteria employed for

individuating such constructs are based primarily upon

h¡potheses about the role they play in the etiology of

.behaviout. " 2 "... tLle hypotJresized psychological constructs

1 Lycan t974,'

tr'odor 1968 P.140.2
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are individuated primarily or solely by reference to tåeir

alleged' causal consequences, " 3

Putnam. Functional states are logical states of

some rnachine. 11/e should not take "machinett too

Iiterally here. Futnam uses an analogy with Turing

machines. An adequate definition of a Turing madtine

is as follows. A Turing machine has an input tape on

which is printed a oequence of symbole from a finite

alphabet, a reading head that scans one symbol at a

time, a¡rd a finite set of internal states that it can be

in. For a given initial internal state ar¡d a given symbol

scarueed, the machine can do one of four things. It can

replace üre s¡rmbol scanned by anot¡er s¡rmbol (which

may be tt¡e same) and go into another (which may be

identical) internal state, it ca¡r move left one symbol on

the tape and go into another internal state, it can move

right one s)nnbol and go into another state, or it can

haIt. If the alphabet of s¡rmbols for a particular machine

is the set S = { S1r...rSrr} , tt¡e set Q of possible

internal states = { g1r..'rÇ} , arrd "Rt', rrl-rr

represent tJre acts of acts of going right one square and

going left one square respectivel¡ the Turing machine

may tJrus be represented by a set of quadruples

( ar, Sr, X, 9k ) , where q" Q is the initial state'

S. eS is the symbot scanned, X e {R, L} U S represents
J

the acts of going right. of going left, or of printing some

s¡rmbol from s, and qo e Q is the finat state. The eet of

quadruples is called ttre "mactti¡re tab1e".

3 tr'ort"" 1968 p.141. In an earlier article,
(Fodor 1965), tr'odor appears to contradict this. (See

€.g. p.233.) I will not explore tJrio difficulty for tr"odor.
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As is well known, it can be shown that a large

nrrmber of apparently rÍiore cornplex machines can have

their job done by some Turing machine' It is a

conjecture of Ctrurch that for any machine t'hat can

effectivelyperformsomecomputation,tJrereisal.uring
machine which can Perforrrr the same cornputation in a

finite number of steps. It remains a conjecture because

of t¡re vagueness in our inhritive notion of "effectively"'

but no clear counterexamples have yet been for¡nd'

In claÍming that pains are logical states' Ptrtnam

all0ws t,rat the human machine might not be deterministic

inthewayt}rataTuringmachineis:tjeetra¡rsitionfrom
state to state might occur wittr varying probabilities. 

Thiswouldcomplicatetjremachinetablebyrequiring
tJreirrtroductionofasuitablematrixofprobabilities.The
t}eoryofmachines,theinternaltransitionbetweenstates
of which occurs with varying probabilities' has been

extensively investigated. 
S It is an unnecessary complic-

ation for our purPoses¡ so we wiJl remain wittr Turing

machines.
' 1ror Þ-utnam, q are "logical'states in that d

machine table does not contain arly description of the

make-up of ttrese states, only how they occur in the

overatl working of the machi¡te'

...the''logicaldescription'|(machinetabl.e)of
a T\ring *uthit" does not include any specification

of ttre physical nature of these "statesf' - or indeed'

of ttre physical nature of the whole mae'trine' (Shall

it consist of electronic relays, of cardboard' of

human clerks sitting at desks¡ or what ? ) In other

4 Pottn* 196? P.155'
5 u.g. AshbY 1964'
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wordsr a given "Turing machi¡ret' is an aþs-tract

rnachine which may be physically realised 
Uin 

art

almost infinite number of different vrays'

Lvcan. In order to describe Lycarrrs position'É
we must distinguish between two ways of understanding

the predicate "x is a Turing machine"' One way'

somewhat characteristic of mat}rematicians, is to identify

theTuringmachinewithitsmachinetable.ATuring
machine is thus a set of ordered n-tuples (and the

elements of the n-tuples need be nothing physicat) and

so is some sort of platonic object' For example'

Martin Davie writes

Definition 1'3 A Turing,machine - 
is a finite

(nonempty) set of quadru@s that -contains 
no two

quadrutrùãs whose first two s¡rmbols are ttre same'

TheçlsarrdtheS.|sthatoccurintjrequadruples
of a Turirïg machine #e called trt" ¡gry}g!!g-
urations tñ¿ it" {, resPectivelY'

R¡tnam speaks similarly (above) of a Turing machiners

being "abstractÏ

The ottrer way is to speak of actual physical

machines as being Turing machines' in tJre way that one

might say that a dígital computer is a Turing machine

butananaloguecomputernot.Somedefinitionsmight
help t¡Ile discussion. A" AIM (abstract Turing machine)

is a set of quadruples as specified above' The relation

"is a realisation of" v¡ill be taken as primitive, but

Somee:cplarratÍonisinorder.Whatmakesaphysical
object a Turing machine ca¡r be expressed by saying that

tJrereisacorrelationrsomesortofparallelingtbetween
ttre states of tJre object and states of the Turing machine

6 Puttu* 1960 P.14?.
? Da*ris 1958 p,5.
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(ATM). Defining "is a realisation of" might not be such

å OUticult matter if we only needed to associate the states

of .the object with the g, of an ATM, but there must also

be some sort of physical (if tf¡e object is physical)

operation corresponding to the input of s¡rmbols on the

tape, a¡rd tjrere is no precise way of saying what sorts

of physical things count as being symbols to be read, or

the act of scanning. slmilarly also for the acte of

moving left and right. Deciding tjaat something is a

realisation of a¡r A.TM is more or less just a matter of

our being able to see that a set of physical processes

somehow mirrors an A'TM.

We place one restriction on ttre realisation

relation: that something which is a realisation of an

ATM be a temporal device. when in operatÍon tÌre

realisation is sometirrres in some states and (typically)

at other times in ottrers. This restriction is intended

to prevent selecting any 4n objects a¡rd forming them

into n quadruples to be a realisation of an ATM with

n elements. Notice also ttrat the realisation relation is

a many-marly relation. One Turing machine (ATM) can

be realised by more tJran one object, and vicé veréa.

î[Ie can now define a PTM (physicalS Turing machine) thus:

"x is a PTM" 6 "(nV)(y is a¡¡ ATM & x is a realisation
of y)t'.

\Ã/eshouldnotassunlethataH[M'sbeingina
certain state (one of tjre states corresponding to tåe states

of the A.TM) and "scanning" a "tape" lgil¡gþg! the

change of state, etc., for the changes of the states' and

8 Noti." that a prM is not necessariry literally
physical. The. correspondence could preoumably hold

Ë"l*uutt an ATM and a gþgggJ PTM.
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the states .themselves, might all be brought about by some

underlying processr rather than bringing one anottrer about'

This does not imply that the states of a :PTM must be

causally Ínefficaceous, only tJrat they need not be causally

efficaceous on one another. Also, it does nd denY ttrat

insuchacircumstanceitmightbereasonabletoconclude
that tJ:e underlying processes bringing one another about

could also be thought of as a Turing machine' States of

a PTM might be causalLy relevant to one anottrer' but

need not be.

SomestatesofaPTMrnightnotbeamongthose
which correspond to tlre states of a Turing machine'

otjrers will be. We can call the ones that do' functional

states. There will be other features of a PTM relevant

toitsbeingaPTM,vízthosefeaturescorrespondingto
tJre tape, to scanning, etc., which are presumably not

states. We can call ttrese, together with the functional

states, functional elements' (Then' by a circular but

perhaps illuminating move, w€ might define the realisation

re}ation.lrysayingthatxisarealisationof¡i'i.fthereisa
1-lfunctionbetr¡veenfunctionaJ.elenrentsofxandelen¡ents

of the quadnrPtes of Y.

\ffe can now state Lycants functionalism as

follows3mentalstatesarefunctionalstatesofsomePTM.

AlltheseversionsoffunctÍonalismaresimilar
toLewis'theoryinarrimportantrespect.Theyshare
the idea that whether something is a mental state of a

certainsortisdeterminedbytheconnectionsithas,not
just with stimuli and responses' but with ottrer mental

states (actr¡ally, stirnuli a¡rd responses represent a

difficultyforfunctionalism'whiclrwewillrehrrntolater).
Any identification which we might try to make of functional
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states with neurological states could not be a "state-by-

state" identification: we should have to identify all the

states taken togetJrer with their neurological counterparts'

There are at least hro, and perhaps tùreet

differencesbetweenfunctionalismandLewis'theory.The
firstdifferenceisthattheidentificationofpainwitJla
functional statc is not obviously intended to be an analytical

identiJication. Fuüram, and Lycan foll'owing him' hold

that the identification of pain with a functirrnal state is 
o

made on ,,highly theoretical, but not conceptual grounds". "

TheseconddifferenceforPr¡tnamandLycanisthatthe
picturepresentedisnotacausalpicture'butafunctional
one. This dijference in FTIvTrs, is that functional

erements of a prM are iderrtijiecl by their corre'pondence

with (abstract) parts of an ATIVÍ' This is not so

informative; it is less accurate but perhaps not too far

wrongtosaythatwherecausalpicturesusedescriptions
tike ,,this occurred, and it caused that to occur". logical

descriptions of Turing mactrines are like "ttris state occurs'

tlren that one occursrr. The difference that there seemc¡

to be is that functionalist descriptions are not t=gggl but

they are similar to Lewist deocriptions in that they are

descriptions of a ryign-of states' For Fodor' on the

ottrer hand, functional descriptions are causal descriptions'

The third (possible) difference' is in gþ! is

beingclaimedbyfunctionalistsnottobeidenticalwith
neurological states. For Rrtnam, pain and functional

statesareproperties'butwewillseelaterthatthesense
of "property" here is not clearly a sense in which an

Identity theorist would craim that such properties g

neurological states.

I ung. Lycan 19?4 P.49, P'5?'
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2. Putnamts Arguments Ï"or His Fosition'

I propose to restrict myself largely to discussing

Futnamrs position. The arguments gven do bear on

Fodorrs views, as will be clear. A.n argument of Lycanrs

will be discussed brieflY.

There are two important arguments' not always

clearly distingulshed, that rrutnam gives for his

conclusionu.l0 The first argument is that a functional

state carutot be identical wittr a neurological state' for

a given Turing rnachine ca¡r be realised in various $¡ays'

If,thatio,weidentiJiedthefunctionalstate,Pah,witlhone
neurological state, we ought to identify the same

functional state with say, a state of ttre diodes of some

computerwkrichalsowasarealisationoftheTuring
machine. But then by the transitivity of identity' we

shouldhavetoidentiJysomeneurologica}statewitfia
state of diodes, and that is absurd' The second

argument, endorsed by Lycan' is that pain cannot be

identical.witJraneurologicalstate,fortlrennothingbut
organisrls witù human or rlêâr-human physiology could

have a Pain.

(2.1) The first argument suffers from a confusion

of ATMs and PTMs. (It is significant that Putnam does

not make this distinction. ) It is sound if it is an argument

for the conclusion that states of ATMs cannot be neuro-

Iogical states, but then it can hardly support a thesis

contrary to t]le Identity Theory' for it would be extremely

peculíar to identify pain with a state of an ATM' Pains'

10 Putnam gives other arguments' usefurly

summarised in f,ycñ Lg74' See ãlso Kalke 1969' We

will not discuss t]h"*. Lycants arguments against

them geem conclugive.
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if they are states at all, are states of humans' and if

humans are any sort of Turing machines at a[ t,ttey are

PTIrás. If, on the other handn it is an argument for the

conclusion that tÀe ftinctional states of I)TMs cannot be

neurological, it has a false premise. It is a mistake

to think that a PTM can be "realised" in various ways.

The PTI/I is a realisation.

TocharacteriseastateofaFTI/Iasfunctional
isnottosayanythingaboutitsbeingneurological.That
does not prevent it from being neurological, however, for

to characterise a state of a I)TM as fimctional iS to say

something about the existence of a 1 - 1 function which,

with the state as argument, takes some state of an ATM

as value. Nothing prevents a neurological state frorrr

being an argument of such a function'

(2.2rPr¡tnamtssecondargumentisdeceptively

simple. Certainly no ldentity theorist that I have heard

of has wanted to say that beinç with non-human physiologies

Iogicalty could not have pain. (It is, of course' a matter

of whet¡er the ldentity theorist is cornmitted to this' )

In support of his argument, Futnam assimilates

pains (or tlre state of pain) to prope"tit"' 11 (They are'

according to him, functional properties' ) And if the

property, Pâh, ïYere ttre same as some neurological

property, ttren it could not also be t'he same as some

property involving diodes. It fotlows from this that pain

cannot be a neurological state (states are properties for

Putnam).

Ausefularraloryiebetweenfunctionalproperties

and causal properties. Take a t¡rpical causal property:

11 
Pr trrtm 196? PP.15o-155.
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the property of being the cause of Johnrs cry. It seems

clear that we car¡¡rot identify this with a certain sort of

neurological propedy, say ttre property of being a type
-L2A neuron. -- Anot}er, similar, analogy is witÀ the

spatial properties of the brain e.g. being Zem. directly

above the Rhinencephalon. No-one ought to be tempted

to identify tåis property with ttre property of being a

type A, neuron, even :.f there rvere exactly one type A.

neuron in the brain and it were 2 crn, directly above

t,he Rhinencephalon.

If pain 'is a functional state and functional states

are functional properties, then why should we not agree

ttrat functional properties, like such causal and spatial

properties, cannot be identical witln properties like being

a type A neuron? Ûtherwise, onty things with type A

neurons could have the right sort of functional (or causal

or spatial) property, and thís is surely faÌse. An example

of a functional property which intuitively would fit thÍs

argument, is the property of being a realisation of the

state 9, of ttre ATI4" T.

l\ow there are very many versÍons of what the

Identity Theory is supposed to be identifying rvith what:

states wittr states, properties witlt properties, events

with events, processes witJr processes. Distinguishing

betu¡een these various categories Ís a murky business and

12I, u.u*s clearn but I am not sure how to
prove it. One reason for believing it is that the first
is somehow relational, trhe second not necessarily (type
A might be determined by ttreir mass). Another reason
is similar to Pr¡tnamls: that type A neurono might not
have been the cause of Johnrs cry. There seems to be
somettring right about üris reasonr even though somethÍng
paratlel could be said against any contingent identification
of properties, including trrue ones,
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one I hope to be able to avoiti.

One clear claim of most ldentity tJreorists,

however, and certairùy a clairrr of t].e Ramsey sentence

t}eorists, is that the sort of thingø that are the causes

of behaviour and the effects of stimuli are identical wittt

neurological entities. They do not so much want to

identify causal properties of the brain such as being the

cause of B with certain neurological properties, but what

they are ttìe causal propertieo of, with what ttrey are the

neurological properties of. This is not to deny t}at what

tJrey are the properties of rnay not also be properties.

we should not wish to restrict our categories so much.

(Evidently properties are @ in what occurs,

even i.f we would not want to say that properties are

causes. ) In the particular case, the ldentity tJreorist

claims that whâtever it is about oain tlrat causes Johnrs

cry (a pain-state, a pain-event. a pain-propertyn it is

not so unusual to call it "pain") is identicat with tJre

neurological entitY.

Does this commit the Identity tJreorist to holding

ttrat pain can only be had by near-humans ? Not at all.

Fodor is just wrong here. The cause of Johnrs cry is

neurological, the cause of ttre Martianrs avoidance

behaviour is a state of its silicon crystals'

It might be thought that this much can be

oalvaged from R¡tnamts position. Perhaps pain is not

a functional propertY, but nevertheless, to say that

someone is in pain is to ascribe to them a certain

functional organisation. That is to say, the property

being in oain is a functional property and so cannot be

ldentical wÍth a neurological property'
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T'he answer to this is twofold' The first part

oft}¡eansweristhatthereareperhapsmoreneurological
properties than Futnam imagines' Consider t'he analogy

witå causal ProPerties again.

ThedÍscussionwillbeaidedbydistinguishing
two ways in which a property rri$ht be said to be a

"causal property". The first way is when the property

is a causaf 19þ$93, such as the relation¡ beinp tlte

cause of The second way is when a property is said

to be causally operative in the productioo of somettring.

We rnightn as we did in Chapter Six, characterise a

property as the sse sion of which

f eE; e for of

Now it seems to me that at least some properties

associated with pains are causal properties of the second

sort. If a person has the propedy, being in pain' and

so groans, then the person is in a state or has a

property the possession of which by tJre person is

causally responsible for the groan If this is right' then

thediscussioninChapterSixshor¡Idleadustoe:rpecta
contingentidentificationofbeinginpainwithneurological
properties such as t,Le property of having oners synaPses

in the state of potential- distribution p, or trhe property

of having t¡rye A' ft€tlrorlS¿

Putnam rnight reply tt¡at such a move could not

accountfortlreintr¡itivelyobviousfactthatt}ringswittt
non-humanphysiologiescanhavepains,sinceitidentifies
being in pain witJl specifically human states' This

forcesustomakeamodificationtowhatwassaidin
tJre previ ous paragraph. Smart has supplied strong

grounds fe¡ eìlslying the rrrodification, it seems to *u.13

13 Smart 19?1, section IV.
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Rattrer tha¡r identfy gg property being in pain r'vith the

property having oners synapses etc', we should have to

identiJy it with -Ih9-disiunctryg- 
property: having oners

synapses in state S or having oners diodes in state 51

or ,.. . Disjunctive properties, as Smart convíncingly

argues, are perfectly objective properties'

F.arfromfiqrdingthiscounterintuitivenlthink
that we must be prepared to accept it' Stand a human

in pain and a lVtrartian in pain side-by-side' i\ow if we

want to say that being in pain ie !Þ property the

possessionofwhiclriscausallyresponsiblefortheir
behaviour, ttren we muot conclude that the (single)

property causally responsible for their behaviour is a

disjunctive property. Disjunctive properties will be

discussed further in the next chapter'

SoifFr¡tnamweretoagreethatfunctional
properties were causal properties in the second sen'oe'

thenwemustconcludetJrathehasnotmadeouthiscase
against the ldentity Theory. But Putnam might be dis-

inclinedtobelievetjratfunctionalpropertiesrandbeing
inpainrarecausallyoperaliveinhumanbehaviour'He
might, however, still wish to preserve the notion of

causality in the notion of pain' Denying this wot'¡Id be

unacceptableinmyviewolfR¡tnamwishedtooottris'
tJren he ôorrld hotd t¡,at being in pain is a causal property

in the first sense. That is, he cor¡Id hold that it is a

relational ProPertY like beine the causeofB. This

wouldexempthirnfromidentifyingitwithdisjunctive
properties.Moreimportarrtly,itwouldhavetheadvantage
(forPlrtnam)t.tratitwor¡ldnotrequirehimtoidentifyit
with distinct properties like being in neuronal state S

and being in silicon state S
1
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But if being in pain is such a causal property'

why should it not be identical with a neurologícal property ?

Indeed, why should it not be a neurological property?

Neurophysiology contains more predicates than "x is a

type A neuron"; it also gives accounts of causes' ttx i9

the cause of iJ" is a typical ner¡rophysiological predicate.

surely no Identity tJreorist would deny that the relational

property of being the cause of F is a perfectly acceptable

neurophysiolo gical ProPertY.

Finally, Futnam might wish to sever the concept

of being in pain from causality altogether' As argued

above, this seems quite wrong. But suppose ire is rÍght'

Suppose t,trat being in pain is to be assimilated to propertíes

like the property of being a realisation of state q of

Turing machine T (cf. the spatial properties of the brain).

I think that ttris is closest to tJre' spirit of what Putnam

says. tsut even if he is right, then in order to establish

that being in pain is not a neurophysiological property'

he would have to establish that such properties are not

typicallyalludedtobyneurophysiologistswhenonthejob.
Itis.ofcourserjustnottruetjratneurophysiologistsdo
not investigate the "logic design" of the brain. This part

oft}rereplytoFutnam,tlren,isthatevenifR¡tnam\Ã/ere
rightinclaimingthatcertainmentalpropertÍeÊarenon.
causal functional properties, and even if such non-câusâI

functional properties were not neurophysiological properties'

they ought to be. R¡tnam would have to be thanked

cordially for pointing to a new direction in research' but

he has hardly established anything that an Identity theorist

should be concerned to denY'

To sum up what has been so far said: Fodorrs

functionalismismetbypointingoutthattÏrecausesof
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behaviourcanbeidenticalwithdifferentstatesin
differentspecies,andthatt}reldentityl-heorydoesnot
deny it. Futnamrs functionalism is met by pointing out

tJrat the.core of the Identity Theory 'is the identificatio¡r

of causes and causally relevant properties witlt neuro-

physiological states and properties, but that in any case

functionalpropertiesandcausalpropertiesofeittrerkind
are neurophysiological propertles'

We mention one last argument' fronr Lycan'

Ifpainswereidenticalwithneurophysiologicalstatesin
humans, and with silicon states in Martians (i. e. iJ

being in pain is a disjunctive property), then how could

we give an account of why the word "pnio" could properly

beusedofbothofthem?TheansweristhatLycanis
making an absolute-relative confusio..l4 If to say that

ttrings are in pain is to say that they have the property

causally reoponsible for the production of B' then what

the properties have in comrnon ie something relational'

If to say t,hat things are in pain is to say tJrat they are

in some state corresponding to a q of an ATM' t'l¡en

whattl¡estateshaveincommonisarelationtoanATM.
Lycants argument only loolls plausible if you are looking

for something intrinsic to pain in common to all pains'

It would not surprise me if Lycan thought this because

he was thinking as functional states of PTMs as a bit

like baby q.to of ATMs (which was R¡tnamrs mistal<e)'

i.ê.assometlringintermediatebetweenstatesofATMs
andtheneurologicalstatesofPTMs;insteadofseeing
t¡at to characterise a state as functioùal is to characterise

it re1ationallY.

14 Su" my A,bsolutes and Relatives' forttrcoming'
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This completes my discussion of functionalism'

I conclude that functionalism has not made out its case

against ttre ldentitY TheorY'.

So far, I have explored various ways of

reconciling the use of mental predicates wit]. a physicalist

world viev¡. The ways have mostly clustered around the

ideas of reductioo and elirnination' It has recently

beenclaimedbyDonaldDavidsonanclHilaryPutnamthat
it might be unnecessary eitJrer to reduce or eliminate

mental predicates, a:rd yet physicalisrn be true. According

to Ðavidson, mental predicates are not reducible to

physical predicates, and laws governing tlre mental are

not deducible frorrr laws governing t,he physical. In the

next chapter, tJre last in this Pæt' we will examine this

approach to PhYsicalism.
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CiIAPTEREIGËTT.ISTHEI\TENTALIRREÐ,UCIBLE?

1. The Anomalousness of tlre Mental'

It might be thought that our definitions of

physicalism, reduction, elimination and property

identification impose too strict a methodology on the

enterprise of reconciling trhe use of mental predicates

with physicalism, To say t'hat the mental could be

reducedtotlrephysicalistoimplythatlawscontaining
mentalpredicatescouldbededucedfromphysicallaws'
perhaps with the aid of suitable bridginþ lawsl A't points

in this essay I have spoken as iJ this is a possibility to

be taken seriously. However, some recent authors'

particularly Ï{ilary Putnam (who has now repudiated
1 - rr ñ_ t

functionalism) ' and Donald Davidson, 
o have argued that

phyeicatism could -þe true whiLe there are no laws

relatingtomental-mentalormental-physicalinteractions
and correlations. Davidson calls this latter clairn t'kre

principleoftheanornalousnessoftliremental.Int}ris
chapter, I will discuss whether this claim is true' I

wiIL not be concerned with the detaiLs of Futnamfs

position.Inthenextsectionlwilldiscusssomeparts
of what Davidson GaYs.

Thereseemtometobeatleastthreeconsider-
ationswhichareinclinedtoshowthattherecor¡Idnotbe
any laws in psychology, and, correlatively' that psychology

or "common sense psychology" could not be deduced

fromatJreory(perhapsaugmentedbybiconditionals)aII

1 F.rtrrt*, "ReductÍonism and the l{ature of

Intelligence", see bibliography'
2 ûavrdson 1970, L974'
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of whose predicates colrie frorrr physics or inorganic

chemistry. These considerations certainly show that

the old empiricist picture of the Unity of Science'

wherein there is a reduction of sociology to physics via

a series of interim reductions: sociology-osychology'

psycholo gy -biolo gJ-n biolo gy- ch emi stry' chem.i stry-physic s'

is mistaken. I will argue in a later section that these

considerations do not force us to grve up the methodology

developed in Fart One of this essay'

It is not uncommon to speak of sociology as

being a ,,higher level" science than psychology, psychology

being a higher level than biology' etc" and we wiII

adoptthisterrrrinology.I.üo.v¡thefirstreasonforthinking
tklat the mental rnight be anomalous' is that at higher

levels, there are Propositions taken into account which

do not come from any ry' i' e' lawlike propositions'

of the lcwer level discipline' Retative to those lower

laws they are at least accidental generalisations' For

instancertherearenolawsofchemistrywhichsaythat
there must be cells; there are no laws of biology which

entail that something with roughly the mental rnake-up

ofhumanswillevercomeintoexistence.Ifgeneral-
isations about such entities are a necessary part of tire

higher level science, then not only can we nct obtain the

truths of the higher level science from the collection of

lav¡likepropositionsofthelowerlevelscience,buttJrere
isreasontotJrinkthatat}eastsomeofthetruthsofthe
higher level science are not lawlike' 

"Iowever' 
even if

wegrantthatlawlikenessdistributesoverentailment'
thispointdoesnotgoagaÍnstwhathasbeensaidearlier
in this essay. Theories were conceived of as sets of

sentences, not sets of laws' Certainty the theory of

property identification given in Chapter Six did not turn
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on there being lav,rlike connections between predicates

which express the sarrte property.

hesecondreasonfort,hinlcingthatthemental
mightbeirreducibletotlrephysicalisasfollows.
Psychology empLoYt ê.8. the concept of a personrs body

and its parts; biology employs the concept of a cell'

lrieither of tJrese concepts has a precise definition in

terms of the entities which ir.rake it up. cells, for

inotance, do not have an exact chemical composition'

yet ,'Ial¡vs" in biology sometimeÉ essentialty mention

cells, and similarly with bodies in psychology or conlmon

sense psychology. So not orùy will we not be able to

obtain higher level laws from lower level lawo by

deduction,butalsothegeneralisationsonthehigher
level can never be better than loose, probabilistic

generalisations.

The third reason is that explanations and

descriptionsinthehigherlevelscienceoftenhaveto
import concepts from a discipline at a lower leve1 than

the prima facie reducing discipline' A'n explanation of

an event in a cell might turn, among other things, on the

phenomena of electromagnetism, gravity and radioactive

decaynwhichareatadeeperlevelttranchemistry.A.
psychological e',/ent' €.g' a personrs feeling pain' might

needforitsdescriptionandexplanationfactsaboutthe
transmission of heat in metals' It seems to me that

this consideration shows that any reductÍon of higher level

sciences rnust be reduction straight to the physical. Any

interim reductions must at best be partial aids to the

full reduction to PhYsics.

OneargumentfortJreirreducibilityofvarious
sciences r¡ürich I do not thintç is a good argument is as
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follows. Somebody might argue that higher level sciences

employ concepts which have no definition in the respective

Iov¡er level science, on the grounds that any attempted

definition would have to be circular. consider the

example of sociology. It might be argued that tlre concept

of an army could not be defined without concepts like

those of troops, command, etc. But those concepts

could not l¡e defined without the concept of an army.

Thus any definition into the concepts of the lower level

science (psychol-ogf) wtuld leave something out'

Buttosaythatanarralyticaldefinitionofasingle
term like "arïry" could not be given in the concepts of

(say¡ psychology does not prevent an analytical definition

of some of the terms of a whole theorv into a reducing

theory (nor does it prevent a contingent identification of

the properties expressed by those terms with properties

expressed by terms in tJ:e reducing theory)' The Ramsey

Sentence approach can help us here. Treat the terms
t'army", ttroops", "command" as all theoretical concepts

in a theory within sociology' defined by the place they

occupy in the theory, and then reduce all the terms

together. surely tjre situation is sirnilar between sociology

and ,'corrrmon sense psychology", in that concepts like

that of an arrny derive their meaning frorrr an interlocking

set of concepts and relations between a variety of

entities, theoretical and non-theoretical'

2.DavideonontlreAnorrralousnessoftheMental.

Ðavidson has a different argument for t]re anom-

alousness of the mental. The mental for Davidson is

characterised in a Brentano-Chisholrr. fashionr 
B o" being

essentially connected with a certain referential opacity

3 chiuholm 196?, 195?'
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and non-truth functionality possessed by verbs of

propositionalattitudeslikebeliefrwanting'<iesiring'etc'
'fhere are considerable problerns in defining the mental

this way, âs has been argued by Kirr'r 
4 and as Ðavidson

hirnself notes. Vle will not explore these problems' but

even if the mental car¡not be isolated in such a Ïvay' at

least verbs of propositional attitude constitute a subclass

of mental terrns to which Davidsonrs argument applies'

andifheisabletoestablishhisconclusionforjustthese
terms, it is a strong conclusion'

Briefty' Davidsonts argument is this' We carucot

separatetheascriptionofpropositionalattitudestoa
person from tlre ascription of meanings to their utterances'

To determine what a person believes involves deciphcring

their utterances, and translating their utterances involves

knowing such tJrings as what ttrey mean by them and what

t}reirbeliefsareonttreoccasionofutterance.The
translation of utterances, however, involves' ttre Quinea¡t

problem of the Indeterminacy of Transration. 
S 

Irruofu.",

then, as the indeterminacy in comectly translating a

personrs language alwaye leaves open the possibility of

a radical revision in our translation manual for the

personrs language, any ttreory of what a Personrs beliefs'

wants, etc', are ffrust always be open to a similar radical

revigion. V'Ie can never rule out tJre possibility of having

tomaket}risrevisioninourttreoriesaboutpeopleinthe
light of further facts. scientific t¡eories about the physical'

on the other hand, have a certain convergence property'

As the theories developn it becomes less and less likely

4 Kim 1970-1.

erg. Q\rine 1960.5
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that we will have to rnake a r.eajor revision in therrr.

Therefore, ascriptions of propositional attitudes are

different in kind from the application of physical

predicates. In particular, laws relating to the mental

could not be deducible frorn wholly physical laws (for

if they could tJren they would have no more indeterminacy

tJran physical laws), and, as a corollary, ttrere coul.d not

be true biconditionals linking verbs of propositional

attitude with physical predicates.

I do not wish to discuss here the meritg or

othervrise of the.principle of tÌ¡e Indeterminacy of

Translation. I do wish to argue' however, that it is

misapplied here. I will argue in the form. of a dilemmar

Either Davidson holds a strong form (to be

outlÍned shortly) of what I wÍtl call the Indeterrninacy

of the Menta! or he does not. suppose he does. lilhat

is ttris strong forrn of the Indeterminacy of the Mental?

I wÍIl take it as the denial that there is a single correct

ascription of propositional attitudes to a person at a

time: eitÀer ttrere are no correet ascriptions of

propositional attitudes, or ttrere are many, equally

correct. This interpretation of what Davidson says has

two merits: it is plausible to ascribe to Quine an

analogous interpretation of the Indeterminacy of Translation,

a¡rd it fits with Quiners comment on Davidsonrs position,

that "belief is invented",T

Now it seeÍLs to me that tJre denial of a single

correct ascription of propositional attitudes has a

consequence that tJrere are no truths about human beliefs

6

6 s€€ €ogr Rrtnam 1974.

Quine t974 P.325.
7
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for belief-verbs to cepture, for lvhat could "correct"

mean here but "true"? iiut this in turn v¿ould seem to

impty tirat there are no creterminate facts about human

beliefs. rtut this wouLd be very curious' It w'¡uld be

etrange to say either that human beings had no beliefs,

or that they had beliefs, but no determinate, i' €'

particular, bcliefs. This interpretation of Davidson has

the virhre that it seems to be parallel to the Quinean

version of Indeterminacy of Translation in that that

principte goes with the denial of any facts about synonlrmy

in vrhich to ground the notion of the correctness or truth

of a translation. But, if I am right, it has the consequence

of the denial of any determinate beliefs on the part of

human beings, and t'hat is surely unacceptable'

ontheotherhand,Davidsonmightbewillingto
concede that there are correct ascriptions of beliefs'

etc., to humans, but that the indeterminacy arises

solely because <.¡f tjee always-present possibitity of

radical revision in our ascriptions of propositional

attitudes. The "evidence" does not "tie down" our

theories about humans enough ever to warrant confidence

that we wi-Il never have to undertake a major revision

of them.

Elut how would this make for a diJference between

the mental and the physical? F'irst, is it not precisely

the situation with high level physical theories, that a

variety of theories are consistent with the "evidence"

and that Principles of Methcd are needed to decide between

ttrem ? Even if we hold that aII observation is thecry

laden, we must surely continue to hcld that Principles

of Method are needed. to decide between certain competitcrs'

Indeed, if alt observaticn were thecry laden' then wculd
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v/e nùt be in thc position of having to oay that all

ascriptions of physical predicates have ttris sort of

indeterminacy?

Seccnd, to what extent are our thecries which

include belief predicates really ùpen to radical revision?

'ltr/e are faced here with a real-life situation. \À/hen we

first come to know people, we do start off with little or

no knowledge of what their beliefs and attitudes are.

certainly, ês Davidson points out, it is proper to start

with some presuppositions about people, for instance

that most of their beliefs are true, and that they speak

more or less the same language we do. But it is note-

worthy that when we come to know a close friend very

well, ultimately we get a very good idea about a lot of

his or her beliefs and attitudes and language. Agreed,

we always have in some senôe t}re possibility of a

radical revision of our theory about their minds. Howevern

it is also true ttrat in tJrose cases where v¿e do have to

make a major revision in our tJreory about our cloge

friend, it is proper aJrcl rational to be very surprised

at having to make tJris change. ü this surprise is

rational, trhen surely it is the case that it was rational

of us to have come to tl.e belÍefs about the personrs

mind tÌ¡at we hitherto had. If Davidson thinks that there

is a difference between ascriptions of propositional

attitudes and the application of physical predicates in this

respect, he would seem to be condemning us to a radical

scepticism about ever coming to know about the minds of

our friends.

I conclude ttrat Davidsonrs argument for the

anomalousness of the mental is mistaken, Davidsonrs

"proof" of physicalism from tt¡e anomalousness of the
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mental deserves noticing. Ðavidson a6sumes (1) that

there are mental-mental and mental-physical causal

relations, and (2) that for any singular causal statement,

tlrereisanunderlyinglawrelatingthecausally-related
items under sorte description. I-ie then argues: let rrr,

a mental eventn cause pr a physical event' Then' by

(21, there is an underlying law which relates m under

some description to p under sorne description' These

descriptions cannot be mental descriptions, for it has

beerr argued tl.at there are no strict mental-mental or

mental-physical laws. They rrrust, therefore, be physical

descriptions. That is to saYr rn has a physical description

and so is a PhYsical event.

Thisargumentassumesthattheorùydescriptions

other than Brentano-style Íntentional descriptions under

which events coqld be causalfy related, or related in a

lawlike wâ¡lr are physical descriptions' It oupposes that

if tbere àre no mental-physical laws, then the only laws

which relate tt¡e events in question are phyoical-physical

latvs. But to suppose this is to ignore the possibility

ttrat there cor¡Id be laws relating the rnental and the

physical Ín which the mental is characterised in a

differentwayfromÐavidson|stRray.Furtherrnore,if
weagreethattherecouldconceivablybealternative
descriptions under which there are mental-physical laws,

then we will have to agree t]rat the reasons for preferring

underlying physical-physical laws are Ockhamist reasons'

If there could be properly dualist causal relations, then

the reasons for not believing that there are any, a,re

reasons which derive frorrr Frinciples of MetJrod. But,

as I have said before, tJrere might be argurnents to

defeat such reasons. It might be tjrat v/e can show tJrat

the hope of a whotly physicalist description of mental
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phenomena is mistaken. A.t least, the possibility of

producing such an argument ought not to be ignored.

Ð'avidsonrs "proof" of physicalism, therefore, is

inadequate.

We are stÍll left, however, with tÌ¡e reasons

given in the first section of this chapter for the

irreducibility of the mental. In the nerrt section, I wi]l.

try to show that those arguments do not establish what

they might seesr to establish.

3. A, IrTote A,bout Ëisjunctive Froperties.

-l'he anomalousness of tJ:e mental might appear

to force us to take an entirely different approach to tJle

justification of physicalism. If we cannot deduce a

personts common sense psychology from any theory of

physics, ttren presumably we wilt have to eliminate the

predicates, either by denying their instantiation or by

contingently identifying the properties expressed by

mental predicates with physicat properties. If it is true

that we have mental properties, beliefs, attitudes, then

the first sort of elimination cannot be made. If the

mental is anomalous, then it is plausible to think that

there are no biconditionals linking mental predicates with

physical ones. But if tÌrere are no true biconditionals,

how could ttrere be contingent identi-fications, for it is

surely a necessary condition for two properties being

identical, tlrat they are had by the same things.

This problem might lead one to change tt¡e

dsfinition of physicalism we have given in order to

preserve physicalism. I ca¡tnot see any clear way of

doing this, however, urùess we fall back on some

prirnitive notion of a physical property, and then claim
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that rr:.ental properties are physical properties' Eut the

difficulty in doing this would be to give some rlon-

arbitrary reason for thinking that mentar properties ry

pþysical if they are not coextensive with any properties

dealt lvith explicitly in physics' For this reason' I

tlrinkthatawould-bephysicalistshouldbeloathtogive
uphavingsomesuchclefinitionofplrysicalismastheone
wehavegiven.Attlregarn.etime.itwouldbesurprisin$'
it seems to me, if we could establish the fatsity of

physicaliembythesortofconsiderationswelravegiven.

My reason for thinking this is that tJre problems

of irreducibility that we have indicated are by no means

confined to common sense psychology or cornmon 6ense

psychology augmented with a translation manual for the

personrs ideolect. Biology would also seem to have

problemsaboutirreducibility.Consideragaintheconcept
of a cell. The variability of chemical composition of a

cell ensures that no definiticn of "x is a cell" in terms

ofpredicatesfrorrrchemistrydescribingthecomposition
ofacellispossib}e.Thatsamevariabilitygivesreason
forthirrkingthatatleastsomelawsofbiologyessentially
using "x is a cell" would be at beot probabilistic'

Finally,tJrefactt}ratsomeinteractionsinvolvingcells
involve specifically physical' rather than chemical

phenomena(e.g.t}reeffectofradioactivenraterialoncell
composition)showstàatany''reduction'.ofbiologywould
have to be directly to physics' rattrer than via an inter-

mediate step of " reduction" to chemistry' Now it wor¡ld

seemunreasonabletodenyttrattJrerearecells,andhence
if physicalism a8 we have defined it is to be saved' the

property, being a cell, would have to be identified with

some physical property, ottrerwise physicalism would

have to l¡e abandoned. And surely the existence of biology
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does not refute PhYsicalism!

Iwilldiscussthisproblemorùyinconnection
with psychology. In rny vielv, the same hind of solution

is available in connection witir oiology and witjr sociology,

but I wiLl not attempt to give the solution. Particularly

in connection with sociology, I think tJrat there are

special problems which rnake ttre solution more coinplicated'

First, it is clear that we must dispense with

any step-by-step identification of psychological properties

first with biological properties, then with cherrrical ones,

etc. The direct interaction of the psychological wit]. the

non-biologically physical means that psychological

properties must, if we are able to do it at all, be

directly identified with properties from phyeics'

If, however, we have to identify mental properties

with complex proper.ties from physics, it is clear, I

think, that ttrose properties wíIl have to be diaiuncttve

properties. Now it seerns to me tl.at disjunctive

properties are perfectty real, The real problem for

people who wish to identify mental properties with

disjunctive properties consists in making the choice of

disjuncts lggþiþ$lY.
Consider a closely related problem: finding Some

properties of objecto with which to identify redness. F1or

convenience, we will ÊupPose that we are concerned with

just one precise shade of redness. It is known that

there are a large number of different molecular structures

which will reflect light of wavelengttr around 5000110.

Given tlds fact, wê might feel tempted to identify redness

with the power to reflect light of around 500040. That

has obvious difficulties, however. First, powers, if

they are not identical with microstructures, are onto-
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logically dul¡ious. Seconcl, the concept of a Power' if

it involves sorne kincl of de re necessary connection with

what it is tJre power to produce, is problerr;atic. 'fhird,

the specification of which power it is runs into the same

problem about disjunctions: there are a vast nt¡nber of

combínations of wavelengths that are causally responsible

forobjectslookingredinnormalconditionstohumanÊ.
These difficulties might lead us to identify redness v¡ittt

something in humansn say sorne property of sense data'

But apart from its ottrer weli. known difficulties. tttis

movefliesÍnthefaceofthefactthatthecentraluse
of "x is red" is as a property of physical objects'

Wecannotsayt,hatredneseisidenticalwith
manydifferentmicropropertiesofobjects'becausethe
transitivity of identity prevents it' We might say tJrat

rednessisafictioninthatthereisnosuchsingle
property,butitstrikesnleascounterinttritivetodeny
t,hat objects are red. so redness must be identical witJr

a disjunctive ProPertY.

l\owtJreinterestin$thingabouthumansisthat

they are fairly coarse discrirrrinators of the world. That

is to say, humans are so constructed (genetica}Iy or by

learning) that many quite different etates of affairs have

the same effect on tttem. This is why humans cannot

discrirninate between some objects reflecting quite different

tightspectra.Machinescanbebuilttodistinguish
between such spectra even when humans cannot do it'

This coarseness of discrimination on the part of

humans is what io responsible for humans havin$ many

of the concepts that they do' Yr'e give the one predicate

,,x ig red'' to quite different objects because we caruirot

discriminate a difference between them (more precisely,
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because they have a simiJ'ar effect on us and one which

is important enough to uS, for us to give the*z: Irar,ne5).

The appearance of huma¡r beings (and biological systems

in general) in nature thus introduces a complicating

factor in physical systerrrs, in ttrat quite dissÍrnilar

physical properties suddenly acquire important similar

relational characteristics lvith respect to humans. It is

this similarity in their relations that unifies the riicro-

properties responsible for a humanrs seeing red' Vt/e

rrright say, for example, that the microproperties

responsibleforseeingredaresimilarinthattheyall
cause¡ in norrmal conditions, certain 'lreliefs in humans.

It seems to me that this is how it is v¡ith many of our

concepts. ÞIumans approach the world coarsely, and as

aresu]tofthismanyoifferentphysicalpropertiesare
lumped together under the one concept'

This does not seem in any way improper' If

weagreethattherearedisjunctiveproPertiesandfor
that rsratter conjunctive properties, t]len it is not difficult

to say tJrat there are many more complex properties

around tJran humans have names for' In fact' describing

human di'crifrrinations as "coarge" is a titfle misleading'

Disjunctive properties exist, but we only respond to iglgg

of them. A more complex creature cor¡ld have the

abilities to respond both to very fine differences between

properties,andalsotoverybroadcategoriesofobjects.

I think that this is what smar! was driving at in

"Reports of Immediate Experientuu"'8 He describes a

hypothetical man who has the concept of snarkhood'

SornethÍng is a snark if it is either an apple' a helicopter'

I S*a"t 19?0-1.
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the moonr or a book about PLotinus. V/hat rrrakes snarks

interesting to us and to the manrs psychiatrist is that

tJrey have a simiLar effect on the man: they cause hirrr

to stand on his head lvhen he sees therrr. As Smart

points outo snarkhood is an objective property, Iike many

other similar, but idiosyncratic properties. 'fhe reason

v'rhy vre should have the concept, is because of the

similar interactions between snarks and the man.

The snarkhood example is not as useful as it
might be. Snarkhood is orùy a finitely disjunctive

property¡ or at t'l'e very least the disjuncts are completely

specifiable. A person might find snarkhood a convincing

example of a disjunctive property, but balk at the idea

of redness, or a personrs total psychological state,

including dispositions, as being a disjunctive property

because we do ¡rot seem to be able to draw a limit
around the disjuncts to be included in the property

rednesg.

trut why shcrld that be myst,rrious? The first
thing to see is that not any microproperty counts as part

of the disjunctive property redness. Some microproperties

under normal circumstcLnces cause in people the beliefs

that something in front of them is green. Others are

causalty irrelevant to colour discriminations. So the

disjuncts are not wholly arbitrary. The second thÍng to

see is that the inability completely to specify the disjuncts

is only, I suggest, an epistemological inability. It
derives from the fact that in the present state of science

we do not know enough about the causal connections between

the microproperties of substances responsible for reflection,

the spectra reflected by those substances, and the details

of human physiologies and ttreir variations. It is these
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facts of which it is necessary to be in possession before

r^¡e can mai(e any sort of general claim about precisely

v¡hich microproperties are responsible for the relevant

effects on humans. So until we knolv themn we have no

hope of making arly sort of extraustive list of the disjuncts

of the property, redness. 3ut, if I am right, tJrere is

no reason to despair of th;r€ beiog an objecti.ve disjunctive

property. 'lhat we do not knov/ precisely what the

disjrrrctive property is, does not prevent tJrere being one.

In fact, if we suppose that one day we will be

in possession of alt these facts about the perception

situation, ttren I think tJrat we can say that in that

scientific future tJrere wor¡Id be not}ring in principle to

prevent us from giving a quite ext¡austive liet of the

disjunctive microProPedy that redness is identical with.

No doubt the list would be extremely long; indeed it

might be too long for the relatively weak intellectual

capacities of humans actually ever to extribit. Lrut that

is not a barrÍer to there being such a dÍsjunctive propertyn

nor is it a barrier to the possibility that a sufficiently

Íntelligent and scientifically well-informed science might

one day exhibit all ttre disjuncts.

lrlow I think that precisely the same is the case

with mental properties, and also mental states, events,

processes6¡, etc. It would be unreasonable to deny that

the same mental property can be had by the one person

in quite different physiological states, by different persons

wittr quite different neurophysiologies, and in theory an)rwayr

by tlrings witJr very different chemistries, such as Martians

and computers. Different microstates can be responsible

for tJre same causal tendencies in t¡e same conditions.

Moreover, human abilities to discriminate tJre nature of

their states are gross. So our mental concepts have falling
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under ¡rern a broad range of physical properties (always

providing physicalism is true). .l3ut, as \,ve have argued

with redness, the difficulty of si:ecifying the disjuncts of

the physical property is an epistemological one only, and

so one which does not prevent an identification of the

mental property with the complex physical one.

These considerations also provide an explanation

of the looseness of "Iar¡/s" corurccting the mental v¡ith

the mental, and with t¡e physical. Looseness is aII we

can expect at an historical stage of science where we do

not know precisely the physical conditions lvhich are

causally operative in a given interaction or class of

interactions. On tjre other hand, it could reaoonably

be expected tkrat if a precise characterisation of just

ilrose properties falling under the concept of pain were

fortJrcor:hg, laws could be tightened up by making them

more complicated.

If these argumentc are right, then a classical

reduction of the mental to the physical by means of

contingent biconditionals expressing proPerty identities

is still ono There ca¡ be true biconditionals, and

mental predicates can be coextensive with physical

predicates, contrary to v¿hat has been suggested earlier

in this chapter.

I conclude, tlren, that the arguments given for

tkre imeducibility of psychology to physics are uûsucc€ss-

ful. This completes my discussion of ttre various

methodologies open to the physicalist.

Perhaps the major ttrerrre to emerge fro'm tJris

cliscussion is tùat all ttle defences to physicalisrrr

canvasÊied leave open tÀe possibility ttrat an investigation

of what ïve Eryy about the nature of our mental states
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might be too much for physicalism to accomodate. In

the next part of this thesis we will conduct an investig-

ation into just that matter. It will be argued that we

can come to knov,¡ too rnuch.
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PART TWO. Ii\TTROSPECTION AI\D PERCEPTION

CTIAPTER I\INE. INTROSPECTION

1. IntrosPective Knowledge.

There are many important questions in the

general area }eft undiscussed æ far' and many interesting

clirections in which inquiry could be pursued' In the

rernainderofthisbookrlproposetorestrictmyselfas
narrowly as possible to just two questions' I will argue

hcobøblq

that duatism is 'iÃ--ä49 true, and I will argue that a version

of the representative theory of perception is true'

Indeed, the argument for dualism seems to me

quite straightforward' oÐut very briefly it is this: that

when we ask what $/e are avÍare (i. e' what we know)

in introspection, no materialist account of it is true'

Beforewecancometothisargumentrhoweverrwemust
arguethattheattemptsatmaterialismcliscussedsofar
must aII give an account of introspective awareness'

Thefirstquestiontoaskis:lvhatisintrospective
awareneSS? We Speak bOt;r Of "a*areneSS of ..." and

,,awareness that ...". In my view, tÀe former locution

is definable in termo of tJre latter. The argument, however,

y¡ill, I hope, not depend on assuming this' I will restrict

myse}fasmuchaspossibletotalkingorùyaboutBg'areness
of tåe latter sort'

Thedefinitionofintrospectiveawarenesstobe

given depends on the prior notion of a Eggþ! state'

event, process or property' As is usual when one depends

onaprimitive,itishopedthatcrucialéxamplesfall
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uncontentiously under the preanal¡rtic idea of the niental

€-gr the state of having a red afterimage. Granting this,

introqppcli¡qq avùareness that .'., occurs \¡/hen v're are

aware thât . , , ¡ \ñ/here what goes in the Place of the

dots is a description of a mental event, process'

property or state of ourselves. That isn to qualify such

awareness as introspective is, as far as we are concerned,

only loosely to circumscribe ttre class of facts of which

we have t"tre awarenessr

V/hat is "awareness that .. ' " ? At the very

least, to be aware t;',af { irnplies 6 that $, and that is

all I propose to Assume about "av,rareness that". In one

per{ect}y ordinary sense, one ís aware that / iff one

knows that f. So, to summarise these points, x is

introspectively aware that .,. iff x knowg that ". .; and

what replaces tjre dots is a description of some mental

process, event or state of x. In a slogan, introSpective

awareness is knowledge of your own mind. This definition

follows the one given by Armstrong it !@!gþ]!g!
Theorv of Mind.

This is not the only possible definition of intro-
teÁ-

spective av/arenessr V{e might be }æd Ín another direction

by the considerations tJrat a person can corie to know

about some of their mental states, €o g. their jealousy,

in a quite ordinary manner, say by being told; and that

a person can sometimee know about tl¡eir bodily states,

ê.8. changes in the conCition of their blood, without these

being any evidence that the person goes on' or any

accompanying sensation. That Ís, anotlher sense of intro-

spectíon might contain the requirement ttrat it be somehow

direct and non-evidential.
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ouraccountofintrospectiondoesnotstipulate

anyonemechanismforintrospectionrbutthcreioclearly
a large clags of cases, indeed the ones most interesting

to us here, in which our knowledge of our own minds is

somehow direct and noninferential.

ThesortofaccountthatArrnstrongoffersof
such knolvledge seems to rne by and large eorrect' and

I will sketch part of it, for it witl be useful later on.

IfapersonbelievestJratp,thentoirrferthat
q from p, and so to come to believe that q' is' for

Armstrong, a causal process. It involves as a necessary

condition that the belief tþat p cause the belief that q'

That such a causal process be worthy of being called

inference requires that other conditions be satisfied as

weII, but we will not go into this' Sirnilarly' coming

to know that q by irrference frorn the knowledge that p,

has as a necesE¡ary condition that the knowledge that p

cause the knowledge that q.

Toknowtiratpimpliesthatonetrulybelieves
that p. So nonirrferential knowledge t}rat p, for A.rmstrong,

is true belief that p which is not caused by any other

knowledge.Itisareasona.blefurthersteptotaketo
say that noninferentiat knowledge that p is a tnre belief

which is not caused by any other belief. lllhat makes such

a belief knowledge, then, if inference, and so juotification'

is removed from it? At the very least, says Armstrong'

the belief muot be caused by the state of affairs which the

belief is the belief that it obtains' So we arrive at

Armstrongrs account of the central mecha¡rism of intro-

spective awareness: to know introspectively about oners

mental states, in a central class of cases' is to have a

(true) belief caused by tÌre mental state wit'hout the causal
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1
intervention of anY other belief.

2. The PhYsicalistrs Froblem,

V/e are confronted with four attempts at saving

physicalism as we have defined it from the threat posed

by mental predicates. trì/e might give a successfut topic

neutral analysis of mental predicates, presumably along

RamseySentencelines.'v-/emighteliminatemental
predicates by showing tùat they are never instantiated'

v7e might be able to show tjrat mental predicates express

properties which are identical with physical properties'

\Memightbeaþletoargueforanadverbialistontology
of mental ProPerties.

All t'Ìrese attempts must, in the end, say what

it is that we know when, S&y, we (altegedly) introspectively

know ttrat we have a red afterimage. This is because'

firstly,introspectiveawarenessiowherea]Ithetrouble
has arisen in the first p)'ace' trlhat we seem to intro-

spectively know, are facts which bear no prima facie

resembla¡rce to physical facts, a¡rd it is just this that

seems to make the alternatives, to anaryse or to eliminate,

both unpalatable. secondly, and more importantlyt if none

of tJre attempts offers an account of what we €æ intro-

spectively know, then they leave themselves open to tJre

pqssibilitythatanargumentwillbeproducedwhichwill
showthatwhatweknowrandhencewhatistrue'about
our mentar states, is something ürat a physicarist cannot

accomodate.

1 I omit a complication that the obtaining of t¡e
mental state *,r"t- Uu "eLpirically s'fficient" for the

ãut*il}i¡lg of the belief. F or a discussion, see Armstrong

1973.
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Let us look at tJris more closely. Should all

attempts at a topic neutral analysis break down, one

move open to Smart would be, as I have hitJrerto indicated,

to claim that all we know introspectively is that somethÍng

goes on like what goes on vrhen .. o . If this could be

established, then though it would not save the "topic -
neutral - identity - theory" version of materialism, it
would save materialism, at least from the threat posed

by what we introspectively know. Smart would be

required to deny that there are arry mental states of t,he

troublesome sort - after all¡ they are not "topic neutral'l

and so if they occur dualism is true. But that, as we

have indicated, is not so paradoxical if we can provide

some aôcount of rvhat we introopectively know. The

revolted intuitions will not be so revolted if they can be

made to feel that they were not wholly wrong; tJrat som€-

thing was right about intuition. S/e might add, t,ttough

this might even aeem somettring of an unnecessary bonus,

tt¡at mental langusge still refers or denotes, as Rorty

has suggested.

This sort of move, I suspcct, wor¡ld not be so

uncongenial to Armstrong either. He aclsrowledges the

difficulty of providing anything resembling the classical

idea of an analysis, bt¡t then claims that

It may still be true, nevertheless, that we ca¡t
give a satisfactory and complete accou¡rt of the
situations covered by the mental concepts in purely
physical arrd topic neutral terms ... it might stÍll
be possible that the accotult done stice the
phenomena. 2 (emphasis

This suggests quite strongly tùat Armstrong would

be satisfied to see purely physicalist descriptions of all

2 Armstrong 1968 pp.84-5.
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that Eoes on when we have varÍous mental statest

including when we are aware we have them' whether or

g!. we can Produce analYses.

Anottrerpointisthis¡t}ratintrospectionrnight
reveal too much" Indeed" I think t]rat an argument to

tjrat conclusion is a necessary part of any dualist stratery'

After aII, arguments for dualisrn resting on the unanalys-

ability (in physicalist terms) of mental predicates can

always be met by denying that the predicates are instant-

iated,providedthatsucharnovedoesnotalsodenywhat
iu @ about our mental states' There are various

sourcesofinformationaboutthehumanrrriild'andone
keyoneiswhatpeopleknowabouttkremselves.This
wouldseemtobetheprincipalflawinRortylsoriginal
paper.Hedidnotarguethatdualismwasfalse'andhe
gave no account of introspective knowledge' In so doing'

he ignored the possibility that what mental predicates

,,denoted" (in his terms) was not just some state of the

cortex.

That there might be such a demonstration is'

admittedlyrprimafacieimplausible'Nevertheless'we
mustgrantt,hatitisintrospection(especiallycertainof
its forms) that is one of the most fundamental problems

for tjre physicalist. It is where the fuss starts from; that

\4Ieseemtohaveknowledgeofcertainstatesofourselves
thatseemnothinglikeanythingphysical'Infact'ift'ttis
sortofthingdidnotoccur'Isuggesttt¡atthemindwould
posenoproblemforthephysicalist,formentalpredicates
could ttren be elinrinated.

Itissometimessaidthatdualistarguments
derivingfromthecontentofintrospectiveknowledgeare
mistaken, for far from its being the case that we know
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that our mental states are noÊLphysical, what is really

the case is that we merely do not lcnow that our mental

states € physical, and if that is all tJ¡at is wrong, th en

physicalism is irr no danger' I\ow it seems clear that'

at reast for awareness of a fairly direct (noninferential)

sort, we are introspectively aware neithæ that our mental

states are physical nor that they are nonphysical' But

of course a duarist argument might not rely on any mistake

as crude as that. It rnight take quite complicated inferences

from apparently irurocuous facts that we do know' to

establish dualism. Or it might be that what we know is

notsomet}ringwhichimpliesdualismbyitself,butneeds
some known facts about the brain as well' (c'f' Ch'

Three, Eleven. ) Either wâY, the duatist argument

car¡not be so lightly brushed aside'

Evenifthetopicneutralanalysisweretosucceed'
physicalism has not necessarily been saved' If we can

always retreat from unacceptable mental predicates by

denying ttreir instantiation, tl.en we can always retreat

fromacs:eptablementalpredicatesint}resameway.If
mentalpredicatesaredualist-Ioadedarrdbecauseofthat
people have been inaccurately reporting a¡rd describing

theirstatesallthistimerwemustatt'treleastaccept
thepossibilityoftopicneutralreportsanddescriptionsof
our states being inaccurate also'

Sorneone might reply to this point' by asking how

vre should determine that topic neutral analyses of our

mentalstatesareirraccurate,ifalrthelanguagewehave
todescribethemisexh¡potJoesitopicneutral?Surely,
itmightbesaid,oncetopÍcneutralitycouldbeestablished,
Ockhamrs Razor and other Principles of Method are

enough?!i/esuggestedasmuchinChapterThree'when
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vve pointed out that as traditionally conceived, the Identity

Theory rested on just two platforms, topic neutrality and

Ockhamrs llazor.

If I might be permitted some philosophical polemic,

too much English-speaking-phjJosophy has become

infected with Carnap-ism. If we think that for every

genuine philosophical problem, there is an equivalent

formulation in terms of language, in the meta-lanSrage,

trhen we might find it easy to believe that the philosophical

task is complete once the linguistic thesis (in this case,

the thesis of the topic neutrality of mental predicates)

has been established. But it is precisely one of trlortyrs

contrÍbutions, to note that the faiJ.ure of the linguistic

thesis does not have to be accompanied by tJre failure

of materialism; that there might be consÍderations which

force us to materialism and allow us to hold it in spite

of that failure. In short, we must look at the facts as

well as our language for the facts. In passing, ttris is
in no way to deny the methodology of the Final Theory

in Chapter One. There, we defined physicalism as the

doctrine that ttre final tJreory contained only predicates

from P. Now if Rorty is right and humans really are

physical, t^kren ( as far as mental states are concerned)

the final theory need only contain predicates of F.

Physica'lism is not tJre doctrine that tJre final theory must

be exlpressed in the physicalist predicate s of our present

language. Converselyn a dualist who holds that the final

theory must contain predicates not in F, does not have to

maintain that our present language also contains those

predicates, orrr present language, in containing onl.y

topic neutral predicates for mental statee, might be

impoverished.
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There is anothern and somewhat incompatible

(in method but not in final result) function that an invest-

igation of what we introspectively know can serve. This

is, that if we find that what we introspectively know is

not compatible with physicalism and also that we do have

predicates for expressing it, then we will have established

the non-topic neutrality of certain of our mental predicates.

Introspective investigation, then, can be a part of the

investigation of topic neutrality. The point is even
l¿qa

stronger than *hat¡ for if it is a matter of putting

together some of the things that we know, orc
sh

Substantially t}re same points can be made against

someone who opts for the contingent identification of

mental properties wittr physÍcal ones. Vüe should ask

such a person why ttrey wish to identify the properties

expressed by mental predicates wittr physical properties.

Vúe shor¡Ld ask such a person why they think ttrat such

properties g be identified 'n¡ith physical ones. As has

been argued, the wish to identify mental properties wità

phyoical ones derives in part from Ocktramts Razor.

After at\ as we have already noted, physiology is not

particularly complete. Thus, for eLample, someone who

argues

1.' The property, having a red afterimage, is the effect,
at t of stimulus S.

2. The physical propertY, Pr is tJre only property which
is the effect, at t, of stimulus S.

.' . 3. Having a red afterimage = P
clearly commits themselves, in (2) to some versi¡on of

Ockhamts Razor or related Principles of Method. But
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other things rrright not be equal, and there might be a

reason to believe in the more complex ttreory' Again

we note that j-f there is going to be an argument for

dualism, introspection would seem to be the principal

candidateforaplaeeforittocomefrom.Inanycase'
if such an argument is forthcoming' then it is a¡t

argument presumably for, among otJrer t'hings' the denial

of (2) above'

3. lVhat is IntrosPected?

How shatt we find out what we know about our

mental states ? One place to start is to ask whet}te we

know anyühing at aII about them' The ansv¡er I want to

gpve is tJrat it does not matter for our purposes if we

do not. I'fore accurately, it does not matter iJ we do

not know anything about our afterfulrages' pains' and the

like. In partieuÞr, it does not mattor if we do not know

whethei we have them. This point is principally aimed

at sidestepping Rorty, I do, however' want to focus on

those occasÍons when we ?Egg5!lT- have them (those

occasions about which there is a dispute as to their

correct description). Perhapo we might define those

occasions as occasions on which v¡e believe we have

particular mental states (and, often enoughr report them)'

I wa¡rt to ask of these situations: what do we

know of ourcelves when they occur ?

Perhapsinintrospectionwe''imperfectlyapprehend''3

our brain states. As Keith Campbell puts this suggestlon '
itamountstodistínguishingbetr,rreenhowourbrainstates

"appeeur" or ttseemt' to us, a¡rd how they really are'

3 CamPbeIL 19?0 PP.105-6'
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V/e are not aware of our pains "ao" brai¡ states, but

"as a condition which hurts'r (p.105). !?e "grasp" them

"in the guise of the painfulness of t,l.e pain" (p.105).

The key point for Campbell is this: that appearance is

not necessarily reality. If sornething only seems a

certain way, then there is no need to suppose that ít
really is that lvay; appearance is "ontically neutral"(p,106).

lVhat, according to this view, do we know or

believe when we (allegedly) have a¡r afterimage or a paint4

lVords like "appearttn "seem", used when tatking about

our knowledge when we have mental states, are not clear.

The most plausible interpretation seems to be this:

our brain states seem to be pains in that we Þgligg
tJrat we have pains. Now how is it that our brainstates

could seem to us as pains ? It cannot be that we believe

that our brainstates are pains, or painful, for it is

surely false that we do, A helpful analogy might be with

a person seeing a tree in dim light a¡rd taking it for a

fox. lVe might say that the person took the tree for a
fox, that the tree appeared to be a fox, that Ít seemed

to be a fox. We would not say that they believed that

the tree was a fox. V/hy we should say ttrese things,

it seems to me, is because of a story about the causal

role that the tree played in the mistaken belief.

Similarly (prestrmably)for Campbell , wê ought to say

that we take our brain states to be paÍns, to be pahfirl,

in that we believe that we have pains' a¡rd it Ís brain-

states of a certain sort which play a special causal role

in tJre production of ttrat belief.

4 Thu "auegedly" will be dropped hereafter
except where it is necessary to avoid confusion.
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It seems to me that this position ca¡r be shown

to have to deal with the considerations already raised

about analysis, property identification, etc. This is so

for the following reason. Eittrer the belief that we have

a pain is true, or it is false. If it is tnte, t,l.en the

imperfect apprehension theory must be able to say what

it is to have a pain and what it is to believe that we

have a pain. In particular, it must be able to guarantee

t]lat having a pain is not being in some physicalisfisa'lìy

unacceptable state. If on tJre otJrer hand it ie false, then

we will need a reason for thir¡king it false, and some

kind of account of which true introspective beliefs we have

in order to cushion the blow to our intuitionsl in ot}er

words, *s v/i1l have to defend eliminative materialism.

But wit]. either of these consequences, it has already

been argued that we need to look at the question of

introspection. In short, the imperfect apprehension

theory insofar as it tells us that we belÍeve that we have

pains and that thÍs belief is caused by brainstates, is

the begrnning of an investigation about what is introspected,

but much more needs to be determined before we can

rest easy with PhYsicalism.

The same argument can be given to a person

who thinks tJrat all the dualist fuss arises frorn ttre simple

fact (consistent with physicalism) that we are merely not

awarô of our mental states åg Physical. For what cotrld

"arrare of .. ¡i ês . ..i " mean here ? To be aware of a

as being trl ie ody, as far as I can seen to know intro-

spectively ttrat a is trr. But to'tell us this small amount

about our introspective beliefs is not a great deal of help

when Ínvestigating what tJreir content is.

Campbellrs own criticism of the imperfect
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apprehension theory is wortJ: noting. He says t}lat

"seemings" might banish painfulness to the realm of the

merely apparent, but then we should be left with a class

of irreducible seemingso

This is true enough, provided that you do not

propose to analyse "seems", "appears" in ttrese contexts

in the way I have suggested i. eo, using beliefs. You

would worry about whether "x seems painful to y" is
a member of F. You certainly would not have avoided

the sort of problem that "x has a pain" raises. You

would just have pushed it back.

Vy'elln then, what do we know when we are

alleged to have a red afterimage ? It seems clear that

on some of these occasions $/e can tell that we are in

a similar state to the state v/e are in on other such

occasions. It is tempting to say that knowing that we

have a red afterimage involves, at least on some such

occasions, knowing that we are in a state similar to

certain other states. Smart certainly has said as much.

But to say this would be to make too much of an

assumption against Rort¡r: namel¡ that on such occasions

we do know that we have a red afterirnager a¡¡d hence

ttrat "x has a recl afterimage" is instantiated.

Even ¡J we say something as weak as this: that

on such occasions we believe that we have a red after-

image, then we must agree that we are in a similar

state (i. e. tjre belief state) on such occasions, and it is

clear, I thinkr tfrat P4lh9-9e- occasions we know this

much. If, then, we agree that for some of our mental

states (i.e., beliefs) we sometimes do know that they are

similar to one another, there wor¡ld seem to be no

reason to deny the undoubtedly strong intuition that often
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vvhen believing we have a red afterimage, we do know

that our state is similar to certain other states; even

i"f we do not say that tJre state is the state of having a

red afterimage.

It must be made clear that "similarity" will

have to be interpreted fairly loosely ltere. No doubt

no two of those occasions when v'ie (¡llsgedry) have a

red afterimage, are occasions on which we have e.xac4v

similar brain stateo, (even exactly siniilar states in

the visual centres). But it would be unreasonable to

use this fact to cast doubt on the fact that we know that

we are in similar states on such occasions' If physicalism

is true (and even if it is not!,)rour introspective discrim-

inations of our states are evidently grossr not fine, afld

if introspection ie discrimination of physical states then

it wiLl be discrimination of relativety global features of

those states. Thus "similarity" wl-L[ be "similarity in

some respect" (which is not to irnply eitJrer tkrat tÀere

are respects, or t¡at we can tell in which respects our

states are si¡rnÍlar).

v{ith these hurdles aside, Iet us a$ree that often

enough when we (allegedly) have red afterirnages, we

lsrow tÌrat we are in some state similar to other states 'Ûh"¿-

we have. v/hich other states? obviously not orrly those

states had on ottrer oecasions when allegedly we have red

afterimages, ur¡less we know something more about the

states.'(otherwisetherewouldbenothingtodistinguish
v¡hat we know when we have a red afterimage from what

we know when we have a green afterimage' ) In fact' of

course, tåe state we are in when we have a red afterimage

is similar to the state we are in when under normal

conditions \¡se reallY see something red; and we know tJris
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much, often enougho at tkre time'

If tJrat is what llfJ-.,gften we know on such

occasionsn nevertheless there is some reason for

thinking that it is not what we know on gU such occasions'

Iror there are imaginable cases (which no doubt even

occur) where the suitable conditions of alleged occurrence

of red afterimage obtainc w@ believe tJrat we have a

red afterimage, and yet it would seem to be the case

that we neitJrer knovr nor believe that we are in a state

like the state when under normal circumstances we see

a red object. It is not difficult to irnagine that you have

several red afterimages before seeing anyttring red' or

even never see an¡rthing red at all' In such circum-

stances,itcanbetruetJratyoubelievethatyouhave
a red afterimage, but not believe that the state you are

in is similar to the state you are in when under normal

conditions you see something red'

Would we really want to say of such a case

that you believe that you have a ry5! afterimage ? After

all, how could you not believe that it io red' v'rithout

also believing that it is like what you get when you see

a red object?

This is a somewhat tricky area' It might be

t,hat this is a place where the ana}ysis of introspective

awareness in terms of knowledge and' ultimately. beliefs,

breaksdown.Surelywewouldv¡anttosaythatinsuch
a case we could be futly av/are of having the red after -

image; fully aware of all its aspects, particularly its

redness, If it turns out that we cannot say tJrat we

believethatitisred,tJrenperhapswehavetocomplicate
tJre analysis of awarcness" But after aIL' v'¡ould it be

so unusual to say of the case in hand t,hat we believe ttrat
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$re have a red afteriiriage ? One could iimagine' pace

\Mittgenstein, a person coming to acquire the concept of

redness, and the word "red", just from their afterimages,

hallucinations, etc. (and acquiring tJre counter'' factual

ability correctly to describe pÍIlar-boxes)¡ of even coming

to acqrire it by having a friendly scientiot stimulate their

brainosoaPersonmightdefinitelybelievethatthey
have a red afterimage, but have no opinions on whether

they are ín a state similar to the state they are in

when under normal conditions they see something red'

A reply might be ttris: that such a person cotil'd

not believe that the afterimage is red without having the

conceptofred,andtheycor¡]-dnotfullyhavetheconcept
ofredwithoutbelievingrattrheveryleast'thattlteyare
in the state ttrat they woglg be in if ttrey g to see

sonretÀing red'

Suchareplyworr}dmeettJreobjectionsometimes

given to tJee Smart-like accourrt of what we are intro-

spectivelyaware,thatitcannotaccountfortJrepossibÍlity
tJrat we have just one "experience of red", The reply

contends that when we believe that we have a red after-

imagerwebelievethatweareinthatstatethatweare
inifundernormalconditiongweseesomethingred,aod
construe t]re "if"-clause as neutral as to whether its

antecedent is ever satisfied e¡ notr But we cor¡ld not

resteasywiththisreplyrlthink'First'andperhaps
this is not a very strong point.' we could hardly claim

that our knowledge in those circumstances derives from'

or is based on, any knowledge of the actual sÍmilarities

between our stateso One might feel inclined to ask how

it could be that one would knov,¡ which state it wor¡ld be

thatislikewhatwouldgoonifweweretoseesomething
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red. After aIt, this account does not tie Cov¡n the

intrinsic nature of the state at all: it leaves open the

possibility that u¡e are in various sorts of states when

r¡/e have a red afterimage and when vÙe see something red.

For instance, it worrld seem to be consistent with the

possibility that one is having a grey afterimage' and,

because one is believing that one has a red afterimage,

is supposing that this is the sort of state that one would

also have if one were to see sometJring red'

Iamunsureastothestrengtrrofthepreceding
argument. The second argument, however, is certainly

strong enough for niy pt¡lrposes: if in believing that we

have a red afterimage" v¡e believe that our state is like

vuhat it is or v¡ould be if we see somettring red, then we

need to knov,r what our stde is, and what lve believe

about it, when we see something red. There is no doubt

that many pecple often dc see red things, and saying

thathavinganafterimageislil<eseeingsomethingred
innoÏvayguaranteesthatwhatweknowv¡henwehave
afterimages is physicalistically acceptableo until we

decidethatseeingredthingsisacceptabletoo.lMhat
follows the "if" in the account must be supposed to

obtain on occasion. so to satisfy physicalism, we shall

have to be satisfied that seeing something red is harmless'

4. Introspecting the State of Seeing.

What,thenodoweknowaboutt.lrestatethatwe
are in when we see red objects? clearly, there are

ma¡y situations when we are looking at red objects under

normal conditions, seeing a red object and so knowing

thatthereisaredobjectinfrontofusowhenwealso
are not aware that we are in any particuLar state. we
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are absorbed in our surroundings, as it were' There

isadifferencebetweenseeingsomethingandbeingaware
that we are seeing it" 

5

Knowing that we are seeing it is knowing that

we are in some state, the seeing state' It is clear' I

think,thatwhenweknowtlratweseearedobject,often
enoughweknowthatweareinastatesimilartoother
states that we have on other occasions'

onesimilaritybetvreentheseeing-¿-rgd.object

states, is that they are caused byn or occur sÍmultan-

eouslywith'tlrerebeingaredobjectinfrontofoureyes
in normal conditions" Another similarity' is that when

we know ttrat we are in such statesn we typically know

that they are states caused by, or occurring simultan-

eouslywith,tlrerebeingaredobjectinfrontofoureyes
in normal conditions. That is to sâY, lve typically know

!h"t.weareinthestatecausedbyoroccurringsimultan-
eously with, there being a red object in front of the

eyes.

'We know tjrat such states are similar' l1le

knowt}ratweareinastate'suchstatesbeingcaused
byredobjects.Isitthatthesimilaritywhichweknow
to be between such states, is just ttre similarity of beÍng

causedbyredobjects?Thatistosay'istJresimilarity
that we know to be between our seein$rflrrsd-object states'

If questioned, we almost irlvariablY rePlY that

we see it, therebY PresumablY confirming that we invari-
ably know we see it as vt¡ell as just seeing it. Ilut this

is easilY explained (1) bV Pointing to the fact that the

question "Do you see ^the red thing ?ll (as oppooed to "Is
there a red thing there?r') often has tl¡e effect of drawing

our attention to the seeing of the thing' and (2) by the

fact that tJ:e question "Ðo you see it?'l and the- answer

5

t'I see it" are often treated as "Is it ttreref "and "rt is there".
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o$y sirrilarity in lklg respeçt of being caused by a red

object? Or do we know them to bc similar in other

respects as well?

There does not seem to me to be anY a priori

difficulty in our having such knowledge about our states

a¡rd no rnore, always provided we can get an Armstrong-

style causal theory of knowledge going' What could the

knowledge Urat we are in a state' the nature of which

we lcnow not, which has the rerationar property of being

R to a amount to ? Sure1y notJeing but the (true) belief

^ a+q+â Gl'r 
- to â' with

that lve are in some state such that it is R

the appropriate Armstrong-style causal conditions attached

to our acquisition of that belief' There can surely be

no objection to our believing soroe Proposition of the

form: (Ex)xRa, V/e believe such propositisng all tjre

time.

Nevertheless, this is not all we can know about

tJ:e similarities þetween our states' It ie clear that one

of the respects in which our seeing-¿-red-object states

are similar to one another' is tJrat respect in which we

have already noteci that the states occurring v'rhen we

allegedly have a red afterimage' can also be known to

be similar. o'r alegedry-þ¿ving-¿-"ud-afterimage states,

are similar to one another and to ttre state we are in

when under normal conditions v're see somettring red'

We have already noted tJris' just as we have already

notedthatweoftenenoughknowthesefactsatthetime'
as it were (directly, wê might say)" Similarly' w€ know

tJrat our seéing-s'-rêd-object states are sirnilar' and

furthermore tJrat o-ge--gt trre- rggPgglglg¡ -y'þich the-ri- are

similar,isalsoarespectinlvhicha}legedly-harring-a-
red-afterimage states are similar to thernn
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I'rorn which it follows that it is not the case

that the only- respects that we know that our seeing-

states are similar to one another, is that they are

caused in a certain way, of occur in certain conditions

(when tlere is a red object in front of the eyes' etc' )'

tr'or these conditions are absent when we have a red

afterimage I

Thís argument shows that vre knorv more about

flre sirnilarities between our seeing-states, than merely

their similarities in respect of which causes they have.

The next point I want to make is that neither the know-

ledge of their similarities, nor the knowledge of their

causal antecedents, is enough to account for our know-

Iedge of the erences between our seeing-s1ates.

5. Knowledge of DiJferences Between Our States.

Firstletusconsiderjustthepropositionthat
when we have a red afterimage, what we know is just

that we are in Some state causecl (or occurring when etc. )

in a certain way. No$r I claim that we can also recogniEe

that our states had at such tiures are different from one

anotþer. The state tJrat we are in when we (a]leg"üy)

have a red afterimage is different in a cruciáJ respect

from the state we are in when we have a green afterimage.

Furthermore, I clairn that we very often know ttris fact -

can teII it at the timen ês it were. The same pair of

points goes for the states we are in when we see a red

object and a green object respectively'

Nowthedifferencethatweknowtobebetween

our seeing-¿-3sfl-object states and seeiû$oâ-$rêen-object

statesn is not just a difference Ín respect of having

dj-fferent causes. The reason for this is as follows'
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Nothing in logic guararrtees that a green object in certain

favourable conditions will not cause precisely the same

state as a red object in certain favourable conditions'

The normal human physiology (or spiritual physiology)

might juot be constructed so that no difference is

discriminated between red and green objects - that red

and green objects make no difference to tlle states of

tjee discriminator' Indeed' this would appear to actually

be the case in at least some cases of red-green colour

blindness.

Suppose someone should reply that the states

would still be different Ð-"@! one sort being

caused by red objects' and tJre other sort being caused

by green objects' Is not this a difference' it might be

asked,andcoulditnotbethecasethatindiscriminating
our seein$-¿-¡sd-object states from our seein$-a-$reen-

object states, what we are discriminating - what we

know - is that one sort of state has one sort of cause

and the otJrer sort of state is diflef'ent in that it has a

different sort of cause?

Ilut this is to miss the t'Lrrust of our argument'

The reply depends on tJee assumption ttrat being caused

byaredolrjectisagenuinedifferencefrombeingcaused
bv a Ereen object' But this cculd oafir necessarily be

,nu "ou"r"l'it 
"" is caused by a red obiect" necessariry

has a different extension from "x is caused by a green

object" and there is no guararrtee that this should be the

case. Clur argument is not just an argument tjrat red

objects might callse qualitatively the same percepttral

states in human beings' but more strongly that they might

cause exactly the same states - a plurality of causes for

each such state.
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Now this of course does not ocgur. IJut the

poirrt is that unless we claim that it necesEarily does

not occur, then we cannot rely on apparent differences

of causal relation to guarantee us differences in the

states we discrÍminate in ourselves. So we rnust conclude

that at least some of the differences that v¡e knolv to be

between our states, are not differences in respect of

causal properties.

Another argument establishes the same conclusion.

rffe can tell differences between our alleged-afterimage-

states as well as our seeing-s1ates. \Me can know that

the states when we allegedly have a red afterimage are

different from the states when we allegedly have a green

afterimage. But these differences are not differences

in respect of the first sort of state being caused by red

objecto and the second sort of state being caused by

green objects, for neither sort of state has such causes.

In fact, it is clear that one respect in which we cafl

know t]rat they differ is the s¿urie respect in which we

can know there to be a difference between seeing-¿-¡sd-

object states a¡d seeiû$râr$rêen-obiect states. But the

first difference is not a di"fference in respect of allegedly-

havi¡g-¿-red-afterirlage states ireing caused by red objects

and allegedly-þ4wing-a-green-afterimage states being

caused by green objectsn Neithero therefore, can the

second difference be. That is to sâY' v¿e know t'hat our

oeeing-51ates are different, and we know more about their

differences than merely that they are different in respect

of having different causes of a certain sort.

If v¡e are clear on this point¡ ttren we should be

clear that when v/e add the Sggi!.to.{r3!- knowledge that our

states are similar in various v/ays' then the combination
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of knowledge about sirnilarities and knowledge about

causes is not enough to account for the knowledge about

differences. We knov¡ at least three sorts of independent

propositions about our state6' SIe kirow proposítions of

the form ,,x is caused by y"o of the form t'x is similar

in some respect to y"' and of the form "x is different

in some respect to y" ' Let us spel} out the argument

for this claim in some detail'

6. Tlre Independence of Knowledge of Ðifferences'

Similarities and Causal Relations'

In a slogan, tJee argurnent is that similarities

areinsufficienttodetermineciiÍferences.'vVeknow(1)
tJrat our states had while allegedly having a red after-

image are similar to one artother' and to the states we

are in v¡hen seeing something red in normal conditions'

(2) Similarly for the havinþ-¿-$r8ên-afterjrnage states'

ånã trre seeing-a-$reen-object states (3) that our seeing-

ê-red-object states are simiJ'ar in re3pèct of having

similar cauges. (a) Similarly for our seeing-a-green-

object states. I{ow are these four sorts of knowledge

enough to guarantee tlre fact tJrat we know (5) t'Ìrat our

seeing-a-red-object states are different from' our seeing-

¿-greêrl-object states' and (6) that our having-a-red-

afterimage states are different from our having-¿-9fi€Gn

afterimage states ? The arlswer is no; for the same

reasons as given above for the conclusion that (3) and (a)

are insufficient to determine (5) or (6)'' First' because

knowing (1), (2)' (s) an¿ (4) does not entail knowing either

(5) or (6). Second, because one of the respects in which

our seeing otates differ and are known to differ' is also

a respect in which our afterimage states differ a¡rd are

known to differ, and this is not tjee respect of one being
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caused by red objects, the other being caused by green

objectso for the afterímage states in question are not

caused in this way.

7. Knowledge of Effects.

We now add the complicating factor of the effects

of our states. We rjo very often know that our seeing-

states and afterimage-states are causally operative in a

given situation. Vy'e ask t].e two questions (a) Can this

sort of knowledge be accounted for by a¡ry combination

of (1) - (6) above, or is it independent? (b) And if it

is not entailed by any combination of (1) - (6) above,

can it in combination with sorne of (1)^ - (6), be used to

account for other of (1) - (6) ?

The first question barely needs stating in order

to be answereci. obviously, knowing about the causes,

similarities and differences of our states gives us no

information about their effects.

As to the second question, I propose to restrict

myself to the particular question of whether our knowledge

of the differences in the actual effects of our states is

sufficient to account for all the known differences betv¿een

our states. It has certainly been Armstrongrs view that

since our mental concepts are prÍmarily concepts of

causes of various sorts, differences in the effects of our

mental states are vrhat primarily distinguishes our mental

states (regarded as kinds) one from another. If we

believed this, we might think it plausible that our know-

ledge of the differences between our states emgggls !9-

knowledge of the differences in their effects. Furtherrnore,

there is a crucial difference between (1) accounting for

tJre known differences between our staieô in terms of
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(known) differences between their effects, and (2)

accounting for the former known differences in terms of

differences between the causes of the states. This is,

that while difference between the causes of the states

does not guarantee difference between the statesn

diJference between the effects of t]re states, under

standard conditions, does guarantee difference in the

states. causality is such that the like causes in like

conditions give liJre effects; so different effects, given

that conditions rernain the salne, guarantee different

causes.

Nowmeredifferencesintheactrraleffectsof
our states does not guarantee differences between our

states. This is because our states do not by themselves

causally determine their effects, but orùy in conjunction

with surrounding conditions. But this is not enough to

establish what I want to establish. In order to show

tlrat some of the knovrable differences between our states

are not differences i¡ respect of their effects, there

needs to be a case in which we can ltnolv that two stateq

say an allegedly-having-a-red-afterimage state and an

allegedly-having-â-$rêêo-afterirnagestatearedifferent'
and yet they not have different effects. But tJris can

certainly be the case, even if we suppose that those states,

in belonging to the extensions of different predicates" have

different characteristic effects. In different surrounding

conditions, having a green afterÍmage and having a red

afterimage can and sometimes do have identical behavioural

consequeflC€s¡ Indeed, this can be the case independent

of what tJre causes of those states are'

Itmightberepliedthathavingagreenafterirnage
and having t red afterimage can plausibly be supposed
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always to have different effects' even if those effects

are not behavioural effects' but' sêY¡ neurological effects'

Butitisdifficulttoseewhatadvantageforphysicalism
there would be in saying this' If we do not know what

the neurological effects of our states are' only that those

effects are different, then why not simply say that v¡e

can know our states themselves to be different in ways

other than differences in respect of effects, and craim that

the differences that we know to be between our states

are neurological differences' although we do not know

this ?

Furtkrermore, the suggestion of t'kre previous

paragraph would also run into the difficulty that not only

wor¡ld tkre neurological nature of the neurological effects

of our states typically be unknown¡ but also their status

as effects would be unknown' It is surely false that we

typically know in any direct way anything at all about tl.te

neurological effects of our states' even that there are

neurological effects at aI['

To cut a long story short: I claim tJrat at least

someoftheknowledgeofthesimilaritiesanddÍfferences
between our states is knowledge of similarities and

differences other tJean the (known) similarities and

differences between their causes and effects'

There is a particular case of this problem that

ariseswhenwemovefromconsideringthea,ctua}effects
of our states to the !@ies tJrat they have to produce

tÌreir effects. It might be thought that since different

mental states typically have different causal tendencies

(for if they did not there would be a problem of why we

ôfrout¿ have different terms for them)' knowledge of

difference in causal tendency is enough to account for our
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knowledge of the difference between, SâYn having a red

afterimage and having a green afterimage' In the next

section, we will look at this problem'

B. K'nowled$e of Causal Tendencies'

For Armstrong, the mind is a field of causes'

but we do not have to suppose ttrat, on every occasiont

a mental state produces its characteristic effect. some-

timesmentalstatesonlytendtocauset,heircharacteristic
effectq or are p.t to cause tt¡em' Furttrerrnore' for

Armstrong,whatindividuatesmentalstatesist]reirqptneEs
to cause differing, loosely specifiable' behaviour' Now

there is no doubt that we do sometimes know that we

are in a state which is tending, unguccessfitlly, to cause

behaviour.' tr.or instarlce, v\¡e can resist the effects of

(or allegedly rvhen, pace Rorty) having a pain' Can we

say then that lcrowing different tendencies of our states

is enough to enable uÊ to account for all the differences

we know to be betr¡reen our states (Ieaving aside differences

in causesn which we can suppose t}rat we know nothing

about Ín PartÍcr¡lar cases)?

Insectionsg-llofthischapter,itwillbeargued
ttrat tkrerè are certai¡r proper-üies of our afteri¡nage-stÆ es

a¡rd seeing-states which we can lç¡ow tÌrem to have a¡¡d

which form the basis for ascribing one set of differences

tothosestates.:Insectionl?'a¡rdinthenextchapter'
it wÍlJ. be argued that those properties are not to be

identified with causal tendencieso' It r¡vill be argued

particularly that our states can be krrown to have those

propertieswhentÏremostplausibleca¡rdidatesforcausal
tendencÍesforthemtobeldenticalwitÌroarea'bsent.
If that argument is correct, then tJre problem raised in
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this section is solved in the negative, some to the

knowledge of the differences between our states is not

mere knowledge of difference in causal tendencies.

One point should be made hereo though. It

might be said that if two states can be shown to be

differento then tJ:ey tJrereby have different causal.

tendencies, namely t}e respectÍve tendencies to produce

beliefs about their nattrre in us.

There are two answers to lÙriso The first is
tJrat from ttre fact that two states ca¡r be Istown to be

different, it by no means follows that they invariably

tend to produce that knowledge. Introspection is a

learnable arto (this point will be amplified in the next

chapter) a¡rd the learning to practice it involves coming

to h?ve the ability to gain betiefs about ttre nature of

our states. There is no necessary tendency present

alv.rays to have ttrose beliefs. The second a¡rswer is

that if ttre tendencies to produce beliefs about the naü¡re

of our states are to be used to determine a difference

in tJre tendencies of those states, then this can only be

done if the knowl.edge (beliefs) produced are themselves

different from one ariother. But thÍs cor¡Ld orùy be so

i^f t}e beliefs apt to be produced have a different content'

But this implies ttrat what it is that is believed about

our two states is different, a¡rd therefore, if ttrose beliefs

constih¡te knowledge, then we have knowledge of differences

Ín our s'tates other tJra¡r differences in respect of their

tendencies to produce different beliefs. The alternative

is a regress: tJrat our states are dÍfferent in that they

tend to produce beliefs which differ in tl.e respect that

they are beliefs tJrat our states differ in tl.at they tend

to produce beliefs which differ in that ... .
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In the next section, I will proeeed with ttre

argument just now outlined'

9o Knowledge of ResPects?

Smart has claimed in a number of placuuo 
'h"t

we cafl telI that ttre state we are in when we have a red

afterimage is similar to tJre state we are in when we

see sometihing red, wÍthout being able to teL1 in what

respect they are similar' The preceding argument'

howevero establishes that we have quite a bit of inform-

ation about tJre respects in which we know our states to

be similar" We now know that the states are (sometimes)

known to be similar in respects S@ the causal

respects in which they can be known to be similar'

Andweknowt}rattJreyare(sometimes)}growntobe
differentinrespectsotlrertha¡rtllrecausalrespectsin
rvhichtheycanbeknowntobedifferent"Thisconclusion
is reinforced when we note tJrat the state we are i¡

when we are allegedly having a red square afterimage

is similar in some respect to the state we are in when

weallegedlyhaveagreensquareafterimageoa¡rdsimilar
Ín a different respect to ttre state we are in when we

allegedly have a red round afterimage' and that we can

knowtlresefactsattJretimeasitwere,(Iftheywere
similar in the same respecto then it wor¡l'd have to be

ttre same respect in which the having-¿-grêêr1-s(Flârê-

afterimage state was sÍmi^Iar to the having-â-red-round-

afterimagestate,andthereisnotlringnecessarilysimilar
betrnreenthesetwostates-SâVGthattheyarebothhaving-
an.afterimagestates,butt]risisnottheorigínalrespect
we had in mind. ) A si¡ni'lar point ca¡r be made about

6 
", 

g. Smart 19ã9t 1963a'
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the diffcrences ttrat we can know there to be between

the tt¡ree states.

The account of simiJ.arities and di.fferences that

I favour, is that respects are properties. Similarity in

Éome respect, is sharing a common property, Difference

in some respect, is one thing having a proPerty that the

other lacks. Knowledge of similarities and differences

without knowledge of the respectsn is knowledge that

there is a shared proper.ty, or knowledge that there is

a property had by the one and lacked by the otlrer,

without aIry knowledge of v¡hich properties they are.

But hovv ca¡¡ there be knowledge that there is

a shared proper-ty, and tJlat ttris property ie not the

sarne property as a¡rother shared property, without the

knowledge of which properties tlrey are ? That is,

without the Imowledge that the shared property is the

property p, where "p" uniquely names the property in

question. After all¡ we are sup¡losing that we can tell

satneness a¡rd difference of respects. And this amounts,

in property language, to being able to tell of any property

(respect) whettrer a given property is identÍcal with it

or different from Ít. S/hat more cor¡ld we need to be

able to know which intrinsic propertieÉ¡ our states have ?

Another consideration inclines me in t'he eame

direction. In introducing the possibility that we be able

to tell t}e effects of our states aÉt well as the causes,

we implied ttrat we be able to tell tjrat a given state be

thurystatewhichÍeboththeeffectofCrandt}te
cause of E. But how shall we be able to tell that, if all

we ca¡l tell is that we are in w- state which is the

effect of C, and ry state whlch is the cause of E?

Simllarities in ry respect will not guarantee it (though
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differences in some respect will defeat it, and hence

absencecfdifferenceinsomerespectwillguaranteeit).
Buthowshallweknow@lwithoutatleastknowingthat
the effect of c is the same ir jE respects as the cause

of E i.e. wittrout having some way of knowÍng' for any

property of the effect of C, whetJrer it is the same cr

different to any given property of the cause of E?

These questions might seem excessively

rhetorical, so I propose to argue that we have more

information ttran even this complex system so far

sketched of known si¡¡ilarities and differences between

respects ca¡r account for'

10. Knowledge of Certain Ottrer Fropertiqs sf Our

States.

Suppose that we are in a given kind of state

just once. Suppose that unbeknownst to us' it is like

tJre state ttrat we would be in if we were to see sorrlê-

thingred.(Itisunbeknownst,becausewecansuppose
that we have no knowledge of the causes of the state;

suppose for example that it is produced by a probe but

we do not know this. We ca¡r of course suppose that

we know tÌ¡at it is a "visual" state - the sort of state

caused by looking at thíngs in normal conditions rather

than by listening to ttrem') The case may 6eem far out'

but perhaps only because of the choice of red' There

are no doubt many instances of colours Êeen just once

or not at aI[.

\ñ/e can also suppose that in tÌre case we have

no knowledge of the effects of tlre state (Ieaving aside

for a time those effects which may be tendencies)' So

we have no knowledge of causes, effects, similarity of
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causes to causes of our otlrer states, similarity of effects,

difference in causes or effects. Nor is it the case that

we know ttrat the state is s!.milar to other states (in the

respect in which having-a-red-afterimage states and

seeing-ped states ¿¡s ell similar to one a¡rother)' For

there are no such simiLar states that v,re ever have.

Now we are aiming to show that there is more

to be known in the given example than ttre so-faf delin-

eated similarities a¡d diJferences. But someone might

think that in having a single instance of such a state,

we do not guarantee any knowledge of it (being in a state

a¡rd knov¡ing we are íni it are distinct, as we have

already said). Thus how ca¡r a ca6e like the above

begin to shoiv that t;rere is arrything further to be known

about our visual states than the normal sirnilarities etc' ?

A]llwanttosayaboutthisobjectionisthatit
E¡eems clear tJrat we can imagine tl.at in tjre case in

question we know that the state we have is 5@!
from any other state w'e have. In real life examples,

v/e can surely often teII ttrat we have never seen that

colour beforeo 'fhere is no difference in principle if

the state is Produced bY a Probeo

Nowsomebodyelsemightthinkthatallthere
is knowr in the case is that the state is dilferent from

oürer states we have had. They might concede tlre point

of the previous paragraph and concede no more,

ThereplytothisistlratthereissomethÍngmore
to be known about our state. Ferhaps this can best be

brought out by complicating the example'

Case 1: Suppose tlrat as well as there being a

kind of state that we have just oncen ttrere is another kind
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of state (say, a state like that which would be caused by

seeing something green under normal conditions) which

we never havê. In addition to tJris case' consider a

second case as well' case 2o In case 2' everything is

exactly as before, except that it is the sqcond kind of

state which is had just once' with the Isrowledge as þefore

that it is different from arry otJrer of our states' with

appropriate lack of tsrowtedge of its causes and effects'

and it is the firsg kind of state is had not at all' Now

I claim that there can be (if we are paying attentionl )

âdifferenceinwhatwe#introspectivelyknowinthe
tr¡ro cases. Indeed if there were not a difference in what

we are awaret I cannot see how there woutd necessarily

beanydifferencebetweenthecasesatall,(fordifference
in causeso ev€n hypothetical ones' does not guarantee

differenceintt¡estates'aswehavealreadypointedout)'
And it seems clear to me that the caseÊ are different

in a respect that we can be conscisus ofe

Do not confuse what I am saying with tÌ¡e claim

that we know that our state is different in some way

from other stateso I am claiming that the contcnt of

our rcrowtedge of our staten ioê' what *" Yii*1!8P -

our state, is dÍfferent in tlre one case fromnthe other"

But if ttris is the case' then it carrnot be tnre that g$

we know about our state in the (first) case is tlrat we

are in a state ctifferent from any otlrer state t}at we are

in' For we also know t'trat much in the second case'

yet we have conceded that there are differences 
rtt 

*"

content of what we know bef,rveê$ the two cases'

TPerhaps someone

we also knor¡¡ that we are

state we worfd be in'ivere
and that this deterrnines a

might t¡ink that in case 1

;; state different fr<¡m tt¡e

we in the hYPothetical case 2t

difference because the same
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Somebody else might thirlk that there is some-

thing extra to be known in tJre example' but that it ca¡r

only be knov,¡n by someone who "has the concept of red"'

Until you suPpose that in case 1 we have t}re concept of

red, or knolv the meanjng of "red"' it might be said'

then you cannot describe a difference in what is ktlown

behtveen the tr¡¡o cases¡ But if you cannot describe a

difference in what is knownr ttren you have no reason

to believe tJrat tJrere is a difference in what is known''

But once you do allow t'krat we can u6e "red" in case 1'

then you can say that what extra we know ie that we

are in a state like the state vre rg!! be in if we g.

to see sometåing red' And this will be enough to

determine a difference in what is known betrn¡een the two

cases, for in the second case' we lstow that we are in

a state like' the state we would be in if we were to see

something gg. ] Thu point of the objection is this:

that this further counterfactual knowledge is acceptable

to the PhYsicalist.

carurot be said of case 2o But it ca¡r be supposed that

in case 1 v¡e have no idea of what the unknown state of

in particular, lve have no

à åm"tunt imagined stimulus
a¡out in case 1) we should get

caÊe'2 is like, and that
guarantee even that with
(which we know notJring

a different state.
I It 

"hot'ld 
not be t'trought that ttrie objection

must fail because in order to hãve ttre concept redt we

need previously to have seen red ttrings (or been in states

appropriately like tJrose had when u téa thing is seen)'

and hence that we cannot suppooe both that we are ín'

that kind ot staä t;:L'"ffi fsrgt;;"1"r""" räi9äï"n'
concePt at all, for there is no

ing that APhrodite emerge full-
with alJ our language' concePts

and abilities to describe'
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Howeverr even granting ttre doubtful point that

we do not have words to describe the difference, t]rere

is no reason to think that we car¡not describe a difference

between tJre knowledge of our states in tjre two different

cases, if we do not have the concepts red and green'

We can, after aII, say that in the one case, wê know

that we are in a state with jþlg property (or in a state

with this respect, or in this sort of state), and in the

otJrer case tjrat we know that we are in a state with that

property. 'what defines a difference in vrhat is knowrS

is that this property is not tt¡e same property as tÀat

property. (We do not have to @ in t}Ie one case that

there is a difference in what rve know between what is

the case and some hypothetical example; we do not have

to know that this property is not the same as some other

property of which we have no knowledge. ) And indeed

this does Eeem to me precisely the difference in what

is known between tjre two cases. If somebody has never

heard of chartreuse, or t'chartreuse", or Seen anything

chartreuse, and you stimulate their brain to ttre state

Ûrat chartreuse gives, they would certainly not know that

itislikewhatchartreuseobjectscause,buttheywottld
still in ttreory be in a recognisable state, and still able

to say "It is like this". This is just the sort of know-

ledge that new experfences carry with ttlem' In no sense

is it necessary that concepts precede expeíiettces; in fact

it is often because of new experÍences that new conce¡rts

emerge.

Now I want to say that it is these properties of

our states which dÍstinguish the state we are in when we

allegedly have a red afterirrage, from the state we are

in when we allegedly have a blue afterimage, and which

form the þasis of our knowledge of the differences and
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and similarities between our alregedly-having-¿n-¿11sp-

imagestatesarrdseeingstates.Farfromitsbeingthe
case that we merely know tJrat our states are different

and similar in some respects without knowing about tJre

respects, rather is it the case tÌ¡at we have quite extensive

knowledge about tJre respects. trVe tell simi-larities

because we know that they bottr have sþ respect' and

tellthedifferencesbecauseweknowthattlrisstatehas
this property and that that stgte lacks it'

lVhy should anyone believe this claim? I think

that there is only orr" f.y of getting people to accept the

claimrandtJratistodrawtheirattentiontotJrefacts'
Whenweknowthatitist,hispropertyratjrertJranthat'
ttre property tJrat we know it to have is precÍsely the

property that we know to be in common between having-

a-red-âfterimage states and seeing-¿-¡sfl-object states'

andknowtobelackinginsuehstatesashaving-a-gFeen-
afterimage states and seeing-a-blue-object states' In the

former mentioned states, we often know that our etates

havethispropedy,a¡rditisonthebasistlrattheyshare
the propefry, t}at we ascribe similarities to th"*' 9

11. Sensations-Of-Red.

perhaps the reader is impatient with "üris property"

This is not to saY that we do not on occasion,

or even quite often, ascribe sim ilarities (which are in fact

similarities in the respect in qrestion) without knowing tJre

respect (ProPertY) in common. Nothing said so far imPlies

that. Nor is it to saY that we necessarily -lg!9¡- that our

states are similar from the fact that theY all have a given

property. If we saY that it is on tJre basis that theY bottt

have p that we know them to be simiJ.ar, tJris is not the

same as saYing that it is on the basis of ogr knowledge

that tJeey both have p t'trat we know them to be similar.
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and "that property", and would like predicates or names

for them. Indeed it might seem strange, if we do know

frequently that our states possess a given property, that

the language we speak does not contain terms for such

properties. I should like to defer answerin$ this \ryorry

fulì.y until later, witLr the comment that it is not so

obvious that the language cloes not. Ii[owever, it wil] be

convenient to have soIrre terms, rather than talking about

"ttrat respect common 1s all s$edly-having-¿-¡sd-afterimage

states a¡rd seeing-¿-3¿d-object states, and lacking in

allegedly-having-a-$reen-âfterimage st¿tes and seeing-a-

blue-object states". So we will |¡¿vq ttre predicate "x

is a sensation<¡f -red'ro true of our 6tates just when they

have the above property. SimiJarly we will say that in

such cases our states are sensationo-of't€d¡ and that we

have sensations-cf-red. 'Fhe relevant property of our

states, wiJ.l be that of being a sensation-of-fed. The

hyphenationistlreretovrarnt}ratttrereisnosuggestion
that states having the proporty in question are sensationso

or are redo V/e choose "red" in the predicate, however,

for a good reason: that it is obvious tJrat sensations-of-

red have something to do witjr seeing red objects, and

wittr having red afterimages, and bottr 4egg" descriptions

have t'redt' occurring in them. There are corresponding

predicateS "x is a sengatien-ef-greentt, 
ttx iS a sensation-

of-bluet'n etc"

Now that we have these terms, we can say that

,úrGr the readers of this tJresis who have swallowed the

argument so far, novl know that we have sensations-of-

red ("have" sounds better ttran "are io")o SenSations -

of-reã are generally complex thingso being states which

have similarity properties a¡rd difference properties in

other respects ttrat we can know about, and, tJrough we
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will not pursue the question here' other properties which

u¡e can know the states to have'

V/hile we have deterrrrined that we know that our

states have properties which Yüe can name with "being

a sensation-of-redrr "being a sensatig¿-gf-greent', etc.¡

we have not yet determined wheürer these properties are

acceptable to the physicalist or noto For a1l we know

at this point, tJ:e physicalist might easily ac"otnffdat'

tttem. So we will turn to t't¡is problem next' Before

we do, it is worth mentioning in passing tÌrat a Smart-

Lewis-style topic neut'ral analysis would E¡eem to have

been defeated by what we have said' The reason for

tJrinking so is as follows. Accept for the purposes of

discussing smart that we do have afterimages, identify

tJre state of having an afterimage with the state had when

we (allegedly) have afterimages' and ask what the analysis

of ,,x has a red afterimaget' is. I claim that essential

to any such analysis is sornething whÍch caters for the

property, being a sensation-of-rêd' This is because if

we remove that property from the state of having a red

afterimage, it ceases to be the state of having a red

afterimage and becomes tJre state of having a green

afterimage, or the state of having a blue afterimage' or

. . c, (or not the state of having an afterimage at alf if

we do not replace it wit'tr anything responsible for "after-

image colour"). But, ttren, no aspect of the analysis

cateringforsj.nrilaritiestosecing-¡edstates,differences
from other such states, typical causes and effects (pace

tendencies, again) can be an analysis of "x is a '

sensation-of-red'r. But since those are the orrly sorts

of relations allowed in Smart-type analyses' no Smart-

style analYsis is adequate'
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12. The Identification of Sensations-Of-Red 'f/ith Physical

Tendencies.

V/e ask whetJ¡er sensations-of-red' and their

distlnctive property, being a sensation-of-r€d¡ can be

identified wÍth physical states and a physical property'

TherearetJrreeprincipalcandidatesfortheidentÍ.fication.
Firstrbeingasensation-of-redisidenticalv¡ithacausal
tendency. Second, being a sensatiofi-of-red is identical

with a belief, or something belief-like' Third' being

a sensation-of-red is identical with some physical

propert¡ the nature of utrich we do not in 19?5 know'

but which science can be expected ultimately to reveal'

In tÀis section, w€ will discuss tendencies'

If known diJferences in actual effects are not

enough to account for all of what we know about our

sensations-of-red, perhaps differences in their tendencies '

or potentialities, or powers' to produce those effects

êrêo The enterprise we are now engaged in' is to find

some acceptable physicalist property for tJre property'

being a sensation-of-redr to be identical with" And

whiJ.eactualeffectsandtheirsimilaritiesanddifferences
donothavettrepatternofsimj.taritieeanddifferences
tJ:at they would have to have were tlrey to be identical

with being a sensatíon-of-redr being a sensatisn-qfr$r€€n¡

etc.e it might be ttrought that tendencies to produce

effects do.

F'or one ühg, dÍfferent causally relevant

properties will at least tend to procluce diffcrent effects'

i. €. will produce tjrem in some possible situation' fu

thereisaprimafaciecaseforttri¡rkingthatthediffer-
ences between the tendencies to produce causal effects

lineupoÍre-onêwitJrthedifferencesbetweensensatíons-
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of-rêdr sensations-ef-green, etc. For anott¡er tihing,

what we know about our states has tjre convenient

feature of a certain referential opacity: we can know

tJrat Fa, it be tJre case that a = bn and yet fail to know

that Fb. So, it might be said, there is nothing in the

(undoubted) fact that we do not often enough know that

our states have any causal tendencies, to ¡rrevent both

its being ttre case that we know that our state has the

property of being a sensation-of-red, and also its being

üre case that the property being a sensation-of-red is

identical with a given causal tendency.

Such a move would be gratuitous without some

indicatior of @ tendency (i. e. the tendency to produce

whÅch effects) is the candidate for identification with

being a seneation-of-red. clearly, sensations-of-red

produce very many different effects depending on many

factprs. For every occurrence of the state of seeing

a red object, there will be a matrix of possible causal

outputs from that state determined by the rest of the

causaL input at tjre time (e. g. ttre rest of what is being

looked at), and the rest of the internal state of tlle

person at the time (their ottrer mental states, beliefsn

emotions, t¡eir memory ba¡rks), Tbe causal outputs

do not necessarily constitute g$9g9, the states in

qtrestion might just issue in long or short term changeo

in tlre total internal state, emotions, beliefs, goa1s,

memory, abilities e. g. sorting abilitiesr or just physical

gtates'ItisratherlikeacomplexTuringmachine
table, and it is convenient to think of ttre possible outputs

this way. Given a different sort of sensation-of-red¡ ê.8'

the state occurring when we allegedly have a red after'

irnage, ürere wilJ- at a given time be a different matrix
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1)
of outputso a di-fferent machine table"

We are looking for a tendency witJr which to

identifythatwhichiscomrriontovarioussensations-of-
red. The machine table gives us plenty of tendencies

êo g. tlle tendency to cause tJre report "I see sotrretJring

red" if adked and in a co-operative mood' the tendency

to halt before crossing the road if in a certain sort of

surrounding visual and belief state' and so on' For

every entry on ttre machine table "ü S(stimulus) and I

(internal state), then R (sensation of red) causes E

(effect)", we have a tendency: the tendency for E to

occur if S and I. But surely the point about such

tendencÍes is that they are distinct from one another'

a¡rd hence if we identify any one with the property of

being a sensation-of-red, we ought on a principle of

parity identify ttre others, and this would lead to the

intolerablesituationthatthedistincttendencies(a)to
cause the report "I gee something red" if asked a¡rd in

â co-opêrative mood, and (b) to halt before crossing the

road if in a certain sort of visual state' would have to

be identiJied.

\Ãt e need to find a tendency which is present in

alL cases of sensations-of-red for a particular person

(for if it is to be identical with the property being a

sensation-of-red¡ t]ren that is present in all cases of

sensation6-of-r@d). Perhpas tJre argument of t'tre previous

paragrâphwouldleadustowanttoidentifythegi]Æ
tendency, thought of as the tendency 

n' to E, ü Sf and It

and to E2 if S, and I, and ' "'"' witJl being a sensation-

10 Noti"e here that such machine tables bear

a strong resemblance to Ramsey Sentences'
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of-r€dr u/here the conjuncts in the above are obtained

by Iisting the whole machine table. But the machine

table for what? Different sensations-of-r€d e.go seeing-

a-red-object states and allegedly-having-a-red-afterimage

states, have different, .and to some degree incompatibl,e

machine tables. Yet we are after something in common

to all sensations-of-red.

The example of pain fits this model of some

kind of constant tendency present in all instances. It

is not difficult to beU.eve that there is a tendency gþenever,

we have a pain to make some sort of characteristic

expression of it. Even if the machine table for pain is

quite complicatedn there appears to be some loosely

circumscribed class of effects the tendency to which we

might claim is always present, even if there are tend-

encies to produce other effects also present in various

situations e

ün this model' we might argue about visual

states thus: that there is always present the tendency

to respond as if we were seeing sometJring red. urùess

we are prevented from forming tjre belief that we really

do see somettring red, we will for that belief. 'fhe

lglurat v¡ay with afterimages is to believe that they are
11real. So here ï'/e have somet¡ing common: the

tendency to believe that there is something red in fror¡t

of the eyes etc. Furthermore, there are other causal

effects that characteristically accomPany tJre belief that

there is something red in front of the'eyes eÇg' memory

11 Crrn¿ren apparently often reach out to touch
their afterimages. The response to the afterimage state
as an afterimage state is learned'
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effects, the creation of the ability to sort the (imagined)

objectintovarioussimilarityclassesinrespectofcolour
etc¡ So we can 6èy' that there is always present when-

ever a sensation-of-red occurs, thê t:ndency to produce

the belief that there is a red object in front of the eyes,

the tendency to produce ttre memory that trhere lvas a

redobjectinfrontoftlreeyes'tlretendencytoproduce
ttre ability to sort the (imagined) object into similarity

and difference classes, discriminate it in a field of

daisies etc,

This is verY temPting' I ca¡lnot see any identi-'

fication of the property, being a sensation-of-red with

tendencies working unless this does' In factn our

discussion of beliefs in ttre next chapter will lead us

to precisely the same spot' For that reason¡ I wish

todeferthebutkofmydÍscussionr¡¡rtilttten.It[ever-
theless, ttrere is a point which car¡ be made which is

fairly damaging to this proposal' The point is' that

anybody who believes tJ:at the tendency to believe t'hat

there is a red object in front of the eyes must stÍIl be

present when we allegedly have an afterimage' is

committed to holding that this tendency cannot be

abolished by learning. One of the rvays ln which learning

modifieshumanbehaviouristoabolÍshcertainbehavioural
tendencies and to supplant them with others (i. e. modify

themachinetable).Itiscertairrlyalrunusualpicürre
of rearning to thint< that arr that happens through arl our

Iivesisthatweaccumu]atebehaviourdispositions,in
maflycasesinconsistentones,witlroutt}reextinctionof
any.

The extinction of a behavioural tendency would

seempreciselytobetkreeaseincomingtograspthe
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difference between seeing sorrrething red and having a red

afterima$e, or an þalìucinatlon of somett¡ing red' We

learn that there is nothing red there' that responding as

if to a red object is inapproptiotu' 
12 Anyone who insists

tjratevenafteragreatdealofsuitableconditioning,the
tendency to believe that there is a red object must still

remain is surely guilty of rank a priorism' Or worse'

for surely there are ample actual cases where it is

false that v¡e are aware that ure have such tendencies'

ff we ask whet¡er the learning process designed to

extinguishthetendencytobelievethereisaredobject
in such situations has been successful' what better

evidenceinthepresentstateofsciencefortheconc}usion
that it has been successf'I, than tÀat when we try to find

it,itisnolongertttere.Ifyouinsistt}ratt.treremust
neverthelessbesuchtendenciesalbeitunconscious,this

wouldcauseonetowonderwhatwouldconvinceyoutJrat
you are wrong.

Another argument for the same conclusion is

this:thattheidentificationofsensations.of-redwith
tendencies to believe in red objects wor¡ld eeem to

prevent our coming to realise that solipsism were true

if it were. I do not meari of course that solipsism is

true, but that it might have been true a¡rd we continue

to have sensations-of-red, and Ïve come to realise this'

One way this might come about' is that you are sitting

hereÍnthisroomandallofasuddentJeingsgowíld'with
shiftingcoloursrnostableshapeo'orrecognisableshapes
of physical objects, no stable sounds' and even your body

12 Th"tu is of course no logical necessity that

the appropriate resPonses be learned irr any way' as we

have pìirrt"O out belore, a¡rd so no reason why someone

shouldnotbebornwithnotendencytobelievet}rattheir
afterimages are realo
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disappears. You might well come to the conclusion I

after a time that you $rere the last person left in exist-

ence and that even physical spece had gone' Úd it might

be trueo You might after some time come successfully

to conquer the tendency to believe that your sensations of

red are caused by red objects' Another wây' not

strictly a case of solipsism is this: Dr' Doom captures

us all, puts us into the brain machine arrd gives us

beauti.ful experiences which we believe are real' After

awhile,therrrachinetemporarilymalfunctions'andkills
Dr. Doom a¡rd everybody else but you' It t'tren rights

itselJ and goes on producing dreams for you alone' the

only mind left in the universe' Ðr' Doom was aware

of this possibility, however, a¡rd so programmed tJre

machine that if it occurred, it would from time to time

give out clues (dropped hirt s, memory jogging ¿6e1¡t Dr'

Doomts takeover, even the occasional spoken or written

sentences).Evenhrallyyoudeducewhathashappened,
and why your experienceÊ¡ were curiously different from dl"l{k/

before. You deduce that your sensations-of-red (you

learned what they ttrere before I ) are not caused by a

red object , that perhaps there are no red objeets in

your vicinity (if only you could get out of the machine I )'

After a time you come to lose the tendency to believe

t¡at tJrere are red objects in front of your eyes'

Somebody might reply to the first case that if

solipsism were true, tJiren sensations-of-rêd worrld not

be identicar with anything physical, and perhaps not be

identicalwit,htendencieseitiher,butt}ratdoesnotprevent
their being (contingently) identical in this world' The

second case' however, wotùd seem to be consistent with

human physiology bein$ as it is now' a¡rd thus sensations-

of-red continuin$ to be identical with whatever physical items

dt¿tC
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they are idccüiç*l'.¡.ith in our real world. The case

does seem to show ttrat one could continue to have

sensations-of-rêd and yet lose the tendency to belleve

tåat ttrere are red objects in front of the eyes. If
someone continues to insist that in such a case tlhe

tendencies would still be present, just gone underground¡

I do not know how to refute tJrem but I ca¡rnot thir¡k of

any reason for thinking tJrat what t¡ey say is true.

Iconclude'thenrthatsensations-of-redarenot
tendencies or dispositiono. There is, however, a very

considera.ble amount of argument about v/hether a theory

of perception called Direct Realism is true. a conse-

quence of Direct Realism (not necessarily noticed by its

propooare) is that sensations-of-red are rePressed

tendencies to believe t}at t]rere is a red object in front

of the eyes. In the next chapter, we will be discussing

this theory, particularly the version proposed by David

Armstrong. I wiII be arguing two things: that sensations-

of-red are not what ttre theory must say lùrey aren afid

that a different tJreory of perception, best described as

a version of Representative Realism, is true.
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CHAPTER TEN. FERCEPTICN

1o Theories of PercePtion'

Reflection on the fact that human beÍngs are

subject to illusions and hallucinations has led some

people to suppose t'hat perception of the exter:rIâl" physical

world is always medíated by sorne sort of visual exper-

ienceo, sense data, or raw feels' A sense datum was

held to be caused by the physical thing of which it is

the sense datum, and to ffu. e:rtent may be said to
2 O" the basio of our

represent the PhYsical thing'

awareness of the sense datum' we make an inference

about the nature of the external world cauoing tJre sense

datumo The inference gives rise to our ordinary beliefs

about the external world' arrd they in turn might or

rnight not be true. Vrlhen they are not' some sort of

perceptual aberration, perhaps an illusionn has occurred'

The view is rearist about the physical world, a¡rd so it

is called Representative Realism'

This account of perception has received erCensive

criticism. It is by now quite common to argue that the

theory is defective in at least two respects' First' that

on the theory that we can have no good grounds for

believing in the external world at all' a¡s alleged

irrference that takes place carl never be a good one'

t "uou"rral" hencefortjr means "distinct from

human beings and ttreir Parts"'
2 A *o"e complicated (and less plausible) theory

rnight also holtl that the senoe datum represents tÀe

phyeical thing in t¡at it is like that thing' l¡Te will not

discuss such ttreories'
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second, that the theory seerns false to the manifest

facts of perception in that we do not, at least consciously,

make any such ir¡ference.

Thesedifficultieshaveledotherphilosophers
to propose an alternative account. Being realists

concerning the external world, and so unwilling to

accept the lack of knowledge of the external world to

which Representative Realism seems to doom us, they

have wanted to oay that our perceptual awareness of the

world is direct¡ that is to say, unmediated by any sense

datum of which we shor¡|d otJrerwise need to have prior

awarenesso trVe call this view Direct Realism, but it

is a group of views varying Ín tJre account of what

directness comes to.

2. Ð'irect Aurareness.

lVe have so far in this thesís eschewed the

locUtion "aware oftt Ín favour of "aware tt¡attt (except

where it seemed clear that no harm has been done)'

AISo, We haVe been USing "a*are thattt afid t'aware" to

mean "know that" and "know"o Continuing this practice'

we distinguish four senses uf "x is directly aware that
ep". t Ir all four senses, x knows ttrat p' The first

two senses might be cal1ed "ontological" senses in that

they propose a mechanism (of sorts) for the knowledge

¡rat p to be direct. The first: "x ib acquainted with the
L

fact that p".o A,cquaintance might be t¡ought of as like

3 Tn"u" ciefinitions derive in part from cornman

Lg72. On acquaintarlce, see Russell 1959' On the fourttt
sense of "directly awaret', see e. g. MaIcoIm 1963'

4 et ontolory of facts or states of affairs is
apparently forced upon us in order to generalise over
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areachingoutofthecognitirrefacr.útyofttremindto
inclucle the state of a.ffairq with no obstruction between

theknowledgeandtlrestateofaffairsbecausethereis
notltl4g between tJre knowledge a¡rd tJre state of affairs'

The second: x is directly aware that p iff

nothing mental lies causalty between the state of affairs

tÌrat p, and xrs knowledge tJrat p' The state of a^ffairs

that p is causally responsible for xts knowing tJrat p'

but the causal chain does not include anything mental

ê.8. a senÉ¡e datum, to thror'v up a "veil in front of

our awareness".

The other truo sensesmight be called epistemo-

logical senses The third sense: x is directly aware

that p iff s does not make arry inference in coming to

know that p; if xrs knowledge that p is noninferential'

The fourtjr sense¡ x is directly aware that p iff x

Iogically cannot be mistaken about whether or not p'

The fourth sense is obviously not a sense in

which we are directly aware that tJrere is a piece of

red brick in front of our eyes. ()ur perceptual mistakes

about the presence or absence of pieces of red brick are

well known. As for ttre first senoe' acqnaintance is

barely intelligible" I mention it¡ t'trough' because I

þelieve that some Direct Realists unconsciouoly rely on

itevent}roughtheÍrdoctrinesdorrotcontainitasapart.
I wi]l say more of this later'

ll It
what follows the "that'* in "x is aware that tal a

often haPPens in PhilosoPhY that locutions describing

particular situations present no philosoPhical Problem, but

tJ:at the generalisations forced on us bY

to theorise create their own problems,
the temPtations
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Armstrong and Fitcher5 are Direct Rearists in

bottr the second and thirci senses. There is a reason

why someone might hold both senses together' To see

this, remernber that inference for Armstrong is a causal

process: to know that p and to infer that q from p, is

to have oners knowledge that q caused in an appropriate

way by oners knowledge that P.

., .]rlow ii[, ås',-was; tradlliorully hÊJ.d, seûsei.data are

necessarily conscious items, tben rf we af]'ow å mer¡tal

item like a sense datr¡m to intervene causally between

the state of affairs that p and the knowledge that p, we

are certainly running close to the idea that there is an

inference from the knowledge of the sense datum to the

knowledge that p, conversely, if nothing mental lies

s¿uselìy between tlle state of affairs that p and the

knowledge that p, ttren the knowledge that p does not

involve the making of any inference.

TheDirectF,ealismlwillbediscussingistJre
conjunction of ttre two 6cfnE¡es, trn¡o and three. I will be

denying that the two senseE¡ necessarily go together, and

claimir:g that Direct Realism in sense tr¡¡o is false, that

Ðirect Realism in sense three is true, and sketching a

view which deserves better to be called Representatíve

Realism than Direct Realism. (R'R and DR hereafter ' )

3. Advantages of Direct Realism.

First, Iet rne say what a good theory DR is'

Its principal merits lie in its economy, and its ability to

resist most of the traditional arguments for RR ( and so

against DR).

U u.*. Armstrong 1961, 1968. Fitcher 19?1.
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In clenying sense data, it denies a class of

mental items that are at least prima facie problematic

for tfte physicalist. If affirming that there is such a

thing as knowledge of the external world, it affirms

something which RR also affirms" The causal mechanism

of DR is simpler than that of FLR: it has one less kind

of item. Furthermore, prirna facie it escapes the two

problems for RR that we have already mentioned: it

claims that there is no veil of sense data to break

through to obtain liorowledge of tl1e external world; and

it makes no (patently false) clairn tlrat we are constantly

making inferences to the external world, or even that

we ever do.

It resists easily such traditional arguments for

IìR as the Time Gap argument, the Argument from the

Scientifically Establiohed Causal Chaín, a¡¡d (certain

versions of) the Argument from lllusion. I will not

discuss tlese at great length, but I will sketch them to

show why tl.ey do not establish RR, by showing that DR

is (easily seen to be) consistent wÍtJr ttrem.

The Time Gap argument points to the fact that

because causal signals (e. g. Iight) have a finite upper

limit, the onset and ceasing to be of ttre knowledge that

p invariably lags behind the onset of the state of affairs

that p and the ceasing-to-be of t,tle state of affairs that p'

In some casesr ê.8. when seeing starsr the time gap is

very great. still, there is sometl¡ing that we see at the

time, and so, goes the argument, this something must

be a sense datum. This argument is defective because

nothing in ÐR prevents the knowledge that p occurring

later then ttre state of affairs that p. DR ca¡ also agree

tJrat there must be something tþat v/e see at tkre time.
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That is what seeing tJre star at the time amounts to:

having oners beliefs about ttre star caused in an approp-

riate manner.

The Causal Chain argument is neatly summed

up by Pitcher:

... since the awareness we have in sense

perception comes at the end of a causal chain' tJre

objects we are ttrus aware of ca¡rnot be identical with

whatever it"J i" ttte "external worldj' that figures in

an early stage of that causal chain' b

Bottr this argument and the previous one seem

to get tJreir force from the misconception ttrat direct

awareness of the external world must be acquaintance

with it, i. e. carurot be separated from it' But if we

take awareness to be direct Ín sense two' then tJrere Ís

notJringtopreventourknow}edgeoft.trewor}dcomingat
theendofacausalchainthatbeginswittrt,treobjectsof
which we have knowledge a¡rd which can be temporally

separated from t'trat knowledge' And so there is no need

for the introduction of sense data' Indeed it is this

separationthatmakescertainkindsofillusionpossible'
Knowledge is a belief of some sort' and if the state of

affairsandthebeliefthatitobtainsareseparate,then
tJrere is no reas¡on why the latter cannot occur v¡ithout

tlrefornaeri.e.noreasonwhythebeliefbefalse.But
that is precisely the condition for one sort of perceptual

illusion: that our beliefs acqnired by percepfual mearrs

be mistaken. Thus versions of tl-e Argument from

Lllusionwhichpointtotjreexistenceofillusions,i.€.
perceptual mistakes, in order to demonstrate sense data

caru, ot succeed. ÐEl easily accomodates percephrat mistakes'

6 Pit.hur 19?1 P.44.
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Similarlyrfactsaboutperceptualrelativityareeasily
accomodated. The fact that people perceive the one object

from different viewpoints does not force us to accept

private sensory objects to correspond to the varying

viewpoints: people just acquire different beliefs about

the object and surrounding conditions'

So DR is a very strong theory' There is one

argument which it car¡not resist, however' It is a

versionoftlreArgumentfromllallucinations,although
in the context of this book it might equally as well be

termed the Argument from Afterimages' This argument

is one of the reasorls why this chapter is included in

the book, because it is also anotJrer part of our more

general argument against materialismo I will try to

show tJrat in perception more mental items occur and

arecausallyoperativethanmerebeliefs,inparticular
ttrat items quite like sense data occuro I wiJ'l argue

that these items are neither beliefs' nor suppressed

tendencies to believe, nor any such be1isf-like item'

4o Is the Property, Being a Sensation-Of-Red' Belief-

Like ?

Sometimes when v¿e (allegedly, pace Rorty)

hallucinate,aswhenweallegedlyafterimage'wearein
astatewhichwecanknowqrritealotabout:similarities'
differences, causes, effects and so on' Furthermore'

if the argument of tlris book has been correct Êo far' we

canknowthatourstatehascertainproperties'whichwe
have called"being a sensation-of-r€d¡rr being a sensation-

ef-greenl' etc" Now these same properties' it has been

argued, are typicnlly present in our states' and car¡ be

known to be preoent when we see somet¡ing red Ín

normal conditions, see something green in normal
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conditionsr etc.

The first thíng I wa¡rt to say is that it is the

presence of these properties in our states vrhich' under

normal conditions, is a necessary condition for our

believÍng that there is something red in front of our

"yuu? 
(sorneone lvho would identify such properties with

beliefs should hardly dispute tJlis)' lÉ{ence' it is a

necessary condition, in normal circumstarrcest for our

seeing somettring red. How can we estabtish this beyond

noting ttrat it is obviously true ? The property in question'

being a sensation-of-red¡ is what Ís in common to

alle gedty-having- â-r€d-âfterimagc state s' alle gedly-

hallucinating-¡s¿ states, and seeing-¿-¡6d-object states'

Take away that property from our state' replace it witlt

the property common to allegedly-having-a-green-after-

image states, allegedly-hallucinating-green states' and

seeing-a-grêêrl-object states, Ieaving ever¡rthing else the

same,arrdyouwitlfindthatinnormalconditionshumans
believe that they are confronted i:¡y a green object'

In fact, leaving aside the causal genesis of our

state, every other conscious feature of our state when

we see something can be duplicated in an hallucination.

including the I'attendant" beliefs and causal outputs' 'We

can have a ful1 blown hallucination, believe ttrat "it is

real" and act accordinglY.

Now if Ðirect R,ealism is true and the orrly mental

itemsnecessarilypresentinperceptionarebeliefs,then
sensations-of-redrwhichlhaveclaimedarenecessary
for tÀe perception by humans of red thingso must be

beliefs or at least in the same c,oncephral category as

'l To select, for convenience, tJre property of

bein$ a sensation-of-red'
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beliefs. \Mhy I say that sensations-of-rêd are worth

being called mental, though I have not given a definition

of "mental", is that they are states of huma¡rs which

they ca¡ come to be aware that they have, and apparently

witJaout irrferetce. S The alternative for the Ðirect Realist

position would be to deny that such states and their

special properties are mental, and so 16 allow that it

is consistent with DFÈ that they occur in pence¡rtion. But

that would be a cheap victory. one might just as well

redefine "mental" so as to disallow sense data from

being mental, a¡rd so accomodate RR under DR in cense

tr¡¡o. In any case, it is certainly in the spirit of DR

either to deny t¡e existence of feahrres like being a

sensation-of-rêd or identify them with belief-Iike items.

Is being a sensation-of-recl belief-like ? Surely

it does not involve a conscious belief about the external

world, for we ea¡l have fut]-blown hatlucinations and

afteriraages with this feahrre and yet have no introspective

knowledge of any beliefs about the external world.

Ferhaps we might have the belief, but unconscious-

ty? Perhaps the property, being a sensation-of-red¡ is

identical wittr the propertyn being a belief that there is

a red objeet in front of my eyes, but we are not aware

of the property as a belief ? That is to say, perhaps we

just know that we have the propertyo the property is

identical witl. ttre belief-property, but we fail to know

that we have ttre belief-property.

B To calL them "mental" here is not to deny
that they might also be physical. Nor do I wish to deny

that inference might be necesBary for a particular
person to come initially to recognise the existence of
such states, êo gr a Direct Realist philosopher.
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Aside from the possibility that we know that

our state has the property, surely the principal evidence

for whetkrer we have the belief would be whether we act

on it -whetJrer it is causally operative' Belir:fs have a

habit of charrging people¿o responses to the lvorld' But

it is precioely cases where we are not fooled by halluc-

inations a¡rd afterimages, that we do not act as if there

were reallY red objects in front of us'

Neither Armstrong nor titctrer make this move'

RatJrer, tJrey say that what is present in hallucinating

a¡rd afterimaging are tJrings like suppressed inclinations

to believe, unconscious tendencies to believe' With this

wearriveatthepointwearrivedattjireendoftjrelast
chapter. Notice that the Direct Realist will have to

ide$tifï the property being a sensation-of-red with some

belief-property e. g. tJre property of being a tendency to

believe that there ie a red object in front of me. If

thatidentificationisnotcarriedtJrrough't]rensensations-
of-red are not wholh belief-like' They have a feature

which is not just the property of being a tendency to

believerandwehavealreadyconcludedtJ:att'hisfeature
is causally vital in normal perception'

Since as we have already pointed out there are no

suqh -Elgw"- tendencies in certain cases where we have a

sensati,on-of-f€dr the Direct Rearist would have to say

that the tendencies are unconscious' The opacity of

"know'! however, ¡llows us þ accomodate this fact with

the proposed identification' But why should we make the

identification ? After all, how would we -4È tJle

identification? surery the beginnings of a refutation, is

thatwhen\ilelookfortJrecar¡didatetoidentifyour
troublesome property withn w€ do not find it'
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6" Fitcherrs Reasons for Claiming That a uelief-
Tendency is Always Present in lllusion"

Surely the worst of reasons for making the

identification are Pitcherfs' Let us look at tJrem briefly.

,-te considers three sorts of cases of perception, which

he calls I¡irst Cases, Middle cases and Last ca8eso

First cases are normal, standard cases' in which a

person

causally-reeeives in that way (the normal
causal ü¡ay - C. M. ) ttre belief, which hendoes
question, that there is indeed an x at u.

not

Middle cases are cases where there is no

disputing the existence of a tendency to believe that the

world is a certain waY

The driver, we may say, half-believes that
tltere is a pool of water on the road ahead, or¡ as

I shall prefer to put it, that he is inclined, or has .l 
^an inclination, to believe that there is such a pool" ru

And Last cases:

o.. are marked by tJre fact that although it looks
to Q as though there is an x at u, Q nevertheless
does not causally-receive the perceptual belief that
there is an x at u - oD the contrary, he acquires
the firin belief that there certainly is not an x at u. 1L

lVhat are Pggg@] beliefs for Pitcher ? I

think ttrat they are a red herring for our purposes¡ but

I wiJ.t sketch Pitcherrs account in order to satisfy the

reader of tÀiso

i)n p. ?0, tritcher defines perceptual beliefs in

terms of when ttrey standardly occur.

I
10

11

Pitcher 1971 p,86.

ibid" P' 92 '
ibid. n po 92 o
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I shalt can any belief '.. that is acquired by
using <¡ners sense organs in standard ways - a
perceptual belief.

Latero he recognises that he wi-ll want to say

that such beliefs are present when tlte standard causal

genesis is absent. So he saYs

. o. by a perceptual belief that there is an x
at u I mean one that a person has when, in first
cases, it looks (in the phenomenal sense) to him
as though there is an * at u.12

. r. what I shall call a phenomenal sense of
"Iooks'ì - i.e. the sense otTo-TJ%-.tolved when
it can be said of a person who is looking, under
perfectly normal conditions, at a pencil lying on
his desk, "It looks to him-as though there is a
pencil ryini on rtl" ¿u"*'i 13

His account of this last "Iooks" locution is,

however,

Q causally receives, by means of using his eyes

in the standard visuSl w¡¿, tkre (perceptual) belief
that there is an x at u. -

Round in a circle I So we must either take

"perceptual" as primitive, which is a good idea neither
{à''

for physicalism norn Direct Realism, or we must return

to the original idea that to say that they are perceptual

is to indicate standard but not universal conditions in

which they occur, but not to indicate an¡rthíng else special

about them.

Now the hard cases for ÐR are Last cases, and,

I am claiming, cases of hallucination and afterimagÍng

where we are not fooled. Never4heless, Pitcher wants

t2

13

L4

ibid.,
ibid.,
ibid.,

po90.

p.86.

p.90"
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to say of therrr that

the perceiver may plausibly be said to causatly -
receive an inclination to believe that there is an x
at u, but ... it is an inclination that for some
reason or other he resists or overcomegt one that
he quashes or strongly suppresses, so that it is an

attenuated inclination. I sha1l say that 1tu s¿usaìly
receives a suppressed iqclination to have a perceptual
betief that tf¡ere is an >r at u. rÐ

Now as we have already noted, there are cases

where such an inclination is "suppressed" to tLre point

of our never being conscious of it. Why should we

believe the inclinations are always t¡ere ? Here is

Pitcherrs reason :

This kind of inclination is to be regarded as

a theoretical perceptual state posited by our (new)

theory of perceplion in order to account for certain
difficrrlt cases. ro

So if you look for ttrem and carurot find them,

you should still believe they are ttrere (postulate them I )n

otrherwise you will be refuted !

FerhapsthisisalittteurrfairtoPitcher.one
might be inclined to postulate such unobservables if one

thought that alt alternative theories to oners own had

insuperable objections to them. However, I shall argue

later that the usual objections to Representative RealÍsm

can be answered in the version of it that I am proPosing'

Onepointworthmakingisttratttrelinelhave
been arguing is some what stronger than necessary to

establish my pooítion (though I cannot think of a convinc-

Íng way of arguing a weaker line). For if someone

manages to establish agaÍnst me that even in futl blown

15

16
ibid., PP.92-3'

p.93.ibid.,
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cases of hallucination and afterimaging where we are not

foraminutefooled,thereisnevertlrelessstillpresent
an unconscious tendency to believe tJrat tJrere is a red

object in front of tt¡e eyest then they stitl have to shov¡

that the property of being this belief is identical with

the property of being a sensation-of-red' If they do not

do that, then ÐR is undermined' and the broader defence

of physicalism concerned to de-fuse sensations-of-red

by identifyrng them with beliefs' fails'

There is anotJrer argument for the conclusion

that there is more to perception than tendencies to

believe, holvever' It ís another argument in addition

to the two already given, (namely tJre manifest absence

of the tendencies in some cases and' in the previous

chaptern the possibility of learning being successful to

the point of ext'inguishing t'tre tendencies)' The argument

arises out of an attempt to refute Representative trlearism

with tJre Case of the Speckled Heno It is an argument

from the plexitY of our PercePtual states'com

7. The SPeckled Hen'

The discussion so far suggests the foltowing

picture of perception: there occur in perception two

sorts of mental items, one sort like sense data in that

they are not beliefs a¡rd not belief-like' and in that they

are t¡pically causally srrfficient in normal situations to

give rise to tÌre other sort of item' namely a belief

about the external world' We have argued that the first

sort of item includes such things as sensationg-of-redr

sensations-ef-green' and we will give them a general

name: PercePtual-sensationso
The sufficiencY in question

is undoubtedry causar sufficiency; perceptual-sensations

typically (but not always) cause in perception our knowledge
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(beliefs) about tjre ezternal world. The trick is to be

able to say this without committing oneself to the

admittedly false view that we are constantly making art

inference from our perceptual-sensations to the world.

V/e have already argued that mental items are

corrigible, in the senses that one can be in a mental

state a¡rd fail to believe it, and fail to be in the mental

state that one believes one is in. In facÇ something

stronger is true: that it takes a special sort of

sophistication to know that one has mental states in

perception, and a certain effort to come to know it on

a given occasion. (Anthony Çþinton makes ttris point

very effectivety.17)

In normal cases of perception we are attending

to what if going on in the world, typically with no thought

for ourselves, Indeed it is precisely tttis phenomenon

which makes it irnplausible that we make any inference

in perception.

The phenomena of attention are interesting in

various urays. trVe can pay attention to our sensatiotslS,

or pay attentlon to physical objects out tJrere and not

notice our sensations. \ilhen driving a carr sometimes

we are conscious of the trees flying past on the side of

the road, and sometimes not. But when we are not, this

does not always seem to be a case of just not having any

visual sensations at all. This is for several reasons:

we can come to be avrare of the sensations by a small

act of wiII, and it is not like bringing the sensation into

existence, but more like becoming more conscious of

L7

18
Quinton 1955.

Perceptual-sensations, that is.
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sornettting already there. Again, there is the phenomenon

of being dimly conscious of those sensations' and then

becoming more fdly conscious. Thus there appear to

be degrees of consciousness of perceptual-sensations and

their features, and if the sensations ttremselves stay

constant, ("*e should have been more av\¡are of t5em"

but were not"), tjren the sensations and our awareness

(knowledge) of them are distinct"

Ûr again, something plays the same sort of

causal role in our behaviour, as that which we at other

times know to be a perceptual-sensation' Vúe automatic-

ally rrrake avoida¡¡ce behaviour when driving a cart

sometimes without realising that there was sometlling we

were avoiding, or without realising anything about our

states. It is well-known, too, that a vcry brief exPosure

tovisualstimulineednotevokeanyconsciousresponse
in us, and yet certainly regÍster on us' Subliminal

advertising is an example of ttris' There can even be

the phenomenon of remembering something much later

which we were at no time conscious of (and which may

have been either a mr¡ie perceptual-sensationr or a fuII-

blov,¡n visual experience), because our attention was on

something else. Now in ca6es where things happen too

fast to trigger off conscious ar¡i¡areness' people can

sometimes be trained to come to be aware of havlng a

sensation. tr'urthermore' such people can come to be

trainedtobeawarethatitwasthesensationthatwas
causally operative in a certain way, whereas before all

that was known was tJrat son,tething (unconscious) was

cassnlly operative in the same way' This last point is

a particularly strong one, I think' A person can be

exposed to stimuli, register nothing consciously' but

have their behavi.our rnodifiedo At a later occasiono th@
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person can learn to recognise that they characteristically

have a certain mentat state caused in an identical stimulus

situation, and that it is the mental state vt¡hich produces

identical behaviour modification. This gives a reason

for dignifying the underlying conscious cause as "mental"-

namely that it occupies a similar causal position to

another state which is mental - even iJ we are unable

to accept that we learn to recognise it for what it is,

namely a percePtual-sensation.

But if, often enough, when we are perceiving,

we do not have arry beliefs about our mental states¡ then

it car¡not be that we i¡rfer our beliefs about the external

world from our beliefs about our mental states" A mark

of this absence of any actual irrference is that we are

not conscious of having any beliefs (often enough) about

our mental states. Another mark of whetÀer an inference

actually ta.tr<es place, is that we.g$g as reasons those

which the inference comes from. Certainly most peoplet

even philosophically sophisticated people, would be non-

plussed if asked for their reasons for saying that they

see a horse, when faced by a large brown Clydesdale

at ten paces in broad daYlight.

tsut if we agree that we are not aware of our

percepttral-sensations in the normal percepfual situation,

tåen it is easy to agree ttrat we do not make an inference

from the sensatrons to tÀe external world. The causal

role of the sensation is accommodated by saying that the

sensation typically directly (i.e. with no mental causal

intermediary) causes the belief in the exterr¡al world.

There is no prior belief about tùe sensation to be a

causal intermedi*y, therefore we do not have to say

that an inference has been madeo
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lilhat then is the place of our occasional know-

ledge of our perceptual-sensations ? 'when it occurÊ,

does it causnlly intervene and set up an inference to tJee

external world that v¿e,s not ttrere before? Not necessarily,

and not usuallyo Armstrongts rrrodel for ttre usual sort

of introspective awareness, likens it to a scanning

mechanism, scanning other of our ststes. The scanning

seems to rne to be most economically described as a

causal process: we are in state S, v/e come to knov¡

that we are Ín state $ by having state S cause our belief

that we are in state s. There is no reason on this

(plausible) model why the knowledge that we are in S

should causally åffect the belief that tlee external world

is a certain way (although it gi$I effect it in some cases).

Figure 2 is a picture of the sort of thing I have in mind.

Suchapictureofperceptionissufficientlylike
classical Representative Realism to be worth the name,

differing orùy in separating sense data from their

consciousness, and eliminating inference to tJle external

world (even though in doing so it becomes Direct FLealism

in sense three of "direct"). It resists the second of

the two criticisms of RF. gÍven above in section one

(namely that the i¡rference to the external world usually

does not occur). Vúhether it ca¡r resist ttre first (i. e.

no reaÉ¡on to believe in tÀe external world) we wiIL see

Iater, But Armstrong gives a third criticism of F.R.19

Imagine that we are looking at a speckled hen'

When the hen has a lot of speckles on it, ¡qrmnlly w@

19 Arr¿ a fourth, tJ:e charge of "unproven"' Vte

will look at this later although our argument in the
previous section is the bones of a proof.
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cannot teII at a glance how many there are' But if

perception consists in the having of sense data ttren we

must say either tJrat our sense datum of the hen has

an indeterminate number of speckJ'es" or that it has a

determinate number but we do not know how many. The

first alternative requires us to believe that ttrere is an

entity with some speckles but no particular number (or,

requiresustobelievetlhatttrereisa¡tentitywhose
properties are indeterminate). The second alternative

requires that sense data have properties of which we

are unaware.

Armstrongrs version of the argument suffers

from a defect v¡hÍch I think ca¡r be fixed up. IIe assumes.

apparently uncriticall5 tJrat we will say that the Éten6e

dah¡m of ttre hen is speckledo âs well as (presumably)

the hen itselJ. This is surely questionable'

Stiu,sensedatumtheoristshavewantedtosay
that we are aware of the external world in virtue of being

aware of sense datfu and so presumably they must hold

that there is something about tJre sense datum of the hen,

somefeah¡reofit,whichistlre.basisoft}rejudgement
ttrat ttre hen has speckles' !1/e might *"11 salì it
tt6peckles*". Fufthermoren there mUSt be something

about speckles't which could lead us to say in (simple)

cases that ttre hen had two speckleo rather than tttree.

SorrretJring LÍke number; we might call it "number*""

Thespeckledhenargumentwillthenshowthateitlrer
some sense data are indeterminate v¡ith respect to the

number* of speckles* that they have, or none are and we

are unaware of some of ttre features of, some sense datan

In reply to tJris diler¡rma! one re&son people have

had for introducing sense data is the alleged "indu$iüaUfe
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core' of perception: in some cases v¿here v¿e are in
doubt about tJee nature of ttre physical objects that we

see, still there is something that we seer somettring

whose properties we carurot be in cloubt about (and so

that something must be internal¡ mental); thus' incorrig-

íble sense data. If you believe in sense data for this

sort of reason, then indeed the second horn of the

dilemma is unacceptable,

Having some number* of speckles*, but no

particular number*, is rrot so obviously intolerable.

In my viewo hovÍever, the nurnber* is really the number,

and the idea of there being some number of things

wittrout trhere being any particular number, is unaccept-

able. So I wish to avoid graoping the first horno The

second horn, however, provides no problem to someone

who is prepared to distinguish between our perceptual-

sensations and awareness (knowl,edge) concerning them.

(If one does not altow that sense data logically could be

unconscious, reflect ttrat our descriptirn of the theory

being argued for did not use the word t'sense dah¡m". )

In fact, as has already been argued in Chapter Five, the

speckled hen example provides an argument for just this

distinction to anyone wlro is already Prepared to accept

that in perception tJtere are Perceptual-sensations in

addition to belief-like items: notÍce that your sensation

of ttre hen has a definite feature, namely a certain number

of speckles (or speckles*), but that you are not aware of

how many. lleedless to say, one ought not in the interests

of consistency be prepared to believe in percePtual-

sensations on the grounds of the incorrigibility of certain

elements in perception (c.f' previous paragraph). But

then this is not the reason given here for believing in
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ttrerrr.

Wecangiveasjrni].aranalysisofa¡rotkreroften-
cited case: the three colour problem. It is well-known

that there can be triples of objects, 6ay Equares of

paper, which are very alil<e in colour, but which have

tJre curious property that A and B are indistinguishable

as to colour, E and c are also indistinguishableo but

A and C when put together are distinguishably different'

Transpose the lvhole case into afterimagcs or hallucin-

ations, and the same can obviously happen' Do we have

to concede indeterminateness aE to colour of our three

afterimages? We do not have to, and I am loath to admit

that colour-properties are the sort of property that can

be indeterminate in this way (i. e. tJrat somettring can be

some colour but no particular one). (This is not the

sarneassayingrofcoursertÌ¡atcolourisdeterminate
as to description. ) It is much more reasonable to

suppose that we ca¡r¡ot discriminate the relevant features

of our states sufficiently finely to distinggish having-

afterimage-.A frorn having-afterimage-I3' This fits' too'

with t]}e fact thet people can learn to discriminate

differenceswheret}reypreviouslydidnotdoso,even
in afterimages, hallucinations, or in identical stimulus

situations"

These conoiderations do not mean that we must

always give second-horn-type solutions to similar problems

about perception. Imagine standing up close to a book

a¡¡d being able easily to read the letters on the spine'

Thenimagineslowlymovinga$'ayfromttæbookuntil
we can no longer read the letters on the spine' Now

imagine that it was all an hallucinationo and ask: at

the end point, are the letters in our hallucinatÍon somehow
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indeterminate, or clo .thcy perfectly determinately spell

out the title of the book but we are unaware of this ?

The second horn is unreasonable; surely it is not tkre

case that every time we fail to discriminate in perception

there really was some feature of our sensation there to

be discriminatecl (or to form ttre basis of a possible

discrimination of the properties of tJre external rvorld).

It is easier to say that at the end of the continuum of

cases, the relevant features of our sensation have

become indeterminate as to letterhood Indeterminateness

as to number (with some exceptions) a¡d indeterminateness

as to colour (barring quantum theory troubles) are not

so easy to accept, but indeterminateness as to letter-

hood is certainly not so difficult.

8. The Speckled Hen Turned Against Direct Realisrn.

I t¡ink tJrat the Speckled Hen example can

actually be turned against Ðirect Reallst theories. This

will be our fourttr argument ttrat being a sensation-of-rêd

is not something belief-like. In fact, it is not a direct

argument that this particular property is not belief-like,

but, rathero depends on an argument ttrat another

property necessary to perception as we know it in a

simÍlar way to the way ttrat being a senoation-of-red ist

is not to be identified with anything belief-Iike.

consider hallucinating a speckled hen. Now the

thing about our state at the time is tl.at it is a complex

statel we can discriminate variotrs properties of it, can

know e. g. that some of ttrem a¡rd not others are identical

to certain properties of certain states had on other

occasions, artd so on. The state we are in ca¡ be

similar in various important ways to the state we are in È
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when u¡rder normal conditions we see a speckled hen.

It can be similar in one importa¡rt respect' in that a

mental item necessary for the normal case of perception

can be present in ttre hallucinatory state' Now if Direct

Realism is true and all t¡at, is mental and necessary for

perceptionarebeliefsandbelief-Iikeitems(suppressed
inclinations to believe), then that is alt that is mental

and present when we hallucinate the hen'

Thehallucination-stateiscomplex,t}rerefore
we should need either a complex belief, or a complex

of berief".20 Fitcher recognises this pointr. arrd speaks

of the "richness" of our perceptual belief"'" lVhat I

shalltrytoshowisthatourstatehasafeature,which
we can come to know about, for which fJrere is no

corresponding belief.

LetussuPposefirstthatwehallucinatettrehen,
a¡rd falsely believe that there really is a speckled hen in

front of us. $re believe that it has ma¡y speckles' but

for any particular number x, it is false that we believe

that it has x specklesn Now I claim that in this case'

the beliefs a¡rd suppressed tendencies to believe which

we havq¡¡ do not extraust the content of what we can

introspectively know. Suppose we set to work to count

the speckles: 50. lil/e come to believe that the hen has

50 speckles. But what seem6 clear is that the number

of speckles that the hen had (i. e. the relevant feature of

the hallucination state) need not change during the counting

process. 'Vt/e ca¡r "keep an eye" on the hen while counting

instance
a (1) he

20 tf part of tJre hen is red, part is green' for
¡ we *iU "t least need t}re belief that there is
;, which is (2) part red, and (3) part green'
2t Fitcher 1971 PP"88-90'
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to check ttrat the number of speckles does not change.

lf, ¡sal'ly had 50 speckles all the time, tkrough v¿e did

not know this at first, and later came to be aware of

it. \ÃIe came to have a belief about the precise number

of speckles. Perhaps (thougtr I am disputing it I ) it ie

the case that a description of the set of belief-like items

is sufficient to specify t he content of what we intro-

spectively believe after the counting. But it cannot be

that the beliefs we had before the counting exhaust what

we know. Our hallucination-stde had a definite feature

which was unchanging through the counting¡ and which

we caûre to express by saying "50 speckles"; and tJrat

feature was something that we did not have any beliefs

about before the counting. The key point is ttrat it is

grossly implausible to say even that I had a suÐÞressed

tendency before the counting (perhaps I "overcame" it?)

to believe tlrat the hen had 50 speckles.

We might say tJrat before tlre counting I had a

belief (no suppression) that the hen trad a defi¡ite

number of speckles. No doubt ttrat is oftcn true, but

it wiII not distinguish between having an hallucination

of a hen lvith 50 speckles, and with 49 speckles" a¡d

with 5 speckles.

The whole argument ca¡r be repeated with the

modification that instead of mistakenly believing tJrat

tihere is a hen there" I know that I am hallucinatin$.

In this case there are no beliefs about the external
utu.l.,att' /+"*h

worldneisential u*bn=f come to believe that I am in a

state which is an (alleged I ) hallucination of a hen with

50 speckles. I recognise that ttre state has a certain

proper.ty v¡hich $/e can denote by "50 speckles" and that

this property is different from ones denoted by "49
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Specklest' and "5 speckles". 1ror Direct Realism to be

true, this property ought, presurílably, to be identical

wÍtkr the suppressed and unconscious inclination to believe

tJlrat there is something in front of me witft 50 speckles.

But I have argued that this property can stay constant

during the counting procu""o'z and that, before that

process, Ít is implausible to think that we had any beliefs

about the number of speckles that had anything to do

with fifty in them.

ThiS argument has been about t'number sensations"

not "colour sen'ation'tt, but once we See its point, ttre

generalisation is not too difficult. The fact is tÀat

tearning to discriminate t}e features of our mental states

is a learned arto and, especially when our mental states

are compJ.ex ones, an art WhiCh t¡e majority of us could

hardlybesaidtomaster.Thisisjustastrueaeit
is true that learning to discriminate the features in the

world is a learned art. And it iø hardly reasonable to

think that there will be in us latent beliefs about the

world correspondÍng to all tjre features of the world -

of,¡ if it is an hallucinatÍon-state we are ino all the

features of our state - tlrat v./e can later with learning

or an effort of will corne to know are present'

Can we construct a parallel exarnple using

perceptual-sensations of colour? It is a little harder'

for colour seemF¡'intuitively so immediately present.

Perhaps the following will do: we hallucinate, without

being fooled, a rather extensive patch of streaky olive

22 Coorrting spots on an hallucination I \Mhy

not? Feople can read the words on their eidetic memory
images. Surely this lvould seem strange only to a

phÍlosophero
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grey. After a while of careful exarnination we come to

realise that there waE a small streak of lighter greent

almost yellovø, in the right hand corner. Ðo we really

want to say that all atong there \¡/as present tl.e uncon-

scious tendency to believe that there \Ã¡as something in

front of us which was (partly) a tightish greeny-yellow ?

IMe had no idea that the greeny-yellow was there I
Suppose we had really seen a patch of streaky olive

grey sky but not noticed the lighter green patch. Would

u¡e still have wanted to insist ttrat we had a suppressed

tendency to believe?

Thisn tlhen, ís the forrth argument for the

conclusion that the propertieso being a sensation-of-red¡

-of-green¡ etc. ¡ are not to be identified with unconscious

properties of being a tendency to believe that the world

is a certain way. To recapitulate, t}e four arguments

are the Argument from the Possibility of Extinguishing

Tendencies, t,l.e Argument from the Fossibility of coming

to Know that Solipsism were Trnre, tkre Argument from

tJre unreasonableness of Fitcherrs Postulation, and, most

recenily, the Argument from the cortrplexity of Hallucin-

ations. I conclude here that the relevant propertÍes are

not to be identified with belief-like items.

The rest of this chapter is taken up with

answering objections to RR, in order to complete our

discussion of the philosophy of perception.'

9o Objections to RR,.

Objeetion 1. U you do distínguish between Your

norma} perceptual awareness of tt¡e external world (a¡rd

say tJrat it involves a perceptual-sensation ) and yodr

awareness of your sensation, why not say that the seæ nd
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ar¡areness also involves a sensation? Do we not have

a regress, or at least otiose and arbitrary second order

sensations ? And if you allow ttrat certain cases of

awareness, the introspective awareness of our mental

states, do not require sensations, i.9. are direct, then

what reason is there to resort to tÀem in the case of

percephral awareness of tLre external world ?

The answer is that there is a reason Íf there

is a reason, If tjrere is an argument for sensations

being present in our perception of the external world,

tJren that is the reason for resorting to tùem. The

argurnent need not be an argument for the general

conclusion that all cases of awareness are ca6es

causally mediated by sensations. (Such an argument

would la¡rd us witJ' objection 1. ) The reason for

"arbitrarily" stopping before agreeing to second order

sensations ie Ockhamts Razor". In the absence of some

further argument (and I do not want a priori to rule tÌ¡e

possibility out) for t}re existence of second order

sensations, it is better not to poshrlate tttem'

An apparent consequence of this, is that the

theory of awareness of t¡e external world I am advanc-

ing is a -g!¿lg9!I- tJreory, a¡rd I accept tJris consequence.

It is not part of my t}eory that all cases of awareness

be like this, and furthermore it is not part of my theory

that perception would have to be like ttrie in all possible

worlds. We wiIL return to this point at ttre end of the

section.

Obiection 2, A Representative Realist would

have no good reason to believe tJrat tt¡ere is a physical

world.
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Arrrrstrongnotestha¡raninferencetotheexternal
worldnrightnotbesobadiftheirrferenceist}roughtof
as a piece of postulation to explain the order in our

sensations, but comments:'

For surely we are not prepared to degrade bodies

into hypotheses? We want to say that our assurance

oftheexistenceoftlreplrysicalworldisfarotronger
than any assurance we couLd obtain by indirectly
confirmingatJreory.IftheRepreoentativetheory
were true it would be proper to have a lurking doubt

about the existence of flre nfrVsicrXt world' Yet such

a doubt does nut seem Proper'

In my view, Barry Maund has completely ansr'vered

this objection to RR in his "The Epistemological Objection

to the Representative Theory of Ferception"'z4 The

answer that forrows mahes some of the points that Maund

does, and sorrre different ones as wello

The first point I want to make in reply is that

ÐRisinnobetterpooitionvis-a.visthejustificationof
our beliefs about the external world' than RR is' In

botkrtheoriesitisheldthatweknovlabouttheexternal
world, In neither theory are our (true) beliefs about

theworldinanywayself-validatin8.Inneit}rertheory
do we typically have reasons for tJrese beliefs' \flhat

makes the þeliefs into knowledge must be, on either

tlheory, some causal story along tJre lines given by

Armstrong. If either theory can agree ttrat we do know

in perception facts about the external world" then tJre

objectionthatwehavenoreasontobelieveinitmust
amount, ês Maund says, to t'he objection tkrat on RR we

caruaot kn-qw tJr* we knog that tJrere is an external world'

23 At*"trong 1961 Po3o.
24

IVIaund L974.
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fjut hovs is ÐR. any better off ? If there is no reason

to thir¡k trrat our betiefs about the world are true, why

should the ÐR theorist believe that his or her beliefs

about the world constitute knowledge about the world ?

Because tJrere is a causal story to telt? Eut he can

only know ttrat story true if he knows some things

about the world. Because, he holds, Iike Armstrong'

ttrat we must start somewhere by holding some beliefs

of which we are certain .æ true until reason to tlis-

believe them is given?z5 But why shor¡ld not RR do

the same ?

I suspect that ttre objection gets some of its

force from the taint of ttre A.cquaintance theory of

perception that ÐR has. It is sometimeo thought that

lìR introduces a veíI between the mÍnd and the world,

which is absent in DR, But there is a veil of sorts in

DR too, in that the knowledge of external objects is not

rightupnexttotheobject:theyareseparatedbothin
time and spoce. No ment¿.l object lies between tJrem

for ÐR, but tJren ottrer objects, physical ones! do"

There is this much to Armstrongrs idea: you

do have to start somewhere. Some contÍngent propositions

w¡l have to be accepted without justificationþse ttrere

is regress. 'we have chosen at earlier points in this

book to accept ttrat we know some tJrings about our mental

states.Itisnotsobadtotatceasrnallfurttrerstep
and accept tlrat we know some things about the world too,

However, I do claim ttrat in some sense we can justify

trris latter claim. Iilor what better explanation could tJrere

be for the order and regularity among our mental eventsn

25 u.g. Armstrong 1968 p"205. See also Maund

L974 pp.4-5.
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than that many of ttrem are the effects of a relatively

stable set of causes occurring outside the stream of our

mental states ?

Maund argues that if we can assign some prior

likelihood to this h¡rpottresis, tjren $/e can produce ample

confirmation tending to raise this líkelihood to certainty'

The prior likelihood, it seems to me, is found in tJre

h¡4pothesis being tJre best explanation"

Are ttrere any alternative explanatory h¡rpotheses

forthestabilityofourexperiences?Therearethreq
I think. (1) no explanation for the regularities in our

mental life need be looked for, (Z) ttre explanation is to

be found wittrin our mental stream itself, (3) the explan-

ationliesoutside,inthatitisnotidenticalwithany
mental item of our own¡ but nor ís it identical witJr any

part of a PhYsical world.

(1) ca¡r be dismissed as overly scepticalo The

stability in our day-f'q-¿ay experiences (e' $' experiences

as of Same colour curtains Ín my roomt saÛle sequence

of light (¿ay) and dark (night)) is too much not to justify

intelLectdal curiosity as-to its causes' If we grant this'

ttren v¡e can proceed to (2ll such cau6e6 as there are

of our mental states, are otJrers of our mental stateso

V/ith (2), as with (3)' we are in fact facing tlte

old problems of the possibility of solipsism (or phenom-

enalism), and how to refute them' I do not think that

such possibilities can be dismissed by an argument

showing tlhem incoherent. It seems to me that solipsism

ispossible,consistentwithmymentalstateshavingbeen
whattheywereuptonow(exceptingforthosedescriptions
ofthemwhichlogicatlyrelatet]remtoexternalobjects
G.go "knows"n t'is ttre effect of", et'c')' I have tried
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earlier to sketch solipsistic a¡rd nêâr-solipsistic situations'

We car¡ agree, $¡ith Freucl, that some of ttre

causes of rny mental states lie in the unconscious, to

add to t].e rather s¡nal.I store of mental states which we

know to have a mental cause. But these do not begin

to come to grips wit]l tkre vast welter of higtrly structured

perceptual "information" t6at v¿e receive. \fi/hy, for

instance, on "fine day6", does the "sþtt continue to

look blue ? And why when it does not look blue, does

it not ? Large masses of very regular perceptual-

sensations and perceptual beliefs shorùd just have to be

accounted as inexplicable if we opt for (2)'

onepointneedstobebroughtouthere.Notice
t¡at in describing the sensation in question, I have

employed descriptions whÍch tie them to external states

of affairs: "experiences as of same colour curtains",
,'fine days"n "slqr", etco It stroqld not be t¡ought that

there is any logical necessity in doing so. There is no

doubt that we do describe marry of or¡r experiences in

such termso trt is hardly surprising tlrat we do¡ if our

principal interest in percePtion is in gaining ir¡formatioo

about the external world and not about the mental states

involved. But I am arguing that those states do have

recognisable qualities, a¡rd that therefore, in principle'

terms can be invented for describing tttem. Rather than

Ínvent such term6, however, it is easier to use existing

linguistic devices. If tlre argument of this thesis is

correct, then this carries no more theoretical commitment

tJran mere convenience.

Steve Voss mrggested in conversation that a

version of (3) has the advarrtage of economy over t].e

explanatory postutate of the reality of the physical world.
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The versionis Ðescartest EviI Genius hypotlesis'

It has, I strppose, the advantage of economy of

nurnber of entities - oo@ entity against marry - but it

surelysuffersincomparisonofpredi'ctåvepowerand
,,coherencet, of theory. We v¡ould have no idea what

sensations the Evil Genius would give us next' or in

given imagined situations' Nor would the sensations vr'e

have already had in any way hang togetrhern being as

they are each of them the result of an arbitrary and

logically unconnected decisionson the part of the Genius'

We might try to postulate a whole character for

the Genius to provide motives for its giving us just these

ideas (but imagine what it wor¡td have to be like to invent

any sort of detaiJ'ed Gra¡rd Pla¡¡ for what v/e see around

us l ), and then try to invent a "physics" for how the

Genius goes about causing what he does' V/e might

come up with something like tùe Dr' Doom story' An

interestingpointhereist}rattJremorecausallystructured
the explarrationn the closer it begins to look to an

external PhYsical world anJ¡wayc

Theadvantageofthephysicalobjectshypotheois

is that it allows us to do sciencen in that it is a

necec¡sary part of arry science that we know today' If

wegrantR'R¡andsograntacertainpictrrreofperception,
then part of what science ca¡r do is to give an account

of tJre causal mechanism of ttrat perc"ptiot'26 In so

doing, it witl be able to explain t.tre regularities in our

experiences and moreover one day be able to explain all

the departures from regularities as ingtances of other

26Evenifitisnotwhollysuccessfulatgiving
a totallY PhYsicalist account'
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regularities - it can cto that to some tlegree now' That

givesitconsiderablecoherence,dernongtratingthatthe

regularities in our experience stem from some not too

Iarge set of laws c¡f nature together with facts about the

set-up of human perception. Predictionsn such as the

prediction tJrat when tÀe sense data of the clock hands

next stands at 6.30, the sþ will be light, can certainly

be given a reasonably detailed and believable explanation.

/gto4à" ef
trr{nttV"i"ãf ou¡"cts þpeth+rts does not dc all

this by itself, but it is a necessary part of all the

IÍkely ca¡rdidates (given that we accept RR) for what will'

It seems to me that anyone who reiects the necessity to

explain our exPerience rejects science and with it the

physical objects h¡pothesis; and conversely to accept

t]reclesirabitityofexplainingtheorderinourexperience
istorequirethattheexp}anatoryhypothesisl¡epotent.
ially causally rich enough to do sor and tJre only ones

we have that are remotely strong enough are ones aIL

of which entail. that there is a ¡iiind-independent physical

worldo

I\otice tJre empiricisrn in the quote frcm

Armstrong. \^Ie "degrade" bodies into hyp.theses, which

we can orùy "indirectly confirmllo It is a mistake to

thinkthatbecausethereisthesrnellofanh¡4pothesis
around, the knowledge in question is somehow second-

class knowledge. There is surely no doubt that one can

reach sure and certain knowledge by using hypothetical
27

methods a

27 M"orrd has also interestingly challenged

Armstrongts claim that it is improper to have a
t'lurking doubt".
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Obìection 3, On RR, we coulcl not have tJre

concept of a physical object; we could not "think" it,

or "understand" it.28

If the last objection derived its force from

empiricist epistemology, this one is ultra-positivist.

The objection woulcl seem to allow us to understand only

that which we can be directly aware of. That restrictive

picture of knowledge is surely mistaken. In this regard,

it is interesting to look at the concepts clustering around

"physical", such as "spatial", "temporal"' If we say

ttrat our sensations have a fairly stable set of spatial

causes, what must we mea¡] by this ? If we ask what

physics means by objects being in space, wê get quite

a complicated ansv/err It is for objects to be somehow

embedcled in a manifold with very complex properties

involving at least (multi-) ciimensionality' a¡¡d a continu-

ous orclering within each climension. (I do not want to

beg the question of t¡e a.bsolute-relational nature of

space, though I believe it to be absolute. I will talk

absolutist tark arrd hope trhere is a suitably neutral way

of expressing my remarks. ) Now nobody supposes that

we are somehow directly aware that space has these

properties.' The world is postulated by physicists to be

like tt¡is. fu if we want to say tÀat there are spatial

objects and we want a show at this clairnrs being true,

so ttrat we will wa¡rt to mean by it what tJre physicists

mean,wewillhavetoadmitthattheclaimhasthestahrs
of a¡r trypotheLis. ('fhis gives extra weight to the conclusion

of tJre answer to tJre previous objection too. ) This seems

to me to be an adeqrrate answer tc tJre objection, unless

t}re objector is prepared þ claim that they ca¡urot

2B Martin Lean 1953 Pn 99"
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understand the concept of spatiality that physicists are

workingwith,Towhichthea¡rswerís'presumably'so
much *re worse for the objectorrs understanding mecharrism.

Obiection 4' trle take it for granted that what

we perceive are external objects, but the theory (RR)

must say that this is an lllusion, so the theory is

counterintuitive" This objection has been made by, afnong

ottrers, R. J. Hirst.29

Tkriscallsforconsiderablecomment.The
firsttlringlwarrttosayisthatitisa¡reasytraptofalt
hto, to thi¡rk tJrat mediated awareness is not real aware-

ness; tÌ¡at real awareness can only be direct awarerrec¡s

of t}re external object or, in tJ:e case of RR' ttre med-

iating object or steûe' I simply deny that ttris is E¡o:

the process whictS according to RR' is perceptual

a'v/areness of external objects seems to me to be a

perfectly respectable sort of awarenesÉt' Substitute

,,knowledge" for t,awarenesstt (as we have been al'lowing

all along) a¡rd this point seems clear' Perhaps tJre

objection derives some of its force from presrrpposing

some sort of Acquaintarrce theory of awaren@ESo

Alternatively, perhaps it derives Étome of its force from

somesenseof''aware''whichisnotcashableinterms
of "know".

Again, to repeat the point of the ans$/ers to tJre

}asttwoobjectionsnitisamistaketozupposetJrat
hypothetical knowledge is somehow second-class' One

source of this confirslon is traditional empiricist thinking:

realknowledgemustbecertain,certainknowledgemust

29 Hi"st 1959 PP. L72'6.
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be free from error' and conclusions established by

inductive or hypothetical means are always open to

error,3O It is no part of the position of t'his book that

any of the sources of our knowledge are incorrigible'

However,thereissomethingelseintheobjection.
Namely, that what we are aware of in perception caries

with it the idea or suggestion of externality' It is

difficult to believe that what we are aÏvare of in perception

isnotwhollyouter,ord.istinctfromourselvesarrdour
states. It is diffieult to believe that anything gets in the

way between tlre table I am looking at now and my

awareness of it' Is it not tjre case tjrat all of what I

perceptually know now, or even when I switch my mental-

state introspector on, is propositions about external

states of affairs ? Yet the tneory being advocated would

haveusbelievet,kratV/ecancometobeintheposition
that part of what I can know is propositions about the

mental.

Iamsurethatthisisoneoftheconsiderations
atthebottor-lrofttrefeelingofintuitiverightnessthat
Directisttheorieshave.Innorrnalperceptionoever¡rthing
does seem wholly outer, so the idea that part of what we

are aware of is (or can be) our mental stateon is counter-

intuitive.

\Me should remembero howevero that sometimes

this intuition iust þ lerong . Sometimes full-blown

30 A.rd so since trhere is knowledge of contingen-

cies, ttrere must be incorrigible knowledge of sense data'

Thuã hypotkretical knowledge of the external world cannot

be first class. It is curious the errtent to which sorne

objections to Representative RealÍsm derive from a

pnilosophicat poÀition which was eager to enrbrace sense

data,
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hallucinations occur and we do not believe tåat we are

hallucinating but really seeing. Out state gtves all the

impressions of externality. Yet in hallucination we can

come to know that part of what we knoltr things about is

not something "ort there". So our intuitive feelings can

sometirnes be ïvrong,31

So doubt such features of our perceptual-

sensations as their quasi-spatiality a¡rd constancy contribute

to this idea of externality. Perceptual-Êensations display

a spâc@-like orderhg, in that such states have their

parts in a¡¡ ordering which is irreflexive, asymmetric,

transÍtive (and perhaps dense) and which displays some

of the topological features of dimensionality. cur

(postulated) physical space is much the salne¡ so what

a natural thing to thi¡rk that what we are al¡vare of is in

physical space, especially when there does not seem to

be any room for two different physical spaces in the

universe ! tr'urthermorer sitting in a room looking at

tJre furniture which Ís not moving gives a¡r air of

constancy or imrnovabilityo which seems foreign to such

ephemeral entities as sensations, a¡rd more the hallmark

of the external" We will return to this point about the

topology of our mental states in the next chaptero as it
provides a reason for denying materialism"

So it is naturel to thi¡rk of all of what we are

aware of in perception as externalo I am sure also tJrat

it is prgqe.nl!- to do so, The creature whj.ch evolved

31 W. might say that in hallucination we do

always have beliefs about our states in that we believe
tlrat tELg thing is in spac€-tÍme, where "this thing"
denotes some mental item though we do not know that it
is mental. I wj-Ll not explore this possibility.
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without a healthy paranoia of external dangers being

revealed by Íts perceptual-sensations, would not be too

successful. At a primitive level of existence, it is the

beliefs about tJae external world which are more important

for survival the¡r beliefs about ianer states. Even

though the beliefs that we have about the external world

can be examined (wit}r an eye to justification)" as we

have done in this section, it is clearly a¡ evolutionary

successful trait that we should have a natural propensity

to acquire such beliefs without intervening reflection and

justificatíon: so much so tÀat it might be called a sine

qua non of successful evolution. So the natural tendency

to acquire such beliefs itself probably adds to the iLlusion

of externality, But, as I have been arguing, there is a

sense in which it is a¡r ill,usion. Perhaps tJre point is

best put this way: the illusion is t hat what we are

upmediatgrÜy avrare of in perception is external. I am

not claiming that it is an i]-lusion tJrat some of, and

sometimes all of, what we are ryof o mediated or

unmed iated, in perception, is external"

This complete the obiections to RR that I wish

to discuss here. It remains to sum up the discussion

of perception.

10, Conclusiono

Why should v/e believe the theory I have

advocated here? lVe might try advancing the whole

theory as an hypotJresis. The trouble with this approach

in our case, is that tJee theory does apPear to have

somewhat unpleasant consequences, not tlle least of wtrichn

I will admito is a taint of dualism. So as arr hypothesis

it certairùy falls foul of Ockhamrs Razor. Thus without
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some more direct arguments to back it up' we should go

for theories better suited to materialism' V{e might

try criticising all alternative theories' But a demon-

strationttratallalternativetLrec¡rieÉ¡arefalsewil}amount
to a proof that our theory is true' But then alternative

tåeories are often only shown to be counterintuitive

ratJrer than false" so our method is often a mixed one'

In any case, the middle ground between treating a

theory as arl hypotlresis, and proving it true by some

valid argument witJ: known true premisses' is hazy'

ItakeitthatmyreasonsforbelievingtJretheoryare
not on the hypothesis end of tJre continuum'

Some of the tinre irr perceptÌon we know that

we have perceptual-sensatlons (perhaps not under that

name). Certairùy, bú a lot needs to be said' The

sort of cases central to the argurnent are hallucinations.

Therealjobconsistsinestablishingthatwhatwe(ca¡r)
know about in such situationo' is not merely a belief

or tendency to believe, or arrested belief; ttrat what we

areawareofisnotgomethingbelief-like.Ibelieve
thatthishastobedoneotkrerwisethereisnorealcase
againstÐRandthesimplicityoftJ¡elattercarriesthe
day. I have tried to do this iob"

Hallucinationsandafterinragesarenotperception'

so the point of the previouo Paragraph does not show tJrat

sometimes in perceptign we (ca¡¡) knew tJrat we have

perceptual-sensations not belief-like' But all of the time

in perception part of what is occurring is also what

occurs in hallucination and afterimages even when rue are

not fooled to the point of having no tendencies to have

beliefs about the errternal world' Perhaps in the end

I just have to appeal to you to see that what I say is

a-^d''
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true. Close your eyes' open them' then close them'

SornetJring corÂes into existence in the period when your

eyes are oPen, which goes out of existence when you

close them. Say "occurs" if you do not like I'exists"'

I claim that what comes into and goes out of existence'

is the sort of thing which goes on all the time in visual

perception, and which we can come to knolv about when

our attention is drawn to it' I further claim ttrat this

sort of thing, so closely involved in perception' is just

the same sort of thing as what we are aware of in

certain hallucinations: imagine lookÍng at a blue hill'

then unbeknownst to us the hill being destroyed and at

ttre same instant there come into being an hallucination

of unffiue hilr, so ürat it seems to us that

there has been no changeo Clearly what vre are sometimes

awareofhavinginhallucinatloniswhatalsogoesonin
normal PercePtÍon.

',Sort of ttring" is vague and messy, but meta-

physics is sometjrnee vague and messy' Ëlowever' w€

have previously been rnore precise' in ttrat we have

arguedthatourstatehasvarioueproperties'presentin
allofnormalperception,hatlucinationandafterimaging'
and which are necessary for perception as we know it.

v/e have seen ttrat these Properties are not to be

identified witJr belief-like properties' a¡rd that tJle states

which have tJrem are not to be ÍdentiJied with statee

whicharejustbeliefstates.Givesuchpropertiesand
states names: "being a sensation-of-redr'' "perceptrral-

sen6ations", etc. Then perceptual sensations are closely

involved in normal perception' It remains to work out

just how, and it has been part of the job of ttris chapter

to do sor
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DÍstinguishing between two kinds of awareness'

awareness of outer objects in perception involving

mediating eensations, and introspective awareness which'

in central cases¿ does not seem to need mediation'

commits one to the claim that not all cases of awareness
qto - i----ì

arc t& I have been claiming visual awareness *EFo

IntrospectiveawarenessisliketJreperceptualawareness

of the Direct Realists. So why could not normal

perception be like that? rvVell, it is not' but it could

have beeno So my theory is contingently true if true

at allo' Now whenever somebody makes such a claim'

they are open to the question: what would it be like for

your theory to be false ? It is usefi¡l to try to work out

answerstothisquestionbecauseyousometimesfindthat
you are placing unreasonable demandso in trying to

extract your conclusion from it, on the data you are

using as Premisses.

I do not tÀink I could easily describe ho'w

experience woul.d seern to the Direct Realistts Ferceiver'

PerhapsKeitJrCampbell|slmitationMa¡tistheclosest
Icancome:amallwhodirectlyarrdinawell-behaved
causal fashion acquires beliefs about his envÍronrnento

They just pop into his heado almost clairvoyantly' 
32

A€r an aside, people trying to understand what

clairvoyance and telepathy might be like sometirnes

unreasonablyinsisttlratitbelikeasixthsenseand
involve a new sort of sensatfono of that it be a merging

ofmt¡rrdswithtroub}eaboutpersonalidentity.Idonot
see why a telepatJr could not simply have beliefs pop into

his or her head, and the beliefs be trueo a¡rd there be

32 Ct*pbell 19?Û Ch.5'
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some unknown a¡d perhaps nonphysical causal mechanism

to make the true beliefs into knowledge.

Return to the Imitation Man, rvho is not telepathic

because the causal mechanisms involved are not too far

outo Ferhaps tJrings would seem to him the way the

world would seem to a blind clairvoyant who just knew

direcily the colours and shapes and positions of objects.

In this connection, we must beware of arguing

for Ðirect Realism on ttre grounds that our technology

is not far from building a metal machine man to dÍs-

criminate colours and shapes in its environmentn and we

cor¡ld easily suppose tJrat such a thing could be built

without anything lÍke sense data, and made to have

illusions etc. I agree that v¡e could conceivably make

this robot man ar¡d that it conceivably could be made into

a walking instarrce of Direct liealism. Eut I do not agree

ttrat this woqld show that we are similarly constructed'

In particular, I think ttrat the nearest ttre metal machine

ma¡r coulcl come to h¡llucinations a¡rd afterirrra$es would

be to have a serÍes of suppressed tendencies to believe

that ttre environment is a certain wayc I do not agree

that this is how we have hallucinations and afterimageso

Thiscompletesourdiscussionofthephilosophy

of perception. I now want to return to ttre main theme

of the later part of t}¡is book, which is: what to identify

being a sensation-of-red with? we have argued that it

is not to be identified with any causal or relational

property of sensations-of-red¡ nor with any belief or

suppressed tendencies to believe" There iso it seems to

me, just one avenue left to try to save physicalism. This

isn to identify the property with Éome physical property

the nature of which we do not today know, but which
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science can be expected r¡ltimately to reveal. we will

turn to tJris in the next chapter and argue tJrat the

identification cannot be made.
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C'i{.A.PTER ELEVEN" ARE PEIICEFTU*4.L-SENSATIONS

PHYSICÀL ?

ln The Argument For FhYsicalism.

V/e must ask what sort of property being a

sensation-of-red iso V/e have argued that it is neither

a tendency nor a belief-like property of our states, and

we have arguecl that it is not a causal property of tJtem

eíther, trVhat is left?

Nothing is left that I can thi¡k of to save

physicalism unless it is that being a sensation-of-red

is just some ¿s-yet-unknown property of brainS. Itiow it

is notable ttrat we cannot telL just by paying attention to

our sensations-of-red that the releva¡rt property io

something aeuralo But, as we have said before, that

should not by itself prevent us from making the identi-

fication.

YtIe have already argued that ttrere can be

contingent identification of properties" It is not clear

that what we have here is a (purported) insta¡rce of

continEent identification or noto We invented a i¡âme
.Ðr.#

fortkreproper.tyinquestion,andthatmightplausibly
be thought enough to show that the identity statement will

be contingent" on the other hand it might be argued that

payingattentiontothepropertyv¡ou].drevealenoughofits
essential nature to show that it must be identical with a

physical property. whether this would be an ínstance of

non-contingent identification of being a sensation-of-red

up¿er -sgng.4eggTiP3i99- is arguable' It might be argued '
for instance, that the conditions for fÍxing ttre name

"being a sensation-of-red" were such as to tie -l.giç$J¿
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certain aspects of the property to tJre name' This would

givearationaletospeakingofthoseaspectsas(partof)
the essential nature of the property'

This question is independent of the question of

whether the property already has a rìame in English'

1i./e have not investigated the qtrestion of which property

"x is red" is a predicate forn and t'rednegst' is a name

for" Certairùy they have a sense in v¡hich they stand

for a¡r ordinary physical property of physical objects'

In my view they are not univocal in this' sometimes

also- being used when it is t,he propert'y being a sensation-

of-red that is up. The sort of distinctions wtrich are

necessary before a person can come to know just which

properties they or ottrers are denoting on a given occasion'

sometimes presuppose a level of theoretical complexity

that most people do not have' A person¡ too' might be

quite confused v¡hen you start asking tJrem about their

,,sensations of red" (no hyphens), but after a while catch

on and use thÍs English phrase without any apparent

shift in its meaning.

So tJre question of how to analyse "being a

sensation-of-redrr is problematico Cne thing we can say.'

though, is that even if an analysis vrere favourable to

physicalism, this would not demonstrate physicalism'

To repeat a point made previously' it might be that our

language is not adequate to the facts' and that when the

factsaregraspedwewillhavetoinventlinguisticforms
for exPressing tftemo

Howshouldwedecidethisquestion"ifwewere
in possession of tJre hypothetical analysis ? Look at the

property itsetf and see if its being instantiated is

incompatible witb physicalisrrr' See what we can adduce
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in the way of facts about entities that have the property.

F'or instance, see if there is any barrier to identifying

the property with some neural property.

This last point enables us to cut across the

question: contingent or noncontingent identification?

For if we can successfully argue that being a sensatíon

of red has a certaÍn propert¡ say a certain causal

property, and also argue that just one property, a
physical one, has this property, ùhen we can make the

sought-after identification without being involved irt

questions of contingency, or questions of analysis.

1-his preoents a last, and very formídable,

argument in favour of physicalism. It seerns undeniable

that the possession of being a sensation-of-red is causally

relevant in various ways in various situations. It is

equally undeniable that Ockhamist-type unity of science

reasons should lead us to expect reasonably tJrat a

physical theory will come to explain successfully al1

huma¡ behaviour. That is, we should expect that there

Ís juet one property the possession of which is causally

relevant in just those ways in just those situatÍons' and

that Ít is physical"

Is there anything at all that a dualist can say

against this ? If a dualist cannot point to our 1g! of

knowledge of the neural properties of our brain to back

him or her up, and Íf a dualist ca¡utot point to any

impossibility of analysing the name standing for tJre

property being a sensation-of-red to back him or her up,

then there would seem to be only one possible course:

to try to show that, from what we can find out about the

property, its nature is such that it is not identical with

a physical property.
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It is not absolutely clear to me hov¡ to describe

the method of argument that I have in mind' and so I

am not going to try, but rather plunge straight into it'

2. Properties of Our States And Froperties of Curselves'

Y{ehavecharacterisedbeingasensation.of-red

as a property of our states, but let us be clear that

our states rnight have such a property just in virtue of

somettringnotidentica}withanyofourstateshaving
another property. Ir facto this follows frorn a very

reasonable interpretation of what it is for one of iny

states to have a property. lVe introduce,C "state" talk

by noting t.hat our state on certain occasions was like

insomerespectsa¡rdunlikeinotherrespects'ourstate
onotheroccasions,andwesaidt}ratt}reinterpretation
of tikeness in a respect, was t'he possession of a common

propertyosowewerecommittedtotherebeÍngproperties
of our states (and v,rhy not, iJ we quantify over states?)'

Butwedidnotsaywhatsortofthingspropertiesofour
states or, indeed, properties in general are' The idea

wasintroducedandleftdeliberatelyneutraloouronly
commitmentbeingtothefactthattJreyexisted,were
some sort of universal, and were whatever it r¡'as that

made possible rnultiple predication' Now the most

plausible interpretation of what a state is'o it seems to

ffr€c is that it is some unity of propertiesn (The word

"unity" is used here to be neutral between words like

ttset", "whole", t'collection". ) Not any unity of any

properties of ourselves will don it might be said' for

ifwedonotrestrictwhichpropertieEgotornakeupmy
statenwewillhavettre(He8elia¡r?)consequencetjeata
specificationofrnystateisadescriptionoft,treuniverseo
ljvewillnotinvestigatettrismatter,butjustassumetLrat
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the problem of which restriction to place on such

propertieshasbeensolved.Nevertheless,aspecÍfic-
ation of my state at a given time is completely given

by a (suitable) Iist of the properties that I have at the

time, and so we can say tJrat my state is the unity of

tJeose proPerties.

This gÍves us a way Ín vrhich a complex state

of a person can share a property and fail to share

another property with another complex state of the

personr Vle can say tJrat state sr,of Person Pr'has

propertieu F 
1

in virtue of

ancl I'r, and s, of P2 hao F, but not Frn

s, being a unity of properties of p1 vrhich

includes ú, ana {r, and s, being a unity of properties

of p2 which incluJes l, U"t not' $r ' where ó, ana 6,

are properties of persons rattrer than their states' tr'or

example, we might say that yours and rny states have

the propert¡ being a having of a red afterímage' iu

virtue of you and I havíng the propertyn havÍng a red

afterimage.

Inasimilarfashionnitmightbethataper$on
possessesapropertyinvirtueofsorneentitynotidentlcal
v¡ith ttre person possesoing arrother property" The other

entity might, for instance, be a part of ttre person' We

can say that a Person possesses the property' having

a red arm, 1IT virtue of a part of the person' t'he arm'

posseosing the ProPertY redness'

This is what I want to suggest is the case with

the property "being a sensation*of-redilo As we intro-

duced ito it was a property of our stateso which when

they possessed it were said to be sensations-of-redo

Now obviously we could say that our states were

sensations-of",r€d in virtue of ourselves possessing the
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propertyrbeingahaverofasensation-of-rGd'Butthat
is not quite what I mean. There is something to be said

about ttre structure of oUr sensations of red, which leads

us to a¡other property and a¡rother bearer of it'

Ihaveallalongbeendeliberatelyneutralabout
whether we afterimage or hallucinate. That Was the

reason for occasionatly inserting "allegedly" in front of

the relevarrt predicateso cu/e did not do this with "see",

for it is too much to deny tJrat we see' ) Eecause I

wanted to remain neutral about whetJrer we actually

afterimage, in order not to beg the question against

Rortyo it was necesEary to argue about the nature of the

statgo that we are in on those particular occasionso

(which undoubteclly occur) which we identify by saying

that they are t*re occaoionc about which tt¡ere is dispute

over whether we afterimage. I have argued to the point

where it has been shown tÌ¡at ûrose states have certain

propertiee, which can be knov¡n to us, and which are '
p,*i:li:'¡ "Ì, physical" Jusvt now I offered an account of

what it is to be in a state, and what it is for the state

to have certain propertÍes. The argiument to be given

willnotrelyonassumingthisaccount:itwasincluded
to i^Ilustrate a possible way in which a state of a person

mightbesaidtohaveaproPertyinvirtueofthepersonls
having another property. The point I want to make'

tJrough, is that there is no particular problem about

there being properties of our states. since they are our

states, we could just as well have centred our discussion

on certain of our pJoggllies o The real question is not

aþout whettrer it is our states as opposed to our properties

that are material 0r not, It is rattrer about the nature

(physical or not) of what is about us on the disPuted
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occasioTrs, So faro tJ:e argument has established that

'.ffe can come to have certain knovrledge about ourselvos

on such occasiono, and ttrat what we know about ourselves

is that we or our states have certain properties, and that

these propertÍes are neither causal nor belief-Iike

properties. The effect of Rortyrs arguments has been tJre

inconvenience of being unable to conduct the diecussion

as a discussion of tJre nature of our afterimaging or

hallucÍnating.

3" The ?opology of Otrr States.

It is clear that our states on ttre relevant

occasions are very complexo There are many things

about uso happening to us, going on in us, on tkrose

occasionsn heartbeat, food metabolism, breathing, neural

activity. I want to concentrate on just one aspect of our

states or ourselves on such occasionso I expressed that

aspect before by speaking about certain properties of

our states: being a sensation-of-r€dr being a sensation-

of-â-sqnâr€.

Ìüow what it is that we (carr) knov¡ about ourselves

on such occasions is a series of facts with (at least) orre

very interesting structure" It might be called a "quasi-

topological" structure, It is a structtrreo io êo a set of

relations¡ oo the facts or propositions we know about

ourselves. \tre might also have said that it vras a structure

on a certain class of the properties which $¡e possess on
lfL

those occasionso It is better to talknthÍs way because it
allows for tJre possibility of discussing our possession of

those properties even when we do not knov¡ that we possess

ttrem. The way we established that we possess these

properties was by a¡r argument using the facts we know
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or can coïne to know about ourselves on tkrose occasions'

but we have seen that tÌ¡e possession of the properties

is not necessarilY conscious'

î7e first notice t'Ìrat tkre strtrcture contains a

systematic class of non-identities between our properties

(or states). The state when we (auegedry) hallucinate

just one figure, a square (suppose that all tJre figures

we are talking about are red)' is not identical with the

state when we hallucinate just one figure, a circle'

The property we possess when we hallucinate just one

n-sided polyhedron is not equal to the property we possess

when we harrucinate just one ;ri-sided polyhedrorS when

nf t:t.

Ifwearetoidentifyeachoftlreseproperties
with some internal physical representationo then the

physical representations (properties) rn¡ill need to have

a corresponding system of inequalitieso If this were all

therewastoit,tjrenperhapstheidentificationcouldbe
made. NTere eqtrali$ arrd inequality' however' hardly

begintodojusticetotJrerelationsbetweentheproperties
lve are discussing.

For exarnple, we can hallucinate at t. a triangle'

a¡rd t]len at t, hallucinate a rotation of that triangle

(that is, a rotated triangle' Tle ca¡rnof couroen also

ha]lucinatedynamicallyarotatingtriarrgle'Thatisnot
whatlmean).Nov¡torepresenttherelationshipbetween
these two properties physicallyn wê should need some

aspect of the relation þetvueen the two which somehow

representedtJrerotation.Idonotmeanttrattheproperty
associated with hallucinating a triangle at to is a

rotationofttrepropertyassociatedlvithhallucinatÍnga
triangle at tr. That does not even make Eeneeo I mean
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that ttrere is a systematic relation between tkre properties

which is marked by the rotation of the internal object

of the hallucination - it is one discernable di¡nension

among others in which the properties cârl val¡¡l - and

which tiherefore needs marking by some systematically

variable feature of the physical properties with which

to identify trhem.

Gompare this way in which our properties

vary with a¡rother way: tra¡¡slation. we can hallucinate

the translation (movement from one part of the visual

field to a¡rother) of a triangle. In both tjris case and

tJle previous oneo sometkring stays the same (ttrat it ls

the state associatød with the alleged hallucination of a

triangre), and something varies, but it is a differe\!rw.M-,rd."^.

respectwhichvarieswhenthereisrotationfrorrywhen
trhere is translation. And it is something which system-

atically varies (for ttrere is a systematic series of

rotations), so we will need for the identification a series

of neural properties, and to keep it from being just an

arbitrarilyselectedseriesofphysicalproperties,t]rere
must be some definite non-arbitrary relation between

themoltakeitthatjusttoincludettreneuralproperties
in some set of n-tuples would be an arbitrary way of

makingtherelation,forthepropertiescal}beincluded
in many sets of n-tuples. So we will need sorne

definite feature of the properties - some definite feature

of ourselves - which systematically varies durlng

rotation, a¡rd some definite other feature systematically

varying during translatton. Thus, as I said beforen we

need some aspect of tjre relation between trre two properties

which represents tÀe rotation. So we ca¡mot rest

contentmerelywithidentifyingdi^fferentpropertieswit¡
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dÍfferent physical properties. The physical properties

need to have a definÍte structt¡re of their own, corr€e-
ponding to tjre ways in which our allegedly-hallucinating
properties can vary. At the risk of labouring the point,

simply to ttrink of hallucinating a trialgle, then hallucin-

ating the sarne triangle rotated through 45o, then

hallucinating tJre sarne triangle rotated through a¡tother
o

45- 
" 

as being Ín three distinct states (as possessing

ttrree non-identical properties) fails to marl: the partial

similarities between tlhe states and the systematic

variation between tttem. 'Ihese partial similarities and

various systematic variations must be marked by

corresponding similarities and systeinatic variability in

their physical "analogues"n

'fhus an hallucinating of a triangle at a certain

point in tJre visual field and with a certain orientation

is not a simple thitg, but contains information about

the nature of the figure, its position and its orientation.

Any one of tJrese can vary while tJre ottrers stay constant,

so whatever physical state or property represents t'his

fact about ourselves must map at least these featureso

In belief-Iike items there is a ready-made map

(provided we could map beliefs into physiaal structures)"

To every distinct feature of a¡r hallucination we could

associate a part of the proposition describing the contents

of the hallucination (i. eo a propositior¡ not abrcut

hallucÍnation but about geometrical shapes) and tJren

simply place afl "x believes that" operator in front of

the proposition" ijut lve have argued that the tendency

to have such beliefs need not always be prosent in these

circumstancego
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To carry on with our brief outline of tJre complex

quasi-topological structure of our hallucination-properties.

there can be such relatÍons as congruence, and similarity

between the figures in ¡tu þallucination, and congruence

of some parts of the figures but not of others" These

aspects of our hallucinations shor¡Id need markÍng by

relations between their physical baseso

In addition to tåese relations between alleged'

hallucination-states¡ there are relations between figures

gitttin the one hallucination state serving to distinguish

hallucinatings. We might term these relations ttre

"internal topolory" of an haltucinatfng. F.or instance,

something distinguishes allegedly-halrucinating a square

to the left of a circle, from a square abçlre a circle,

below a circle, and to thu gigþL of a circle. Something

distinguiohes hallucÍnating two squares from hallueinating

ttrree. In fact, more o" lusslany confÍguration of shapes

which can be achieved in a bounded connected Euclidean

region of (at leastl two dimensions, can serve to distinguish

hallucinating-propertie s and afterim agin g-propertie s'

Identifying such properties with a system of physical

properties, tÀerefore, should require a system of

properties of complexity great enough to match adeqgately

these various relations between hallucinations.

There does not seem to me to be any a priori

reason why a sufficiently complex series of elements

ahd properties adequate for encoding these differer¡ces

1 Lu"rrirrg aside the question of whetJrer we

could be said to hallucinate e' g. a 10Þu - sided figure -
in ê. the question of whether tJre internal topology of
hallucÍnations gU¡' is that of a bounded, continuous ,
two dimensional, connected, etcn region.
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should not exist in the brain. I say t]ris with one

exceptioninmind:continuityanddensity(Sellarsraises
this proble*2¡. If the "internal topology" of our hallucin-

atings really is continuous, so that there are various

continuous series of hallucinatings to encode (and hence

g of ttrem)" then the brain which is discrete at the

neuronallevel(evenatthequantumleve}J)wi]lbe
unable to achieve this. Similarity with density' If a¡l

hallucinatedlineoffinit'elengthieallyismadeupofa
dense series of elements, then to represent all tJre

possible different length li¡es would need an ir¡finite

sequence of different properties, which is impossible

for a discrete brain. I leave this problem with the

observationthatadiscreteseritescanseem'tobedense
if tJre,difference betw.een members of the series are too
- lJr"'- gLot*

u*"qïî be aware Jq,,to" instance ín movie projection"

Leaving this aside, if all that is needed is to

represent a finite amount of information' then there is

surely no reason why tàe brain should not achieve this

provided tJre amount of information is not too great' I

do not thi-nk that I have an argument for the conclusion

thatwehavetoomanydifferenthallucinatingstatesnor
some states are too complex, for the brain to represent'

4. The RetationaL l\ature of Visual Hallusinations and

Afterimaging a

\ilhenwe(allegedly)hallucínatetwotriarrglesside

by side, Ín normal conditions there often seems to be two

(triangular shaped ) obiects in front of our eyes' Ilie

might also have said that there appears to be two objects

2 Sellars 1963 p.191; Aune 1967 Ch'9'
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in front of our eyeso To repeat something said earlier,

at the very least this involves under normal conditions

the belief or tendency to believe that there are trvo objects

in front of the eyesù

.L\ow remove the tendency to believe tåat there

are two triang'rlar shaped objects out there in the world.

Suppose that there is a case where we have no such

tendency: v/e know there is. nothing there and we

calmty introspect our alleged-hallrrcination-state. Let

us say that the triangles are coloured red and that

there is nothing else in the visual field, it being all

black, Ð'o you not note that there still seems to !S-
two (triangular shaped) things in existence ? I have not

said that there seems to be two objects in front of the

gfg, out in the world as it were, for that would comrnit

us to the tendency to believe that the triangles are in

the physical world. It seems clear to me, however,

that there does in such a case seerrì to be two (not

three or one) objects, or regions, triangular shaped, in

existence. Suppose one of tlrern wir¡ks outn ilow it
seems, is that one of them has gone out of existenceo

Suppose three more now appear side by side. It seems

that three triangular things have come into existencen

'rhe I'it seems" here can only, it seems to me,

plausibly be rendered in terms of beliefs and tendencies

to believe. When it seems that there are two triangular

regions in existence, we believe or tend to believe that

there are two triangular regions in existenceo And when

you inspect the contents of your hallucination, do you

not come to have precisely this belief or tendency to

believe ?
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I have not said that ttre belief that there are

two triangular regions in existence will invarjleþlI

accompany being in ttre alleged-hallucinating-of-two-

triangles-state. It has already been argued that in

principle v/e can afterimage or hallucinate an A, and

have no beliefs either that an A. exists¡ or even' for

reasons of corrigibility" that we are afterimaging or

hallucinating an A" In this case, I am not argUing that

the belief IgEt be present. I am inviting the reader

to examine the nature of his or her hallucinating or
a

afterimaging", and noþwhat they come up with.

So if you examine yourself even when you lack

all tendency to t¡elieve tJ¡at there are two physical

triangles in the world, you will have a tendency to

believen perhaps a full beÌiefo that there are a pair of

triangr.rlal; objects or regions.

Now I wiJI say that this belief is in fact

knowledge. More exactly, I will claim that the belief

is trueo and leave unargued for the contention that if

it is true, it wiII count as knowledge in virtue of there

being a suitable causal relation between the belief and

v¿hat makes it true. I will take it that this latter

condition is satisfied.

\Mhy should v/e say that the betief is true ? A'

tough-mindecl answer is that íf you attend to the contents

of your mind when you are allegedly-irallucinating two

t ff thu reader has trouble imaging ttris case,

one way of placing yourself in the right sort of state is
to draw two bright green triangles on a piece of white
paper, stare at them for some time under bright light'
then go into a dark room or close your eyes.
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triangles you will see that it is manifest that this is what

it is likeo Two triangular-shaped regions really do exist.

Look and sue.4

I thint{ that this is correct. and suffÍcient to

establish my conclusion" I realise, however, tfiat many

philosophers woul,d be unwilling to accept it. I wiLl

therefore give furt}er arguments for tJre same conclusion.

I want to say that if tJre belief that there are

two triangles in existence is not knowledge, then neither

are mar¡y of ttre other betiefs tt¡at we have already held

to be knowledge" Vf e have agreed that when we were

in the aJlegedly-þallucinating-¿-¡ed-object state, we

could tell that we were in a state Ìike in some reopect

other aJtegedly-hallucinating-¿-¡ed-object states, allegedly-

having-¿-red-afterirnage states, a¡rd seein$-¿-¡sd-object

states. \Ay'e remarked later that the 6ame points about

what we could tell concerning similaritiesn differences,

and respects, could be made about the states when we

allegedly hallucinate a square, allegedly have a square

afterimage" and see a square. vy'e used ttrese facts

about what we could come to know as the basis of our

argument for ttre conclusion that the relevant aspects of

our states were not to be identified with belief-like item,s.

we ca¡r of course ma'ke the same points about (arlegealy)

halLucinating a pair of trianglese etcn V/e ca¡r telI that

these states are similaro That is, if you attend closely

to your stateo you will come to know that it is similar

to various states. But this is precisely tÀe met]rod I

am recommending ttrat one uses in coming to believe that

there are in existence a pair of triangles: careful attentive

4 lvlut.phorically speaking, of course. cofn

FhiIo sophical Investieatio section 66.
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introspection" I do not claim that careful attention will

a1u¡ays give accurate results. I do claim that if we hold

that it can accurately tell us very complex information

about similarities, differences, similarities of respect,

differences of respect and so on, and that it does not

accurately tell us that there are a pair of triangles

present, then we shor¡ld need to know a relevatrt difference

in the two cases. The difference should be relevant to

showing why we can count the one complex set of beliefs

as knowledge, but cannot count ttre other belief as

knowledge. I can think of no difference which even begins

to be relevant to showing this.

This, ttten, is my second argument: if we

fail to count the belief that there exist two triangular

regions as know-ledge, then we ought also fail to count

the various beliefs that we are often in states sirnilar to

one another As knowleclge. This latter seems too much

to hold as has been said earlier (Çhopter Nine).

Perhaps one source of reticehce to accept the

conclusion of this ,Sgment 
is the feeling that if it were

true, the thingsrthat are triangular would be furuey

entities. I do not mean that they would be funny insofar

as they would be nonphysical, but, rather, funny in that
b<

they woutdnonly be part of the story concerning our state.

They would not be in any way substa¡rtial items embedded

in a manifold, but rather more like parts of a manifold,

the visual field. There is something not qrrite right about

talking about parts of a piece of space as existing or for

that matter of talking about the "visual field" as a piece

of space a¡rd hence existing.

There are two ans\¡/ers to this. The first is

that I am not disturbed by ttre possibility that space is
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real. I think that it is real, and that it has real parts.

The second Ís that our argument does not establish that

the triangles, or any visual-field-type entity of which

the triangles are parts, are in any \¡ray insubstantial in

the way that space Ís. In fact it does not even establish

that the triarrgles or the visual field are not physical

objects. Even if we had established this much, it
would still not follow tJrat the triangles and the visual

field were not constructed out of spiritual stuff with a
(nearly) spatial topology. There would presumably be

no contradiction in talking about such stt¡ff and supposing

it to have parts made up of the same stuff and triangular

shaped.

Might we not try to analyse awayr or adverb-

ialise, that which it is being claimed we know when we

attend to our hallucinatings ? The only function that such

steps could serve here wor¡ld be to deny what I am

claiming we know, and hence to deny what is the caseo

If my argument is comect, then such moves must be

mistaken. It is worth seeÍng in this perspective the

analysis and adverbialisation methodologies which we

discussed earlier. They can sometimes serve the

function of dealÍng with troublesome predicates. But

on the other hand, tJrey must remain withÍn the limits
laid down by tJre facts that introspection reveals.

5. Explaining Entailments Between Afterimage Predicates"

If under the stipuiated conditions we do know

tJ:at tJrere is a pair of triangles in existence, ttren much

that is otJrerwise puzzLing about tÀe phenomena of

hallucinating and afterÍmaging immediately becomes

unpuzzled. Note first tJrat the argument immediately
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generalises to the hallucination or afterimaging of any

geometrical figure. Then, we have a ready-made

systematic (indeed', mathematical) account of the various

complicated orderings of properties and states of our-

selves which lve have described. They have these

orderings in virtue of tlle properties being relational

propertiesbetweenpersonsa¡ldcertainregionswiththe
various topological orderings possessed by sub-regions

of a certain sort of topological space' To take a

particular case, we have an immediate explanation of

a point raised earlier in corurection with Jacksonrs work

on adverbs: that an hallucination or afterimage of a

single figure, a square, cannot be an hallucinaùion or

afterimage of a single figure which is a circle. Indeed,

it is a superior e>çlanation to one which, tike Jackson|s,

proceedsbywayofarguingfortherealityofafterimagles.
For that argument must also give, enough of the semantics

of "square" and ttcircle t' considered as sof

afterimages.toguaranteetjrattheoneincludestheother'
Here we have a cut and dried reason for tlrat exclusion;

"Sçlare", "triangle" are intended to have their usual

geometrical rneanings, and squares cannot be circles"

Indeed, we have an explanation of all the

"geometrical" entailments behreen hallucination and

afterÍmage predicates. For example, if we hold that to

halJ.ucinate a square is to be in a certain sort of

relationship to arr actual square thing, then we t¡ave a

framework for the sema¡rtics of hallucination predicatesn

Ifwemakethefurtlreragsurnptionttrattherelationship
in question is extensional and so allov¿s substitutivity of

identity, at least with respect to a suitable class of terms"

thenwecanimmediate}ydeducethattohallucinateor
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afterimageasquareis(atleast)torrauucinateorafter-
image a quadrilateral.

It mÍght be objected that it is not obviously

an advantage to be able to explain tJrese entaÍlments'

becauseithasnotyetbeenestablishedthathallucinatings
take place. The argument has been conducted without

assumingthatafterir.nageandhallucinationpredicatesare

instarrtiatedritbeingmaintaineclonlythatonthedisputed
occasionspeopleareinspecialconditionsthattheyare
in a position to know something about" In reply to this

objection, Iet me say that we have establíshed enough

about those condítions arrd what we know about them to

make one wonder what advantage wor¡kl be gained by

denying the instantiation of the predicates' This is

espeeially pertinent if we remind ourselves that inability

to analyse away the predicates does not prevent the

possibility of their teeth being drawn by a simple

identification of the properties they stand for with physical

properties. It is certainly tJre cabe' furtJrermore' that

afterÍmageandhallucinationpredicatesgiveusaconvenient
syntactic mark of tJre presence of complexes of features

of ourselves. The description of the internal object of

thehallucinationcontainsvarioustermstowhich'even
if we clo not agree thene exist things bearing properties

denotecl by those terms taken in a literal sense' there

corresponddiscernableanddiscernablydistinctaspects,

respects, propertieso featureso what have you' of our-

selves and/or our states'

The usefulness of t'his terminology leads me

to make the assumption that afterimage and hallucination

predicates are instantiated' and stand for just those

complexes of properties of ourselves that we have been
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at pains to elucidate. trVe wiII keep a watchful eye on

ttre possibilÍty with this assumption that too much meta-

physics can be extracted from it' Insofar as you agree

with what is assumed, io €o that hurrrane do afterimage

a¡rd halrucinate, you wirt presumably agree rn¡ith the

point that we have :here an undoubtedly ready-made

explanation of the puzzling entailments'

6. Is It a Better Explanation Than lts Rivals?

That is a point about how it explains certain

entaiLments. It is not a point about its being a Þ*I

explanation of those entailments than certain other

possible explanations' In order to make tlat- sort of

point stick, we should have to spell out in considerable

detair the strucürre of the expranation and its rivals,

and that is not what I wish to do here' Howevern I

am inclined to believe that it is a better explanation

tÀan at least three of its rivals' In this section' I will

sketchextremelybrieflywhylbelÍevethatitisabetter
explanationo

(1) Take tÀe first rival I have in mind:

ha'ltucinating or afterimaging a figure with geometry G

is having (possibly repressed) tendency to believe' or

a fulL belief, tJrat there existå an object with geometry

G.Itisimportanttodistinguishthisaccor.lrrtofhalfucin-
ation and afterimaging from the Direct Realist account

of visual aberration' according to which such aberrations

involve tJre belief that there is an object with geometry

G in thg v¡or}!, in front of the eyes perhaps' IrIowo if

I am right, t'Ìris latter accourrt can be defeated by the

arguments of the previous two chapters' But obviously

we cannot cite tjre manifest absence of any tendency to
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be deceived about the existence of objects in front of

the eyes as an argument against the former account,

for different beliefs are upþ ce"n'*^-*'-'- '

Neverthelesso the new account has two

difficrrlties with it" One is that it is implausible in its

own right. The otlher is that it is inferior as an

expla¡ation of the entailments to the view I am defending.

The first difficulty is this: as I said before,

I do not claim even ttrat the tendency to belÍeve that

there are two tria¡gles in existence invariably accomp-

anies hallucinating or afterimaging two tria¡gles. The

corrigibilist positi on defended in chapter Five allows

the possibility that we hallucinate or afterirnage, and not

be aware of it. Furthermore, this seems to be quite

a frequent occurrence at least with a-fterimaging. The

phenomena of suddenly noticing oners aJterimages does

occur. This gives a reason for thinking that an after-

inr.age of an X is not invariably accomparlied by the

tendency to believe ttrat there is an x in existence.

F'urtherrrrore, the Argurnent from tne Speckled i{en

lends weight to this point, It was argued in clrapter

Ten that inspection of our mental states can talçe time,

and that before inspection it is implausible to think that

\¡fe necessarily must have beliefs cogesponding to all
t

the introspectfble features of our mental states. But

that is an argument which goes through independent of

whether the beliefs are beliefs about there being certain

objects with certain properties in the physical worldo or

simply beliefs about there being certain objects with

certain properties in existenceo

TheseconddifficultyisthatbelÍefsdonothave
a strong enough semantics to give us the required
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entailmentso There is always the possibility, even with

the most obvious of eîtùhentË¡F ent¿ritø Q lltiat o ' s!¡ffic-

iently irrational personnÉeüeve that P and fail to have

a tendency to believe that Q. For instaricet it is

surely possible for a person to believe that there exists

a Star of Davicl (whicho perhaps, they are hallucinating)¡

but fail to believe that it is a six-pointed star. Cn the

other harrd, surely if one hallucinates a star of David,

then one hallucinates a si¡ç-pointed star. This argUment

does not establish that hallucinations are not identical

with belief-Iike items. There is no reason why

substituting for identicals need preserve entailments.

It does establish that the belief-account of halLucinating

does not give arr explarrtion of the enttll*""t"' 5

(2') The second rival for the explanation of

the entailments is some sort of Rerurie-style semantics

for afterimage- and hallucination-predicates designed

to make the entailments come out, coupled with the

claim that trre va¡rious inclusion, excluoion relationships

inthesemanticsaredictatedbythemearringsofthe
predicates in question. This has a ring of ad-hocness

and lack of system about ito although I am very unsure

about this point. For instance, there is no a prlori

reason why ttsquarett Ín afterimâ$€-contexts and

hallucination-contexts should be associated with just one

semantic unit, and thus any claim that it is would seern

to need further expla¡ration. A Rennie-style sema¡rtics

whÍch merely gave inclusion, etco, relations between

predicates, even if it dÍd associate "square" with a

single semarltic unit, appears not to give this further

5 It *olrld alsoo therefore! seem to estaþIish

that the belief-account does not give us tJre mea.ning of

Or" ¡aìl ucination-predicate s 
"
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explanation. sucþ a Rennie-stJrle accourrt seems to be,

though I am not sure how to show it, just the claim that

a semantics strong enough to guarantee tlhe entailment

wlll guarantee it"

(3) The third rival I have in mind is Jacksonrs

argument for the existence of afterimages (chapter Four).

Now the claim that afterimages are real does not¡ as

I said before, by itself gua.ra¡dee the entallments. It

must be supplemented with enough of tJre semantics of
ttgquarettr "quadrilateral" conSidered as predlcates Of

afterimages to make the entailments work. As a

particular case of this, it might attempt to argue that

"square" is to be ta¡en literally in such contexts. But

it is clear ttrat arry such argument must be additional

to the claim that afterima$es a¡e real. Furthermore,

any argument for tJrat conclusion is a¡r argument for

the conclusion being urged here.

7. The colours of our Afterimages a¡rd Hallucinations.

I will not pursue this interesting side-line

further. It is importarrt to see t¡at what has been

offered here is by no means a sketch of the fu1l semalltics

of afterimage a¡¡d hallucfnation predicates, I have said

ttrat when we hallucinate a tria¡rgle we are in a certain

relation to a triarrgUlar tritgt somettring which is really

a triarrgle. But we should not think that this holds for

whatever terms come after t}e main verb. To hallucinate

an A does not always entail tt¡at there exists alr A, even

'f tn" argument given so far is correcto To hallueinate

a cat does not entail that there is a cat (in my mind or

anywhere else).
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More important for my purposes, is the fact

ttrat it is by no means obvious that if we þallusinate

or afterimage somethin$ red¿ then something red exists"

We have argued that under tJrese circumstances, we have

a sensa.tion-of-f€d, with the property of being-a-sensation-

of-r€da but this is a far cry from there being something

red in existenceo Soo whatever sema'ntics we give for

"red" occurring in afterimage predicateso it ca¡rnot be

precisely parallel to tJrat for "square". \ile should like

to have such a semanticsr however, to extend the

account of the explanatory virtues of the picture of

afterimaging and hallucination"

I turn back to my stock weapon, careful

introspection, and make some further wildly unsubstant-

iated assertions based on ito

If we haltucinate a red squareo I claim that

u¡e are in a certain relation to something square' and

that we can know a,bout the exÍstence of tJre square tÀing'

The difference between haltucinating a red square and

hallucinating a green squareô has to do with a certain

property being possessed by the square ttring' If it is

a red squarer then it is one property" If it is a green

sguareo tÀen it is anotlrero For it to be a red sqnare

rather than a half-red square, is for tJrat property to

be possessed by all tJre parts (or at lesst all t.tte

discernable parts) of the squarê thing, If it is half red

a¡rd half greenr tJren the square thing has two parts such

tÀat one of them has all its sub-parts possessing the one

property, and tJre otJrer has aIL i¡u ssþ-parts possessing

the ottre r Property.

These propertieso which ca¡r be "extended" over

the squarer must not be cor¡fused with red and green"
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(Nevertheless, I claim that we cafi know of"their exÍstence

rf we attend carefully, ) I wa¡rt to say, though, that they

are importarrtly related to the predicates "x is a sensation-

of-red (green)" a¡.td "x = being-a-E¡ensation-of-red (green)".

They are importarrtly related by virtue of ttre fact that

when we have a sensation-of-red¿ what distinguishes it

from having a gensation-of - green' is ttrat some region

specially related to us has that property which the souare

thing has when we afterimage a red squa¡re o That

property is a property of some ertended tJring specially

rerated to us just whenever we have a sensation-of-red.6

The property deserves a name, a¡rd it is a

property closely connected to seeing a red object in the

following way: when we see a red object, we have a

senSation-of-rêdr and when we have a sensation-of-red¡

we are in a certain retation to a region wittr the property.

Thus being in the relation to t¡e region wit]l the property

is a necessary condition of seeing something red. It is

not a sufficient condition because we can be in that

relation to that sort of thing and not be seeíng red, but

afterimaging red or hallucinating red. rl'he close

connection prompts names: red*, green*, and so on"

It should not be thought, of course, tJrat becausê ll€o-

Iogisms çere necesEaryô the properties were ones\\¡ittr

which we were hitherto ur¡familiar.

U ,, *u.y not be obvious what tJre shape of the

extended thing i.s. This does not necessarily imply that

the tJring does not have a determinate shape: we mÍght
not be able to tell just by concentrating what that shape

is. On the other hand, a patch of the property with streaky

edges migþL not have a determinate shape for the reason

that tJrere is a region of indeterminateness about whether

the property is Possessed or not. I suggest this only as

a possibility"
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We are now in a position to extend the account

oftt¡e explanatory virtues of the claim tJlat in he'llucinating

a triangle we really are in a certain relation to a

triangular thing, We add to the claim tJre further (above)

story about red*, green't, etco Vy'e ask what distinguishes

seeing red, squareg etco from hallucinating red, sguare'

etc. a¡rd afterimaging red, sguare, etco The answer is

basically a causal one (we omit conditions aosociated with

the presence of beliefs, since $¡e are not here interested

in the entailments of seeing predicates, and we have

argued that neither beliefs about the external world nor

beliefs about ourselves need be present r¡¡hen hallucinating

or afterimagíng), To afterimage a red square Ís to be

in a certain relation to an object which is red* and

square, and for this state of affairs to have a certain

sort of causeÒ If these conditions obtaÍrç then, clearly,

one is in a certain relation to a thing which is red'l' (and

for that matter to be in that relation to a thing which is

square). These latter states of affairs ex hypothesi

have the requisite sorts of causes. Thereforeo if one

has a red square afterimageo t'llen one has a red after-

image, and one has a square afterimage" The entaÍlment

of Chapter Four is explained" Obviously a similar

argument wiIL show ttrat under these conditÍons one has

a Ðqua-re red afterÍmage. Similar arguments will establish

simjJ.ar conclusions for hallucinating, if we distinguish

that either by ttre operation of causes of certain sorts

or by the absence of the operation of certain sorts of

causes.

rñIe also have a.n answer to Jacksonrs problem

about how one could distinguish afterimaging two figures,

a red square ancl a green circle, from afterimaging a red
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circle and a green square" we have already seen that

we can give an account. of what it is to afterimage hilo

figures, in terms of ttreir being embedded in a thing with

certain topological properties a¡¡d related in a certain way

to uso v/e need suppose further onty that the square thing

is red* aII over, a¡rd the circular thing is green* all overe

Since tJris situation amounts, with appropriate attendant

'causal relations, to having a red square and a green

circular afterimage, it is evidentty distinct from the

situation where the square is green* all over, and the

circular thing is red,t all over, which is the condition

of afterimaging a green square and a red circle. Indeed"

I can think of no other satisfactory way of making this

distinction.

Theforegoinghasbeennomoret}ra¡rasketch,
even of those parts of tJre sema¡rtics of the predicates

that we did deal with. It omits a great dea17, but it

includes enough for us to see ttre great unÍfying explan-

atory power of our ttresis. It explains much, and it
explains it under the rubric of a single explanation. I

tale it that the explanatory virtues of the ttresis constitute

a third argument, and a strong oneo for its truth"

t. The Fhysical Correlates of Visual Sensationso

So we have arrived at this point: 19 þallucinate

and to afterimage geometrical figures is to be in a certain

? Orr. interesting line to be pursued is the

exclusion relations between the colours of afterimages.
€. go a-fterimaging just one red-all-over square entails
noi afterimaging a square which is any part green' One

can see how the account might proceed (in terms of ex-
clusion relations between reds and greefi'r) but we will
not pursue this matter.
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relation to something wittr a certain geometry' Now we

can return to our main theme and ask: can we identify

these properties of ourselves with physical properties ? 
I

Twoanswerstothisquestioncanbedismissed

immediately: that the geometrical figure in question is

a platonic object, and that the geometrical figure in

question is a piece of physical space with the required

geometry. Neither of tJrese answers leads to a plausible

account of introspection. In the first case we *lould

havetosaythatwhenweha]lucinateatriangle,ÏV'eare
somehow (directly?) aware of Plators Triangle' The

second answer carmot account for why on a particular

occasion we should experience a triangle and not a circle'

There would be nothing special about the physical relations

betrveen the triangle selected and some other piece of

physical space with a different geometryn to account for

why it should be the triangle a¡rd not tÀe square known

to exist. Furthermore, we cot¡ld not account for why

it should be one triangular region of space rather than

another a

Unless that subspace has a causally relevant

boundary. (I meant tl¡e latter answer to exclude this

possibitity. ) This is the only possible ans\4¡er c I think.

The model for knowledge of hallucinatory experience that

is the most plausible is tJrat the experience' event'

property, what have you, takes place, and this causes

I Thu question can be rephrased but still asked

bythosewhodenytheinstantiationofafterimageand
hallucination predlcates: when we allegedly afterimage,

vre are in a certain relation to something with a certain
geometry; can the latter tJring be identifÍed with anything

physical ?
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in us the þelief ttrat it takes place' For its particular

geometrical nature to be known requires t'trat tJre geo-

metrical properties be causally operative' and cause

differentbetiefsfordifferentgeometricalshapes.This
means that at least the bor¡ndary of the triangle be

causally operative in introspection and this would seem

to mean that the triangular thing be made up of something'

some stuff (ttris is not to deny that it be made up of

collections of cells, or alternatively some dualist stuff'

or something else). A patch of space simply singled

out in thought from surrounding patches would not give

us sufficient causal distinctiveness'

There would seem to be only one reasonable

possibility if physícalism is to be true' and that is that

the triangle is a part of the body' presumably the central

nervoussystem'(Seebelowrsectionl0'foranalternative')

So, then, for physicalism to be true' we will

need to be able to detect distinctive pieces of brain

tissue of the right shape whenever we afterimage or

hallucinate a given geometrical figure' (Later we v'¡ill

Iook at ilre possibility that the items of the rigtrt shape

be electromagnetic. )

\Ãihat a crude demand on physicalism ! This

demandonphysicalismÍsonethathasbeenoverwhelming}y

rejected by physicalists' 'Io this I can only reply that

this is where our argument has led us'

But surely, it might be replied' sensing machines

canbeconstructedwhoseinternalcorrfigurationsneed
bear no geometrical relationship to t'he items whose

geometry they are distinguishing' V'/e have already dealt

witlrthatargument.Itisnotbeingc}aimedthatexperience
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must be the way I am saying it is. I see no reason to

deny that the L,.irect Realist machine might be constructed

one day. I am ctajrning that this is how experience ig
for humanso

9. The Topology of l{eural States.

lVe now turn to look at neurophysiology, to

see whether our "crude" conclusion rea1ly is so crude.

'We immediately find that one school of psychology

thought precisely as I have - Gestalt psychology' Their

position seems largely to have been rejected by more

modern physiotogists (c'f. Luria L973 P.229, Fribram

19?1 p,468), but, as we will see, it is not gþ so

obvious that it should be.

The account of the organisation of the human

brain that I çill present is preceded by a ta"ett' 9

I base the account princÍpalty on the conclusions of two

neuroscientists, Luria and Pribram, but it must be

stressed that ttreir conclusions are somewhat speculative.

Little is known for sure, for instance, about what happens

along the causal chain beyond the primary and secondary

visual zones of the cortex. Neeciless to 8âY, visually

acquired information is causally relevant to the higher

functions of the brain represented further along t'hat chain'

Thus, because the conclusion of t]-is thesis depends on the

interpretation of neurophysiological evidence given here'

tÌ¡at conclusion must be regarded as tentative'

I I "* 
indebted to Dr. Chris Cooper, Psychology

Dept., university of Adelaide, for vatuable discussions on

the matters in tñis section. rt was he who was responsible

for emphasizing to me the tentative nature of the evidence

cited in favour of mY argument.
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lMhen ardinarily seeing a triangle, there is a

triangular pateh at least somewhere in the heaO, oamely

at the retina. (The same is true for afterimaging a

triangle. ) A triangular patch of firings of receptor cells

takes place which is transmitted by bipolar cells to

ganglion cells in the optic nerve. IIere, and in what

follows, when I say that there ie a triangular patch of

excitation, I mean that the cells which are principally,

or mostly, firing are set out in the shape of a triangle'

obviously there are many cells nearby which are not

firing so much. Obviously, too, we have to talk about

the statistical frequency of the cells firing, for a cell

fires discontinuously, on ancl off. This, together with

the fact that the triangular patch at the retina and else-

where ]nas fuzzy edges, could presumably be accounted

for by the physicalist by saying that ttre consciousness,

io e. the introspective belief "mottitor", does not pick

up the discontinuities or the firings of the cells around

the edges of the triangle which are fíring more than

their unstimulated neighbours but less than the cells

right on the perimeter of the triangle" These points are

intended to apply as ïveII to the otjrer triangles in the

head which we wiII show to be present.

It is unlikely, however, that this triangle at

the retina is sufficient to account for what is common

to seeing, afterimaging and hallucinating a triangle'

lvhile seeing and afterimaging are closely associated with

retinal events, other sorts of "imaging" (psychologistrs

term) do not seem to be. For instance, hallucinations

can be induced by direct electrical stimulus of t¡e visual

cortex (Luria Ch.3, B), which is some way along the

causal path from, and spatially distinct from, ttre retina.
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The two optic nerves, one from each eye'

converge at tJre optic chiasm, and then diverge to

different hemispheres of the brain. In the centre of

the retina is a spot of maximum colour sensitivity, the

fovea, and it is important to note that images to the

ieft of the fovea in both eYes, are sent to the left

hemisphere of the brain" Similarly, the right half of

both retinas is represented (initially, at least) in the

right hemisPhere.

Thefirstpointofcallfortheimpulsesafter
the chiasm are the left and right lateral geniculate

bodies (LGB). Cells in the lateral geniculate body, due

to their various connections witJr reti¡al cells, are

sensítive to retinal simulation roughly in the form of

" "ir.lu.l0 
(These are not the only cells in the LGB,

of course. The picture $/e are presenting is an

er<tremely simplified one. ) The important points about

the LGB for our purpose$ are twofold, First, irrfluoncee

atneighbouringpointsontheretinaaretransmittedto
spatially neighbouring points in the LGB (with an

important proviso, to be mentioned later)" In topological

terms, tJris amounts to neighbourhoods of a point being

mapped to neighbourhoods of tÌre corresponding pointt

and so open sets being mapped onto open setso This

is the condition of topological similarity i' €' homeo-

morphism. thus a triangle is mapped to a homeomor-

phic image of a triangle. Our "crude demand" is perhaps

notsocrudeafterall.Thesecondpointisthis:that

This is a slight overs implification. See eo g.

llubel 1963, Hubel & 'i'vriesel 1962, 1963. For a clear
expos ition of these and other matters in this brief

0

account, see Lindsay Norman 1974, or Cornsrveet 1970.
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ourstoryhasmadeaclrtainoversimplification.Recall
thatimpulsesfromthelefthandsidesoftheretinasgo
totheleftLGB'andsimila:rlyfortherighthandsides'
Thismeansthatitisonlyfigureseitherwhollytothe
Ieft of the fovea, Ór wholly to the right' that receive a

homeomorphic repre,tentation in the LGB' A triangle

right at the centre of the visual field, spanning the fovea'

will in fact have its left half represented in the left LGB'

and its right half represented in the right LGB' with

not a single whole triangle occurring in either'

Leaving aside tJre complication of the divided

imagertkrisneighbourhood-to-neighbourhooclmappingis
11

preserved at the point of entry to the cortex' too'

IJrodnrannrs area 1?, as it is called¡ is also termed the

primary visual cortex. It is the only part of the cortex

flre total excisÍon of which leads to blindness. Areas

18 and 19, the other areas principally concerned with

vision, are connected in function witJr organising the

material fron:, area 1? into more complex wholes' To

quote Luríats interPretation:

It follows that the secondarY zones of the .¡isual

cortc,'i rvith their cornplex structure and their facilitY

for the extensive spread of excitation' play the role

of egr visual stim and

forming them into complex svstemg. It can therefore

be concluded that the function of the secondary zones

of the occiPital cortex is to convert the sorrratoPical

ection of inc excitation into s

or sation.

Lesions of the secondary zonest for instance'

clo not lead to blindness or partial blindness'

11 Luria 19?3 P" 109.
L2 Luria 1973 P.115.
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A patient with a lesion of the secondarY visual
zorres is not blind; he can still see the individual
features and, sometimes, the individual parts of

objects. ltis defect is that he cannot combine these

features into comPlete forms, and he is therefore
compelled to deduce the meaning of the image which

he perceives bY drawing conclusions from individual
details and bY carrYing out intensive worlc where a
normal subject Perceives the whole forrn immediatelY.
This can be exPre,ssed bY saYing that the PercePtion
of comPlex visual objects bY such a patient begins to
resemble the situation in which an archaeologist is
attempting to decod e a text in unfamiliar scriPt; he

readily understands the r¡renaing of each sign although

the meaning of the whole text rernains unknown' That

is lvhy disturbances of visual PercePtion arising frorzi

lesions of the secondarY visual cortex ¿rq not aggoc-

iated olinicallY w ith disturbances of the visual field
or visual acuÍtY but are clescribed bY the terrn
visual agrfosra.

,1
3

Lesions of the primary zotre' on tire other hand'

lead to blind spots in the visual field, to the point where

total excision leads to blindness' These facts are

extreme}yusefulinthediagnosisofthelocationoflesions
in the cortexr since the point-to-point projection means

thatblindspotsorareasintlrevisualfieldareassociated
quite closely with corresponding lesions Ín area 1?'

Sirnilarly, stimulation of areas of area 1? leads to simple

vísual hallucinations - flashes, coloured points, etc.,

infairlypredictablepartsofthevisualfield.Stimulation
of areas 18 and 19, on the other hand, has quíte a

different effect; it differs from that of area 17 with

respecttothecomplexityofhallucinationsproduced;Go8.
flowers and human figures rather than simple shapes'

füher areas of the brain are connected with

more complex synthesis of inforrrration' unifyíng various

1'3 Luria 19?3 P' 116.
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sensory modes etc. It seems'then, though this is at

best a tentative conclusion, that if $/e we are to seek

the triangle common to vision, afterima8ing' and 
L4

hallucinating a triangle, we should seek it in area t"l '

Therearethreeconsiderations'ofincreasing
strengthn which suggest that the "triangle" in area L7

issuchthatitstriangularityiscausallyfairlyirrelevant
to the awareness of the triangle which we have deduced

takes place.

The first consideration is t'krat' as in the LGts'

area 1? in the left hemisphere represents only the left

half of the visual field, and correspondingly for the

righthemisphere.Atriangleintheeentreofthevisual
field, therefore, does not have a

ion.

connected representat -

To this point it might be replied by the

physicalist that \¡/e are simply una\Ãrare that our phen-

omenal visual field is in two halves' V/hen we halluc-

inateatriagleinthecentreofthevisualfield'weare
allbutinacertainrelationtoatriangle.Thereisnot
really a whole connected triangle in existence' as we

take it to be. Careful introspection just lets us down

in this case. But there are two halves of the triangle

inexistence,andtlrisstateofaffairsfailstocauserrr
us the belief that there are two halves' lVe are so

constructed that our introspective nrechanism "puts

together" the two halves of the triangle' in that Ít forms

a belief that there is a single triangle in existence'

14 .A.t"." 18, 19 are associated with recognition

of complex patterns as having a certain organisation' But

itseemstiratcomplexpatternstJremselvesarerepresented
in area 17.
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To the extent that such a reply denies the

existence of the triangle which \Me can discern intro-

spectively, so to that extent is the reply counterintuitive.

It is perhaps not very counterintuitive'

The second consideration raises somethin$ that

has been so far skirted over, In area 1? we find a

homeomorphic representation of a triangle, trueo But'

as is well-known' a triangle rnaps homeomorphically onto

a large number of regions of the complex plane' What

is in area 1? is in fact more or Iess elliptical, and

certainly well away from being triangular'

In line with the previous repty, the physicalist

would have to say that we falsely believe that there is

a triangle in existence, and that it is a mistake to

believe that a triangle causes our introspective belief

that there Ís a triangle. V/hat happens, the reply

presunrablygoes,isthattheellipticalpatternoffirings
causesbyacomplexcausalroutetlrebetiefthatthere
is a triangle' To the extent that it does' we can say

that we take the ellipse for a triangle, or sorrÌe such

formula.

tsut if the previous reply allowed us to say that

there iu ÆgLZ a triangle' and it is just a matter of

putting the two halves together, this reply commits us

to saying that v¿e are quite wrong about the shape of

whateveritisthatissuitablycausallyrelevanttothe
production of our belief in tJre triangle (even supposing

thatwecouldmakeoutasuitablecausalchainbetween
the ellipse and tkre belief). If we are tirat wrong' it is

hard to see what interest there is in tJ:ere being an

ellipsethereatall'Ifintrospectionissystematically
so vrrong, then it seems to me that we have severed the
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connection betwee n the ellipse and the belief enough to

bewarrantedinsayingthatitisfalsethatv¡etakethe
ellipse for a triangle. AII that happens is that we have

caused in us the false belief that there is a triangle'

Eiut then the state in area 1? might have been anything

you wish, with certainly no necessity for'any spatial

organisation of firings corresponding to the spatial

organisation of retinat stimuli' What I am trying to

say is that unless the patch in the cortex is pretty

close to being a triangle, so that \Afe can say that we

take it for a triangle, v're might as well deny any

efficacy to introspection for determining t}e geometric

nature of various of our states' If we grant that in

hallucinating a triangle introspection enables us to know

that we are in a certain relation to a morê-or-Iêss

triangular thing, then not any devÍation from the tri-

angular will do in candidates for the triangular thing'

It should not be too far: perhaps splitting in half is

allowable, but a big distortio¡1 i5 not'

The tirird consideration is a rnor<¡ technical

one. It is very forcefully put by Fribrt*I5' ancl we

include a longish extract as the best way of making

the Point.

From thalamus to cortex the reverse of the

retinat situation holds: a single geniculate ceII may

contactS000cortica},,",,'o.'*'eachofwhichisin
contact with some 4000 others through its dendritic

fields. This arrangement' aided by inhibitory

interactions, insures that' despite some overlap' when

two points in tfre retinal fovea of the moni<ey are

stimulated clear separation is maintained so that two

minutes of retinal arc re separated at the corticaL

surface ;; i;;, (MarshalL ãnd Talbot, 1941 p" L34. )

onewouldthinksuchanarrangementtobecompatible

15 Fribram L97Û'
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r,vith projecting some sort of "image" from the
receptor surface onto the cortical surface much as
a photographic image is projected onto ttre film plane
surface in a camerao

The paradox appears v¿hen the input systerns
becoine damaged, either through disease or surgeryo
Trueo as expectedn a hole (st' ¡1o*a.) cano under the
appropriate circumstances, -be demonstrated in the
visual field in the location predicted from the ana-
tomical arrangement (Fig, 7 ' 2Ì-, Yet with even
the smalLest part of the Ínput mecha¡rism intact, this
hole is often unperceived even vrith t'tre eyes held
stationaryo and pattern recognition, in many respects
indistinguishable from normal, remains possible.
People with huge saotomata eitJrer are wholly
unaware of them or can soon learn to get about easily
by ignoring them. An animal in whom B0 to 90 per
cent to the input mechanism has been removed or
interupted is able to solve problems requiring
discriminations of patterns differfng only in detail'
Lashley (1929) removed 80 -90 per cent of the striate
cortex of rats without impairing their ability to
discriminate patternso P"obert Galambos cut up to
98 per cent of the optic tract of cats and the animals
could still perform skillfully on tests necessitating
the differentiation of highly similar figures. (Galambos,
Norton ancl Frommer 1967). In a recent experiment,
Kao Liang Chow (19?0) also working witl. cats, severed
more than three-fourths of the optic tract and
removed more than three-fourths of the visual cortex;
hardly any of the point-1e-point projection system
remained intact. Although visual discriminatíon of
patterns became disturbed initially by such drastic
interference, tJre animals relearned tÀe task in about

the same number of trials required to learn prior to
surgery.

In my experience both in clinical neurosurgery
and in the laboratory (e,g, wilson ancl lvlishkin, 1959),

limited removals restnicted to cortex that do not
massively invade white i'natter leave the patient or
experimental subjectts perceptual abilities remarkably
intact over the long rangeo After a temporary scotoma
lasting a few weeks, very little in the way of deficit
can be picked up.

A,s alrearly noted, a variety of other methods
for disturbing the presumed organisation of the input
systems have been tried to no avail: Roger Sperry
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and his group (1955) surgically cross-hatched a
sensory receiving area and even placed mica strips
into the resulting brain troughs in order to electrically
insulate small squares of tissue from one another.
Lashley, Chow and Semmes (1951) tried to short-
circuit the electrical activity-of the brajn by placing
strips of gold foil over the receiving areas. And I
have produced multiple punctate foci of epileptrform
discharge within a receiving area of the cortex by
injecting minute arnounts of aluminium hydroxide
cream (I(raft, Obrist, and Fribram, 1960 ; Stamm
and Pribram, 1961; Stamm and Warren, 1961). Such

multiple foci, although tJeey markedly retard the
Iearning of a pattern discrimination, do not interfere
with its execution once it has been learned (whether
learning occurs @ the multiple lesions
are rnade). These results make it clear that the
effects of sensory input on brain tissue, the input
information, must become distributed over the extent
of the input system.

Electrical recording has also contributed sub-
stantially to the evidence that inforrnation becomes
distributed in the brain. E. Roy John (Johno

ilehrington and Sutton, 196?) for instance, uses the
technique of "Iabeling" an input to the visual system
by presenting cats stimuli which are differentiated
nôt on¡.y by their geometric pattern but also by tJte

frequency of the flickeri¡rg right which illuminates
them. This differential frequency of illumination
becomes reflected in the neuroelectric activity of the
brain which follows the imposed frequency (or if this
is fairly rapidn a subharmonic of that frequency)"
Thus the frequency e¡rcoded di.fference can be "traced"
within the brain. This technique has yielded a

number of interesting results, but of importance here
is that careful analysis of the labeled wave shapes
(computing possible dÍfferences between those occurring
in one location in the brairr and those occurring in
others) shows that identical labeled wave forrr$ occur
in many brain structures simultaneously.

Another set of experiments performed in my
laboratory (Pribram, Spinelti and Kamback, 1967;

Figs. 7-3, 7-4) shows, however, that once learning
has occurred this distribution of information does not

involve every locus within a system. Very small
electrodes were used. IVionkeys were trained to
respond differently to different geometric etimuli. In
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contrast to Johnts experiments, a very brief single
flash illuminated the stirnuli. Several distinct types
of wave forms of electrical activity wæe evoked in
ttre visual cortex. One type, oÞtained when the wave

form was computed from the mornent of stimulus oneet,

showed clear distinctions that were related to the

stinauli. The other two types lvere obtaÍned when the

wave form $ras corrrputed from the rnoment of response'
one of these reflected whether the monkey received
a pellet for responding correctly or whether he did

not because he responded erroneously' The other
type of wave form occurred imrilediately prior to the

overt response. This wave form correlated with the

particular response (pressing a right or left panel of

a pair) which followed and was independent of the

stimulus shown and the reward obtained. Important
here is the fact that all of these characteristic wave

forms dÍd not aPpear ever¡rurhere in the visual cortex'
one characteristic wave form was recorded from some

elec.trodes, another wave form from other electrodes.
Their distribution followed no discernable pattern.
However, there v/as complete consistency from day-to-
day ancl weelc-to-week of the recordings obtained from
any partÍcular electrode. trVhatever encording process

naL óccurred, it had stabilised by the time of our

recordings.
These experimental results are incompatible

withaviewthataphotographic-Iikeimage'oecomes
projected onto the cortical surfaceo The results do

indicate that each sensory system functions with a

gooddealofreserve.Sinceitseerrrstoma}ieli}tle
differencetooverallperformancewhichpartofthe
system is destroyed and which remains, this reserve
must be distributed in tJre system - the stored
infor;::ration necessary to make a discrimination is
paralleled, reduplicated over rnany locations' It thus

b".o**u likety that the retardation in learning
resulting from the epileptic fcci produced by

aluminium hydroxide cream implantations indicates

interferencewiththisreduplicationofinformation
storage (Fig. 7-5).

Thequestionsraisedbytheseobservationsmust
be jux.taposed against arpdrer: how do objects appear

sufficientty consistent so that we can recognise thern

as the same, independent of our angle of view or
their distance from us ? How do we recognise an

object regardless of the part of the retina' and
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therefore of the brain, which is directly excited by

the light coming from that object? The capacity for

such size anO óu¡ect constancy is already.developed

in the human infant a few weeks of ageo Thus any

eaÊy explanation of the constancy :f tiee phenomenon

in terms of learning is brought into question' Just

urhat sort of mechanism would simultaneously allow

for the existential flexibility of perception and the

constancy of recognition once distribution has taken

place ?

Both the facts of pattern perception in the

presence of scotomata and of perceptual constancy

demandthattherernustbeaneffectiveneurological
mechanism to spatially distribute the information

contained in the i nput to the brain' If the facts of

pereeption are to be accounted for' tJre simple

correspondenceofapoint-to-pointikonicisomorphisrn
suggested by the anatomy of ttre system cannot be

sufficient. V'/hen B0 per cent of the visuat field is
btinded by cortical removal' recognition is mediated

by the remainder of the visual tield; when the visual

cortex i" p"ppãrea by lesions' the part between the

Iesions tr.t.tiãt'" so ivell that littte difficulty is

experienced in making discriminations; whether we

view an objeat with one part of our retina or another'

or whether we view it from one angle or another' we

can still t..oþi"e the object' These are not the

properties of ärdina'ry photographic images - tear

off 98 per cent or even 80 l:" ,:tttt :t 
tÎ;u'

photographs anrJ try to identify them I

There is a slight inconsistency in this: when

Pribram says that t'he results "u " are incornpatible with

the view that a photographic-like image becomes projected

onto the cortical surface" he does not really mean to

deny that there is a point-to-point projection ' Fribramrs

argument is rather that the point-to-point projection can

be seriouoly disturbed without affecting our ability to

discrimint:te shapes, and thus that the point-to-point

projection is causally of littte relevance to the functioning

of the mechanism of PercePtion'

16 P"ib"t* 19?0 PP.119-124'
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A simiJar position is defended by lViucciolo

(IVIucciolo 19?4). The severing of large parts of the

optic tracts and destruction of large ainounts of the

visual cortex of rats, cats, etc., by Lashley and

Galarnbos euggests strongly that the physical configurations

of firings are not especially causally relevant to exper-

iencing the geometry of our mental states. I)ribramrs

experiment involving inserting large numbers of

irritative metal spots into m:'nkeys \ffas explicitly

designed to destroy as mueh as possible the geometrical

configurations of firings Ë:nmru". 
rlrse lesions

in humans similarly failn fo äi*inísh significantly pattern

recognition.

It

Mucciolo concludes

has been suggested bY manY defenders of IT
that psychological states are identical with the
stimulation of certain of our br CIearly,
this appro ach cannot e reconciled the ,þinds
of experimental evidence described above.

$tü/"u1.
If, then, the theory of perception tH we have

been arguing fræ here is correct, and so perception of

a triangle necessarily involves there being an "Ínner"

triangle, then it would seelTr that this inner triangle is

not identical wit]- the projection of the retina onto area

1? of the cortex. For that inner triangle is necessary

to perception as we know it: take it å\Fay, change it to

a square, destroy 98 per cent of it, and we no longer

have ordinary perception of a triangle' Nor do we have

afterimaging a triangle, hallucinatÍng a triangle'

Fribramrs argument, tkren, reinforces the conclusion of

ourtwopreviousargumentE.Iconcludethatthercis
some reason to believe that the triangle we are aware

t7 Mucciolo lg7 4 P. 331.
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of in perception, hallucination, etc., is not an arran$€-

ment of ceIls in the human head.

10" Coding Visual Information.

Fribr4rn goes on to suggest an analogy with

the hologram in an attempt to explain the ability of the

visual cortex to be little affected in its ability to carry

information by destruction of widespread and moll€-of-

less arbitrary parts of it. Mucciolo also defends the

theory that our mental states might be physically

representedbysomesortofstandingwave-patternof
potentials in the way that a holograrn represents tlte

information it contains.

Nowtlrereisageneralpointtobemadeabout
any suggested mechanism which attempts to account for

mental states in terms of "holistic" wave/field properties

of the cortex. (c.f. also Lashleyts "aggregate field"

theory, See Lashley 1g60, I![ucciolo Lg14l. i3eloff18

makes tJre point ttrat there are (at least) two ways of

transmitting and representing information: (f) lSgg

89g$!g3s, i. e. by transmitting somettting which is like

the state-of-affairs to be informed about in tJrose respects

it is deaired to communicate; and (2) @ i't'

by something which is not like the original in those

respects, but has corresponding respects of its own'

(which can either naturally correspond, or be convention-

ally decided upon to correspond). Now in either case¡

toobtaintheinformation,itmustbeextractedfrom
whatever stores it or is carrying it i. e. v¡e rnust actually

18 Beloff 1962 P.73.
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colïre to beliefs corresponding to the facts being

communicated. This being so, the second system, the

coding system, suits a Direct Realist picture of perception

very wello Events occur, are encoded in tight rays

and transmitted to the retina, where they are coded

again into electrical impulses which are eventually

decoded as beliifs. The decoding is not a conscious or

rational process, any more than it is in a decoding

machine. There is simply some mechanisrn with

electrical inputs and belief outputs. (This, atbeit dimly,

is what Lord Brain seems to be driving at when he uses

the concept of "information" in an attempt to explain

perceptiorr. 19) Fribramrs hologram model, similarly,

functions to account for the redundancy of inforrnation

in the visual cortex, but it is essentially a system for

storing and transmithing information. A hologram does

not store geometrical inforrrration iconographically. To

extract geometrical information from a hologram requires

that something be done to it' The triangle is €ry tJrere

in the standing wave patternn ll *u ffiÊr+ way t+t6Ë ct¡rtain

operations performed on 'a hologram enable the triangle

to be reproduced in reflected light. The extraction of

informatíon, that is t].re formation of beliefo, is sorne-

thing additional.

IfsuchasystemofcodingsuitsDirectRealism,
it does not suit the picture of perception (a¡rd certain

perceptual aberrations) that we have argued for'

causally after the reti:ral event, and causally before the

forrnation of beliefs about the world, there occurs an

event which is not merely a coded representation of

19'- e.g. Brain 1966 ChaPters 2, 3.
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what, under normal circumstances, causes it. It has

some of the features of an iconographic representation,

specifically certain geometric ones. Evidenily, any

causal account shoulcl therefore have to be modified

from the previous (ÐÍrect Realis.t) one, to include a

partial decoding of information into something with the

requisite iconographic features. Eut, as v/e have just

concluded, there does not seem to be anything in the

brain or Ín a holographic pattern with both the suitable

geometric, and suitable causal properties, to identify

this iconographic item with.

WehavearguedprincipallyabouttJregeornetry
of our perceptual and quasi-perceptual states' Vy'e have

avoided looking at the physiological facts concerning

colour, The principle reason for this is that, as I

understand it, there is little that is known for sure about

col0ur mechanisms in the cortex which is ccherent

enough to contribute to this debate. Let us just observe

that if in perception there really is involved a red*

triangle, wholly red*, so that its parts are red{' too'

and if that triangle is neither in the body, nor an)^¡t/here

else in physical space' nor in Platots heaven, tJren it

is unlikely tLat its redness* can be identified vritlt

anything in the bodY either.

To repeat a point made previously: the

conclusion of this section is very tentative' The

conclusion is that what we know of the brain suggests

thatsuchcausalmechanismsasareinvolveddonot
joÍntlyhavethepropertiesofcorrecttopologicalstructure
and sufficíent causal relevance to make thern identifiable

with the geometrical items present in perception. The

structures proposed by Pribram and Mucciolo to have
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adequate causal relevance have irrelevant geometry.

The structures with so¡nething approaching relevant

geometry seem to be causally relatively of little moment.

The conclusion of tJ-is thesis, then, is weak. It is only

that there is some reason to think that physicalis¡n is

false"

The foregoing argument cuts across the

previously mentioned defences to physicalism: topic

neutral analysis, elimination, Ramsey Sentences,

adverbialisation and property identification. For the

remainder of this chapter we will look at the relationship

between the argument and those defences.

11. Defences a{ efrysicalism,

First, let us look at property identification'

Ûur approach to property identification attempted to allow

as much leevray as possible for someone who wanted to

identify the various properties we have been discussing

with neural properties. Certainly v/e were prepared to

permit contingent property identifications, In the case

where we might wish to make a property identification

via tJre reduction of co-erctensive predicates, we offered

an account of where it is that co-extensive predicates

denote identical ProPerties.

But not every pair of property names refer

to the same property. we obviously cannot allow total

licence in property identifications, How should we

decide if the properties we were concerned with are

identical, oI., alternatively, non-identical with certain

other sorts of properties ? one side of thio decision

has a certain presumption in favour of it: ockhamrs

Razor and like Principles, Therefore" we should hold
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that the identification is to be made unless positive

reason can be given to deny it,

V/haJ sort of posÍtive reason could there be ?

Surely only a reason which derives from the considerations

that lead us to isolate the troublesome properties in the

first place; a reason deriving from 'uvhatever it was that

made us Ínclined to think that the properties v'/ere

troublesome and hence were instantiated. It would seem

that such a reason must derive from that faculty we

have for knowing certain things about ourselves without

(or without apparentty) gcing through the normal sensory

channels"

So we vúere led to lc¡ok at just what we could

reasonably say about ourselves on tlrose occasions when

we seem to exercÍse that faculty' We saw tJrat we \^/ere

able to conduct our investigation without presuming that

cgrtaÍn predicates €.8. t'x has a red afterirnage" vlere

instantiated, We found, though, that on those occasions,

we (or our states) possessed complex þroperties which

were not to be identified with glgj¡r physicalistically

acceptable properties: namely similaritiesn differences,

causal properties and suppressed tendencies to have

beliefs.

In saying "found", I presuppose that what in

the above is supposed to have been found, is true. At

any point in all this, the philosopher who denies

incorrigibility is at liberty to deny that such claims are

in fact trueS we were able to argue without presupposing

that we had afterimages; but we were not able to argue

without concluding that we did know certain things about

ourselveso \ile invented terms to describe our states

and properties so as to avoid presupposing against the
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eliminationist that we already had words for them'

Thefinalupshotofourinvestigationwasthat
on the disputed occasions, we were in a certain relation

to a certain entity with a certain geometry' If vfe are

to be wholly physical creatures, then, it should be

possible to discover that figure somewhere in the physical

universe. To put it slightly differently, t-he comple>r

properties !\¡e discovered about ourselves, and which v¿e

wished to identify with physical properties, turned out

to have a relational component. The property identifi-

cation, then, should map this relation into an acceptably

physÍcal relation, and an obvious necessary condition for

relation identification, is identity of the terms of tlle

relation. But we can find nothing physical to identify

our geometrically shaped objects with.

So tJre strategy I have employed is tuis: to

claim tJlat we can come to know enough about what we

are like on certain occasions, that is, what properties

wehaveonttroseoccasions,topreventthoseproperties
being identified with physical propætleoo

If the argument of this chapter is correct' it

prevents any such property identification, contingent or

not. A s we have already seen, there is something of

aproblemaboutdecidingwhetherwhatwewotüdhavehad
would have been a contingent identification. But it

follows from our conclusion that a ooft-col'Itingent

identification of tJre properties cannot be rnade either.

Now it seems clear that it woutd be sufficient to make

â, rlori-contingent identification of the properties, if we

could succeed with a topic neutral analysis of the trouble-

some predicates" But here we must be clear that we

mean g[ the troublesome predicateso !le might dispose
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of the @ troublesome predicates orùy to find that

when we exarnine the matter more closely we find that

we wish to say more about ourselves and our states than

topic neutral predicates give the power to say'

Ifweinventnewwordstodescribeourselves,
whatever our motives might be, then we do not so

clear.ly allow tJle possibility of a topic neutral analysis.

!V6at arr analysis might do for us, though, is to"analyse

away" the content of what it is being claimed we know

about ourselves. To that mover and to eliminationist

and adverbialist moves, it can reasonably be said that

ifsuccessfultheywculdhavethefunctionofdenying
the truth of what I am claiming we know' If I am right'

then, they cannot work. I am suggesting' furthsÎ ' that

careful introspection constitutes part of thu !g! of

whether a givon piece of analysis, or elimination, works.

Itisnoteasytodisregcrdcarefulintrospection,at
least v,¡ith respect to such obvious thÍngs as (alleged)

pains and (alleged) afterimages. It is surely ürrr€â5orl-

able to disregard it solely on ttre grounds t;rat accepting

it leads to dualis o

Inparticular,itseemstomethatthesÍtuation
is the same for Ramoey Sentence tJreorigts' The

principle innovative virtue of the R'amsey Sentence

approach is that it sees that in order to give the

meaning of a term it might be necessary to teach a

person a whole theory, that some terms only take on

theirmeaningwhenwithot}¡ertermstheyfunctionina
theor¡ ancl that thus the meaning of the term is given

by the place that it occupies in the theory' The virtue

of this is that it makes it at least prima facie possible

toclaimt,hatan¡rthinglookinglikeatraditionalanalysis
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of rnental predicates is not on, whiJ'e at tJee same time

holding <¡ur for some of tJre advantages of topic

neutrality. It is coilmorr-sense psychology which can

be said to be toPic neutral' ' i

Butasv¡ehavealreadysaicl,theapproach
still. rests on the assumption that cornmoo-Eêfise psychology

is topic neutral. (If not, if it were woefully dualistic'

whatcouldonedolrutfallbackoneliminationorproperty
identification?) And surely this assumption can be met

by asking what coffrrrrorl-sense psychology is conceived

tobe.Idonotmeannowtobealludingtothedífferences
thatwefoundbetweenSmart'sconceptionofitandLewisl.
I mean rather: iS Commofl-s€flsê psyehology just those

facts which people mostly agree on' or is it permitted

toincludewhatever.wecanfindoutaboutthernindby
introspecting and deducing? If thc first' fou beg the

question against the possibility of the second disjunct'

If the second, then you have to subrnit to tJre investigation

we have undertaken in tJris chapter' If we are correct

in our conclusion about that investigation, then corrrr'rfrofi-

sense psychology, while perhaps not ggg$þ dualistic

is certairùY ineradicably so, because the dualist bits

we have found are among the true bits' It is no use to

saythatanearrealisationofCoffIfoon-Sensepsychology
might be physi calisf. So it might be' but tJrere is more

than one way for there to þe a near realisation of a

theory. One way is iJ certain parts of the theory are

false,andinparticularifwedonotneedtofindextensions
for certain predicates in the theory for they are not in

actuality instantiated. That is the way that Lewis

obviously had in mind. Eut another way might be if
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corïrffrofl-sense psychology were just a little dualist but

those dualist predicates vi/ere really instantiated, so that

the physicatist near realisation actually left out something

really there. (ThÍs reply concedes only for the sake of

argument that tJre mind is only a little bit dualist. )

Again,wehavethatrelianceonPrinciplesofscientific
lViethod to make reasonable the betief in the future

discovery of the truth of the Idenfity Theor¡ oirly goes

t}rough in the absence of a conclusive argument for the

opposite conclusion" \ffhere cor¡ld such an argument

comefrom?SmartandLewisdonotaddressthemselves
totlratquestion,butitseemsthatifitcouldcomefrom
anywhere it shor¡Id come from tJ.e place where all the

fuss starts: introsPection.

L2" Dualism.

I have said above tjrat dualism is true' I

need not have said that, but only that physicalism seems

to be false. Sayiag Ít provokes the response: what is

dualism?Whatsortofobjectsareyoutellingusexist?
How can we begin to evaluate your theory unless you

can tell us the nature of the objects in it ? It is not

unusual to hear ldentity theorists demanding of their

opponents that they produce their ttreory' The aim' of

course, is to range the candidate theories alongside one

anottrer for purposes of comparison by such crÍteria

as counterintuitiveness, simplicity, etc'

Thesituationhereisalitt}edifferent.I
claim to have an argument against one class of ttreories'

It is pointless offering your theory for comparison wlt'lt

a lot of false theories to see which of them is true'

However, it would be disingenuous to give this reply as
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your sole reason for avoiding produci'ng your theory if

you had one, So now the cat is out of the bag: I do

not have an alternative theory of the nature of the

problematic ProPerties'

Isuggest,however,thatthissituationaffords
us a prime opportunity for further research' \'-tle cafi

discern enough about tJre problematic properties to

conclude tJrat they are not identical with certain physical

properties. That is not very rriuch. Let us try, then'

to investigate the problematic properties further in

order to learn more about their natureo Are they

someholvgeneratedbybrainfieldssimilartothose
suggested in another connection by Lyall Vy'atson?20

Perhaps, Just because 'ffe cannot locate the bearers

of certain of the properties (specifically the topological

ones) in the physical universe, it does not mean that

we cannot investigate tJeose properties by means other

than introspection - even if all metJrods of investigation

had to contain an element of introspection' It is surely

$rrong to think that i-f we could find out enough about

entities of a certain sort, and they turned out to be

causally well-behaved, we would have to count them

physical, None of tJre supernahrralist, occultist or

religiousstoriesrepresenttheothertrVorldaschaotic"
If entities are causally well-behaved, and their

interactionswitht}rephysicalareequallylawlike'this
does not prevent those entities from being quite queer

nonetheless: emergentn nonspatial, surviving death

perhaps, This being so, dualism should be regarded

asaresearchprogramme.Indeed,Itlrir¡tr<tt¡atthis
is the best way to see dualismn After aIL' we have no

systematic account of tJre nature and laws of entities

2çJ TTatson 1973'
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otlher than those in space made up of waves and particles.

(V.úedonothaveafinalt,heoryoft}relatter,either,but
at least we have made a start. ) If dualism is to be

an¡rthing more than a denial of physicalism' then' it

must be seen as Programmatic'

Afinalpoint:theargumentgiveninthisbool<'
if correct, seems to establish that physicalism is

contingently false. lühat tl:en would the mind be like

if physicalism were true? One possibility harks back

towhatweeai(laboutperception:ifDirectRealism
were true, perception would just be beliefs' aberrant

percogtion would be misplacecl beliefs' introspection

would be beliefs about beliefs, the latter perhaps not

seemitrgtobcbeliefg.Anotlrerpossibilityrnightbetlrat
perception is mediated by non-belief states which can be

known directty to be physical. In introspection it might

seem to us that we were a brain, being affected in

various ways by stimuli the nature of whictr could be

established conclusively only by h¡rpothesis' A variant

of the last is where we do not know our mediating

sensations to be physical, but then we do not knovø

anything about t}em tJrat prevents their being physical

either. I do not think that I can describe this last

possibility any more precisely' These last two possibil-

ities are, admittedly, rather fanciful' Eut then it stands

to reason that it would be diJficult to imagine how a

radically different mechanism for experience would seem

to the exPeriencero
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APPEI.IDDI

Some h:l ved Definítions

The purpose of this appendix is to improve

oncertainofthedefinitionsgiveninPartone,Ínor,.ler
to remove some problems of exposition' In Chapter

Dne, the simplÍfying assumption that we will one day

be in possession of the firral theory was introduced'

There is a problem corurected with this assumption'

It is, that if we permit nonsynonymous predicates to

express the same propertyn then there is no reason to

think that Íf a predicate d, nonsynonymously expresses

the same property as some physicat predicate p

(i, e. F , P ) which belongs to ttre language of tl:e

final theory, then d' will not occur in the language of

the final theory. To eay that oL nesÈ not occur in a

theory does not entail that it yL{J- not occuro lVrorêov€r'

if c¿ expresses a physical property' then surely there

canbenoharminincludingo¿inthefinaltheory.
Eut if v/e Permit the Pg-Eqtb-4üY that such an oL

occur in the final theory' then, if we remaÍn with our

definition of physicalism, contingent property identification

cannot be seen as part of an eliminative materialistrs

methodology, contrary to what wae claimed in Chapter

Si¡. Ïlowever, it seems to me trhat t't¡ere are unificatory

advantages in making this latter claim' I propose'

therefore,thefollowingdefinitions.Iftheyareadequate,
then the clairn can be maintained'
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First, we must dispense with the assumption

that the final theory will one day be discovered. TVe

must fall back on the notion that t'hnre can be a theory

which is never exhibited, and that two theories can be

distinct even though both are never extribited or dis-

covered.Ifwewishtoremaínwiththeideathata
theory is a set of items (e. g. sentences) closed under

deducibility - and it seems to me tbat this is correct'

and furthermore that too rîuch in this thesis hangs on

holding it - then we wil'l have to say tlrat the members

of a theory are more like propositions' This in turn

might introduce the tension of talking about t'he parts

of propositions, for tJaere are obvious advantages in

being able to speak of predicatest being members of

ttre lang.rage of a theory. In order to solve thisr I will

continuetosaythatatheoryisasetofsentences'where
sentences are constructed from predicates' quantifiers,

a¡rd truth functional operators, but conceive of sentences

ashavin$non-extensiona]identityconditions,andleave
the problem (r,vhich is hardly a new one) of what those

identity conditions are, unsolved'

Then we can say that a theory is a final

theory, if it is true and complete io e' if it is true and

everyfactaboutwhichthingsexistandwhichproperties
and relations they have is statedin it' Elysit"lis* is

the doctrine that at least one final theory of the universe

is a physical theory i. e. one all of whose predicates

come from P (where the membership of P is as

indicatedinChapterone:Fcontainsorrlythepredicates
of physics and inorganic chernistry)'

Imentionaproblemaboutthesedefinitions'
Ifsentencesexistrthenafinaltheoryshouldbeable
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to deal with properties like their truth, or the satisfia-

bility of ttreir predicates. F ollovring Tarski, tJris

would have to be done by stratifying the theory and its

language, but the introduction of primitive semantic

notions might be a difficulty with a set F containing only

predicates from physics (including set theory) and

chemistry. I wilt not pursue this problem.

FinaIIy we arrive at the definition of elimin-

ability. A predicate oL , is eliminable íf there is a

final theory Ín whose language neither cf' nor any

s¡monym of Ot occurs.

This definition of eliminability enables us to

subsume both Rortyrs position and the position of tJee

physicalist c ontingent- pr op erty -identif ic ationist unde r

eliminative materialism.

F'irst, a clarification point' As was noted

in chapter Five, it is not clear that t.lle falsity of a

sentence of the forrrr "16x¡fx" is a sufficient condition

for the eliminability of t¡'e predicate "ún". It might

be argued that a ttreory can corrt¡in laws which relate

predicates while being neutral on the question of whether

anything ever satisfies t'hose predicates. For example,

there might be laws relating the energies of systems

which allow an irrfinite range of possible energies to

systems (e.8. witJr no uprPer limit)r and the theory say

nottring about whether sufficiently high energies are ever

realised in physical systems. Indeed, it might be the

case that these energies are never realised, and so t,he

finaltheoryhavenoneed,asregardsdescribingthe
properties of what exists, for predicates expressing tùem.
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I have two points to make about tJris' The

first point is that I am not convinced that it might not

be possible to prove (somewhat like craigts theorem)

tJrat for any tJreory containing such predicates, there is

a theory v¿hich is equivalent as to existentiaL consequences,

and which does not contain them. (Possib1e proof: take

thesubsetofexistentialconseçFencesrandcloseitunder
deducibility. Mixed existential and universal quantifiers

pose a problem for the definition of "existential.

consequences". ) I suggest this only as a possibility;

butifitweretrue,itwouldmeanthatafinaltheory
cot¡ld be extracted from any such theory' The second

poÍnt is that it seems to me that it is unlikely that this

problem arises in connection with the problem of

eliminatíng mental predicates. It is hard to see what

unificatory purpose, or other purpose, might be served

byretainingry@predicatesiftJreyareneversatisfied"

Thisbeingsorthenwecarrsaythatatleast
for a mental predicate¡ Say "Mx", it is a sr¡fficient

condition for its being eliminable, trhat "(Ex)Mx" is

false. It follows from this that¡ âs lve have interpreted

Rortylspositionisaversionofelirninativematerial-it,
ism o

Now let us turn to property identifications'

Suppooe that a mental predicateo sâI "I\6x"' expresses

the same property as some nonsynonJmous predicate'

say "8x", which is a member of P' Then there is no

need for a final theory to include "Mx" in íts vocabulary'

Fromthisitdoesnotfollowthatnofinaltheorycontains
"lvlx"o But it does seern reasonable to conclude that

some final theory does not contain "Mx"' Foro select

one which does contain "Mx", and replace "Mx" wherever
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it occurs by "8x". Theno plæusibly, the new theory

states the same facts about which things exist and their

properties and relations, ancl does not have "Mx" in its

vocabulary. But, by the definition of eliminability, "IVI¡"

is eliminable if some final theory does not contain it.

Therefore, "Mx" is elimÍnable. Thus, the position of

the phy sic ali st- contingent- property-identific ationi st i s a

form of eliminative materialism.
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